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STATEMENT OF SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ROBERT S. McNAMARA

BEFORE THE IKUSE ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEE

ON THE FISCAL YEAR 1968-72 DEFENSE PROGRAM AND I968 DEFENSE BUDGET

Mr. Chairman and Mexnbers of the Committee:

I have already presented to this Committee the Supplemental fin-

ancial requirements for the balance of the current fiscal year, 1967.

Now I should like to review our Defense Program for the next five fiscal

years and our hudget req\iirements for the coming fiscal year, i960.

As has heen my practice in the past, I will attempt to call your atten-

tion to the more important changes in the Defense Program which have_

occurred since last year, particularly those relating to our effort in

Southeast Asia. Other Defense Department witnesses will present the

details of our financial requirements for FY I968 later in these hear-

ings .

A. APPROACH TO THE FY 1968-72 PROGRAM AND THE FY I967-68 BUDGETS

Last year when I appeared hefore this Committee in support of the

FY 1967-71 program and the FY 1967 Budget I said:

"With regard to the preparation of the FY 1967-71 program

and the FY I966 Supplemental and the FY 1967 Budget, we have

had to make a somewhat arbitrary assumption regarding the.

duration of the conflict in Southeast Asia. Since we have no

way of knowing how long it will actually last, or how it will

evolve, we have budgeted for combat operations through the end

of June 1967. This means that if it later appears that the

conflict will continue beyond that data, or if it should expand

beyond the level assumed in our present plans, we will come back

to the Congress with an additional FY 1967 request."

Throughout the spring and summer of last year in my appearances

before various Congressional Committees, I reiterated the fact that

the FY 1967 Budget was based on the arbitrary assumption that the con-

flict would end by June, I967, and that additional funds would be

required if the conflict continued. I also repeatedly stated, both

.1



before the Congressional Committees and in public statements, that

defense spending would rise above the budget level if we had to take

actions to provide for the continuation of the conflict beyond June 30,

1967.

For example, on February 25, I966, I explained to the Senate Armed

Services Committee and the Subcommittee on Department of Defense Appro-

priations :

"If it later appears that they /i.e., combat operations in

Vietna^ will extend beyond that date, it will be necessary to

supplement the fiscal year 1967 budget.

"The reason why that planning assumption /±.e,, that the

conflict would end June 30, 196j/ causes the I967 total obli-

gation authority to drop below 1966 is that there are long lead

items that may have to be used in combat, let's say in the period

January-June I967, which can't be financed in the fiscal year I967

Budget and be delivered in time. Therefore they must be financed

in the fiscal year 1966 Budget, if we are to have them on hand

when we need them. That is why the total obligational authority

for 1966 is higher than 1967-

"Now, if later this year it appears that combat will extend

beyond June of 1967, at high levels, then in the case of similar

long lead times it will be necessary for us to come back to the

Congress and ask for additional appropriations."

I said a little later:

".'..I think it would be irresponsible for us to come forward,

now, today, with a higher figure, because it is extremely diffi-

cult to estimate the level of combat operations I8 months in

advance, and veiy wasteful if we are to estimate on the high

side, and quite unnecessary because the lead times don't require

financing now."

On August 1, 1966, when I appeared before the Senate Subcommittee

on Defense Appropriations in support of our appeals on the House action

on the FY I967 Appropriation Bill, I noted again that the FY I967 Budget

was based on the arbitrary assumption that combat operations would termi-

nate June 30, 1967. I went on to say:

"As we get closer and closer to that date, it becomes more

and more necessary to plan on the possibility of that not happen-

ing. We are considering that possibility. We, at present, however,

do have sufficient funds to carry xis on for several additional months.

9



"At the moment I would not reconmiend a supplemental 9 although
I thii^ one some time during 1967 is very likely. The reason I

would not recommend it today.. .is that there are stlU many un-

certainties not only as to the duration of the conflict, hut also

iilth respect to the level of operations that needs to be financed,"

I pointed out that we had just completed a review of our air

ordnance production programs and were reviewing our production plans
for ground ordnance and aircraft. I concluded by saying:

"•••To the extent that we can finance our operations with
the presently requested funds and push the timing of the sub-

mission of a supplemental into the future 9 I think we will be
able to come forward with a more precise estimate of our total
requirements • •

•

"

With regard to the additional $569 million added by the House for

active duty military personnel, I pointed out that our military personnel
strength estimates were still fluctuating widely. I suggested that
rather than coming forward with one personnel estimate today and a

different one tomorrow, and constantly changing our funding require-

ment, we would be better advised to use the special authority we have

in the Appropriation Bill to expend whatever funds are necessary for

military personnel. I pointed out:

"...that almost surely we will expend the additional $569
million that the House inserted in the bill."

And I added later:

"Mbre likely it will be higher than that level rather than
lower."

What we .were trying to do was to avoid the overfunding which occurred

during the Korean War when the Defense Department requested far more funds

than were actually needed. For example, the Defense Department requested

a total of about ^l6k billion for the three fiscal years 1951-53; the

Congress appropriated a total of $156 biUJ.on; the" amount actually ex-

pended was $102 billion; end the unexpended balances rose f^om $10.7

billion at the end of FY I95O to $62 billion by the end of FX 1953. It

took about five years to work the unexpended balance down to about $32
billion; and we were able to support a Defense program of about $50

billion a year during FY 1962-6U with about $30 billion of unexpended

balances

.
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The excessive xmexpended balances built up during the Korean War
were duXy npted by the Appropriation Cconoittees • Mr. Mahon, for example,

commented in February 19^3:

"•••that will cause our colleagues and the press and the
public "Who have not had a chance to study this to say, *Are

the menibers of the Appropriations Committee crazy in appro-

priating $4l billion, more or less, when they alrea^ have an
unexpended balance of $62 billion?*"

Although we still have no way of knowing when the conflict will
end, it is perfectly clear that we must take whatever measures are

necessary to ensure our abi3J.ty to support our forces in the event the

conflict does continue beyond June 30, 196?. Indeed, T«hen it became
apparent last summer that this was likely to be the case, we continued
the build-up of our military personnel strength beyond the level anti-

cipated in the FY 1967 Budget and took action to ensure that deliveries
of long lead time items would continue beyond June 30j 1967 without
interruption. The Congress was informed of these actions through the
reprogrannnlng process and related hearings. .

But, while it was clear even last summer that additional funds would
be required for FY I967 if the conflict in Southeast Asia were to continue,

the timing and the amount of the additional request posed a problem. With
regard to timing, we had essentially two alternatives: (l) request an

amendment to the FY I967 Budget in the summer of I966, while it was still

before the Congress; or (2) wait until early the following year and request

a Supplemental appropriation. Each of these alternatives had certain ad-

vantages and disadvantages*

First, we still could not see clearly last summer the full dimensions
of our requirements for Southeast Asia. There was at that time a wide

range of uncertainty concerning the size of the forces required, their

composition and their tempo of operation. Consequently, we could not

determine with any degree of precision how many more men we would need

through the balance of the fiscal year, how much more ammunition and

other supplies we would consume, how maxiy more aircraft we would lose as
.

a result of enemy action, and how much more construction we would need

in Vietnam and elsewhere to support the larger forces that might be re-

quired. Without these data, we could only guess the amount of the

additional funds which would be needed for the balance of the fiscal

year.

Second, many of the decisions which would have been involved in pre-

paring an amendment to the FY I967 Budget would have also been involved

in preparing the 196i3 Budget, and these decisions could be made with
much greats assurance of accuracy later in the year. Indeed, I am



convinced that had we gone forward with an amendment last summer, the

FY 1967 Budget woiild have had to undergo still another drastic adjust-

ment because of the decisions made in connection with the JY I968

Budget. In other words, an FY 1967 Supplemental would have been needed

in any event.

The major disadvantage of waiting for a Supplemental has been the

need to reprogram, on a rather large scale, available FY I967 fimds to

meet our most urgent longer lead time proc\arement requirements, pend-

ing the availahility of the additional funds. We recognize that this

extensive reprogramming has placed an extra burden not only on the

Defense Department but on the Armed Services Committees and the Defense

Appropriations Subcommittees as well. Some of these reprogramming

actions required the prior approval of this and other interested Com-

mittees; ^.1

1

of them have been reported to the Committees concerned.

However, in order to facilitate your consideration of the FY I967 Sup-

plemental request we have prepared a recapitulation of all of the major

procurement program adjustments affecting that fiscal year, which will

be furnished separately.

Now, with a year and a half of combat experience in Southeast Asia

behind us, I believe that we have a much better understanding of our

future requirements. In October 19^5 3 when the FY 1967 Budget was

being developed, we were in the midst of an explosive build-up in South

Vietnam; it was then that we moved over 100,000 men 10,000 miles in

less than 120 days. The future was impossible to predict with accuracy.

In contrast, in October I966, at the time of the preparation of the

FY 1968 program, we could look ahead to the time when our forces in

Southeast Asia could be expected to level off. Moreover, we have

acquired a significant amount of data on actual consumption rates for

individual items of ground and air munitions and on combat attrition

rates for the various types of rotary and fixed-wing aircraft, and we

can now project our requirements for these two very important categories

of materiel much more accurately than was possible even last summer.

And, I might point out that the rates of consumption and attrition

actually experienced for many specific items have turned out to be quite

different ftom those we projected last year — lower as well as higher.

Since we can now project our requirements for the conflict in South-

east Asia with far greater confidence than last year, we have changed

our basic approach in preparing the FY 1967 Supplemental as well as the

FY 1968 Budget. Sufficient funds are being requested in both the FY I967

Supplemental and the FY I968 Budget to protect the production lead time

on all combat essential items until FY I969 funds would become available.

For example, in the case of ammunition, which is perhaps the category

of materiel most affected by combat operations, we are requesting funds
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to cover the full production lead time beyond the end of FY I968,

Because ammunition reorder lead time averages about six months, this

means that the PY I968 Budget provides funds to finance ammunition

deliveries at rates sufficient to support operations in Southeast Asia

through December I968. Thus, if it later appears that the conflict will

continue beyond June 30, I968, we would be able to use FY X969 funds to

order additional ammunition for delivery after December I968 and keep

the production lines going without interruption.

In the case of tactical aircraft, which have a production lead time

on the average of about I8 months, we have included sufficient funds in

the FY 1967 Supplemental and the regular FY I968 Budget to cover deliver-

ies at rates sufficient to offset combat attrition in Southeast Asia to

January 1, 1970. If it later appears that all of such aircraft will not

be required to replace combat attrition, the production of some might be

cancelled and some used to modernize the forces at a faster rate than

presently plazined.

Similar provisions have been made in the FY 1967 Supplemental and

the FY 1968 Budget for other categories of materiel which would be

affected by the continuation of combat operations in Southeast Asia

beyond June I968. Accordingly, barring a significant change in the

character or scope of the Southeast Asia conflict, or unforeseen

emergencies elsewhere in the world, the FY I967 Supplemental and FY I968

Budget should be sufficient to cover our requirements until FY I969 funds

become available, even if the conflict continues beyond June 30, I968.

Because of the large demands of the Southeast Asia conflict, I have

deleted from both the FY 1967 Supplemental and the FY I968 Budget, pro-

curement funds which are required simply for the replacement of items

already in tKe inventory with later models, except for tactical aircraft

and helicopters and where the newer item is being procured to replace

consumption. This type of marginal modernization can be safely deferred

to a later time.

With regard to military construction, we have included funds in the

FY 1968 Budget for military family housing and other categories of "non-

combat" facilities, e.g., replacement of old barracks, BOQs, maintenance

shops, administration and school buildings, etc. We deferred these types

of construction programs in FY I966 and I967 in order to reduce our

demand on an economy already laboring under inflationary pressures. Now

that these pressures appear to be subsiding, we should be prepare.! to

resume the orderly modernization and expansion of our physical plajit,

which represents an investment, in terms of acquisition cost, of well

over $35 billion. The rate at which we do so will depend upon economic

developments during the next 12 to 18 months. In any event, wc wo,aa

first release the' balance of the FY I966 military construction prorram

6



(about $565 million), and then move forward with the FY 1968 program,

I'or which a total of $2,123 million has heen included for Military

Construction and $26? million for the construction of Military Fandly

Housing.

Needless to say, we are continuing our cost reduction efforts with

undiminished vigor. And, as you know, we have developed another list

of base closings and consolidations, none of which will in any wny

affect our combat capabilities in Southeast Asia or elsewhere.

By eliminating unneeded and marginal activities and deferring what-

ever can be safely deferred, I have been able to reduce the FY I967

Supplemental and the FY 1968 Budget requests of the Services and

Defense Agencies by about $23.3 billion, while at the same time provid-

ing for all essential military requirements. As shown on Table 1, we

are requesting for FY I967 a total of $72.8 billion in new obligational

authority, of which $12.3 billion is in the special Supplemental for

Southeast Asia. For FY I968 we are requesting a total of $75 '3 billion

in new obligational authority. Eacpenditures are now estimated at $67-95

billion for FY 1967 ($9.65 billion above the- original budget estimate)

and $73 •I billion for FY 1968

7



B. ASSESSMENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL SITUATION AS IT BEARS ON MILITARY
POLICpS AM) PROGRAMS

Although the conflict in Southeast Asia continues to be the problem
of most immediate concern to the American people, other developing trends
in the international sitixation may turn out to have even greater signifi-
cance to our national security over the longer run. This is not to mini-
mize the crucial in^ortance of the struggle in Vietnam. It cortinues to
be the key test of the Red Chinese version of the so-called "Wars of
National Liberation", which they hope will sweep the world. And it has
also become a factor in the struggle of the Soviet Union and China for
leadership of the world Communist movement.

Indeed, it is this continuing clash between the two Communist giants
which is one of the most significant developing trends on the current
international scene. Although Mr. Khrushchev's successors had evidently
hoped to mitigate Soviet differences with China, this effort has failed
and the split between them has become even more wide and bitter. The
Soviet leaders apparently believe that the militant People's War policies
of Mao Tse-Tung — enunciated by his chief lieutenant, Lin Piao, in his
well-known statement of September I965 — constitute a threat to them
as well as the Free World. The Chinese contention that the world revolu-
tion is nothing more than a People's War of the countries of Asia, Africa
and Latin America (the "World Village") against the nations of North
America and Western Europe (the "World City") does not sit well with
the Soviet leaders — primarily because the Soviet Union is itself a part
of the so-called "World City".

It may be that some aspects of this dispute are involved in the
power struggle now wracking Red China. But whatever the issues, the
outcome of that struggle could have a profound effect far beyond China's
borders. The difficulties at home and the setbacks abroad may have
blunted the thrust of China's militant policies for the. moment. But a

China which persists in making the destruction of the Free World and
everything it stands for a stated tenet of its foreign policy, and a

China which continues to pursue with unrelenting vigor (and with con-

siderable success to date) the attainment of a nuclear weapons capability,
does not bode well for the future peace and security of the world.

Another trend of longer term significance is the growing awareness
among the nations of Southeast Asia and the Western Pacific that their
future security and well being depends importantly upon their ability to
work together in strengthening the military, economic and political co-

hesion of all the non-Communist nations in the area. Many of their
political leaders understand and appreciate that our defense of the
people of South Vietnam has served as a bulwark for their own security
and that it is buying them time to put their own houses in order.
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In Europe, as I noted two years ago, long frozen positions are
beginning to thaw and there is an intensified search ~ on "both sides
of the Iron Curtain for new arrangements which might better serve »

the security needs of all concerned. This movement is not necessarily
detrimental to our interests. Our basic objectives in Western Europe
are to ensure the security of that area against aggression and to
further its economic growth and political stability. If better means
than those now employed can be found to achieve these objective?, we
would welcome them. In the meantime, we believe that the military
strength and, above all, the political unity of the NATO powers in
Europe must be preserved. In this belief, we have found substantial
agreement among our NATO partners. As for the Soviet posture in Europe,
we must await further evidence of their intentions. Although they are
seeking joint solutions to some of the less controversial issues, they
continue to maintain and to strengthen their forces deployed against
Europe

.

In the so-called "Third-World" of developing nations, there is a
growing awareness that independence and self-government alone will not
ensure the physical well-being of the people.- The problems of nation
building and economic development must still be solved, particularly in
agriculture. The number of nations suffering food shortages and the
extent of these shortages axe growing steadily year by year. The United
States had done much to ameliorate the immediate problem, but a per-
manent solution must be found in the affected countries themselves,
with whatever help the more economically developed nations are willing
to provide. For many years, we will have to deal with conditions of
inherent instability which will have an inipact on our security program.

1. The Communist Countries

The dispute between the two major Communist powers has now reached
a point where the Soviet Union has not only renewed the exchange of
bellicose statements but is also strengthening its military postxire in
response to serious border problems with China. While an outbreak of
hostilities between China and the Soviet Union does not appear probable
at this time, the tension on the borders is likely to continue.

Within the Communist camp, the Soviet Union has continued its
efforts to isolate China. Although the Soviets have not succeeded in
reading China out of the international Cormnunist movement, only Albania
among the ruling Communist peurties still remains exclusively aligned
with China.
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a. Soviet Union

As*for the Soviet Union itself, the initial caution prevailing
under Brezhnev and Kosygin has given way to a more self-confident atti-
tude at home and abroad. This growing self-confidence Is reflected in
the open renewal of the dispute with the Chinese, the detennined effort
to push domestic economic reforms and expand the production of consumer
goods, and a more vigorous diplomatic approach to the nations of Western
Europe,

The Soviet economy still presents a mixed picture of strengths and
weaknesses. The perfomance of industry remains sluggish and spotty.

The situation in the areas of investment, construction, and labor pro-
ductivity — three of the most essential factors affecting economic
growth — does not augur well for the regime's avowed objectives of
achieving steep increases in overall growth and productivity, at least
not in the years immediately ahead. The Soviet gross national product
is still less than one-half that of the United States. With this out-
put, the Soviets support a high rate of industrial investment, and a
rising level of defense expenditures. (Actual defense expenditures are
estimated to have risen about 10 percent in 1966, compared with 5 per-
cent in the published budget. An increase of 8 percent was announced
in the published budget for 1967.) It is not surprising, therefore,
that Soviet per capita consumption is still only about one-third of
ours. Nevertheless, the Soviets are continuing their support of North
Vietnain at a rate of about $750 million per year and are furnishing
economic and military assistance to many other countries, notably to
i'gypt, Syria, India, and Cuba.

In Europe, the Soviet Union is attempting to live with the growing
diversity and independence being shown by her East European allies. As

I have noted, the Soviets have shown a readiness to reach agreement with
Western European governments and the U.S. on certain less controversial
issues, such as the treaty on outer space and the New York-Moscow com-
mercial air route. At the same time, the Soviets continue to try to
cast the Federal Republic of Germany in the role of Europe's greatest
menace and seek to exploit differences among the Western allies. There
is evidence, however, that the Soviet Union may increasingly seek peace-
ful avenues of endeavor, and we stand ready to reciprocate wherever this

is the case. But the time is not yet, unfortunately, when we can view
Soviet policy as benign.

b. Red China

The events in mainland China over the past months have made it

necessary for us to Teexamine some of the basic assusiptions iiriilch we
have made about the Peking regime. The previous general belief that the
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leadership of China was monolithic and that a relatively peaceful transi-
tion of power fj*om Mao's rule was possible has proved to he erroneous.
In fact, the regime has been torn over the past months by a major inter-
nal struggle. Although there are many imponderables and uncertainties,
it appears that the great public attack on governmental and Communist
party leaders, launched by Mao himself, was motivated by his fear that
China after his death might not stay on a militantly revolutionary path*
His policies have been resisted by many of the Chinese hierarchy in
Peking and throughout the country, vrtio would apparently prefer less ex-
treme policies and more emphasis on the economic improvement of China.
To deal with this opposition, Mao has begun a purge of some of his fonner
comrades and has created a new organization, the Hed Guards.

The prospect appears to be for continiaing political turmoil, prob-
ably intensified when Mao passes from the scene. His successors can be
expected to quarrel not only about who will control the country but also
about such domestic issues as the role of ideology and the means of
economic development.

We have only a very imprecise understanding of the role which foreign
policy issues play in the current upheaval. The Chinese have, of course,
suffered a series of major set-backs over the past several years. They
can no longer have any expectation of a quick victory in Vietnam. The
Government of Indonesia is no longer closely allied to China. Their in-

fluence has waned in Africa and throughout the Third World, and they have
been virtually isolated within the Communist camp.

One result of the internal upheaval has been a temporary reduction
in Chinese interest in the outside world. However, there has been no
diminution in their support of the Communist efforts in Vietnam and in
Thailand. And, they are still active in supporting "Chinese" factions
in the Communist movement in other parts of the world, in some cases,
with military materiel.

Nevertheless, as the I^esident declared in his recent State of the.
Union Message:

"We shall continue to hope for a reconciliation between
the people of mainland China and the world community --

including cooperation in all the tasks of arms control,

security, and progress on which the fate of the Chinese
people, like the rest of us, depends.

"We would be the first to welcome a China which had
decided to respect her neighbors* rights. We would be the

first to applaixd were she to concentrate her great energies

and intelligence on improving the welfare of her own people.
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And we have no intention of trying to deny her legitimate,

needs for security and friendly relations with neighbor-

ing countries.

"Our hope that all of this will someday happen rests on

the conviction that we, the American people and^our allies,

will see Vietnam through to on honorable peace.

2. Southeast Asia and Southwest Pacific Area

Since I have already discussed the military sitTiation in Southeast

Asia in considerable detail in my statement on the FY 196? Supplemental,

I will confine myself here to the broader political and econmic aspects.

As I noted earlier, there is a growing awareness and appreciation

eunong Asian and Pacific nations of the contribution our efforts in South-

east Asia are making to their own freedom and independence. Some are now

actively participating in the struggle; others are increasingly articu-

late in expressing their support for our goals and objectives in South-

east Asia. This change from a passive, and in some cases a negative,

attitude is, in rsy opinion, -directly related to the demonstration of our

will and determination to fulfill our obligations in that area of the

world.

Of^ even greater in^portance in its potential for contributing to

regional political, econoirdc, and social development and to long range

regional security is the 'growing appreciation of the need for collective

action to meet common problems. It can be seen in such regional efforts

as the Asian Development Bank, the Mekong development project, and the

iziiportant Ministerial meeting held in Seoul for Asian and Pacific Coopera

tion (ASPAC ).

The unity of purpose of the seven nations that are actively parti-

cipating in the defense of South Vietnam was clearly demonstrated in

the M^fla conference held in October 1966. Here the Heads of State and

Government of the participating nations (South Vietna^, Australia, New

Zealand, Thailand, Republic of Korea, Philippines, and U.S.) produced a

statement of principles which we believe reflects the views of the great

majority of the free nations of the Asian and Pacific area. This state-

ment of principles contains the following points:

(a) The South Vietnamese people shall not be conquered by aggres-

sive force and shall enjoy the inherent right to choose their own way

of life and their own form of government; this commitment shall be

backed by military force and other efforts as necessary..
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(b) The following principles will guide the united effort, to move

toward a pea<:eful and prosperous future for all of Asia and the Pacific:

(1) Aggression must not succeed.

(2) We must break the bonds of poverty, illiteracy, and

disease.

(3) We must strengthen economic, social, and cultural coopera-

tion within the Asian and Pacific region.

(U) We must seek reconciliation and peace throughout Asia.

Thus, the nations represented at Manila expressed both their united

determination that the freedom of South Vietnam be secured and their

deep concern for a peaceful future for Asia and the Pacific. They de-

clared that their common commitment is the defense of the South Viet-

namese people and that their sole demand on the leaders of North Vietnam

is that they abandon their aggression. They proclaimed their readiness

to pursue any avenue which could lead to a secure and just peace, T'other

through discussion and negotiation or through reciprocal actions on both

sides to reduce the violence.

To leave no doubt as to their longer-range intentions tn^ Southeast

Asia, the nations represented at Manila also declared that: Allied

forces are in the Republic of Vietnam because that country is the object

of aggression and its government requested support in the resistance of

its people to aggression. They shall be withdrawn, after close consulta-

tion, as the other side withdraws its forces to the North, ceases infil-

tration, and the level of violence thus subsides. Those forces will be

withdrawn as soon as possible and not later than six months after the

above conditions have been fulfilled •

At the President's direction, the policies and objectives of the

United States Government with regard to the conflict in Vietnam had been^

stated by Ambassador Goldberg at the United Nations last September. Among

the points he made were the following:

Ours is a strictly limited aim.

We are not engaged in a 'Holy War' against Communism,

We do not seek to establish an American empire or a

'sphere of influence' in Asia.

We seek no military bases, no permanent establishment

of troops, no peimanent American 'presence* of any kind in

South Vietnam. « ^ w^-4.u
We do not. seek the overthrow of the Government of North

Vietnam.
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We do not seek to threaten any legitimate interest of the

^•^^Welo'^^^sk of north Vietnam an wioonditional surrender

or indeed the siorrender of anything that belongs to it; nor do

we to delude any segH^nt of the South Vietnamese peqp^^ participating hy peaoem means in ^'^^'y^,^^'
Lrt me say affirmatively and succinctly what our aims are.

We want a political aoltttion, not a "^"tffy^^"^"*^;"":J°
this conSict. Similarly, we reject the idea that North Viet-

nam has a right to impose a military flu^ti°n.

We seek to assure the people of South Vietnam the same

right of self-detemination -- to decide their own political

deftU, free of force -- that the United Nations Charter

'^'^'Z/Z Sueve that reunification of Vietnam should he de-

cided upon through a free choice the peoples of ^o*^ t^^e

North Zi South without outside interference^ the results of

which choice we are fully prepared to sifPPort.

These, then, are our affirmative alms. They

nothing thit conflict with the true interests of any party

involved.

Our own tireless search for peace in Vietnam continues. We have

calleHg^ and again for negotiations »
^^^Jf^^,^

^"^^S ^'Sflr:srd:nt\:: Tafd t^fl^S^^Hl^^^^i^cond^^ional

.est recent e^^ hy t^^^nUe^States to mo^^^to^^e-

^fru^trd^sSoSrt^Takf;^fv£^^^^^
-e^-

bring about discussions which oou^^ *° ^.^^ ^on receipt of
said that we would end our bonbing ^ ^ ^cip^ocal action
assurances ~ public or private 'T^^a oar offers and
bv the other side. But the Connunists have rejected aiJ. our o
by the other side,

their aggression goes on



Nevertheless, we are agreed with the people of South Vietnam and

with the other Free World nations aiding in the defense of that country

that we must he as detennined in our search for peace sls we are in our

efforts to thwart aggression.

Within South Vietnam, there have "been a numher of favorable develop-

ments in the political scene dtxring the last l8 months. The Government

has successfully ridden out a series of crises; it has shown an ability

to fashion reasonably acceptable compromises of troublesome issues; and

the military and civilian leaders have demonstrated an increasing willing-

ness to work together. Most important, a Constituent Assembly has been

elected, a constitution will be proclaimed shortly, and national elections

shotild follow later on this year. Finally, the improved military situation

adds generally to a better political climate.

However, South Vietnam is still plagued by important political weak-

nesses: divisive regional animosities, religious enmities, civilian-

military rivalries, low levels of administrative competence, political

obstacles to economic reforms, and factionalism within the military.

Over the next year, crises are bound to occur, particularly as the process

of developing a constitution and moving toward a more permanent foim of

government unfolds. No assurance can be given that some crisis might not

threaten the political progress made to date.

Economically, the picture is considerably brighter thaji it was six

months ago. Thanks in part to the currency devaluation decision of the

Vietnamese Government taken last June to check growing inflationary

pressures, those pressures have remained within manageable bounds.

Efforts to control U.S. and Vietnamese Government piaster expenditures

are meeting with some success. As a result, inflation in 1967 should

be held in check better than in the previous year. Nevertheless, the

cost of living during 1967 may jump by as much as 20 percent and possi-

bly more. Other important economic problems stemming from the war and

the developing nature of the economy will remain. Fmrbher strong actions

will be necessary to build and maintain economic stability and strength.

The f\iture of Laos continues to be intimately tied to the outcome of

the str\ig£le in Vietnam. Any settlement that is ultimately made in Viet-

nam must take into account the magnitude of North Vietnamese intervention

in Laos. If the North Vietnamese were withdrawn ftom Laos, the Royal Lao

Government could cope with the threat posed by the Pathet Lao.

Aside from this problem, the prospects for the preservation of the

independence of Laos are reasonably favorable. Notwithstanding the

conflict, the attempted coups and assassinations, and the severe finan-

cial dislocations, the situation in Laos four years after the Geneva

Settlement of 1962 is better than almost anyone expected at the time
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the Accords were signed. Except for Mainland China and North Vietnam,

foreign support for the framework of the 1962 Settlement has continued.

Despite the Pathet Lao^s nonparticipation in the tripartite coalition

government since I963, and despite Communist subversion and aggression

involving substantial direct North Vietnamese participation, the essen-

tial forms of the Geneva settlement have heen preserved.

The area and population free of Pathet Lao control have heen ex-

tended. Although fighting was renewed in I963 and has continued since,

and although there is no clear demarcation of zones, the overall military

situation has been stabilized and, on balance, the chances seem better

than even that it will remain so. Most importantly, the Mekong Valley

buffer to Thailand has been preserved without direct U.S. or other

foreign intervention.

Compared to 1962, the personal position of Prime Minister Souvanna

Phouma has been strengthened. He remains openly dedicated to his coun-

try's neutrality. The Royal Lao Government's continued ability to defend

against the Pathet Lao and the North Vietnamese and to maintain the

political stability which is required if this defense is to be effective,

depends largely on continued military and economic assistance from the

United States. In response to the Prime Minister's requests, Laos has

been provided with the assistance needed to carry on its struggle on

both the military and economic fronts.

The presence of U.S. forces in nearby Thailand contributes ^irectly

to the war effort in Vietnam. The great majority of the almost 35,000

U.S. military personnel in Thailand are there in support of our military

efforts in Vietnam. The Government has welcomed them because it feels

that the outcome of the war in Vietnam is vital to Thailand. And, in-

deed, Thailand has agreed to commit 1,000 troops to South Vietnam in

support of the Free World effort there. Bases in Thailand from which

our forces operate are generally closer to North Vietnam than those in

South Vietnam; the effective range of our aircraft is thereby extended,

damaged aircraft are able to make safe landings not otherwise possible,,

andair rescue operations for our downed pilots can be carried out in
.

minutes. Moreover, Thailand has proved to be a relatively secure base

area for such operations.

There is no question but that Peking' and Hanoi are attempting to

foment insurgency in Thailand. They have openly stated that to be their

objective. Training schools for Thai cadre have been run in North Viet-

nam, as well as in Red China, since at least I96I. China sponsors the

so-called Thai Patriotic Front whose leadership resides in Peking ^d

whose clandestine radio, "The Voice of Thailand;' , is

China. Terrorist bands in the poor and remote northeast work to intimidate
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the villagers thro^ugh anned propagari<l,'t. mn-l. Lncs and selective assassi-

nation. AlthouRh the number of terroristw is still small — probably

around a thousand they provide a potential "base for a major insur-

gency effort.

This tlireat to internal security is recognized by both the Thai

and the U.S. Governments. The Thai Government- over the past several

years has undertaJcen, with our support, many prof^rams to strength" -n ii..-.

links to the people, particiaarly in the more remote areas, and to n,.

prove their well-being and security. Our basic approach to the inr;nr-

gency problem is to help the Thais help themselves. Indeed, Thailand

has not asked that we \mdertake their task of defense against insurgency,

nor have we offered to assume this responsibility.

Cambodia, having severed -diplomatic relations with us in early 1965,

has wavered in its relations with Peking and Hanoi and the West. Earlier,

Cambodia maintained a neutralist position, leaning toward Hanoi and

Peking. Our firm stand in Vietnam and the growing solidarity and con-

fidence of the free Asian and Pacific u «.L.i>uij, Uuwever, have had tin

effect on Cambodian policies. There now are indications that Cambodia

may be reevaluating its position. The resulting "neutrality" may be

more favorable to Free World interests.

Cambodia has also expressed sympathy for the Viet Cong but haj-:

publicly stated that, in accordance with Cambodia's policy of neutrality,

no logistic support will be given them. Despite such statements, we have

evidence that materiel and personnel for the Viet Cong have /zone thrnurh

Cambodia and that the Viet Cong frequently use Cambodia as a I

and a source of supply, primarily for large quantities of rice. Uu/jatis-

factory as it is, the present situation is preferable to havinr Cr-in^ .-.^lia

an active belligerent on the North Vietnamese side or having tl.*:

Cong enjoy free use of the whole of Cambodian territory. V/e tiiCL--
•

wish to continue to avoid, if possible, any action that would pre.ulude

an improvement in relations between Cambodia and the U.S., or that would

threaten to expand the war in South Vietnam into Cambodia. We are pre-

pared, of course, to do whatever is clearly required for the self-defense

of our forces fighting in South Vietnam.

In Burma we find a military regime trying to cope with continuing,

sporadic insurgency as well as with continuing economic dislocations

caused by the Government's efforts to socialize commerce and industry.

Despite Chinese and Soviet efforts to influence Burma to take a more

active anti-Western role, the Government has stuck to its neutral posi-

tion avoiding public criticism or public support of oiir policy in

Vietnam and trying to stay aloof from international issues not directly

affecting Burma.
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Indonesia has landergone a major transformation in its govenmient and
in its international orientation d-uring the past 15 months. The failure
of the Communist-backed coup on 1 October 1965.was followed in March I966
"by the Indonesian Army's decision to move against Su3carno's leftist
government. In July 1966, the Axmy forced Sukarno to agree to a new
moderate government that vould. do something about the chaotic economic
situation. This new Government, headed by General Suharto, agreed in
August to end the confrontation with Malaysia and rejoined the U.N. in
September. In response to an urgent reqxiest for economic assistance,
the U.S. made available a limited program of Short-term emergency assist-
ance, end in December I966 Indonesians creditors agreed, in principle, to
reschedule her huge foreign debt in order to give the new government time
to T5iit its economic house in order.'

Our policy toward Indonesia is to support the new Government's
determination to devote its attention and talents to its nation's mas-
sive economic and social problems and to iinprove its relations with
neighboring states. A military assistance program of $6 Tnill ion for

FY 1968 is being requested to assist the Indonesian armed forces in civic
action projects that support the Government's civil rehabilitation pro-
gram.

Following the secession of Singapore trcm Malaysia, the two countries
have gradually realized the need for friendly relations and economic
cooperation with each other and with their neighbors. Although Malaysia
and Indonesia have agreed to end the military confrontation, there is a
continuing req-uirement for a Malaysian defense force adequate to meet
the threat to internal security. We are continuing the present military
training program and have concluded a credit sales program involving
piirchases of up to $k million in equipment for the Malaysian Armed Forces.

Negotiations on further sales of military equipment are. now underway. We
have made it veiy clear, however, that we do not desire or intend to sub-

stitute a U.S. military connnitment for the Commonwealth's over-all re-
sponsibility for the security of Malaysia and Singapore.
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As the Vietnam conflict progresses, ve have come to apprepiate

more than ever the strategic position of the Bailippines and the a^or-

tance of U.S. bases and facilities there. In this regard we have re-

ceived excellent cooperation from the Philippine CJovemment and we have

continued efforts, illustrated hy the Rusk/Ramos agreement of September b,

1966, to update our military base agreement with the Philippines to

eliminate some remaining irritants. President Marcos, who assumed office

on December 30, 19^5, has taken steps to deal with the nation s domestic

problems, including internal security, and has taXen a significant in^

tSest ii regional security matters. As evidenced by September 1966

visit to the U.S. and his role in the Manila Conference, President Marcos

desires to maintain close ties with the U.S., and under his leadership,

the Philippine Government has sent a 2,000.man civic action gro\^ to

Vietnam. •

Our fira allies, Australia and New Zealand, continue to make signi-

ficant contributions to the collective security and to economc deve^^^

ment in the Far East. They constitute a continuing element of stability

in the South Pacific area and have contributed not only tot^ei^ns^^
of Malaysia but also to the defense ô ^^^^ar^^^M^^^^W

p^icxaarly Australia, to assume a growxng share of the responsibility

for the sewity of Southeast Asia in the coming years.

In the nilita.^ procurement field, Australia and New Zealand con-

tinue their close coooeration vith us to the mtual henefit of all

^S?Lr We share facilities and collaborate on scientific ventures

?ra n^er of fields having hoth military ^^d non-military applxcati^s.

^ sc^ntific programs in Antarctica also continue to benefit from valu-

able support by Hew Zealand.

3. Northeast Asia

The situation in Japan, the Republic of Korea, and the R^blie of

China has been characterized by internal stability, economic growth,

^^^ro^ess toward multilateral cooperation, and continuing concern

over ?he threat posed by Red China. Japan can be expected to play
^

?ncreasinr role in the Par East. ' The GRC remains a staunch ally-

has bec^e a major partner of the U.S. and Smith Vietnam in the yietnam

confUcU All are lied to us by bilateral treaties which are vital to

theii security and which help to deter any renewed aggression in the

area.
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Japan's econoiny has recovered ftm its recession and has resmed

its spectac^ar economic growth. The Japanese have been^playxng an in-
.

creasiigly active role in Asian economic and political affairs, a trend
.

which we welcome since it can make a substantial contribution to over-

all Asian security.

In the case of Korea, its direct participation in the Vietnam war,

its sponsorship and hosting of the Asian and Pacific Councxl, its rati-

fication of the Status of Forces Agreement with the United States, and

President Park's participation in the Manila Conference

international accomplishments during the last year. They are indicative

of Korea' s continuing political development end her .ffP^.^^J^^^
regional cooperation. The Korean economy is also making

progress with the result that the level of our economic assistance has

been gradtially declining. -
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The military threat from North Korea remains substantial; continued

violations tjy the North Koreans of the Demilitarized Zone attest to thfeir

militancy. The Red Chinese capability for reintroducing forces into the
Korean peninsula cannot be ignored. The United States forces in Korea,

together with our substantial military assistance to that country's

military establishment, are still inrportaQt to the security of Korea and

to stability in the area. Some ^+6,000 Korean troops, including two full

combat divisions, are now in Vietnam fighting side by side with our own

forces and the South Vietnamese, This contribution attests to the value

of our past assistance, both ecoz^nic and military.

The Republic of China remains more directly menaced by Peking's

aggressive designs than any of Red China's other neighbors. Our bilateral

Although the Chinese Nationalists have been increasingly successful

in improving their military sirpply system, maintaining their equipment

and bearing an increasing share of their own defense costs, we will have

to continue to supply them certain types of military equipment which

cannot be produced locally. With respect to economic assistance, however,

we were able to terminate our help to Taiwan in mid-1965 as a result .of

that country's great economic progress, a direct consequence of our

earlier aid programs. Indeed, Taiwan's economic progress represents one

of the most outstanding success stories in the less-developed world.

k. South Asia

The tensions in South Asia have subsided somewhat over the past

year and we are hopeful that both India and Pakistan will concentrate

increasingly on their overriding problems of economic and social develop-

ment. We hope, too, that both governments will take meaningful and

necessary steps to improve their relations.

Red China's objectives in the sub-continent remain the same: to

establish itself as the major political influence in the areaj to ex-

ploit Pakistan's and India's differences in order to weaken and divide

the sub-continent; to prevent or delay the development of a strong,

unified India; and to ninlrdze United States and Soviet influence.
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We recognize the need of both India and Pa3d.stan to maintain ade-

Quate armed forces and, indeed, have in the past contributed to the

development and maintenance of these forces. -However, we suspended our

military assistance to both countries during the I965 Indo-Pakistan

hostUities and, since that time, have sold only modest amounts of non-

lethal military equipment to them. We are not now proposing to give

grant assistance to either country in the coming fiscal year, but we

may wish to offer training in the United States to a few officers frcm

both India and Pa3d.stan.

United States interests in Nepal stem from our larger interests in

the sub-continent. Chinese control of Nepal would clearly pose a strata-

gic threat to India. We have attempted wherever possible to foster

mutual cooperation between India and Nepal, particularly with respect

to security arrangements. We hope to train several Nepalese Army offi-

cers in the coming fiscal year.

In Afghanistan, the Government is continuing its efforts to insti-.

tute political and social reforms, but progress is -

The objectives of our limited military assistance efforts in t^^^ c^-
try are to provide a nucleus of Westem-oriented officers in the Afghan

nSitary establishment and to offset somewhat the influence of Soviet

advisors and technicians.

5. Near and Middle East

The Near and Middle East remain of special strategic signficance

to us because of: (l) the "forward defense" role of Gr.eece, Turkey,

and Iran: (2) the position the area occupies as a political,

and economic "crossroads^ and (3) the inrportant resources found in
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this part of the vorld. The three "forward defence" cooantries. stand

"between the -.Soviet Union and the warn water ports and oil resources

of the Middle East. They provide essential facilities to us for in-

telligence, overflight, and staging purposes and their military forces

provide valuable si^pleneiits to our own militaiT capabilities.

The most important potential militaiy threat to these three coun-

tries continues to be from the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact forces.

Our substantial military assistance to Greece, Turkey, and Iran over

the past two decadrs has been a major factor not only in discouraging

a Soviet attack on these tliree countries "but also in erecting a barrier

against subversive aggression. All three, and particularly Greece and

Turkey', will continue to need some grant military assistance.

South of Turkey and Iran, the area is under constant tension re-

sulting from two basic causes, the Arab dispute with Israel and the

power struggle among some of the Arab states themselves. The danger

inherent in the Arab-Israeli dispute was underscored last November when

the Israelis, in retaliation for a long series of guerrilla attacks tr<m

across their borders, struck with regular forces against a Jordanian

village. This act so unstabilized the already precarious situation that

we were forced to move promptly and provide some additional military

assistance to Jordan to hel:^ insure the stability of the Hussein regime.

We hope that this and other diplomatic acticn^ we have taken will quiet

down that particular crisis but any basic improvement in the Arab-Israel

situation is still in the dj-stant future.

The contest for power among the Arab states is sparked primarily

by the UAR but is encouraged by the weakness of several of the states.

This is seen, for example, in the internal political strains in Syria

and the civil war in the Yemen. There was some hope last year that

the war in the Yemen could be terminated quickly, following an agree-

ment in August 1965 be-cween President Nasser and King Faisal. Both the

'JAP and Saudi Arabia were to cooperate in promoting a Yemeni plebiscite

to determine the future govern-.eut of that cof-ntry. The UAR waa to

begin withdrawal of its troops and Saud-i. i^rabia i.as to s^op supporting
.

the Royalists, Although Kuwait has spent an active year as a mediator

between the two countries , the prospects for implementation of this

agreement are still very uncertain.

The USSR, and to some extent the Red caiinese,. have continued their

efforts to extend their influence in the Arab world by providing mili-

tary and economic aid. Since 1955 > the Soviet Union has provided sub-

stantial quantities of military equipment to the UAR, Syria, Iraq, and

Yemen, thus upsetting the military balance in the area.. The United

States has traditionally sought to avoid becoming a principal military

supplier for any of the Near Eastern countries, but Soviet action has
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forced us to simply certain defensive weapons to selected countries in

the area, Including Israel, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, and Jordan. Except

for Jordan, our arms have generally been provided on a sales basis;

and in each instance, ve have sought in consultation with other coun-

tries, primarily the tJhited Kingdoa, to su^ly only the minimum neces-

sary to meet the legitdjnate needs of the recipients and thereby prevent

.dangerous imbalances*

6. Africa

During the past year, Africa witnessed a continuation of the in-

stabilities and violence which can be expected to characterize the con-

tinent for the indefinite future: *coups in Burundi, the Central African

Republic, Upper Volta, Nigeria, Ghana, and Uganda; border disturbances

l^een SomSia and Ethiopia, Somalia and Kenya, Chad ^^d^Sudan; Insur-

gency in the Portuguese territories, Ethiopia, Rwanda, Sudan, and Congo

(K^ : tribal violence in Nigeria; increased military build-ups and ten-

sions in the Maghreb and the Horn; extended or continued Canmmnist

influence in Algeria, Burundi, Congo (B), CSuinea, Mali, Somalia, and

Tanzania.

Two recent major developments have resulted in United Nations in-

volvement in southern Africa. First, the United Nations General Assembly

adapted a resolution terminating the Republic of South Africa's inandate

over South West Africa and establishing an ad hoc committee to recommend

practical means by which South West Africa should be administered.

sHond, following the United Kingdom's unsuccessful efforts to restore

constitutional government in Southern Rhodesia, the matter was tak^ -to

the Utoited Nations Security CouncU for action in the fom of selective

mandatory economic sanctions.

It is unlilrely that Afi-ican expectations for the early establistoent

of majority rule and independence in Southern Rhodesia, South West Africa,

^d the Portuguese territories will be met. We therefore may anticipate

™^s ?ythe Afro-Asian nations in the United Nations for increasingOy

s^erTmeasires under U.N. authority, including the use of force in the
.

f^ of blockade or otherwise. We have made it clear that our policy is

to avoid active military involvement in Afl-ica, and we will exert aU of

our influence to achieve peaceful resolution of these problems.

Communist efforts in Africa at present are haying their greatest

impact on U.S. security interests in the Maghreb and the Ecrn. These

are the areas of Afi-ica of most immediate strategic concern to the U.S.

-TNtorth Afl-ica on the southern flank of NATO, and the Horn, at the

approaches to the Red Sea. Also within these areas are > vitaOU.S.

cSminication facility in Ethiopia, an ijrg?orfcant facility in Mtorocco,

and Wheelus Air Base in Libya.



In the Horn, the Soviets teve provided significant amouats e^uip-

„ent to Somalia, 'thereby heightening Ethiopa's ^e^^^l^^f!™

Somalia's claiio^ to large sections of their cowitries. Somali-s^orted

insurgents already pose significant Internal ^^^^f^^^*Le
these countries. Piirthermore , we expect tensions in the Horn to increase

as a re!St of ^her Soviet and UAE efforts to extend their -^1^="
^ the area. For the Soviets, the Red Sea route is Ui^jortant to the ex-

^sion^f their economic ties with a major portion of the underdevelopedS Ld to t^ extension of their political influence in c°^tries

horderina the Indian Ocean. The gradual withdrawal of U.K. forces, in- .

clSlheS scheduled deT>arture from Men in I968, and uncertainty as

?o S^mnc^ position in French Somaliland following the referendum

sched^e^ ?or this April, could create a political-military vacum In

^ ar« into which the TOE and Soviets are already moving We hope

^wever, that our ijresent grant military assistance program 1=

w^Il hoth promote the stability of that friendly regime and ensure the
.

continued use of our coamiunieation facility there.

7. Latin America

in Latin America our prmary goal is to promote t^^.

and political development of our sister republics so that their people

Sn live in peaoefulVprosperous societies. While progress is being

^efthafglal is fL-'^frS being achieved. Social

^tkbution of land and wealth, unstable eoonmies,

broadly based political structures create a prospect of

s^lSlIty in =Ly parts of Latin America. In a number of ccnmtries.
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a wide gap yawns l)etween eacpectations and realities, in terms

stSS eLnoQdc well-being, and poUtioal aspirations. The fsine eost

of Srtn^ »d the insistent'aesire of the of the *°

?Lro^heir laadsqiiate living standards give farther Hipetus to the

underlying social and political tensions.

The answer to these prohlems, if one is to be formd, J-i"

success of the Alliance for Progress, to which we ""l"^^*^
ean ftiends are devoting so nach of our resources. However, if the

rftLViancelie to be achieved, law and order Must be n>ain-

t^ed Actortln^y: our military and police assistance programs for

ineriS^o^ii^ to be directed to the sttpport of internal securi-

ty tM^^^cart^on^as^s. we have sought with considerable success

to ^id Sverfion of resources and manpower to the
<''l'^^^°l/^^

II unnecessarily large or sophisticated military forces,

rtan an aims race among latin American countries and to ensure thatS TiJ^a resources are appUed to social and =

(Z n 1967 latin American military assistance grant aid P"f
^t $55 Billion and our police assistance programs

ff^^^in
trcontrast our programs for economic assistance average over $1 billion

f !!^!^rr?1^5 tlBes the amount we aUocate for security programs.

It is hiKhly unlikely that any latin American country will face a

direct n^ita^^ at^ from any nation outside the hemisphere or fr^

cSt Se principal external threat to Latin American countries comes

S SL^Fmateriel and leadership support of intern^ ffTS
and^suraenoy. The Cuban government, for exsjuple, has trained about

people from othfr parts of Latin America ^.T^""^^^
.1 -i

* ^y^a-^ and terrorism. The Connnunist Tri-Coxrtinenxaj.

C^e^Sce'^-^S'lT^^J^ Tsk and attended ^y^^lesations

SoS 80 countries, including the Soviet Union and Red China --

established a permanent organization to provide support, on a glo''^

hasts for so-oSST-natioial Uberation" »ove««its. particular^ those

which had already reached the fighting stage. The Communist parties

. I^J^t^fA^icfincreasingly stress the or?'"- °^J?"^
•

"anti-imperialist" ftonts; Biey continue their 6^^°'*= *°
/^"J*'^"^^.

s^nt^d "her intellectual groups, to control organized labor, and

to organize the peasants.

A number of bilateral border disputes in the Hemisphere also remain

to be sS^d! Ihe Argentine and Chil.a^ S?'?^^-

in their peaceful settlement.
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The principle that mutual assistance and self-help are essentisd

to social and economic development has received broad acceptance by

our Western Hemisphere neighbors. The Act of Rio, adopted by the

Second Inter-American Conference in November I965, called for a Third

Special Inter-American Conference to consider guidelines for amending

the Charter of the Organization of American States (OAS). These pro-
posed amendments are intended to strengthen the Organization through

structural changes, and to Incorporate in the Charter the basic princi-
ples and concepts of the Alliance for Progress. The amendments vould
also give to the Covincil of the OAS the necessary powers to move more

effectively in the settlement of disputes. The Third Special Inter-
American Conference is now scheduled to be held in Buenos Aires In

February I967.

In addition, the Summit Meeting of American Presidents, scheduled

for April I967, shoiild give new inipettis to the Alliance for Progress and

strong support at the highest level for deauLing with economic and social
problems throughout Latin America* The agenda for the meeting, although

not firm, will probably include such iniportant subjects as agriculture,

education, trade, and economic integration. VTe hope that arms limitation

(such as a regional agreement not to acquire sophisticated weapons) will
also be considered. Flowing from these and other actions, we anticipate

increased hemispheric solidarity and improved economic progress in the

future.

S. Evirope and the NATO Area

Western Europe remains the most important single grouping of nations

with which the United States is intimately and inevitably associated.

Everyone, including the Soviets, understands clearly that for any hostile

power to attempt to dominate or control Western Europe's 350 million

people, immense material resources, and strategic positions would be to

strike directly at the vital interests of the United States, It is

equally clear that their intimate association and alliance with the

United States best enables the other members of the North Atlantic Treaty

to protect themselves, their security, and their freedom from pressure

and coercion. These fundamental considerations far surpass in importance

any matter of fonnal treaty arrangements or the kinds of current issues

which occupy our day to day attention.

I can report that in many respects NATO has made much progress in

the past year. Despite repeated assertions that the Alliance is in

crisis, the fact is that it has been adjusting in a very effective way

to changing times and circumstances, adapting its organization and

procedures so as to preserve an effective collective security system.

Before discussing NATO's activities during the year, it may be well to .

summarize the general trends of political events in Europe.
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There are clear signs of change in Burc3pe, Currently, our NATO

allies are ^assessing their individual and collective military situa-

tions, the nature and extent of the threat which potential Soviet
aggression now presents, whether the' Alliance, needs to be changed in

order to take advantage of the emerging political fluidity throughout

Europe, and the search for peace in Europe. I helieve that their con-
clusions are not very different ftroan our own« They "believe, as we do,

that the Alliance remains necessary, but that it should not be an
obstacle to bridging the present dividing line through Europe.

Clearly, the maintenance of a strong and effective Allied military
posture is not in the least inconsistent with a vigorous ' search for new
ways to shift from the passive concept of peaceful co-existence to what

President Johnson has called "the broader vision of peaceful engagement".

Rather, NATO's strength is in large measure the reason why these new
possibilities are beginning to open before us. The United States will

work with its European allies In searching for opportunities for peace-

ful engagement with the eastern half of Europe.

One of the strongest reasons for the continuation of the Alliance

is Germany. That nation stands now, as it has for some 20 years, at the

heart of the Alliance and the security concerns of Europe generally. It

is the Alliance that has kept the Federal Republic of Gezmany free, and
it is in large degree through the Alliance that the Federal Republic has
resumed a peaceful and harmonious relationship with her neighbors in

Europe. And it is the AUiance that has made possible a German contri-

bution to the defense of the West in a degree appropriate to her re-

8ou]^ces •

It is the Alliance that pezmits, through the presence of Allied

forces In Germany, both the collective defense of Western Europe and the

manifestation of the continuing obligation of the Allies for an ultimate

peace settlement in Central Europe and for the reunification of Germany

itself.

NATO thus can play a vital role in the political evolution that is

beginning in Europe. It provides the framework of defense which makes

possible the search for new political solutions without endangering the

security of the member nations. It can continue to contribute both

militarily and politically to the strengthening of the bonds which hold

the Atlantic Community together.

The events of last year give reason for encouragement concerning

the vitality and cohesion of NATO. France has withdrawn its forces from

NATO ccDsnand and heus requested that NATO forces be removed from France.

At the same time, the French Foreign Minister has reaffizmed France's
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intention to remain a party to the North Atlantic Treaty beyond I969;

and France i,s continuing to participate in some Alliance activities.

The other fourteen members are determined to maintain MATO institutions

and are managing the adjustments within NATO so as to make possible

coordination with France, including military liaison arrangements. At

the invitation of the Belgian government, the North Atlantic Council

and the Supreme Headquarters, Allied Powers in Europe (SHAEB) are

moving to that country, as is the Military Committee, ^ch has been

here in Washington. The Headquarters, Allied Forces Central Europe

(AFCENT) is moving to the Netherlands. The NATO Defense College has

moved to Rome and has resumed operations after only a few months inter-

ruption.

The relocation of U.S. facilities frcni France has proceeded with

equal smoothness. The headquarters of the U.S. European Command (EUCQM)

will shortly be established in Stuttgart, Germany. Our Air Force units

have been or are being relocated either to the United Kingdom or to the

continental United States, from where they will continue to be available

in support of our NATO commitments. In the main, our stocks and depots

are being relocated elsewhere in Europe, principally to Gennany and the

U.K.

The Alliance has taken this opportunity to undertake some needed

streamlining, reforms ajid economies. Several echelons in the higher

NATO military structure have been eliminated by the abolition of the

Standing Group and of two subordinate headequarters — Allied Land

Forces Central Europe and Allied Air Forces Central Europe. The staff

_

support for the Military Committee has been strengthened and its direc-

tion streamlined. A substantial reduction in personnel strength is being

made in SHAIS.

I should add a word about our relations with the Government of France.

We would, of course, have preferred a different attitude on her part,

but there is nothing to be gained for us or our Allies in debating the

position of the French Government. We continue to welcome France's

participation in those Alliance activities in which she has an interest

and to which she is willing to contribute. There is much constructive

work to be done in the Alliance, and it is to this positive aspect of

the situation that we should address ourselves.

There are two main areas in which constructive actions can be

taken; one is primarily military and the other primarily political, but

with the most far-reaching security iniplications.

With regard to the first, a major change in attitude and substance

has begun to occur in the management of the Alliance's defense forces.

The Alliance has begun the process of effective force planning, imder



which the member countries project their long range plans for defense
expenditures,, jointly relate these plans to the military contingencies
they may face collectively, and attempt to design the most effective
forces that can he purchased and supported with the resources expected
to he available. Some ijnportant Imbalances remain — between our
country and the others, between one services* capabilities and those
of another, and between plans and resources — but we are making
progress. In particular, NATO made substantial progress in the past
year in developing an Alliance-wide five-year program for planning
the size and composition of our forces as well as their equipment.
And, last July, the NATO Defense Ministers approved guidance under
which the NATO military authorities are to develop their force proposals
for the period beyond I97O.

A crucial factor in this effort, it seems to me, is the increasing
willingness of the politically responsibile defense officials of the
various nations to take an active role in Alliance military matters.
Too often in the past, these officials have not played a sufficiently
direct role in Alliance military planning, and have left the primary
responsibility to military authorities who did not have the political
or finajicial responsibility or authority, I am, therefore, greatly
encouraged by the growing direct participation of my colleagues in
the defense affairs of the Alliance, and I em hopeful that this partici-
pation will increase further in the futxore.

As you know, last autumn. President Johnson, Prime Minister Wilson,
and former' Chancellor Erhard agreed on the need for a searching reapprais-
al of the threat to our common security, of the forces required for de-
terrence and defense in central Europe, and of the question of equitable
sharing of the defense burdens.

The importance of this study was xinderscored by the difficulties
encountered by the United Kingdom in meeting foreign exchange costs of
its forces' in various overseas theaters, including Germany, and by our
own balance of payments difficulties. A good deal of agreement has
already been reached in these talks, particularly with regard to the
nature of the threat and the general principles which should govern
the size and composition of the nuclear and conventional forces of the
Alliance in the Central Region. Some differences still remain, however,
and fuller consideration needs to be given to equitable sharing of the
financial burdens and to the implications of new technology, especially
that related to our rapidly growing strategic mobility. These issues
are now being systematically adddressed and proposals resulting from
the trilateral review will later be the subject of full consultation
with NATO as a whole.
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The real significance of all these activities, both in NATO and in

the frainewD]fk of the trilateral review, is that the Allied Governments

are making a systematic effort to relate strategy, forces, and financial
factors on a multilateral basis in order to develop a rational, coherent,
and realistic force postitre for the Alliance as a whole.

The second major aspect of the management of the Alliance is the

much discussed matter of nuclear strategy. Here, too, I am strongly

encouraged by recent events. For some years we in the Alliance had

been engaged in a somewhat abstract debate, conducting our strategic

discussion too much in terms of generalities. Kow we have entered a

period of far more mature consideration of these matters. In November

1965 the North Atlantic Council formed a Special Committee composed of

the Defense Ministers of 10 NATO nations to examine means of increasing

Allied participation in various aspects of nuclear planning and consul-

tation. We have examined and discussed the strategic nuclear resources

and the tactical nuclear weapons of the Alliance, the potential circiim-

stances and consequences of their use, and the way in which the Alli-

ance should organize to carry on future discussion of these subjects.

In February of last year the Nuclear Planning "Working Group of this

Special Committee, consisting of five NATO Defense Ministers, discussed

the existing strategic nuclear forces and agreed that these are adequate

to deter a large-scale attack by the Soviet Union. In April last year

the same Ministers discussed questions related to tactical nuclear

weapons. They agreed that the number of such weapons is sxifficient in

quantity under present conditions, although the optimum mix could bene-

fit from, a more detailed study.

These preliminary substantive discussions were followed by recom-

mendations for a permanent organization to carry on the work. This

organization was formally established in Paris last December. It con-

sists of (1) a Nuclear Defense Affairs Cnrnmittee open to any NATO

nation willing to participate in Its work; and (2) a Nuclear Planning

Group composed of seven Defense Ministers drawn from the full Committee,

The Nuclear Planning Group will perform detailed studies and prepare

policy proposals for consideration by the Nuclear Defense Affairs

Committee.

9. United Nations

Although the restoration of peace in Vietnam has continued to occupy

a major share of our attention, we are also vitally concerned with the

broader problems of peace throughout the world. To this end, we have

continued our support of the United Nations, which was created in 19^5

to maintain international peace and seciadty. United Nations peace-

keeping forces are helping to preserve peace and security in the Gaza

Strip and in Cyprus. United Nations observers are performing similar
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functions in policing and supervising the cease-fire line in the Kash-
mir area and in helping to maintain the effectiveness of the Armistice
Agreements ^ong the eastern borders of Israel.

Undoubtedly, greater use of United Nations peacekeeping abilities
would be made if it were possible to secure agreement among the major
powers on the methods of initiating and financing peacekeeping opera-
tions. Extensive discussions took place on both of these issues in the
21st General Assembly. No major new agreement was reached. Neverthe-
less, future peacekeeping operations will still be possible where the
interest of the major powers converge in damping down and containing
local conflicts, as was the case in the India-Pakistan dispute over
Kashmir in December 196^*

The United States will continue to provide logistic services,
notably airlift and communication support, for United Nations operations,
when appropriate. We are also prepared to explore the possibility of
equipping personnel of other countries for United Nations service and of
assisting in their training for U.N. duties. These steps would provide
tangible encouragement to other nations to eaimark units for possible
United Nations service.

Vietnam has been the subject of much discussion, both in the
Plenary Sessions of the General Assembly and behind the scenes at the
United Nations, It was placed before the Security Council at the
initiative of the U.S., both in August 196^4- and January 1966. More-
over, the U.S. on September 22, I966 solicited the further initiative
of any organ or member of the U.N. whose influence co\ild help in the
search for peace in Southeast Asia. And on December 19, I966, our
government asked Secretary General Thant to take whatever steps he
considered necessary to bring about discussions which coiold lead to
a cease fire.

Extensive arms control negotiations and discussions were conducted
within the United Nations forum during the past year, first in Geneva
by the Eighteen-Nation Disarmament Conference and the Legal Subcommittee
of the U.N, Outer Space Committee, and subsequently within the General
Assembly last fall. The most significant achievement was the treaty con-
cerning the exploration and use of outer space. Upon ratification, this
treaty will reserve the use of the moon and other celestial bodies ex-
clusively for peaceful purposes. It will prohibit the orbiting of wea-
pons of mass destruction, their installation on the moon, or their
stationing in outer space in any other manner. It will also prohibit
claims of sovereignty, and make celestial bodies open to all for
scientific exploration* This treaty represents the most isiportant step
forward in arms control since the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty in 1963«

Discussions are continuing between the United States and the USSB
with respect to a nuclear non-proliferation treaty and the prospects for
agreement appear promising. Other arms control measures considered by
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the 21st General Assembly have "been referred to the Eighteen-Nation

Disarmament Conference for further consideration when that body re-

convenes in Geneva on February 21, 1967.

C. IMPACT OF THE DEFENSE PROGRAM ON THE BALANCE OF PA^fMENTS

During the past year the progress that the United States has been

making in its efforts to eliminate the troublesome deficit in its inter-

national balances of payments was arrested. By 19^5? the overall "liquid^

ity" deficit was slightly over $1.3 billion, down substantially from the

$2.8 billion level of the previous year, and we were hoping for a fur-

ther iinprovement in I966. However, we now expect that when final data

are available for that year, they will show that on a liquidity basis

the deficit was roughly the same as the year before. The chief factors

in this development were some deterioration on the trade account stem-

ming from the rapid domestic economic expansion during the period and

higher Defense expenditures abroad.

As you know, for many years the Department of Defense has been-

making a vigorous effort to reduce the net impact of its program on the

U.S. balance of payments while still maintaining all necessary combat

capabilities and avoiding undue hardships for the individual serviceman

or his dependents. The following table summarizes the results of this

effort over the FY I96I-66 period:

EXPENDITURES

U.S. Forces and their Support

(Excl Incr in SEA Exp over FY 6I)

Military Assistance

Other (AEC, etc.)

TOTAL

RECEIPTS

NET ADVERSE BALANCE
(Excl Incr in SEA Exp over FY 61)

Increase in SEA Exp over FY 61)

($ Billions, Fiscal Years)

1261 1262 1963 196U 126^ 1266

$2.5 $2.1^ $2. If $2.5 $2.3 -$2.i^

.3 •2 .3 .2 .2 .2

.3 .
jl jl jl

$3.1 $3.0 $3.0 $2.8 $2.6 $2.6

- .3 - .9 -l.U -1.2 -1.3 -1.2

$2.8 $2.1 $1.6 $1.6 $1.2 $1.U

.1 .1 .2 .7

NET ADVERSE BALANCE |2j8 |2a |l^ |l;7 |2a

As you can see,- between FY 196I and FY 1965 we succeeded in reducing

the net adverse balance on the "Defense" account by half, from $2.8 billion

to $1.1+ billion. This reduction was achieved through a dramatic rise in
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T » II <! railitarv goods and services to foreign coun-

receipts from sales f "l^- hold do™ overseas expendi-
tries, coupled with a successful

foreign prices and wages
tAes in the face f.*^.f^^*^,^^^°^? p^^el! For example, in
and in the pay of U.S. Defense

"y^^Tr^^-neTceat and. wage rates rose
Europe the cost of living went

*°f-i^i^'^e «quirLents of the

.„,re than 30 Percent. However^^ng ^^966^*^^^^ hopefully.

t™£ feckTi^^^kfaS s^err^ceipts, c«*ined to raise the net

adverse balance to $2.1 billion.

The n^or factor underlying
f^" fj«^f.^re^^erateHo'^he""

in Vietnam. Military expenditures ^ifj^'Z.fl^f^l June 1966, the
Size of our ^^P/'^^^ -^^!^3<^Sl^ '^^^ItZ. rose from
total number of U.S. military persoaaex

a^aition, it was necessary

59.900 to 267,500, an i-^^^^^^^fJ^^a°iogStSrefforts in support of

to undertake very large
^^!!i°"f'^i^^^ded to the payments deficit,

operations in Southeast Asia, hoth
unexnected (once the

raese additional foreign exchange costs f^^^^ed to
Smensions of o^ ^^f^^^^i'^^Taisf.fuSlist^'sev^S hundred
you a year ago that the

i„ieed. we now estimate that

fhSt°^1^aS^»S^ter$ro"S'^^^^^
^

FY 1966.

we recognized this t^eat to oj. h^»ce of ^aym^ts ^»^ejegin-

ning and we have taken ^%o^teSt Asia deployments
Nevertheless, we must expect that the

"^g^^^^^juj^ cause. our overr

planned over the^ ^^^1^^^,^^ ^fad. Indeed, it now

l^l^n^vretfa^-^laL'^SSgn exchange costs in ^ 1967 will run

billion higher than the prebuild-up year of FY 1965-

T rtoRcrihed in some detail the Defense

.eparSi^ra^^i^o^rto^lSt ^rh^c^e of pay^nts effects of our

overseas programs, inclviding:

1.

2.

The prompt withdrawal of U.S. forces from overseas areas

^enever Changes in circumstances o|^ own capaDilxties

,

or those of our allies permit such action.

j.^ A » of the reauirement for and the efficient

\'?'^^?Sn^f^SseL^s^Xtions with a view to elimin-
utilization of overseas

.t-.. ^ ^rder to reduce
nating or consolidating these facilities in oraer

their casts to a minimum.
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3. Acceptance of up to 50 percent cost penalties (in some
pases more) in order to favor procurement of U.S. pro-
duced goods and services over those of foreign countries*
Through FY I966, nearly $300 million of such procurement
was diverted to U.S« sources*

k. The virtual cessation of new off-shore procurement for the
Military Assistance Program. In FY I966, expenditures for
such procurement were less than a third the FY 1963 level.

5* Efforts to encourage Defense Department personnel to reduce
their overseas spending and, conversely, to increase their
personal savings.

6* Sharp curbs on the size of U.S. headquarters staffs ahroad
and on the number of foreign national employees.

With the escalation of the conflict in Southeast Asia, a number of
special measures have been added. For example, in the area of personal
spending, disbursement procedures were modified to malce it easier for a
serviceman to leave his pay ^'on the books*' or increase the size of the
allotment sent home. A most promising step was the enactment by the

Congress last August of the Unifonn Service Savings Deposit Program
which authorizes interest rates of up to 10 percent to encourage savings
by servicemen overseas. We have initiated a vigorous educational pro-
gram to complement this new savings opportunity and the results to date

have been most encouraging. Total deposits under this legislation in
the first three months (Sept. -Nov. I966) totaled $23.^ million.

In the construction area, special procedures have been put into
effect to minimize the balance of payments costs of our large building
program in Southeast Asia, again with gratifying results to date. For
example, during FY 1966, only about one-fifth of the $372 million paid
our principal contractor in Vietnam entered the balance of payments.

The rest in effect, was "returned" to the United States to buy American
goods and services, including transportation on U.S. flag vessels. Most
important, this was accomplished without tn^edlng in any way the progress

of the construction work itself.

With respect to military receipts, the decrease in FY I966 can be

traced SLLmost entirely to the phasing of actual receipts from the Federstl

Republic of Germany, with whom we have had an agreement to offset U.S.

military expenditures in that country. The basic agreement called for

the Germans to make payments in FY I966-67 of $1,350 million for pur-
chases of U.S. military goods and services required to meet their defense

needs. If half ($675 million) of these payments had been made in FY 1966
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instead of only about $300 million, total military receipts woiild have

increased hy about $300 million between FY 1965 and FY I966 instead of

decreasing by over $100 million, (it should be pointed out that the

agreement did not specify that payments were to be spread evenly over

the two-year period.) Despite certain budgetary and financing problems,

the Germans have told us that they will make every effort to live up to

their offset commitment and we have been holding extensive consultations

with them to this end. Since the British also have an "offset problem

with Germany, the tri-lateral review, which I mentioned earlier, in-

cludes consideration of future financial arrangements.

With regard to our military sales program, I have the impression

that our policies and objectives in this area are not very well under-

stood, either at home or overseas. For exanple, allegations have been

made:

1. That we are forcing unwanted aims on countries.

2 That we are seUing aims to countries which have no legitimate

use for them and which could better use their scarce resources

to improve the lot of their people.

3, That by indiscriminately selling arms, we are promoting the

arms race and undermining the peace.

1^. That in some cases our military sales efforts are thwarting

the objectives of our own economic aid programs.

5 That our military sales efforts are motivated primarily by

halance of payments considerations, abetted by the desire

for profits on the part of U.S. manufacturers.

All of these allegations are false and are based on a misunderstanding

or lack of knowledge of the facts involved. I l>elieye it
^^^^^^^^f

therefore, to review briefly the background and origin of the present

foreign military sales program.

It has been widely recognized in our country, at least since the

Korean War, that the collective defense of the Free World required armed

allies, and somewhat more belatedly, that the internal security of most

countries requires some armed forces. Circumstances of history, in

particular tie greatly weakened economic condition

following World Wax II, forced on the United States the role of major

armament supplier to the Free World. Accordingly , during the ^^^de of

?hri950srthe United States had to meet the legitimate amament needs of

its friends primarily through a Is^ge grant aid

$22 billion of U.S. miUtary exports during the 1950s, $17 billion were

financed by Congressional appropriations.
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By the latter part of the decade, however, many of these .countries

had become prosperous again, enabling them to produce more of their own

aims or buy them abroad. At the same time, this rising affluence Eillowed

several of these countries to rebuild their monetaary reserves. Also,

between FY 1957 and the end of FY I96I, the U.S. lost about $5 billion

of its gold holdings while its liquid liabilities to foreigners (which

represent potential claims on our gold) had risen from about $15 billion
to about $22 billion.

This increasing prosperity of many of our allies was reflected in

our military assistance policies. Grant aid by FY I961 had already

declined from an average annual level of $2 billion-plus during the

1950s, to about $1.5 billion. Since FY I96I, this downward trend has

continued, with grant aid declining both absolutely and relatively.

Whereas in FY I96I, there were two dollars of grant aid for every dollar

of military sales to foreign recipients, by FY I966 the ratio had been

reversed. Moreover, I think it is important to note that, in terms of

total value, U.S. military exports in the ten year period, FY I962-7I,

are not expected to be measurably higher than in the decade, FY 1952-61;

the big change will be the shift in the way these exports are financed

from grant aid in the '50s to military sales in the *60s.

With this shift in emphasis from grant aid to sales, it was decided

to organize the latter on a more formal basis within the Department of

Defense, indeed, to make it a separate program. The principal objective

of this foreign military sales program is, however, basiceUJLy the same

as that of the grant aid program, i.e., to promote the defensive strength

of our allies in a way consistent with our overall foreign policy objec-

tives. Encoinpassed within this objective are several specific goals:

1. To further the practice of cooperative logistics and standard-

ization with our allies by integrating our supply systems to

the maximum extent feasible and by helping to. limit prolifera-

tion of different types of equipment.

2. To reduce the costs, to both our allies and ourselves, of

equipping our collecitve forces, by avoiding unecessary and

costly duplicative development programs and by realizing

the economies possible f^^om larger production runs.

3. To offset, at least partially, the unfavorable payments im-

pact of our deployments abroad in the interest of collective

defense.
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Three basic standards were established to govern the conduct of o\ir

foreign milijtary sales program:

1, We will not sell equipment to a foreign country vjhich we

believe it cannot afford or should not have.

We will never ask a potential foreign customer to buy any-

thing not truly needed by its own forces.

3. We will not ask any foreign country to purchase anything
from the United States, which it can buy cheaper or better
elsewhere.

These standards are fully consistent with the spirit of the provision
added to the Foreign Assistance Act last year, which calls for the sales

program to be administered in such a way as to encourage reciprocal arms

control and disarmament agreements and discourage anns races.

With respect to the first two standards, each and every proposed sale

of U.S. aims and munitions is approved only after a thorough review of

the legitimacy of the requirement, of the recipient's ability to pay,

of its potential effect on the peace or stability of the area, and of all

the other foreign policy considerations involved. In addition to the

regular intra-govemmental coordination process, which is required in

any event under our munitions export licensing procedures, aoiother re-

view is performed where a significant azias sale is involved. This re-

view is conducted at the highest levels of government, and no sale is

approved until a positive determination has been made that, balance
.

of payments considerations aside, it is in our best national interest

and that of the country involved. I, myself, review all of the impor-

tant proposed seiles and have, in fact, turned down many which did not

seem to be Justified, even though they might have helped our inter-

national payments position.

Indeed, with respect to most of the world, our sales policy is

essentially "negative", as evidenced by the fact that 90 percent of our'

sales are to the NATO and AHZUS countries and Japan. For example,

although Iran indicated a desire last spring to purchase as much as

$500 - $700 million of additional arms and equipment, we believe that

this woiild seriously strain her economy and is more than she needs for

internal security and a reasonable external defense. As a result, we

have limited the new credit line recently approved for Iran to $200

million and divided it into four $50 million annual increments. The

release of each of these increments mist be approved by the President

after an annual review of the economic and other pertinent factors with

the Shah of Iran. In this fashion, we intend to ensure that these sales

continue to be in the best interests of both countries over the course

of the agreement.
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In the case of Israel, our recent aircraft and tank sales were made
only to preyent creation of an arms imbalance in the area* The sale of
aircraft to Jordan and a pending sale of HAWK missiles to Lebanon are
designed to preeaipt Soviet Bloc sales to those countries and help pre-
serve their current Western orientation. In the case of India and
Pakistan^ only non-lethal items can be sold and these are subject to
specific policy level approval in each instance. We will not sell any-
thing to the Republic of China which would enhance its ability to mount
an invasion of the mainland. In the c&se of Latin America, we have re-
fused to make available at this time any advanced aircraft, such as the
F-5 — even in the face of offers by other countries to do so.

In summary, althou^ we sell arms abroad, we do so in a very respon-
sible manner and, in this foreign military sales program, I believe that
we have established all the necessary policy and administrative saife-

guards to ensure that this will continue to be true in the future.

The third standard — i.e., that we never ask a foreign country to
buy anything from us which can be purchased more cheaply or better else-
where — is similarly predicated on the primacy of the collective defense
principle. Our first concern is to raise the military effectiveness of
allied forces; if one ally can get more defense for his money by purchas-
ing from some other source, then it is in both our interests for him to
do so. But the fact of the matter is that our own large military pro-
grams, and especially our leadership in military research and develop-
ment, does make the United States the lowest cost and most effective
potential supplier to the Free World for a wide range of military prod-
ucts. We must remember j however, that this cannot, nor should it, be a
one-way street. We, too, must be willing to make some reciprocal pro-
curements abroad where foreign equipment is competitive in price, quality,

and delivery schedules. A good case in point is our agreement with the
United Kingdom under which that country will buy about $2 billion of
military equipment from us and we will buy about $325 million worth from
them. (We will also be "credited" with the $1+00 million of United King-

dom sales of military equipment to Saudi Arabia.) Nothing will be
bought from the United Kingdom under this agreement which could be

obtained at the same or better terms at home. Some domestic critics

have suggested that this agreement will result in the loss of business
to U.S. industry; as a matter of fact, the opposite is true and. In the

net, there will be a very sizable advantage to the U.S. economy.

During the period FY 1962 through FY I966, the total program has

resulted in sales of $8.1 billion, with over $5 billion in cash receipts
already in hand. In addition, we hove outstanding sales commitments
amounting to about $3 billion. The list of equipment involved is domi-

nated by the kinds of sophisticated weapons systems which, as I pointed
out earlier, we develop and produce most efficiently; $1 billion of
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P-Uls, $1.1 Ijllllon of F-4s, $1 biUlon of other aircraft, $0,6 billion
of POLARIS equipment, $0.6 billion of HAWK and lERSHIKG mlsflile systems,
etc. Of the |ll.l billion of sales and commitments, $8,2 billion are
for cash and $2.9 billion are credit transactions. Of the latter amount,
$2 billion is being financed by the Export -Import Bank, $850 million
through the Foreign Military Credit Sales Program, and a awftTl amcsunt
by private banks.

Over 80 percent of the sfiG.es and commitments to date have been
negotiated with seven countries; Australia ($7^9 million), Canada ($307
million). Prance ($367 million), Italy (41+98 million), Japan ($291 mU-
lion), the United Kingdom ($2958 million), and the Federal Republic of
Genaany ($37^7 million), with the last two alone accounting for more
than 60 percent of the total. For the domestic economy, these sales
will ultimately mean about l.U million man-years of employment spread
throughout the fifty states and over $1 billion in profits to American
Industry.

Over the next five years, we estimate that the countries of the
non-Communist world will have legitimate requirements for substantial
amounts of new military equipment. Based on past experience, we believe
that many of these requirements can be most effectively met by purchases
from us. However, our ability to realize this potential will depend on
one major condition: we must convince our allies that the U.S. military.
S€Lles program is not a threat to their long-rcuige national interests.

This will not be easy; it is, however, a most iitiportant task which
we Intend to pursue aggressively. Much of the solution to this problem
depends on how well American industry does its Job in selling our mili-
tary products overseas. And, as I mentioned previously, we must be
willing, as a nation, to make military trade a "two way" street. For.
our part, the Defense Department will continue to take every ojiportunlty
to promote cooperative logistics arrangements — including cooperative
research and development efforts — and to emphasize the important con-
tribution which the sales program can make in furthering the objectives
of collective defense.

Turning again to our international payments position, for the near
term future, the prospects for any reduction in the net adverse balance
on the *^nllitary" account must rest on an increase in sales receipts,
and there are both practical and desirable limits as to how much relief
we can or should expect f^om this source. In Europe, we should be able
to make a net reduction In the size of our logistics support establish-
ment in the process of relocating from France, although there will be
some Initial offsetting costs for the relocation itself. In the Far
East, we will face continuing high foreign exchange costs as long as
our Vifltxum deployments remain large.
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Let ae assure the Conmittee, however, that despite our preoccupa-

tion with the ijnportant national security objectives we are charged

with accomplishing, we remain Iceenly aware of the burden that our over

seas programs place on the nation's international balance of payments.

In this regard, we have no intention of relaxing our efforts to make

that burden as light as possible.
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II. siratecjIc forces

m this section of my statement I will discuss the three major pro-

srams which, together, constitute the foundation of our general nuclear

war capabilities, the strategic offensive forces, the strategic defensive

forces, and civil defense. Because of their close inter-relationship and,

indeed, their interaction, it is essential that all three of these pro-

greons he considered within a single analytical framework.

A. THE GENERAL NUCLEAR WAR EROBIEM

During the past several years, in my annual appearances before this

Committee, I have attempted to explore with you some of the more ftoda-

mental characteristics of the general nuclear war problem and the kinds

of strategic forces which it involves. I noted that our general nuclear

war forces should have two basic ce^abilities

:

1, To deter deliberate nuclear attack upon the Uhited States

and its allies by maintaining, continuously, a highly reUable

ability to inflict an unacceptable degree of damage upon any single

aggressor, or combination of aggressors, at any time during the

course of a strategic nuclear exchange, even after absorbing a

surprise first strike.

2. In the event such a war nevertheless occurred, to limit

damage to our population and industrial capacity.

The first capability we call "Assured Destruction" and the second

"Damage Limitation". The strategic offensive forces — the ICBMs, the

submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs), and the manned bombers

which we usually associate with the first capability, can also contribute

to the second. They can do so by attacking enemy delivery vehicles on

their bases or launch sites, provided they can reafih those vehicles be-

fore they are launched at our cities. Conversely, the strategic defenaive

forces — manned interceptors, anti-boniber surface-to-air missiles, anti-

balllstic missile missiles — which we usually associate with the second

capability can also contribute to the first. They can do so by success-

iuily intercepting and destroying the enemy's offensive weapons before

th^reach our strategic offensive forces on their bases and launch sites.

As long as deterrence of a deliberate Soviet (or Red Chinese) nuclear

attack the United States or its allies is the overriding objective

of our strategic forces, the capability for "Assured Destruction must

receive the first oall on all of our resources and must be P^vided re-

gardless of the costs and -the difficulties involved. "Damage LUniting
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programs, no matter hcv much we spend oa them, caa never ^^^stltute for

an Ssured Destruction capabiUty in the deterrent role. It is our

SlWo destroy an attldcer as a visile Centurynationthat

^ovides the deterrent, not our ability to partially liMt damage to

ourselves

.

What kind and amount of destruction we would have to be able to

infu!^ on attacker to provide this deterrent cannot he answered

^^ecisely. However, it see»s reasonable to «sme that i^^^^^^f
the Soviet Union, the destruction of, say, one-fifth to one-fourth oi

«s SatiS aid one-half to two-thirds of its industrial opacity

would mean its elimination as a major power for many years. Such a

^1 ^Hest^S^ would certainly represent i-tolerahle ponistoent

trany industrialized nation and thus should serve
''^^f^f ^^^Q^ted

dete^ent to the deliberate initiation of a nuclear attack on the United

States or. its Allies.

Assured Destruction with regard to Red China presents ^/^f^f
diffe^nHroblem. China is far from being an industrxalize^^^

• However, what industry it ha. is
^^f^at ^helWIiSted

fpv Pities We estimate, for example, that ^|^^^» ^«""^'=^

o"r 50 Sinese urban ceiters would destroy
^'^-^Jl^ ^^e^LSia^

(^re than 5© million people) and more than one-half of the
^^"f*^^^

edacity. Moreover, such an attack would
J^=,^,fp^^;ortIon

governmental, technical and managerial personnel, and a large

oHS^skilled workers. Since Bed China's capacity to atta^the S.

^th nuclear weapons will be very limited,
r!?J^"Sfensivfforces

ability of even so small a portion of our strategic offensive forces

tol^Iict such heavy damage upon them ^^°^\"^%fJ^^^^^^^f!^
deterrent to the deliberate Initiation of such an attack on their part.

once sufficient forces have been procured to give
^^^f6^

of achieving our Assured Destruction objective, we =an then consider the

kinds a^r^ounts of forces which might be /°^^-^/^,Tw, m^
population and industry in the event «e*errence fails . But here wemusx

no?r-another Urportant point, namely, the possible

s?"t^ic force! programs with those of the Soviet
""f . ^^^f^^r^*^

nuclea? war policy of ^^^^^ovlet also h« ^ its
^^^^

rSsra:s:^e%h;t';nratte:pt1: iu^^art to -du.^ da^e - -s^

Ito what they would estimate "^-^Sbt consider an accep^le^e^^

^S:^:Tf^ lesS^-^-- rp^S^^^t^Te^ow pro.

pose to do. '
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It is this interaction between our strategic force programs and

those of the soviet Union vhich leads us to believe that there is a

mutuality of interests in limiting the deployment of anti-ballistic

missile defense systems. If our assumption that the Soviets are also

^*r.A^„^ t.o achieve an Assured Destruction capability is correct, and

ri^^^^v^ctd tTat S is, then in sll probability - ^^^^
plSh by deploying ABM systems against one another would be to increase

Seatly our respective defense expenditures, without any gain in real^

S^itv^r either side. It was for this reason that President Johnson

deleft; initiate negotiations with the Soviet Union "^^^sned^ through

formal or inforr.al agreeonent to limit the deployment of f
missile systems, while at the same time he included about ^S^^^^'^^^
in his JT 1968 Budget to provide for such actions - e.g., protection oi

^.^Jfensil. weapon systlns - as may be required if these discussions

proved unsuccessf'al.

m this conr-sction, it might be useful to reiterate *

mentaTpoiiit, namely, that the concept of Assured Destmiction lilies a

"se Sd^triie" caplbility, i.e.. a strategic for^ "^/^^^^^ in
character that it oaii survive a large scale nuclear "fprise f
s^Joient strength to destroy the attacter. Thus,

is also a Sov^iet ol-jective, they mist fl^y^^r-^t.^-tt fiL? Is we
forces in their planning as a potential first s*'^^,*^^^*

view their for;;e£), and provide for a "second striJse capability.

B. THE SIZE AMD CHARACTER OP THE IHHEAT

in order to assess the capabilities of our general nuclear war forces

«v»T thf. next several years, we must take into account the size and char

^"r of ?S^s?rItS= forces which the Soviet Union and Red China are

li^Iy to h'ave during the same period, ^^ain^et me caution, t^^^^^^^^

E ir:fch^Ser^rair^^^^
eSt: :

;i:?icSriy t??ceVy deal with a P-iod beyond the produc-

tion and deployment lead times of the weapon systems involved.

1. The Soviet Strategic Offensive-Defensive Forces

Two significant changes have occurred during the last
l^<^

^ent estimates for other elements of ^^^^S?^"*,
f*f

^generally in line with those I discussed here last year.

Sunnnarized in the table on the following page are the Soviet^

stratPEi'- 0-ffensive forces estimated for October 1. lyoo. HHBH
^^^lil Shown for comparison are the U.S. programmed forces.



ij. vr; :;ovm' iNTiiKCONi'iNEnTAL gti<ati;ctc nuclfj\j< i'orc]::.

1 Oct. 1966
u.:;. a/ TEsK

TotuI

HLBMs c/

U.l]. Launchers

Total Int Bal Mcl

Intercont Bombers e/ 680 155

a/ These are cacl-1966 figures,
b/ Excludes test range launchers

c/ In aiddition to the DLBMs, the Soviets wi3J. possess submarine -lenariche'i

cruise missiles whose primary targets we believe are naval and

merchant vessels

d/ In 1965 > intelligence reports estimated Soviet intercontinental

^500;
in i-yo?, intelligence repon
missiles as: mid-1966, ^^j!

In addition to the intercontinental bombers shown in the
tables , the Soviet medium bombers, canable of striking Eurasian tar -

gets
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ever, knowing what we do about past Soviet predilections for defense systems-

we mist, for the time being, plan our forces on the a£suiiiption that they will

have deployed some sort of an ABM system around their ^^a^o^.^i^if

early 1970s. Whether made up of GALOSH only, or a combination of GAIOSH

and a Tallinn type system, or even some combinations of GALOSH and a

terminal missile of the SPRIKT type, a full scale deployment would cost

the Soviet Union at least $20 to $25 billion.

a/ The Soviets for more than a decade have spent substantially more on

air defense against strategic bombers than has the U. S^Bu^^^ar .

Strategic Air Command is correct in its judgment thatI^B
^^^BIAof the U. S. incoming bombers could penetrate the Soviet

defense^d reach their targets, and I have no reason to dispute it,

then we mast -conclude that the bulfe of these Soviet expenditures has

been wasted.
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2. The Red Chinese Nuclear Threat

There has "been no basic change in our estimates of the Red Chi-

nese nuclear threat. As I noted last year, "• . . the Chinese Comfflun-

ists have the technical end industrial capahilities required for the

deployaent of ballistic missiles end ve believe thetjthey are malt'

en intensive effort tp„develpp_a_missile^__

^j^'We'estlHate'that the first" of these missiles could be deployed

^seexly as I967-68 and that by the mid-1970s they could have as many as

80 to 100 of these missiles operational"

.

Their firing of a nuclear

armed missile over a distance of some^^miles last October falls with-

in the limits of that estimate. They will require many more tests be-

fore they achieve a truly operational capability with a medium or inter-

mediate range missile, and this will take tiane.

With regard to an ICBM, we believe that the Red Chinese nuclear

weapons and ballistic missile development programs are being pursued

with high priority. On xhe basis of recent evidence, it appears possible

that they may conduct either a space or a long-range ballistic missile

launching before the end of 1967.

Intelligence estimates continue to state that it appears unlikely

that the Chinese could achieve an IOC before the early 1970s and deploy

a significant number of operational ICBMs before the mid-1970s, or that

those ICBMs would have great reliability, speed of response, or sub-

stantial protection against attack.

As I noted last year, the Red Chinese have one G-class ballistic

missile submarine. While there is no positive evidence of development

of a missile for this submarine, they could have a compatible missile

with a nuclear warhead by 1970. In any event, this particular submaxine

would have very limited range vithcmt md-ocesn refue:

Red China also has some bombers which could carrynucle^we^ons,
but most of them have an operational radius of_onl^^^^BJ[^^^^^g

^^^^^^^^^^^B/K^^^^KKfj^^^/j^^TTs highly unlikely,

^^^^^^^^^os^^Sne^h^^hey would undertake the development,

•production, and deployment of a new, long range bomber force. If they

chose to do so, it would take them a decade or more before they could

deploy it. Accordingly, we have no reason on this account to change

our estimate that' a significant Red Chinese nuclear threat to the conti-

nental United States will not develop any earlier than the mid-1970s.
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C. CAPABILITIES OF THE PROPOSED FORCES FOR ASSURED DESTRUCTION

The most demanding test of our Assiired Destruction capacity is the

ability of our strategic offensive forces to survive a we11-coordinated

surprise Soviet first strike directed against them. Because no one can

know how a general nuclear var between the United States and the Soviet

Union might occur, prudence dictates that we design our own strategic

forces on the basis of a greater threat than we actually expect.

1, Capability Against the Expected Threat

mUmilimjlimUPli^ even if the Soviets in the 1972 period

were to assign their entire available missile- force to attaclcs on our

strategic forces (reserving only refire missile and bomber-delivered

weapons for urban targets), more than one-half of the total forces

progracmed last year for 1972 would still survive and remain effective.
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It is clear that \uider these circumstances, our strategic missile
forces aloi^e coiild destroy the Soviet Union as a viahle 20th Century
society, even after absorbing a veil- coordinated, surprise first_attack.

Indeed, the of SHHIjHIIfllHBBHHHiiil^BIB^IiHBI^ _
over Soviet cities would kill about 30 percent of the total population

(73 million people) and destroy about one -half of the industrial capacity.

By doubling the number of warheads delivered to eight hundred, Soviet

fatalities and industrial capacity destroyed would be increased by con-

siderably less than one -third. Beyond this point further increments of

warheads delivered would not appreciably change the result, because we

would have to bring smaller and smaller cities under attack.

Although it is not at all certain that they will do so, ye must

base our force planning on the assumption that the Soviets will deploy
a reasonably effective ABM defense arouad their principal cities.

We have been hedging against this possibility for some tizoe, and
last year we took a number of actions of which the following are the
most important:

1. Accelerated development of the POSEIDON missile.

2. Approved production and deployment of MHiUTEMAN IH

3. Developed penetration aids for MINUTEMAN.

Now, in the FY I968 program we propose to take a number of addi-

tional actions to enhance the future capabilities of our Assured Destruc*

tion forces, of which the following are the more important:

(1) Produce ajid deploy the POSEIDON missile.

(2) Produce and deploy improved missile penetration aids.

(3) Increase the proportion of MINUTEMAN III |HHI^^| In the

planned force and provide it an iinprqved third stage.

(h) Initiate the development of ne^r.- snail reentry vehicle
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I will discuss each of these actions in greater detail later in

connection vwith our other proposals for the strategic forces. But for

now, let me point out that the net effect of these actj^ns_jroua^_Jbe_to

increase

Tf the Moscow-type ABM defense were deployed at

other cities ^^rell, the proposed U.S. missile force alone cculd inflict

about 35 per cent (86 million) fatalities on the Soviet IMion in 19T2

— after absorhing a surprise attack.

As I noted earlier, ^^HHHP ^heads detonated over fifty

cities wotad destroy half of Red China's urban population and more than

one-half of her industry.

Thus the strategic missile forces proposed for the FY 1968-72

period would, by themselves, give us an Assumed Destruction capability

against both the Soviet IMion and Red China, simultaneously.

2. Capability Against " Higher-Than-Expected Threats"

As I indicated last year, our Assured Destruction capability is of

such crucial importance to our security that we mist be prepared to cope

with Soviet strategic threats which are greater than those projected in

the latest intelligence estimates.

The most severe threat we must consider in planning our Assured

Destruction forces is an extensive, effective Soviet ABM deployment .

combined vith a deployment of a substantial hard-target kill capability

effective Soviet ABM system

.might then be able to

IHt^cept and (iestroy a large part of . our residual missile warheads,

including those csj^ied by submarine-launched missile^ (These Soviet

offensive and defensive threats_are both higher than

An extensive
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To offset the possibility of. such a decline in the damage potential

of our i&nd-Dased missile forces, we have authorized the development and

production of the POSEIDOK. Should still additional offensive power be

req-uired, and such a requirement is not now dear, we ar^^^e^ic
the development and deployment of a new Advanced ICBM B^^^H^^'-'

^M^JI designed to reduce

vulnerability to a SovietiHB' deployment of the NIKE-X

as a defense of part of our lOTUTEMAlJ force would offer a partial su^

stitute for the possible further expansion of our offensive force



But even against this com-

bined Soviet MIRVed iSssile/ABM threat, and even without a NIKE-X ^efense

of >5imJTEMAlT, our proposed strategic missile and bomber forces could still

inflict ho percent or more fatalities on the Soviet population throughout

theI time period-

More extreme threats ere highly unlikely. In any event, the changes

we are now proposing in our strategic offensive forces would make it dan-

gerous and expensive for the Soviet Union to move in the direction- of

extreme threats to our Assured Destruction capability. If we assume, as

I believe we should, that the Soviet Union would want to reduce the vul-

nerability of their own offensive forces against the possibility of a

first strike by our very accurate forces in the FY 1972-73 period, they

mast further disperse end harden their strategic missiles, which is exactly

what they appear to be doing now. To do so is expensive and for the same

budget outlay results in reduced missile payloads- Not to do so would

leave the Soviet 'force highly vulnerable to a first strike. Thus, we can,

in planning our forces, foreclose any seemingly easy and cheap paths

to their achievement of a satisfactory Assured Destruction capability and

a satisfactory Damage Limiting capability at the same time.-

We o^ course, cannot preclude the possibility that the Soviet Union

may increase its strategic forces budget at some time in the future. That

is why we are now undertaking a very comprehensive study of a new strate-

gic missile system. And that is why we are not precluding the possible

future construction of new POSEIDON submarines or the defense of our presently

deployed MUTUTEMAN silos with NIKE-X. While I believe we should place our-

selves in a position to move forward promptly on all of these options if

later that should become necessary, we need not commit ourselves to them now.

D. CAPABHITIES OF THE PROPOSED FORCES FOE DAMAGE LIMITATION

The principal issue in this area of the Strategic Forces Program con-

cerns the deployment of an anti-ballistic missile defense system, i.e.,

NIKE-X. There are .three somewhat overlapping but distinct major purposes

for which we might "want to deploy such a system at this time:

1. To protect our cities (and their population arid industry) against

a Soviet missile attack.

2. To protect our cities against a Bed Chinese missile attack in

the mid-1970s.
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3. To help protect om* land-based strategic offensive forces

(i\e., MBfUTEMAK) against a Soviet missile attack.

After studying the subject exhaiLStively, and after hearing the

vievs of our principal military and civilian advisors, we have concluded

that we should not initiate an ABM deployment at this time for any of

these purposes. We believe that:

1, The Soviet Union would be forced to react to a U.S. ABM deploy-

ment by increasing its offensive nuclear force with the result

that:

a. The risk of a Soviet nuclear attack on the U.S. would not

be further decreased.

b. The damage to the U.S. from a Soviet nuclear attack, in

the event deterrence failed, would not be reduced in any

meaningful sense.

As I noted earlier, the foundation of our security is the deter-

rence of a Soviet nuclear attack. We believe such an attack can

be prevented if it is understood by the Soviets that we possess

strategic nuclear forces so powerful as to be capable of absorb-

ing a Soviet first strike and surviving with sufficient strength

to impose unacceptable damage on them^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ have such power today. We must main-

tS^^^^^^S^Cture^adjusting our forces to offset actual or

potential changes in theirs.
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There is nothing we have seen in either our own or the Soviet
T3!nlon*s technology which would lead us to helieve we cannot
do this. Prom the beginning of the NIKE-ZEUS project in 1955
through the end of this current fisceJ. year, we will have in-
vested a total of ahout $h billion on ballistic missile defense
research — including NIKE-ZEUS, HIKE-X and Project DEFENDER.
And, during the last five or six years, we have spent about
$1.2 billion on the development of penetration aids to help
ensure that omt missiles could penetrate the enemy's defenses.
As a result of these efforts, we have the technology alreewJy

in hand to counter any offensive or defensive force changes
the Soviet Union might undertake in the foreseeable future.

We believe the Soviet Union has essentially the same require-
ment for a deterrent or "Assured Destruction" force as the U.S.
Therefore, deployment by the U.S. of an ABM defense which would
degrade the destruction capability of the Soviet's offensive
force to an unacceptable level would lead to expansion of that
force. This would leave us no better off than we were before.

2. With respect to protection of the U.S. against a possible Red
Chinese nuclear attack, the lead time required for China
to develop a significant ICBM force is greater than that re-
quired for deployment of our defense — therefore the Chinese
threat in itself would not dictate the production of an ABM
system at this time.

3. Similarly, although the protection of our land-based strategic
offensive forces against the kind of heavy, sophisticated
missile attack the Soviets may be able to mount in the mld-
or late 1970s might later prove to be worthwhile, it is not

yet necessary to produce and deploy the NIKE-X for that purpose.

I have already discussed, in connection with my review of the capa-

bilities of our strategic forces for Assured Destruction, the third major
purpose for which we may want to deploy an ABM defense (l.e.> the protec-
tion of MINUTEMAN). Now, I would like to discuss the other two purposes.

1. Deployment of NIKE-X for Defense of Our Cities Against a Soviet

Attack.

What is Involved here Is an analysis of the contribution the NIKB-X

system might make to the defense of our cities under two assuzsptlons;

(1.) That the Soviets do not react to such a deployment. .*
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(2.) That the Soviets do react in an attenrpt to preserve their

"Assured Destruction" capability.

As you know, the major elements of the NIKE-X system are being

developed in such a way as to peimit a variety of deployments; two

have been selected for the purposes of this analysis. The first,. which

I will call "Posture A", represents a light U.S. defense against a Soviet

missile attack on our cities. It consists of an area defense of the en-

tire continental United States, providing redundant (overlapping) coverage

of key target areas; and, in addition, a relatively low-density SPRIHT

defense of the 25 largest cities to provide some protection against-

those warheads which get through the area defense. The second deploy-

ment, which I call "Posture B", is. a heavier defense against a Soviet

attack. With the same area coverage, it provides a higher-dfinsity

SPRINT defense for the 50 largest cities.

Shown on the following table are the couiponents and the costs-

(which, if past experience is any guide
^
may be understated by 50 to

100 percent for the systems as a wholei/) of Posture A and Posture B,

together with the time frames in which the deployments could be com-

pleted:

^7 Even before the systems became operational, pressures would

mount for their expansion at" a cost of still additional billions.

The uxTprotected , or relatively Tiirorotected, areas of the U.S.

vould claim that

^heSTaS^SllarsTer^eing diverted to protect New York and

Washington while they were left naked. And, critics would point

out that our strategic offensive force is premised on a much

larger Soviet threat (the "possible", not the "probable" threat);

they would conclude that the same principles should be applied

to our strategic defensive forces. For these and other reasons,

I believe that, once started, an AM system deployed with the

objective of protecting the United States against the Soviet

Union would require an expenditure on the order of $40 billion

over a ten year period.
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POSTURE A POSTURE B

Invest. Cost Invest. Cost

H-unber Billion) Number ($ Billion)

Radars
MAH
TACMAR
PAR
MSR

Invest. Cost

0

7
6
26

0

$ 1.9
0.8

8

3
6

95

^ 2.8
0.6
0,8
8.U

$12.o

Missiles
gPARTM
SPRBIT

Invest . Cost

1200
1100

$ 1.7 1200
7300

$ 1.7

$

D6D Invest. Cost

AEC Invest. Cost
Total Invest. Cost (ex-R&D)

$ 8.9
1.0

.

r9r9

$17.^
2.0

$19A

Annual Operating Cost $ 0.38 $ 0.72

No. of Cities w/Tenn. Def

:

IOC with Decision l/67:

Deployment Completed

25
FY 72
FY 75

50

FY 72
FY 76^

The Multi-function Array Radar (MAR) is a very powerful phased-

array radar which can perform all the defense functions involved in

engaging a large, sophisticated attack: central control and battle

management, long-range search, acquisition of the target, discrlni- .

nation of warheads from decoys or "spoofing" devices, precision track-

ing of the target, and control of the defense interceptor missiles.

The TACMAR Radar is a scaled down, slightly less complex and less

powerful version of the MAR, which can perform all the basic defense

functions in a smaller, less sophisticated attack.

The Perimeter Acquisition Radar (PAR) is a relatively low frequency,

phased-array radar required for the very long-range search and acquisition

functions involved in area defense. To achieve the full potential of the

extended-range SPARTAN, the target must be picked up at much greater dis-

tances in order to compute its trajectory before the SPARTAN is fired.

The Missile Site Radar (MSR) is a much smaUer, phased-array radar

needed to control "the SPRIIIT and SPARTAN interceptor missiles during an

engagement. It can also perform the functions of the TACMAR but on a

considerably reduced scale. Actually, a number of different sizes are

being studied. This "nodular" approach will permit us to tailor the

capacity of the radar to the particular needs of each defended area.
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the SPARTAN is a three-stage missile vith a hot X-ray^
capable of intercepting incoaing objects at^

warhead

The SHUNT is a high- acceleration interceptor missile vhich can climb

It is designed to make intercepts

The technical principles involved in the radars are now fairly well

established. One R&D MAE-type radar has been constructed at the White

Sands Missile Range. A contract has been let for the power plant of a

second MAR-type radar, which is to he constructed on Kwajalein Atoll.

The Missile Site Radar is well along in development and the Qonstruction

of one of these radars on I&fajalein Atoll has also begun.

•Testing of the SERIUT missile was started at White Sands in November

1965 with one complete success, two partial successes and three failures.

The failures are attributed mostly to insufficient quality control but

some of the missile »s components may have to be redesigned. The tempo

of testihg will steadily increase during the current fiscal year and

we are advised by our technical people that the missile will eventually

reach its design goals. The nuclear warhead is also well along in

development and does not appear to present any particular problem.

The SPARTAN is still on the drawing boards. It represents a very

substantial redesign of the original ZEUS and we will not Imow until

it is flight tested a year end a half hence how weU it will perform.

However, we are less concerned with the missile itself than we are with

its warhead. A significant number of development tests will have to be

performed, all underground, before the design parameters can be estab-

lished: and then we will have to proof test the resulting warhead, again

underground. (The feasibility of a full yield test undergrovmd has still

to be established, but it may be possible to use a scaled-down test.;

Accordingly, there is still considerable technical uncertainty coucOTing

the warhead. Although alternative warheads could be used on the SPARTAH,

they would be less effective against a heavy, sophisticated attack.

Facilities for testing both the SIRINT and the SPARTAN will be

constructed on Kwajalein Atoll. These, together with the TACMAR and

MSR and the programs for the computers will give us all of the major

elements of the HIKE-X system which are essential to test its overall

performance against reentry vehicles fired from Vandenberg Air Force

Base in California. (We feel we 3mow enough about the PAR technology

to be able to use the mechanically steered radars already on Kwajalein

as simulators.) The system will be tested in stages, starting with the

MSR and SHUNT tests in January I969, then the SPARTAN missile in July

1969 and the TACMAR radar between July and December 1970. Upwards of
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100 test shots will "be launched from Vandenberg to Kwajeaein during

the period 1969-72 to test the system thoroughly as a whole. The most

inrportant ohjective of this effort is to determine proper system

integration and computer programming, since the individual coairponents

of the system wiH have already been tested ahead of time.

But even after this elaborate test program is completed, a number

of technical uncertainties will still remain unresolved. Chief among

these are the follovlng:

M
% - .
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Production and Operational Eroblema. We have learned £rom

bitter experience that even when the development problaas

h"e"eS^solved, a system can run into trouble i^^oduc-

tion or when it is pt* into operation. All too o«»
development prototype ceanot be produced in quantity without

e^Lsi^e re-engineering . production delays

and costs begin to spiral. Sometimes these problans are not

SL^^ed^ the^new system actually enters the inventory



and has to function in an operational environment. The

TERRIER, TALOS, and TARTAJl ship-to-air missiles are a good

example; atter spending about $2 billion on developoient and

production of these missiles, we had to spend another $350

million correcting the faults. of those already installed

and we still plan to spend another $550 million modernizing

these systems*

In this connection, it is worth noting that had we produced and

deployed the NIKE-ZEUS system proposed hy the Army in 1959 a-t an estimated

cost of $13 to ^ih hillion, most of it would have had to be torn o\it and

replaced, almost before it became operational, by the new missiles and

radars of the HIKE-X system. By the same token, other technological

developments in offensive forces over the next seven years may make obso-

lete or drastically degrade the NIKE-X system as presently envisioned.

We can predict with certainty that there will be substantial additional

costs for updating any system we might consider installing at this time

against the. Soviet missile threat.

The deployment of a KIKE-X system would also require some improve-

ment in our defense against manned bomber attack in order to preclude

the Soviets fi-om undercutting the NIXE-X defense; and we would want to

expand and accelerate the fallout shelter program. The investment cost

(including R&D) of the former is estimated at about $1.5 to $2.4 billion

and ^^uld provide for a smal ^ ^^7^^ "P-T'I or F-12 type interceptors
'^aiytanTTip warning and control

Ti^^ftf^AWACS ) . The expanded fallout shelter program would cost about

$800-million more than the one we are now pursuing. We would also need

some of our anti-submarine warfare forces for use against Soviet missile

submarines, but we are not yet clear whether these ASW forces would

actually have to be increased over the currently planned levels . In any

event, the "current" estimates of the investment cost of the total Damage

Limiting package would amount to at least $12.2 billion for Posture A

and at least $21.7 billion for Posture B.

To test the contribution that each of these KIKE-X deployments might

make to our Damage Limiting objectives, we have projected both the U.S.

and Soviet strategic nuclear forces (assuming no reaction by the Soviets

to the U.S. ABM deployment) iHHHBI^ by which time Posture B, the

heavier defense, could be fully in place.
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Th. first case "Soviets Strike First, U.S. Retaliates", i,s tHe

Assured Destruction capability against us.

fatalities. Assuming the Soviets do
l^lu^ion, R>6-

t^eTs^ti:^^: r^j^=^i"s tr^"^^^:^r.it:^B t; ..o.

30 million.

up to the- postulated level of perfonaaace.

If the Soviets are determined to maiirtain an
"'^^^^f"'^tiS"

capabiLt'/al^ainst us and they believe that^our ^«P^^f^^.^ ^^ts
defense vould "-^f^*^ till '^o^ they v^uld have

""'^St^^atire bu? to inS^eirsecond strike damage potential of

?LS^Se feces They could do so in s...r.^ different ways:

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ "^hown in the tahle below

WSBBS^^^^^^^Laa °^ responding to a U.S. ABM

deployment

Level of U.S. Fatalities

Which Soviets Believe

Will Provide Deterrence a/

' [Minions')

60
' 90

Cost to the Soviets of

Offsetting U.S. Cost

to De-ploy an ABM

$1 Soviet cost to $U U.S. cost

$1 Soviet cost to $2 U.S. cost

$1 Soviet cost to $1 U.S. cost

ITTJIsTTSSitles if U.S. -strikes first and Soviets retaliate.
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If the Soviets choose to respond to o\ir ABM deployment^

the Results would be as tehown below:

Number of Fatalities in an All-Out
Strategic Exchange (in millions), 1976

(assumes soviet reaction to U.S. ABM DEPLOYMENT)
U.S. Strikes First,
Soviets Retaliate

U-.S. Fat. Sov.Fat.

Soviets Strike First,

U.S. Retaliates

U.S. Programs U.S. Fat, Sov. Fat.

Approved (no response) 120 120+

Posture A 120 120+

itostiire B 120 . 120+

100
90
90

70
70
70

la short, the Soviets have it within their technical and economic

capacity to offset any further Damage Limting measures we might under-

take, provided they are determined to maintain their deterrent against

us. It is the virtual certainty that the Soviets wiH act to maintain

their deterrent vhlch ca^ts such grave doubts on the advisability' of

our deploying the NTKE-X system for the protection of our cities against

the kind of heavy, sophisticated missile attack they could launch in the

1970s. In all probability, all we would accomplish would be to increase

greatly both their defense expenditures end ours without any gain in

real security to either side.

2. Defense Against the Red Chinese Nuclear Threat

With regard to the Red Chinese nuclear threat, an austere ABM defense

. offer a high degree of protection to the

Tlatlo^^gSns^^^Sssile attack, at least through the 1970s. The total

investment cost of such a program might amovoit to $3*5 billion, including

the cost of the nuclear warheads.

The effectiveness of this deployment in reducing U.S. fatalities

ftom a Red Chinese attack in the 1970s is shown in the table below:

Chinese Strike First

(Operational ,
Inventory)

Missiles Mi Missiles

U.S. Fatalities
(In Millions)

Without ABM
With ABM

5
0+

10
1
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This axistere defense could probably preclude damage in the 1970s

almost entirely. As the Chinese force grows to the level it might

achieve by 198O-85, additions and improvements might be required, bub

relatively modest additional outlays could probably limit the Chinese

damage potential to low levels well beyond 198^.

It is not clear that we need an ABM defense against China. In any

event, the lead time for deployment of a significant Chinese offensive

force is longer than that required for U.S. ABM deployment; therefore,

the decision for the latter need not be made now.

^ * * * *

In the light of the foregoing analysis, we propose:

1. To pursue with undiminished vigor the development, test and

evaluation of the HIKE-X system (for which purpose a total

of $4U2 million has been included in the FY I968 Budget),

but to taXe no action now to deploy the system.

2. To initiate negotiations with the Soviet Union designed,

through formal or informal agreement, to limit the deploy-

ment of anti-ballistic missile systems.
"

3« To reconsider the deployment decision in the event these

discussions prove unsuccessful; approximately $375 million

has been included in the FY 1968 Budget to provide for such

actions ajs may be required at that time - for exonple, the •

production of KIKE-X for the defense. of our offensive

weapon systems.

I would now like to turn to. our specific proposals for the Strategic

Fbrces in the FY I968-72 period.

E. STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE FORCES

The force structure proposed for the FY 1968-72 period is shown on

Table 2 of the set of tables attached to this statement. To facilitate

discussion of these forces, I have .rearranged the order in which they

appear on the table, showing first the missile forces and then the air-

craft and other related forces*
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1. Missile Forces

Last year I told this Coranittee that:

"The U.S. response to a Soviet deployment of an ASM defense

would be the incorporation of appropriate penetration ai^^^^jj^^^
strategic missiles. Against area defense interceptors, ^^K^KKKt
penetration aids can be provided for U.S. missiles (so that an

Assured Destruction capability is maintained) at a cost to us of

less than 10 percent of the cost of an ABM defense to the Soviets.

The lead time for the Soviets to mount an ABM defense is greater

than the time for us to produce and deploy penetration aids, pro-

vided ve take timely action to develop them and can move forward

promptly to produce them, and this we are doing. The decision

actually to deploy new penetration aids can be made later this year.

If the Soviets did attempt a large ABM defense we would still be

able to produce and install the necessary penetration aids before

the Soviets could achieve an extensive deployment.

"...against a combined Soviet^HBABM threat, the most

efficient alternative available to us would be to develop POSEIDON

(with the new penetration aids) and retrofit it into POLAIOS boats.

To hedge against the possibility of such a threat, we now propose

to accelerate the development of the POSEIDON missile (which was

initiated last year) on a schedule which could make it operationally

available in the summer of 1970. The timing of a decision to pro-

duce and deploy the missile would depend upon how this threat

actually evolved."

This is essentially the program we now propose to pursue.

a. MINUTEMAU
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#

The total cost of this program is

"estimated at $1+00 million, but it will cost the Soviet Union many times

more in ABM defenses if they try to offset it.

penetration aid packages last year. The total FY 19bb-72 cosx or

program is estimated at $315 million, of which $100 million was provided

throTigh FY I967, $125 million is required in FY 1968 and another $90

million in subsequent years.

By FY 1973-7^ it win probably become necessary to replace the

earliest MINUTEMAN II missiles because of their age. At that time we

could add more MIUUTEMAN Ills if that should appear d€sirable^*fean-

while, I believe ve should initiate the development of a new^^^^re-
entry vehicle ,.^W——^^or the >amJTEMAN III

t-:..- r^.C5T;a r.Vj.fp-'-y -



b. POLARIS-POSEIDON

By the end of the cmrent • fiscal year, 39 of the planned 1+1-ship

POLARIS force vill have become operational. The last tvo POLARIS sub-

marines will be deployed by Sept.'='Tnbf:'r 1Q67. This is essentially th^ same

schedule I presented last year

for end

T^?967^!^hOTr 32 POLARIS submarines with 512 missiles deployed instead

of the 39 POLARIS submarines with 62k missiles which will have become

operational by that date. The difference of seven is made up of six A-2

submarines expected to be in overhaul on 30 June I967 and one A-1 submarine

undergoing A-3 conversion and overhaul. When the retrofit of. this last

of the first five POLARIS submarines is completed, the force wiH consist

of 13 ships equipped with A-2 missiles and 28 equipped with A-3s.

believe it would be prudent at this time to commit

mi ?^f>ile to production and deployment. You may recall that

we took action last year to place ourselves in a position to deploy such

a force in the early 1970s if that should become desirable. It was .for

this reason that we accelerated the POSEIDON development program and^

placed it on a schedule which would make it operationally available in

calendar year 1970.
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Of the hi POLARIS submarines in the approved, program, 31 can be
retrofitted with the PCSEIDON missile with a minimum amount of rework,

i.e., without rebuilding the hull* The other ten, consisting of the
five 598-Class originally designed to carry the A-1 missile and the five
608-Class originally designed to carry the A-2 missile, probably cannot
be retrofitted with the POSEIDOW without replacing the center section
of the hull, and even then these ten boats would not be as good as the
other 31* Such rebuilding would cost as much as a new siibmarine, there-
by malujig it advisable, if more FC^EIDON submarines are needed, to build
new ships at a cost of about $120 million each.

While this issue need not be decided at this time, our present plan
is to retrofit the five 608-Class ships, which now carry A-2 missiles,
to carry the A- 3 at second overhaul (the five 598-Class ships, which
originally carried A-1 missiles, are already being retrofitted with
A-3s). Five of the remaining eight SSBN 6l6-Class A-2 submarines will
be converted to A-3 during their first overhaul and all eight converted
to the POSEIDON during their second overhaul. The 23 original A-3 sub-
marines will be converted directly to POSEIDON. This will give us a
force of 31 submarines eguipped_ylth POSEIDON and ten vlth the POLARIS
A-3^^^nnHM||HM|H^HH^^^H^HaHaH^HM
H^^^HHH^HHI^HHH^^HBH^^^^e 31
POSEIDON-equipped submarines would be used in the Atlantic and the
Mediterranean.

In order to hold to a minimum the number of submarines which would
have to be withdrawn from the operational fleet ve propose to spread
the 'POSEIDON retrofit program over a period of HHfyears on a schedule
tied to the regular overhaul cycle, with the first three boats commencing
retrofit in FY I969 and the last two commencing in FY 1975. On this
schedule, the first seven POSEIDON-equipped submarines can be redeployed
by end FY 1971, as shown on Table 2, and the last of the 31 retrofitted
sijbmarines by FY 1977. In this way we hope to keep a minimum of 29 fleet
ballistic missile submarines, with a total of k6k missiles, deployed
throughout the entire period.
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0
iiicremental cost of developing POSEIDON, and producing and deploying li

in 31 submarines is estimated at $3-3 billion. A total of about $900

million is included in the FY I968 Budget for POSEIDON. (The decision

to deploy POSEIDON will produce an offsetting saving of about $200

million in the POLAKIS program.)
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c, TITAir II

The TITAN II force, consisting of 5^ missiles deployed in hard
silos 5 presently makes a unique contribution to our stretbegic offensive
capabilities. Its long range (6,100 n.mi.) allows it to reach targets
beyond the range of presently available MINlfrEMAN ndssiles. However,
with the deployment of MINUrEHAN III and, later, of the FQSSIDQR, this
capability of the TITAN II will no longer be unique. The MIWUTEMAN III
from the continental IMited States and the POSEIDON fl>om the Atlantic
and the Mediterranean will be able to reach all the iotportant targets
in the Soviet Uhion.

The TITAN II is very expensive to operate, at least $600,000 per
missile annually and probably closer to $1 million when the indirect
costs of this relatively small force are considered. Accordingly, we
now propose to end procurement of new TITAN boosters for testing and
operational reliability demonstration with the Fy 1966 buy, and, instead,
use boosters already in the inventory for these purposes in the future.
With about six follow*on tests per year, the force of 5^ TPEAN missiles
on launchers can be maintained through FX 197p9 declining thereafter to

missiles in FY 1971-72.

d« • New Strategic Missile Systems

Although we believe the strategic missile program proposed through
FY 1972 will be adequate to meet the threat, even if the Soviet IMion
were to carry out a full scale deployment of an -ABM system and develop
and deploy MIRVs for its SS-9 missiles, we are making a very comprehen-
sive study of a new long razige missile system. This system may take the
form of a large new ICBM installed in very hard silos, or a hardened
system defended by Afflt missiles or a new mobile ICBM. To shorten the
lead time on any option selected as a result of this study, we have
included $9 million in the FY I968 Budget for contract definition should
such a decision be warranted during the next 12 to 18 months.

2. Strategic Bomber Forces

The manned bomber forces we propose to maintain through FY 1972
are the same as those I presented here last year for the FY I967-7I
period. The B-32C-Fs and B>38s will be phased out as planned, leaving
a force of 2^^ B-52G-Hs and 210 £3-lllAs.

The cost of operating this force is strongly influenced by two
factors: the ratio of crews to aircraft and the number of aircraft
assigned per home base. The crew ratio and, in turn, the crew work
week determine the proportion of the force which can be maintained on

13 minute ground alert. The .number of hoicrs each B-^2 must actually be
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flown is determined primarily by the crew ratio, since each crew must

be afforded a certain number of flying hours to maintain its proficiency.

Shown in the table below are the percentages of the B-52G/H force which

can be maintained on alert assuming various crew ratios and
.
crew work

weeks. Also shown are the dates when this force would accumulate 5*500

flying hours per aircraft for each of the crew ratios.

Crew
Ratio
1.25
1.50
1.60
1.80
1.90

Alert Rate {$)

For Various Crew Work Weeks

50 Hrs

21.6%
26.0^
27.7%
31. 2*
32.9%

60 Hrs

27.%
33. 3J
35.5*
1+0.0^

U2.2%

70 Hrs

33. b%
UO.5*
U3.24

51. 3*

7k Hrs

36.2%

55.03s,

80 HrsWW
h7.7i
50.9*
57.2*
60.

5,500 Hrs.
Accumulated
As of;

Kov 30, 7fci

Jan 31»77
Jun 30 5 76
Jun 30> 75
Jan 3I5 75

As is to be expected, the higher the crew ratio and the longer the

work week, the greater the proportion of the force which can be main-

tained on 15 minute ground alert.

The present work week of SAC crews is about T'+ hoinrs, with a crew

ratio 1.8. This work week includes .alert duty during which some sleep

and recreation ai-e pormil.t.'.i ^s ctii seen in the preceding tahlo,

this level permits an alert rate of something in excess of 50 percent

of the force. While a high alert rate was necessary during the period

when our strategic missile force was being built up, it i^io^s
important today and will be even less so in the future.

However, we must also take into account the possible requirement

to use the force for large scale conventional bombing. Once crew ratios

are reduced, it would probably take several years to train additional

crews and rebuild the ratio. Accordingly, the crew ratio should be

held high enough to support the maximum number of conventional sorties

per B-52 squadron that could besustai^^efo^air^f^^n^^
becomes a limiting factor^^^^^J^^^^^JjUJ^JJ^^^^^^^^J
^^^^^^^Bh5eSre^?e now propose to reduce the crew ratio ftom

^^^Bi^^fc. and the 15 minute ground alertfHHI Percent of the

^^^P^^^^^^HHHI^BjjB^ ^ order to support the extensive con-

vent"! ona^o^^^^SSfs in Southeast Asia, I have authorized the

continuation crew ratio for the bomber units which are now

being used in that effort.
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Shown in the next table is the effect on the five year recurring
costs of operating the proposed bomber force of various crew ratios,
alert ratios, and the nuzzLbers of aircraft per home base.

FIVE YEAR RECURRING COSTS FOR

255 B-52G/HS MD 210 FB-llls

Crew
Ratio

1.25
1,50
r^o
1.80

Alert
Rate

52. 2i

5-Year Costs Billions)
(Number of A/C per base)
15 A/C 20 A/C 30 A/C

1.9/2.5(B-52/FB-111) 50^/60*(B-52/FB-111)

$6.0
6.3

6.7

7.1

$5.0
5.3

5.8

6.0

With a crew ratio of 1.5 and an alert rate of ^3-^ percent, the five
year operating cost would be $6.3 billion if all the bombers were- deployed

' 15 per base. However, if the bombers were deployed 30 per base, the cost
would drop to $5.3 billion.
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Since the new FB-llls vith the SRAM air-to-surface missile will he

entering the bomber force during FY 1969-71 and the B-52G/Hs can be

maintained in a suitable operational condition well into the 1970s,

there is no pressing need to decide on the production and deployment

of a new bomber in the PY I968 Budget. Clearly, the first order of

business in the strategic offensive forces program at this time is the

provision of penetration aids and other improvements for our presently

planned strategic missile force, and the production and deployment of

the new POSEIDON. These are relatively expensive programs, particularly

POSEIDON, but they are far more important to our future Assured Destruc-

tion capability than a new manned bomber. Indeed, if the Soviets were

to deploy a full scale and highly sophisticated ABM system and provide

their SS-9 missiles with a highly accurate^HB capability, I believe

the requirement for a new highly survivable ICBM (costing about $10

billion) would have a far higher priority than a new manned bomber.

Nevertheless, we plan to continue vorit on the' engine, avionics and the

related airframe studies, for vblch a total of $26 million is .programmed

for FY 1968.

3. Air Launched Missiles

Last year I said that we planned to keep the HOUND DOG missiles in

the operational inventory through FY 1970, phasing them down to 350 in

step with the phase out of the B-52C-Fs. Because of tlieir relative in-

effectiveness, i.e., a CEP of more than 2 n.mi, and low reliability, we

now propose to phase out the HOUND DOG "A" by end FY I968, retaining only

the "B" models. These 3^ missiles will be more than sufficient to meet

the primary HOUND DOG mission — attack of area bomber defenses and

lower priority airfields.

The SRAM program is unchanged from that which I presented last year.

The operational inventory of 525 missiles should be on i^a^J^^y^^^^^^*^ •

of FY 1972. While we still do not plan to deploy SRAM on the B-52G/as,

we are continuing the development of the necessary avionics to permit

such a deployment if it should become desirable.

U. Strategic- Reconnaissance

The strategic reconnaissance force is the same as that presented a

year ago. The SR-71 force should^be^^j^ operational in ^ 19b8.__We

will have procured a total offlHlRa number adequate to support

an operational force throueJiout the program period.
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5. Other Strategic Offensive Forces

T, STRATEGIC DEFENSIVE FORCES

The strategic defensive forces proposed -for the FY I968-72 period
are shown on Table 3« The Civil Defense program for FY I968 is shown
separately on Table ^.

1. Surveillance^ Warning and Control

The programs shown under this heading are, with two exceptions,
the same sis those I presented last year. Activation of BUIC III control
centers will slip somewhat f^om the schedule shown last year due to .

delays in firming up the technical details of the program. Instead of
ik such centers operational at the end of F7 I9689 we now estimate
seven. The delay will be made up by the temporary retention of two
of the BUIC II control centers and 12 of the manual haclcup centers
through FY I968. By end FY I969 all I9 BUIC His should be operational
and the remaining BUIC H and mammT control centers will be phased out.

The second change pertains to the search radars. Last year we had
planned to reduce the number of these radars to I5I by end FY 1967»
As you may recall, this reduction was predicated on the internetting
of our radar system with that of the Federal Aviation Agency. However,
in order to make the inputs from the FAA radars compatible with the
SAC3]-BUIC III system, they must first be converted into appropriate
computer language by a special piece of equipment called a "digitizer".
Because of a slippage in the production of this digitizer, five more
Defense Department radars will have to be operated until FT 19^9) when
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There is one other difference ftrom last year's data, but it

results from a change in the way we count the SAGE combat and

direction centers, rather than any change in the program* Two of

the direction centers are collocated with combat centers. Heretofore,

we have .shown one of these, at Gunter APB, Alabama, only as a direc-

tion center end the other at North Bay, Canada only as a combat center.

Henceforth, because of their dual functions, we will count them in

both categories. The net result of this "bookkeeping" adjustment is

that for PT I968 and after, instead of five combat centers we now

show six and instead of eleven direction centers we now show twelve.

Vnder our present plan, the 19 BUIC III - stations will be fuHy inte-

grated with the 12 SAGS direction cpnters. Two BUIC Ills are to be

deployed in each of eight SAGE sectors along the western, northein and

eastern borders of the United States. Three sectors will need only one

BUIC. In each of these 11 sectors, the direction center and the BUIC Ills

will be integrated with 10 to 15 radars, thus enabling any one of the

centers or BUIC Ills to handle the entire sector even if the others were

destroyed. The remaining interior SAGE sector will not have BUIC- and

will operate only with its direction center, • AH 12 sectors will feed

into five conbat centers. (The sixth combat center shown on Table 3

is a. manual installation in Alaska.) These, in turn, id.ll feed into

the KQRAD Combat Operation Center which is now fully functioning in

its new underground facilities deep in the Cheyenne Mountain caves.

2. Manned Interceptors

The manned interceptor forces shown on Table 3 ere generally the.

same as those presented last year. Although not shown on Table 3>

six F-102S will be retained in the southeastern pert of the tfcdted States

to help defend against the possibility of an attack from Cuba and to

perform surveillance of unidentified aircraft in that area. These six'

aircraft will be attached to the i+756th Air Defense Wing at Tyndall

Air Force Base as a "non-force structure" unit.

As you know, we have been studying during the past several years

various ways of modernizing our air defense forces. Interceptor versions

of both the SR-71 (F-12) and the F-111 have been considered for this role.

Either one, equipped with the improved ASG-I8/AJM k7 fire control and

missile system and used with an effective Airborne Warning and Control

System (AWACS), would be better then the present interceptors in operating

from degraded bases, independent of the vulnerable fixed ground environ-

ment, and in countering concentrated bomber attacks, including air-to-

surface missiles. In fact, a small force ofl^m^lHi^^^^
aircraft operating together with somelHlAWACS would have a combat cap-

ability superior to, the programmed force of aboutl^pl Century series

fighters and the hundreds of ground radar and control sites.
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The feasibility of this plan, however, depends upon the success-

ful development of the AWACS, We now have a test program underway to

exandne three proposed solutions to the problem of developing an over-

land airborne radar which could provide effective coverage at all

altitudes. Design efforts are also being pursued on the airfl*ame and

avionics. We hope that by the end of this year sufficient data will

be available to demonstrate the feasibility of the AWACS, Only then

will we be in a position to maite a decision on the interceptor force.

Accordingly, we propose to continue development work on both the F-12

and the F-111 types of interceptors and on the fire control and missile

systems, and $20 million is included in the FY I968 Budget for this

purpose. Although no additional funds are requested for work on the

AWACS airframe, another $10 million is included in the FY I968 Budget

to continue work on overland radar technology.

3, Surface-to-Air Missiles

Two changes are being made in these forces, one in form and one

in. content . Heretofore we have shown on Table 3 the number of NIKE-

HERCULES and HAWK missiles "authorized", even though not all of the

missiles were actually "on site". We now believe it would be more

meaziingful to show oust the number of missiles actually on site, ex-

clufi-^"E those being held in storage. On this new basis, we would have

^I^^^HH^Hf missiles on reg\ilar Army sites at end FY* 19^7^ in-

ste5^^nh^rjl52 shown for that date last year. The difference of

81 missiles between the number authorized and the number actually on

site stems from the fact that safety considerations limit the number

of missiles which can be kept at certain sites. These^^.missiles are

being held in storage and can be delivered to the site whenever needed.

For the same reason, we now showJBI NIKE-HERCULES Army National Guard

mis siles at end FY I967 using the "on site" criterion, compared with

the shown last year when the "authorized" criterion was used.

In the case of the HAWK, we showed last year a total of |||^ missiles

for end FY I967. These are the HAWK batteries we deployed to the "so\ith-

eastern part of the United States in FY_ I963 as a result of the Cuban

crisis. Of this authorized number, j^B^^siles were actimlly on site

and the rest were in storage. We will continue to maintain the^

"on site" missiles throughout the plsnriing period_j

In addition to the Improved HAWK, which is designed primarily for

the field forces, we also have in advanced development a new surface-to-

air missile called the SAM-D. While this system is also primarily

oriented toward air. defense of the field forces, it also has a potential
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application for Continental Air Defense. This effort, thus far, has

been directed mainly to development of the required components or

"building blocks" and a deployment decision at this tame would be i^e-

mature. Another MEHlB^^ included .in the FY I968 Budget

to continue developnem

Ballistic Missile Warning

The numbers of Ballistic Missile Early Warning Systems (BMEWS) and

Over-the-Horizon (OIH) radar sites are the sem_e_as_jhownJjg^^^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^w The OTH radars,

^^^^^^|™5S^oi^^erly warning of ballistic missile

attack, as I described to the Committee- last year, particularly against

Soviet missiles fired on trajectories beyond the BMEMS coverage.

'

We are also continuing work on "back scatter" Over-the-Horizon

radars. In this system, echo signals from the target would be returned

directly to the transmitter, thereby making separate receiving stations

unnecessary.

An interim capability to detect sea launched ballistic missiles

(SLBMs) is being phased in during FY I968. The SIBM detection system

will include seven modified SAGE radars and the phased array radar cur-

rently under development at Eglin Air Force Base, Florida.

5. Anti-Satellite Defense

As shown on Table 3, the four NIKE-ZEUS satellite interceptor missiles

which had been stationed at Kwajalein are being dropped fro^^^gm.
Initially, there had been some question as to whether th^
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G, CIVIL DEFENSE

The Civil Defense program proposed for FY 1968 is essentially the

same in content and objectives as that approved for the current year.

As you know, in addition to its important training, public informa-

tion, warning, coordination, and control functions, the Civil Defense

program's major effort in recent years has been directed toward the

development of a nationwide fallout shelter system to provide protec-

tion for our population from the radiological effects of a nuclear

attack. A significant amount of fallout protection exists today. By

the end. of the current fiscal year, we expect that this effort will

have identified about 16O million shelter spaces with a standard pro-

tection factor of kO or more. Of this total, about 97 million spaces

will be marked and 82 million actually stocked with survival supplies

for an average of about eight days*

Currently, there are a number of programs underway which will in-

crease substantially the total amount of available shelter in the years

ahead. These include the regular survey, marking and stocking of poten-

tial shelter spaces in newly constructed larger buildings, a more recently

initiated survey of smaller structures, a survey to identify and measure

shelter in private homes, community shelter planning, etc. Through these

efforts, more than 50 million shelter spaces will be added in the next

five years.

But, even after taking credit for all of the additional shelter space

which can be expected tram these programs, a substantial portion of our

population would still be left without adequate fallout protection both

at their places of work and at home because of maldistribution of shelter

spaces in relation to population. Some of this shortfall, because of

locally prevailing building practices, could be met only with special

purpose construction — a step we are not proposing at this time. How-

ever, much of the shortfall, we believe, could be met by making,at little

or no cost, relatively minor changes in the design of new buildings,

changes which would significantly increase their shelter potential.

Accordingly, we intend to seek out every way possible to encourage pri-

vate and public builders to make these changes.

The funds requested would carry forward the Civil Defense program

at about the same level as the current fiscal year. A financial summary

of the program, estimated to cost $111.0 million in FY I968, appears

on Table k.
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H. FINANCIAL SUMMARY

The Strategic Forces programs I have outlined will require Total

Obligational Authority of $8,1 billion in P3f I968. A con5)arison with

prior years is shown below:

1962 1963 1961^ 1965 1966 1967 1968

Act, Act, Act. Act, Act, Est, ?rap*

Strategic Forces U,2 10.5 9-3 7.1 6,8 7,1 8.1



in, • GENERAL KJRPOSE FORCES

The General Purpose Forces include most of the Army's combat and

combat sTq>port units, virtually all Navy units (except for the POLARIS

forces), all Marine Corps units, and the tactical units of the Air

Force, These are the forces upon which we rely for all military actions

short of general nuclear war, i.e., limited war and counterinaurgency

operations.

A. REQUIREMENTS FOR GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES

Over the last few years I have presented to the Committee in con-

siderable detail our analysis of the lijnited war problem and our require-

ments for General Purpose Forces. I have pointed out that our strategic

nuclear capability is designed to deter attack at but one end of the

spectrum of aggression and that we must, therefore, have other foms of

military power, both to deter lesser aggressions and to defeat them if

deterrence fails. We need these other forms of military power, not so

much for the defense of our own territory as for the support of our

commitments to other nations under the various collective defense arrange-

ments we have entered into since the end of World War II. These include

the Rio Pact in the Western Hemisphere, NATO in Europe, SEATO and ANZUS

in the Far East, and the bilateral mutual defense agreements with Korea,

Japan, the Republic of China, and the Philippines.

All of these mut\ial defense treaty commitments, involving a total of

some i^O-odd sovereign nations, stem from the great policy decision, made

at the end of the Second World War, to base our security on the collec-

tive defense of the Free World. That decision itself and all of the

mutual defense treaty commitments which followed were debated in the

Congress, discussed in the public press, and approved by the United States

Senate. I believe that these actions were wise and that -the policy of

collective defense still offers the best hope for a peaceful world, both

for ourselves and our allies.

In fact, even without these treaty obligations, I suspect that our

Country^ s action would not have differed significantly in the more than

two decades which have elapsed since the end of World War II. I say

this because in the longer view we have acted in our own national inter-

est, which was of course the very reason why this Nation adopted the

policy of collective defense in the first place. Admittedly, these

treaty obligations carry with them very real risks of involvement in

distant lands and In quarrels ftom which we might other>rLse stand aloof

— for a tlffle. The -United Stdtes has a'.yery great stake in a peaceful
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and just world order, ajid any threat to the peace in any part of the
world could, in some measure, become a threat to our own security and
well being. We must remember that we twice came to the assistance of
our friends in Western Europe without any prior treaty ccumitments

;

we did so because we deemed it vital to our own security. We came to
the assistance of South Korea — fiuid we are now assisting South Vietnam
— for the same reason. So it is hot the treaties themselves that
cause our greater involvement in the affairs of the rest of the world,
but rather what we deem to be our own vital national security interests
over the longer run.

Admittedly, each of these commitments could give rise to contin-
gencies for which we must plan and provide military capabilities. But
this does not mean that, as a practical matter, we will ever be con-
fronted by "ii-O-odd South Vietnams simultaneously". Such sweeping
generalizations bear no relation irtiatsoever to the real world in irtiich
we live. These commitments do not require us, automatically, to execute
a particular contingency plan in response to a particular situation,
without regard to existing circumstances, I have always said that we
cannot expect to meet all possible contingencies simultaneously, but
neither can our opponents — and that is the crux of the matter.

The main sources of the potential threat of aggression are still
the Soviet Union and Red China, It is the military strength of these
two nations, whether exercised directly or through their allies, which
constitutes the hard core of the threat against which the collective
defense of the Free World must be primarily designed, U.S. total readi-
ness in relation to this total threat is greater now than it was before
we committed U.S. combat troops to Vietnam, And, we should not overlook
the fact that the resources of the Soviet Union and Red China are also
engaged in this conflict, although not to the extent that ours are. It
should be perfectly clear that without the logistic support of these two
nations, the North Vietnamese military effort in South Vietnam would
rapidly deteriorate. Indeed, the logistics support requirements have
grown to such size that the Soviet Union has recently appealed to other
European Commiunist governments for help in carrying the burden, Thu^,
to the extent that these two nations are also engaged in the support of
the Southeast Asian conflict, their capacity to undertake major military
adventures j elsewhere in the world is also reduced.

Moreover, the struggle for leadership of the world Communist move-
ment and the long-standing disputes over territorial boundaries may
limit the extent to which the Soviet Union and Red China will act in
concert against the interests of the Free World. In fact, the growing
antagonism between those two nations may cause them to be more cautious
In Tuidertaking new commitments ' elsewhere . While we should not base our
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military requirements on that possibility, it should "be "borne in mind
in evaluating our capability to meet other contingencies while some of
our forces are engaged in Southeast Asia.

With almost half a million men engaged in the conflict in South-
east Asia, we have by no means overcommitted our military forces. By
the end of the current fiscal year, we will have about 730,000 more
men on active duty than we had at the end of FY I965, when the decision
was made to deploy U.S. combat troops to Vietnam. We have not had to
reduce deployments of our military units elsewhere in the world, call
up our reserve forces, or declare even a limited mobilization of men
or industrial resources. In fact, we still have in our central pool
of active ground forces seven divisions to meet additional contingencies
in Southeast Asia or elsewhere in the world — and, in addition, we have
nine divisions in the reserve components. Furthennore, our experience
over the last I8 months has demonstrated the speed with ^rtiich we can
generate entirely new forces, even without a mobilization.

Finally, our forces would not be fighting alone. In the major
contingencies for which we have to plan, we would be coming to the
assistance of nations with relatively large military forces. In Europe,
the NATO and Warsaw Pact forces are fairly evenly matched; in Asia, the
Communists have the advantage of numbers but the Free World forces,
collectively, have the advantage in materiel and in overall industrial
capacity. Some of our allies have the manpower but not the economic
resources needed to support their military forces. In these cases,
modest amounts of U.S. military assistance can make a major contribution
to the collective defense of the Free World against Communist aggression.
It would be extremely shortsighted to begrudge the several hundreds of
millions of dollars needed for military assistance when, at the same time,
we are willing to spend tens of billions of dollars on our own General
Purpose Forces whose primary mission is to defend these same allies
against the same threat. That is why I have always considered military
assistance an integral part of our own defense program.

In short, even if we were to group the European Coimmmist states in
the same caxnp as the Asian Communist states, the balance of power in the
world today is still predominantly on the side of the United States and
its allies — provided we maintain our unity.

While the distinction between General Nuclear War Forces and Limited
War Forces is somewhat arbitrary In that all of our forces would be em-
ployed in a general war, and certain elements of our strategic forces in
a limited war (e.g., the B-52s against the Viet Cong forces in Vietnam),
it is primarily the limited war mission which shapes the size and charac-
ter of the General Puipose Forces, Because we cannot predict in detail
the actxial contingencies we may have to face, we must build into our
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forces a capability to deal vith a very vide range of situations. This

accounts for the great diversification in the kinds of -units, capabili-

ties, weapons, equipment, supplies, and training vhich must be provided
and seriously conrplicates the task of determining specific requirements.

Nevertheless, our continuing study of these requirements has re-

affirmed my conclusion that the General Purpose Forces which I presented

here a year ago are about the right order of magnitude. This conclusion

takes into account the contributions to collective defense which our

allies can be expected to make, as well as our own growing capability to

concentrate our military power rapidly in a distant threatened area. As

I informed you last year, the currently planned expansion of our airlift,

together with the recommended improvements in our sealift and increases

in prepositioned equipment, will enable us within a fev^ears to mov^^^
most of c"jT central reser%^e of active ground force s |||mm|||||||^in

^0 days. growth in our
'

rapid deployment capability which makes' it so important that we raise

the readiness of the reserve components to a level where they could be

rapidly deployed. Only then wo\ild they be of maximum value in the kind

of limited war situations we see ahead.

Although our General Purpose Forces are primarily designed for non-

nuclear warfare, we do not preclude the use of nuclear weapons even in

limited wars. However, as I have pointed out in previous years, the

employment of such weapons in a limited war would not necessarily be

to our advantage in every case, and it would present seme extremely

difficult and complex problems.

For Europe, we are convinced that a theater nuclear capability is

a necessary complement, but not a substitute, for a non-nuclear capa^-

bility large enough to meet and withstand a major Soviet non-nuclear

assault in central Europe for a reasonable period of time, (in this

connection I do not consider a long drawn-out non-nuclear war in Europe

on the scale of World Wars I and II a very likely possibility in an era

when both sides have large and varied nuclear forces available.) We
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We now have in Western Europe a total of about 7,000 tactical

nuclear weapons. The need at this time is not for more weapons but

rather for weapons which have a better chance of sm-viving in both

nuclear and non-nuclear environments; for improved and more survivable

command, control, and communications and logistics support; for more

flexibility in the use of dual-purpose forces to ensure their avail-

ability for the non-nuclear option; and, finally, for a better balance

among all the elements of the forces so that they can deal with the

entire range of contingencies we face in Europe.

With respect to the Far East^ we au^t distinguish between the Soviet

and Red Chinese threats^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^our
present nuclear strength combined with a strong conventional defense

posture in the area is now, and should continue to be, fully adequate

to deter deliberate Soviet aggression, nuclear or non-nuclear.

The Chinese, however, will present a different kind of problem in

the years ahead if their small but growing nuclear capability tempts

them to threaten nuclear blackmail against their neighbors. The full

implications of this potential new threat are as yet far from clear,

and we have underlainen a comprehensive study of the entire problem.

A careful review of our General Purpose Force requirements, including

the temporary augmentations for Southeast Asia, indicates a need in FY

1968 for a total land force of about 31-1/3 division force equivalents.

By "division force" I mean the division itself, plus all of its supporting

forces, as I will explain in more detail later in this section of the

statement. The Anny will have I8-I/3 active division equivalents; and

the Marine Corps, four. Of the 22-1/3 active divisions, eight end one-

third will be deployed in Southeast Asia (six and one-third Army and two

Marine Corps), five in Europe, and two in Korea (all Army), and seven

(five Army and two Marine Corps) will be held as a central reserve of

active forces. In addition, we will have nine divisions in the reserve

components (eight Army and one Marine Corps), giving us a total of I6

additional divisions still available for overseas deployment. These are

the land forces upon which we would be able to draw if additional rein-

forcements were needed in Southeast Asia or if contingencies arose else-

where in the world.

With regard to tactical airpower, we have a total of about U,800

fighter, attacX, and reconnaissance aircrai^ which constitute the unit

equipment of the combat squadrons of the active and reserve components

of the Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps. About 1,200 are deployed in

Southeast Asia, 200 elsewhere in the Western Pacific; and about 8OO are

stationed in the European area. This leaves about 2,600 in the continental

IMited States, of which some UOO are engaged in rotational training in
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connection with our Southeast Asian operations. Thus, there are about

2,200 fighter, attack, and reconnaissance aircraft on which we could

draw if additional forces were needed in Southeast Asia or to meet

contingencies elsewhere in the world. I might also note that in addition

we have 2,000 such aircraft which are used for support, combat readiness
training, pipeline, etc.

The non-aviation naval forces are more difficult to summarize in

this manner and I wiU discuss them in detail later in context with
the Navy General Purpose Forces.

As I have pointed out on numerous occasions in the past, it is not
enough that our forces he of the right size and composition; they must

also be provided with the weapons, equipment, ammunition, and supplies

needed to sustain them in combat. And, since most combat operations

will usually involve ^1

1

of the Services, the logistics objectives,

which prescribe in broad terms the equipping and stockage standards to

be followed, must be as uniform as possible throughout the Department.

These objectives, together with the forces to be supported and our con-
+'Tn£TATioTr /^/»T\n (~>\rmc»r»+ otic A ch at*mT o "f'.Vi o rrnrf". ATrt". ( SSli. COSi.S_X_Of the
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Of course, the specific procuresient programs to achieve these

logistic objectives must realistically take account of the state of

the production base, especially for asmunition. The purpose of our

Teselve inventories is to provide our forces with sufficxent sup-

Tjlies to conduct sustained combat until production can be raised

sufficiently to offset combat consumption. In peacetime, therefore,

^n production rates are tailored to low levels of cons^tion and

attrition, it is important to have large stocks on hand, equal or

neSy ecial to t^calculated war reserve objectives. However once

our force's have been committed to cccbat and production has ^^en built

up to offset current consumption, as is now the case in the current

inflict, it is not necessary (indeed, it would be ^^^^^^ f
build those stocks to their pre-combat Inventory levels before the

conflict ends. It is not necessary because our present expanded pro-

duction base ;ill be able to provide for all expected Southeast Asia

consumption as well as any other contingency or contingencies which

Sghrarise. It would be i^i^rudent because we ^^^^^^^^
when the conflict ends, we either would have to shut down the lines

Ib^Sy, ^h all of the resultant adverse consequences for our economic

or we would have to acquire unwantea surpluses.

• Accordingly, we have plaimed our FY I967-68 procurement P^°e^^^

such a way that if the wax should end suddenly, we can taper off produc-

ITJ^ L^Lllv usine the excess production capacity to rebuild our in-

ven?oKfto the d^Lld p^" levels. At the present production

rSef tMs cou^d be achieved very cuicUy. For items which are not

c^eAtly in expanded production for Southeast Asian operations, or for

J^t^nterinl the inventory, we will, of course, continue to

procurHoiards our lo|istics objectives with the goal of achieving them,

wherever feasible and desirable, vith the FY I968 buy.

B. CAPABILITIES OF IHE PROGBAMMEE FORCES

As I noted earlier, our General purpose forces requixements are

de-ived from analyses of contingencies, including the support of our

SSes a^d^S^world. Accordingly, our General Purpose Forces c^a-^

Slitief^t be assessed in conjunction with the capabilities of these

amed fo«es. Although we have considerabletaOjAed|^^^^
nTans of our allies, we cannot be sure that H^^^^Hpipi^H||||
^l^flH how'they will change with the passage of time ^'^^
iiMRertainty about the specific =^^4'^";^^*= ^°^/-f;/°Sch
Z the more distant years of the five-year programming period, for which

we must make allowances in our force planning.

The largest single ptxtential requirement for U.S. General Purpose
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1. Southeast Asia

In the first section of this Statement, I discussed the broader

aspects of the situation in Southeast Asia. In my statement to

this Committee in siipoort of the FY I967 Supplemental request for

Southeast Asia, I covered at considerable length the military situation

in Southeast Asia, our objectives there, and how we plan to achieve

them. Accordingly, I will not attempt to cover the same ground again,

but simply refer you to my earlier statement.



3. NATO Europe

In assessing the relative military strengths of NATO and the War-

saw Pact, the most obvious development to he considered this year is

the -withdrawal of French forces from the integrated NATO command

structiire. This is -unfortunate not only "because it lessens our ability

to plaji together in peacetime for concerted action in an emergency, but

also because we cannot be sure "of the timely availability of French

forces, terrain, and airspace in the event of actual combat. With

respect to the first of these problems, I do not now expect serious

difficulties to ensue. While French forces will not be formally inte-

grated into NATO's overall emergency defense plans, infoional liaison^

between the NATO and French military staffs can do much to bridge this

gap in practice.

The possible unavailability of French terrain and airspace is of.

more concern, because it could liiait our capability to conduct a defense

in depth, and also because it requires a new v^^^^gis^^^^^^ge
to re-C'lace the one Ir- France. _5iit^^J|^^^^^J^^^^^^^WBI^B^BMWBI
^^M|H^^^HHaH^M|^HB|^fl^^^H^^^^^m^^^^the for

French terrain is not nearly so inrportant as it would be if we were

planning to refight World War II in Europe, which we have no .intention

of doing. Moreover, our new Line Of Communications (LOG), which will

run through the Benelux countries, while closer to the front than the

former LOG in France, is only half as long and has considerably greater

rail and road capacity. Finally, the loss of French airspace will, if

necessary, be overcome by basing in the U.K., Benelux, and Germany air-

craft which would otherwise have been located in France. Consequently,

these aircraft would not have to overfly France to engage in the Central

Region, if French airspace is not available.

The remaining issue the iarDact of the possible unavailability

of French forces — mist be considered in terms of the overall military

balance across the Central Region. The first point to be made is that

France's actions have no significant effect on the backbone of NATO s
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deterrent, namely, the nuclear forces (both strategic and tactical) of

vhich the U.S., of course, provides the vast majority. However, with

respect to NATO's non-nuclear capabilities, France's potential contri-

bution could be more significant and it is important to consider hr::

her action affects the balance between the NATO and the Warsaw Pact

forces

,

In NATO's Central Region^he^^^no^^^^^^me^ij^s^
vldelv varying size, UU^B^^B^^^^^BI^HI^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B^^B.

^^^^^§^^1 Of this total, five divisions (including two in Ger-

manyHStt^TToOO men are French, leaving 2k non-French NATO divisions

with about 625,000 men. These forces are faced by k3 much smaller Pact
. ^^MHHBBHBHHBMMHHHH^^^I^^^^^^^H^^v located

divisions I^^^^H^^^Hi^^HHHH^HIi^^^^HHHB^HHr r' .

.

iji East Germany, I'oland, and Czechoslovaltia. Since these would be the

land forces immediately available to each side if conflict began vnex-

pectedly, it is iinportant to note that even without French forces, NATO

at present outnumbers the Warsaw Pact^||mB°° Central Front.

Both the NATO and Warsaw Pact forces could, o:^o^se^^ubst^^
tially expanded prior to a conflict^

my

^^^^^^!^S^S^?5?^S^S^!S^^^^> if properly equipped,

trained, and deployed, should be adequate to meet the objectivesj^ch

I believe are relevant: (l) to deal with incidents ^^sing out of mis-

calculation- (2) to meet a Warsaw Pact mobilization and build-up with

a^oi^^y P^allefe^ans of NATO .forces; and (3) to deny the Warsaw

Pact any high probability of major success with anythuig less than a

maximum-scale attack upon the West, which would carry with it all the

attendant risks of rapid escalation to nuclear war.

As I have noted in these hearings for the last several years
,
our

Allies* land forces still suffer from a number of deficiencies (measured

by U.S. standards),, notably as regards equipment, war reserve supplies.
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and mobilization capability. While progress has been made in reducing

many of these deficiencies, nnich remains to be done, and I believe the

new NATO defense planning procedures can be invaluable in this respect.

I should add, of course, that even the best Warsaw Pact land forces

are not up to U.S. standards, and we see no reason to believe that on

a man-for-man basis they are better than NATO forces.

Tactical air forces would also importantly affect any conventional
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To sw up, I would assess the present balance of conventional capa-

bilities in Cintral Europe as follows. First, while we would expect,

hope for, and welccme" the cooperation of France in time of emergency

or war. such cooperation does not appear vital to maintaining an ade-

quate conventional capability in NATO. Second, while ve recognize

significant Qualitative wealoiesses of various kinds in NATO's land and

air forces I believe that our present conventional forces are large

enough to implement the strategy which we and increasingly our

Allies - recognize as an indispensable element of a sound overall

NATO posture. Third, a number of the qualitative deficiencies which

I have mentioned are being remedied and there is increasing interest

within the Alliance in remedying the others. Fourth, the new defense

planning procedures will help to achieve a better balance between poll-

tical conimitments, strategy, forces and resources.

However, I do not wish to leave an overly optimistic impression

regarding the future outlook for NATO's conventional capabilities vis-

a-vis the Warsaw Pact. Soviet and East European land and air forces

today are formidable and will almost certainly remain so. Moreover, .tJi

addition to the French withdrawal from the integrated conmand, we may

face a redet^loyment of some U.K. forces -from the continent to the U.K.

Hence, in addition, there will probably be increasing internal Pressure

on the defense budgets of Gemany and certain other NATO nations that

^y ^e it diffic^t for these Governments to
^<^\^^^^^l^J^^^^

of the size and character we consider necessary. But ^ of f
similar issues are being currently addressed in the trilateral and NATO

f^" ^d serious attention is being given at the highest g-e^-f^tal,

levels to these common defense problems. Given this spirit, and the

^ense resources at NATO's disposal, I see no

n^nitain and i^r^e our ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^f^^^^J^^f^^f^^^^^^
and I believe that the U.S. should continue to lead the way, as we nave

for the last six years.

k. Other Contingencies

In addition to Asia and' Europe, contingencies requiring the use of

U S Slita^y forces may arise in other areas of the world. These require-

. m;n;s: hSrfw^d be small in relation to our overall military strength,
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There is one possible contingency, however, which may require the
large scale employment of our naval forces, and that is a war at sea
with the Soviet Union not involving any land battles. Here, our global
naval power would provide us with a unique advantage provided the Soviet
submarine threat can be contair.ed, which we

^^^^^^^^^^^^^ iscuss the anti-submarine warfare problem
in grea-ce^T^tail later in connection with the Navy General Purpose
Forces.) The Soviet surface fleet, without aircraft carriers, would
be ineffectual in challenging us for control of the seas. The cost
to the Soviets of building an attack carrier force would be enormous
and with our already large force we could always stay well ahead of them,

I would now like to turn to the General Purpose Forces proposed for
the next five years.
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C, AliMX (aaJERAl PURPOSE FORCES

The Department of Defense for many years, and mder several Admin-

istrations, has been striving to make the "OneW concept a reality

as well as a slogan. You may recall that when I appeared before the

^ngressional Co^ttees in May 196I in support of Rresident Kennedy s

recommendations on the realignment of the Army reserve components, I

noted that "they must be so organized, trained, and equipped as to per-

mit their rapid integration into the active Army." Since that time we

have not only been working on the question of how the reserve components

should be organized but also on how the reserve and active Army struc-

ture could best be meshed together. This latter question requires not

onlv a comprehensive analysis of the total Army force requirement but

als'o a very careful and detailed analysis of which elements of the total

structure should be provided In the active forces and which in the

reserve forces.

Fundamental to this type of analysis is the concept of a "division

force". Although the combat division has long been the most widely

used standard for measuring the strength of the land forces, it accounts

for only about one-third of the combat and fPP°^*

tain the division in combat over an extended period of time. By .itsell,

the division is neither the best measure of combat capability nor a

sound basis for force planning, although it has in fact be«i used for

both purposes in the past. Because the other two-thirds of the

a^d support units are vital to the division's effective employment, they

So must be provided in the force structure, and they must be so manned,

trained, and equipped that they are ready when needed. A ready divi-

siS^thout "rea^" support elements would be incapable of combat. The

li^si^n force concept ensures that our planning explicitly recognizes

tols relationship (indeed, interdependence) between the division and its

mSor support elLents, since it requires us to identify these elements

in detail.

As a first approach to the prohlem, we have grouped all of the organ-

ized (TOScE) units of the division force into three categories:

(1) The Division itself.

(2) The Initial Support Increment (ISl) i.e., the non-divisiOTal

combat and combat support units which axe required to support

the division in the initial combat phase.

(3) The Sustaining Support Increment (SSl) - i.e., the additional

non-divisional units including the combat, combat support, and.

service support needed by the division for sustained combat

operations beyond the initial phase.
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By structuring the division force in this way, we can see more

clearly the relationship of the divisions themselves to the other

Army units shown on Tahle 5 of this statement. For example, the

Armored Cavalry Regiments and the Separate Support Brigades, shown

under Major Supporting Forces, are part of the Initial and Sustaining

Support increments for the division forces shown in the block above.

(a brigade force consists of the brigade itself and the supporting incre-

ments. Three brigade forces are the equivalent of one division force.)

Similarly, most of the Combat and Support Battalions shown on Table 5

are either units of the divisions and brigades themselves or their

initial and sustaining support.

In addition, the division force concept helps us to:

(1) Relate standards of unit readiness, manning levels, etc.,

directly to the time phased unit deployment schedules, which

underlie our contingency planning.

(2) Determine more precisely which units must be provided in the

active forces and which could be provided in the reserve

components.

(3) Tailor forces for particular missions, operational environ-

ments, and tempos of activity.

(4) Understand better the relationship between support functions

(supply, maintenance, transportation, etc.) and combat func-

tions (maneuver and fire power), thereby enabling us to

achieve a better allocation of resources among them.

(5) Calculate more precisely the personnel and materiel require-

ments of each unit.

While the concept still needs considerable development before all

of the foregoing advantages can be fully realized, it has already proved

of significant value in our force planning. Very substantial progress

has been made in working out the detailed composition of each division

and brigade force — infantry, mechanized, armored, etc. — not only in

terms of maneuver battalions but also in terms of the various other

combat and support units, e.g., artillery, engineer, maintenance, etc.

And, we have now tentatively identified which of these units should be

provided in the active forces and which in the reserve componeats.
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Summarized in the table below are the permanent division force .equiva-

lents proposed for the FY 1969-72 period, divided "between the active

and reserve forces.

Division Force Equivalents

Active
Type

Airborne
Airmobile
Infantry
Mechanized
Armored

DVE
1-1/3
2

5
k
k

16-1/3

ISI
1-1/3
2

5

3

_2
13-1/3

SSI

2

3
2

1-2/3

Reserve Total

DVE ISI SSI DVE
1-1/3
2

ISI
1-1/3
2

SSI

, 2

5 5
1 2

,2 k

7 10

3 5
lf-1/3 6

10

5
6

10

5

6

8 n 14-1/3 2if-l/3 24-1/3 23

No sustaining support increment is provided for the airborne forces

because this type of unit, like the Marine Corps amphibious division, is

designed primarily for the initial assault phase and not for sustained

combat. (However, we have authorized equipment for 1-1/3 sustaining

support increments so that they could be fonned on relatively short notice

if the total Army force were required for sustained combat,) You will

notice that much of the sustaining support for the active divisions is

included in the reserve forces, reflecting the fact that these types of

units are usually deployed after the divisions themselves. Because it

will take several months to deploy all of .the active divisions, the

initial support increments for some of them can also be assigned to the

reserves. Thus, in this plan, we have fully integrated the reserve com-

ponent units (for which there is a military requirement) into the total

Army force structure. The remaining reserve coarponent units ^ which we

are supporting as a result of a combination of circumstances arising

from the strength mandate of the FY 1967 Defense Appropriation Act and

the failure of our proposed reserve force reorganization to win Congres-

sional approval, are simply excess to this plan and accordingly are not

included in the forces shown on Table 5»

1. Axmy Force Structure

The integrated active-reserve Army force structure proposed for

the FY 1968-72 period is grouped on Table 5 under three main headings

-- Division and Brigade Forces, Major Supporting Forces, and Combat and

Support Battalions.

a. Division and Brigade Forces

Because of the temporary Vietnam augmentations to the active Army,

the force structure we are proposing at the end of FY I968 is the equiva- •

lent of 27-1/3 division forces in the active and reserve structure ccoibined.
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The recommended equipment aiifchorization of 26-1/3 division force sets

requires in effect that the equivalent of one set of equipment he
"horrowed" from the reserves hy active forces which have been created
in lieu of mobilizing the reserves • (A recapitulation of all the
temporary units added in the Army structure in FY 66-68 is shown in

footnote "a" to the Table.)

You may recall that funds were included in the FY I967 Budget to

initiate proc\irement of long lead time items for the conversion of a

second division to the airmobile configuration, if experience proved
this desirable. The existing airmobile division, the 1st Cavalry,

proved its worth in Vietnam and I have, therefore, tentatively approved

the conversion of the 101st Airborne Division to an airmobile configura-
tion. The actual timing of this action is subject to the preparation of

a detailed conversion plan by the Army and the JCS, b\it for planning pur-
poses we have scheduled it for early FY I969. Our much improved airlift
and sealift permits us to meet early deployment requirements with either
airmobile or infantry divisions, both of which are better suited to a
wider range of operations than the airborne type. On the assumption
that the Vietnam conflict ends by June 30, I968, the number of infantry
divisions reverts to five in FY 1969-

The number of Priority Reserve division forces, shown in the next
block, will remain at eight throughout the program period. During
FY 1968, one of the reserve infantry divisions designated for support

of KATO contingencies will be converted to a mechanized division*

As shown in the next entry, the three temporary active brigade forces

are scheduled to phase out of the structure after FY 1968, leaving one
active brigade force throughout the rest of the program period. The
increase of one active brigade force in FY I967 reflects the scheduled
activation of one of the temporary brigades. The three reserve brigade

forces shown on the next line are three "separate" brigades ftrom the
Major Support Forces v/^liich are being treated temporarily as "brigade

forces", as discussed above* These three brigades will revert to their

former status after FY 1968*

b. Major Supporting Forces

The next mac' or grouping on the table covers the meijor supporting

forces, most of which represent the initial or sustaining support for

the division and brigade forces. In FY I969 .(when the 101st Airborne
I>ivision is converted to Airmobile), the Army will keep a portion of

the airborne assets to form a new permanent airborne brigade, thereby
establisldng the brigade total at seven throughout the rest of the

program period. With respect to the Priority Reserve, I authorized in



the faU of I96I+, as part of the proposed realignment of the reserve

components, an Increase in the nmber of separate support brigades

froril to 16, and the procurement of equipment for them. As mentioned

earlier, we are temporarily treating three of the existing hrigades as

brigade forces, leaving 13 in the supporting forces in FY 1968, assum-

i^ ?he reserve components are reorganized. In FY I969, all I6 are shown

in this category.

No important changes are proposed for the Special Forces Groups or

the one remaining Missile Command. (The Missile Command is essentially

an adJilnistrative headquarters for the U.S. HONEST JOHN battalion in

Korea which supports the Korean Army.)

c. Combat and Support Battalions

The next major grouping recapitulates the principal conibat and sup-

port elements of the division and brigade forces discussed previously.

Last year, our planning contemplated a permanent active force struc-

ture of 17i^ maneuver battalions' plus a Southeast Asia
^^^f

tion of twenty battalions, for a total of 19^ by end
f^f

196?. We now

propose to increase this total to 198 battalions and hold that level

through FY 1968. The additional battalions will provide a fourth batta-

lion for each of the two independently operating airborne brigades now

deployed in Southeast Asia, and two additional battalions
^^^^^^^^f ^

anized division in COIWS. The net increase of three permanent battalions,

to 177, in the post-FY 1968 "permanent" force, is the result of adding

the airborne separate support brigade described above.

Last year, I mentioned the Army's program to shift the numerical and

geographic distribution of the various types of maneuver battalions in

ovd^r to increa;:^ the amor content of the NATO-oriented forces and the

i^ifantry content of the other forces, so as to make both forces better

adapted to the kinds of terrain on which they would most ^^^^ ^^^^ ^°

nght. This exchange of maneuver battalions wiU be completed in FY 1967

.

No change is presently planned in the total number of ^^^^^^^^

maneuver battalions, although the specific mission assignxients some of

"will Change when the temporary active force augmentations are dropped.

The n^-imber of armored cavalry squadrons in the
J^^,^^

increased to 3^ of which 6 will be part of the temporary. Southeast Asia

augmentation. This wiU provide one squadron organic to ^^ch division

(excluding the airmobile division), three squadrons organic to each of
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the five armored cavalry regiments, one squadron organic to a separate

brigade, and two separate squadrons.

With respect to artillery battalions, the demands of the confUct

in Southeast Asia together with our continuing study of the peacetime

force requirements have caused us to make a number of changes in the

structure. First, we now plan to increase the number of artillery batta-

lions in the active forces from the pre-Vietnam level of 115 at end

FY 1965 to 150 by end FT I968, an increase of 35 battalions over the

three year period. By the end of the current fiscal year we expect to

have 11^7 battalions, compared with the 133 planned a year ago for that

date. Second, our experience in Vietnam has shown that thejnix of

separate artillery battalions should contain more heavy 8 howitzers

and 175nm gun battalions. Accordingly, of the 35 battalions to be ^ added

to the forces between end FY I965 and end FY 1968, seven will be 8

howitzers (an increase of nearly 50 percent, ftom I8 to 25) and eight

will be 175ffim (an increase of more than 100 percent, from 7 to 15;-

Although we show the permanent active artillery force reverting to

115 battalions after FY 1968, we are reexamining the possible need for

a greater number and perhaps a different mix. This is also true for

the reserve components artillery battalion structure, since its size

and composition must be directly tied to the active structure.

The number of Divisional Signal Battalions is scheduled to remain

the same, one for each division in the Active and Priority Reserve forces,

The Combat Area "Signal Battalions are the chief component of the

field atm-'s area communications system. These battalions ar.e author-

ized in the ratio of six for each deployed field army. The permanent

Active and I>riority Reserve force structures contain sufficient units

to form three such field armies.

The number of Engineer Combat Battalions in the active forces has

been temporarily increased from 38 to U3 through FY I968 in order to

meet Southeast Asia needs. One engineer combat battalion is organic

to each active and reserve division. The remainder are separate units

which are part of the initial and sustaining support increments. The

Army is presently restudying the requirement for combat engineer units

in light of o-JT recent experience in Vietnam and, therefore, the num-

bers shown for the FY 1969-72 period must be considered tentative.

The next type of unit shown on the table, the Engineer Construction

battalion, is equipped with more and heavier types of

ment than the Combat Engineer battalion and is capable of undertaJilng

larger and longer term jobs such a^ the construction, repair, and main-

. tenance of permanent type roads, buildings, and bridges. Temporarily
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augmented to meet Southeast Asia requirements, the projected force for

the Fy 1969-72 period represents an allowance of two engineer construc-

tion battalions for each division force (except for the airborne divi-

sion) • These units are also used to support the Air Force in the con-

struction of runwa^rs and other air base facilities.

This year, in order to reflect more accurately the growing impor-

tance of aviation in Army operations, the data shown on Table 5 have

been revised to include aircraft-dominated (generally company size)

units rather than just those specifically categorized in the force

structure as "aviation companies". With respect to the active forces,

we propose to continue the build-up of both temporary and permanent

units in FY 1968 to a total of 218 an increase of 27 over the level

envisioned a year ago. The permanent active force is tentatively

planned at 167 units, including the additional units required for the

second airmobile division. Paralleling the increase in the active force

structure, the number of aviation units authorized in the reserve com-

ponents is also scheduled to grow significantly, from kO at the end of

FY 1965 to 71 by the end of FY I969.

The next block on the table shows the number of aircraft assigned

to the Army^s General Purpose Forces, (These data exclude aircraTt in

the maintenance float and those employed for training or support of other

major programs.) As you can see, the aircraft inventory figures display

two basic trends: (l) a rapid growth in the force which will see it

double between the end' of FY I961 and the end of FY 1968; and (2) a

decline in the relative importance of fixed-wing aircraft as compared

with he3j.copters.

No major change is being proposed for the surface-to-surface missile

force from that presented last year. One HONEST JOHN battalion is organic

to the 9th Infantry Division, which was formed specifically for Vietnam,

and is showri.as a temporary unit. The Army has set aside the required

ecuipmsnt for this battalion, but has not manned the unit since it will

not be needed in Vietnam.

We hajd hoped in FY I968 to start replacing HONEST JOHN and LTTTLE

JOHN with the lA^ICE. However, delays encountered in the program have

made it necessary to defer the deployment of the first battalion until

TY 1969. (One LITTLE JOHN battalion still will be phased out in FY I968

and itc niission p22i:ially assumed by 8" howitzers and 155nmi howitzers

already' in the force.)

Ey ths end of FY 1970, six LANCE battalions will be operational,

and seven HONEST JOHN battalions (including the one temporary unit) and

all four LITTLE JOHN battalions will have been phased out of the active
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Amor. LANCE will be more mobile and have a higher rate-of-fire than
HONEST JOHN, a bigger pacy^load than LITTLE JOHN, and better range and

accuracy than either. Furthermore,- developmental effort has been
initiated on an increased performance LANCE, which promises even further
gains in niissile accuracy, and range, and could provide a relatively low
cost substitute for the SERGEANT.

Full implications of the LANCE capabilities have yet to be deter-
mined and we are still not certain how many LAl'fCE battalions should
ultimately be deployed.

Over the last few years we have taken a number of steps designed to
increase the capabilities of our PERSHING missile battalions, particular-
ly so that those stationed in Europe niight take over the quick reaction
alert (QJIA) mission now being performed by tactical aircraft. Because of
its mobility, PEHSHBTG could provide a more survivable capability for the

QHA nuclear mission, while the aircraft released from the QPA role could
provide our ground forces with more air support in the early stages of a

non-nuclear conflict. Originally equipped with four launchers pet battal-
ion, we are now planning to provide the three' European-based battalions
with 36 launchers each and the other two battalions with 2k each, for a

total of 156 launchers in FY 1970-71. In addition, the battalions will
be converted tro-m tracked to wheeled vehicles and given new improved

launchers and advanced fire control equipment. When completed, these
changes will permit a European-based battalion to fire all of its 36
missiles in less than two hours, a more than five-fold improvement over
the current capaldlity, PERSHBIG actually became part of the QpA force

in December 196p, initially with two launchers of each battalion held on

alert during peacetime. By increasing the manning level we will soon be
maintaining four launchers per battalion on p2:...zzti^z alert and, in
FY 1970, this will increase to 9 per battalion. During periods of
tension, all laanclierc csn be placed on alert.

The final major grouping on Table 5 depicts the Army*s tactical

air defense systems. Last year I described to the Committee the steps

we were tailing to improve the Army's forward area air defense capabilities.
These included the deplo:.anent of the new gun/CHAPARRAL system, the conver-

sion of five f-L--:r:C battalions to a self-propelled configuration, the HAWK
Improvement Fro£f,r?a.;. and the SAI4-D development program. We now plan to

initiate ii': ?Y li^Jj a development program designed to ensure that
the NEIE-HEBC'.iLi":S can cciitinue to operate effectively in the projected
ECM enviroranent of the 1970:;. This ne^/ program, together with the HAWK
Improvement Program, will provide a hedge against possible slippage in

the development of the SA-M-D which is tentatively planned as a replace-
ment for both HESCULE3 and HAWK.
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The HIKE -HERCULES will continue to be deployed throughout the
program period. One battalion will be activated in FY I968 to pro-
vide a second battalion for the active forces in CONUS. In FY I969,
eight of the HERCULES batteries now in Europe will be phased out.
The HERCULES batteries in the reserve components will be continued
unchanged.

Twelve HAWK batteries were added to the program in FY" I967 for
Vietnam. These 12 batteries will be continued through FY I968. The
increase of one battery in FY I968, from Qk to 85, reflects the acti-
vation of the last four of the batteries authorized for Vietnam, offset
by the conversion of three HAWK battalions to the self-propelled con-
figuration. As I pointed out last year, the self-propelled battalion
will have three batteries of three firing platoons each compared with
the four batteries with two platoons each in the towed battalion. Thus,
the conversion will actually increase toteil fire power — nine platoons
in the self-propelled versus eight in the towed version.

In FY 1969 two more HAWK battalions will be converted to the self-
propelled configuration, thus reducing the number of batteries by two.
However, eight new batteries will be formed (using the assets from the
12 temporary HAWK batteries in Vietnam, which we assume will no longer
be needed in FY I969) in order to provide four special air defense
battalions for STRICOI. (The remaining equipment of the temporary units
will be used for maintenance and rebuild stocks.)

Last year we had tentatively planned to start procurement of the
improved HAWK in FY 1968. This system, irtiich includes a new acquisition
radar and a higher performance missile, promises a significantly increased
effectiveness against advanced electronic countermeasures, very fast air-
craft, low speed or hovering aircraft, and mtiltiple targets. However,
the project has encountered some development problems and the program
has experienced an eight month slippage, moving the first unit availability
from March 1969 to November 1969. Meanwhile, we will go ahead with prb-
duction preparations, using the $10.^4- million provided in FY I967 for
that purpose and the $25.0 million requested in FY_1968 for production
engineering and production prototype missiles.

Last year we had planned to deploy a gun/CHAPAHBAL missile battalion
(four batteries) with each of the 16 active Army division forces plus
three battalions {fovx batteries each) for low altitude defense of Army
service area facilities, in Eurc^e or Korea. One battery is to be pro-
vided for each of the four special air defense battalions for STRICC^!,

which I mentioned earlier, plus four school/rotation batteries, making
a total of Sk batteries. As shown on the table, we still plan to deploy
a force of 8^ batteries, except that one of the six battalions (four
batteries) originally scheduled for activation in FY I968 will not
become available until early FY I969.
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Three types of operational gun/CHAPAERAL battalions will be formed:

a fulli' self-propelled battalion for the armored and mechanized divx-

sionsT a modified self-propelled version (including one towed gun l^attery

which can be airlifted) for the infantry divisions; and an all-towed

version for the airmobile and airborne divisions. We may field some of

the (nm batteries before the CHAPABRAL missile is ready, since the gun

itself (a VULCAU SOmm) is a formidable air defense weapon even when

deployed alone.

Except for two batteries permanently deployed in Panama, the self-

propelled anti-aircraft gun batteries shown next on the table ^ere acti-

vated in response to Southeast Asia needs. Last year, we had expected

to organize US of these units by end FY I967, but further review indica-

ted that a total of 22 batteris would meet presently ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
ments. Of the 22 batteries shown in FY 1967, five are presently being used

for t^a^ing. A3 the training program is completed, these five batteries

will be phased out.

Although the REDEYE, another air defense system, is not shown in the

force structure, each Army division is authorized approximat^y 58 two-

man REDEYE teams (one for each combat company-sized unit}. The first

operational REDEYE teams are now in training and will be deployed in

March I967, and all will be in place by end FY I969.

2. Army Procurement

The Army's materiel objectives provide for initial equipment for

26-1/3 a-tive and reserve division force equivalents, and the associated

support establishment. As explained earlier, the apparent surplus of

xhe equivalent of one division force in the Reserve components occurs

as a rp-ult of the fact that a portion of the Vietnam augmentation forces

are ir/eliect "borrowing" their equipment ftom Reserve Forces for which

equipir.ent had already been authorized.

W^th respect to the two surplus division sets which would remain

a^-^ter the th^ee Vietnam augmentation forces phase out, we do ^ot have to

decide their disposition at this time, since there is no way
^f/^f

.'ng when the conflict will end or what its ultimate requirements will be.

^here are, in fact, several alternatives. For example, one
0?;.^°^^

could be held intact, thereby greatly speeding some future

Or, the equipment could be prepositioned, thereby enhancing our deploy-

ment flexibility.

War reserve stocks of equipment wiU be P^'o^'^'^ff^'^SS-l/S division

force months of combat consmption, including 29 months at intensive rates

(i.e.. 50-75 percent higher). This provision is based in part on 90 days

coAs^ption for 8 division forces specifically oriented to Europe, and
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up to 180 days for the other division forces in accordance with their
deployment schedules. Reserve stocks for mnrminition and secondary
items are based on the D-P concept for all forces except the 8 Europe-
oriented division forces, which are provided 90 days. Combat consump-
tion stocks for all forces planned for SEA. deployment are provided on
the basis of projected consumption through the FY 1968 procurement
delivery period, including the temporary forces.

The revised FY I967 Army procurement program now totals $5,863
million, of which $2^130 million is included in the Supplemental. The
1968 program totals $5,88l million. The Army's prociirement program is
shown on Table 6 attached to this statement.

a. Aircraft

The FY 1967-68 Army aircraft procurement program is designed to
meet projected Southeast Asia attrition replacement needs together with
the planned build-up in the Army's aviation force struct;ire. The FY I967
program now totals $1,202 million for 2,697 aircraft, of which $533 mil-
lion is included in the Supplemental request.- The FY I968 program in-
cludes $769 million for 1,^+79 aircraft.

The first item on the list is the UH-IB/D (IROQUOIS), the primary
tactical utility transport helicopter of the Army. The FY 1967 program
now includes 753 UH-13/Ds (of which 63 are in the Supplemental) and 528
more are included in our FY I968 request.

The FY 1967 program also includes ^20 AH-IG (COBRA) helicopters
(of which 210 are in the Supplemental). This heavily armed version of
the UH-1 is being procured as an interim airborne fire support plat-
form until the Advanced Aerial Fire Support Helicopter, now in develop-
ment, can be produced. Another 2lk AH-ls are included in the FY I968
program. Production of the UH-I/aH-1 will phase down ftom the current
150 a month to a rate of approximately 60 a month in calendar year 1969*

Production of the CH-i+7 (CKINOOK) transport helicopter will be
reduced from the present rate of 15 a month to 10 a month during FY I968
with a further phase-down to approximately six a month during FY 1969.
Funds for 71 of these aircraft are included in our request.

We now propose to procure 687 0H-6A observation helicopters in
FY 1967 and 6OO more in FY I968. Ultimately, this aircraft wiU be
used to replace the older OH-13/23s and fixed-wing O-ls, but the current-
ly proposed quantities are necessary to meet requirements for Southeast
Asia and the training establishment.
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TliiTty CH-5^A heavy lift helicopters are included in the FY I968
request. These aircraft are presently being employed in Vietnam to
great advantage where their ability to lift and deploy heavy weapons
is proving most valuable.

We also propose to procure 36 more OV-IC (MOHAWK) fixed-wing obser-
vation aircraft in FY 1968. Funds are included in the FY I967 Supple-
mental request for 8I U-21As, a twin turboprop aircraft used by tactical
units for administrative support. These aircraft will replace those
U-8s withdrawn and modified in FY I966 for new intelligence missions in
Southeast Asia.

The $25 million shown on the table for the AH-56A Advanced Aerial
Fire Support System (AAFSS) will provide for procurement of long lead
time components to permit early initiation of production, when develop-
ment warrants such a decision.

Finally, to meet the greatly expanded needs of the Army's aviation
training program, 53^ training helicopters have been included in the
FY 1967 Supplemental. At this time, no further trainer procurement is
planned for FY I968,

b. Missiles

Army missile procirrement (including spares) will total $561 million
in FY 1967 and $769 million in FY I968.

The $91 miUjion requested for EERSEING is required for the procure-
ment of the .previously mentioned ground support equipment for the three
Quick Reaction Alert battalions deployed in Europe.

Funds requested for LANCE will procure j^^missiles and related
ground support equipment and bring missile production to the desired rate
of 60 per month early in FY I968.

Procurement of the TOW missile system, which will gradually replace
the 106mm recoilless rifle and the EKTAC missile as the primary heavy
anti-tar-k weapon, will be initiated in FY I968. The funds requested will
procure 5*550 missiles, 211 launchers, and 203 vehicle adapters, sufficient
to provide initial quantities for training and for equipping one battalion.

For SHILLELAGH, the FY I968 request includes funds for 14,500 mis-
siles. This infrared, command-guided anti-tank missile is the primary
weapon for many of the M-60 tanks and the General Sheridan armored recon-
naissance vehicles. In FY I968, we plan to open a second production
source for this missile in order to ensure an element of coocpetiticn in
future procurement awards.
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The funds requested for k013 REDEYEs, the shoulder-fired air

defense missile, will complete our presently planned procurement objec-

tive.

The FY 1968 request provides funds for 1,UU0 CHPlPARRAL surface-to-

air missiles and related ground equipment, A delay in building up to

the desired production rate of 36O missiles per month accounts for the

smaller quantity which has to be financed in 1968,

No additional procurement of HAWK missiles is proposed for FY I968

since the improved missile should be available for production in FY 1969»

The $32 million requested for the system will provide ground support

equipment for two battalions and some training equipment.

While no procurement funds are requested for HERCULES, we have under-

taken a small development program (utilizing $1.7 million of FY I967

emergency funds) to explore the feasibility of adapting this system to

the surface-to-surface role. In addition, as previously mentioned, we

plan to start a development program to improve HERCULES ECM capabilities

and $1 million is included in the FY I968 R&D request for this purpose.

c. Weapons and Combat Vehicles

The revised FY I967 program for weapons and combat vehicles totals

$589 million ($83 million in the Supplemental request.), and $55^ million

is included in the FY 1968 Budget request.

The $2i| million requested for the M-139 (HS-820) 2Ctam gun in FY I968,

will complete our planned procurement of the weapon which we have been

buying to upgrade the fire power of the M-llii- armored command and recon-

naissance vehicle.

Another item, the 20mm VULCAN air defense gun, is the weapon which

we will deploy with the CHAPARRAL air defense missile. For FY I968,

funds are requested for 192 of these six-barrel Gatling-type guns.

. The FY 1968 request includes funds for another 175jOOO 5.56nm rifles

which are now being used in Southeast Asia.

The FY 1967 Supplemental provides for an additional 175 8lmm mortars,

bringing the total for the year to 500. For FY 1968, we are requesting

funds for 903 more.

The FY 1967 Supplemental also includes funds for an additional I38

self-propelled 155mm howitzers, bringing the total for the year to i+20.

A final quantity of 27 of these howitzers is included in the FY 1968

request. These larger weapons are being used to replace lOSmm howitzers

now in the force.
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The FY 1967 quantity for the M-578 light recovery vehicles has

been increased from 150 to 2l8 and an additional 79 vehicles are in-

cluded in the FY I968 request.

Production of the General Sheridan armored reconnaissance and air-

borne assault vehicle will be maintained at the rate of 50 per month

in FY 1968 and funds for 6OO are included in our request.

The next four items on the table - the M-113 armored personnel

carrier, the Sliran and Wmm self-propelled mortars, the M-577 command

post carrier and the M-5^8 cargo carrier share a common chassis and

are produced at the same facilities. We plan to maintain the current pro-

duction rate of 250 per month during FY I968. This >rill enable us to

maintain a going production base through at least FY 1970. With the pro-

posed FY 1968 procurement, we will have funded about 87 percent of our

total inventory objective for these vehicles.

With respect to medium tanks, the FY I968 program provides for con-

tinued modernization of the inventory. Rather than continue the retrofit

of M-U8 tanXs with new diesel engines and 105mm guns to improve their

operating range and firepower, we propose for FY I968 to step up produc-

tion of M.60 types. In recent years we have been buying only enough

M-6OS (equipped -.-ith the SHILLEIAGH missile/l52mm gun turret) and other

vehicles which employ the same chassis to support the minimum sustaining

production rate of 30 units per month. By doubling the production rate,

we now believe we can obtain M-60s equipped with a 105mm gun at virtually

the same cost of a retrofitted M-1+8. therefore, d^n FY 1968, ve h^^^

eluded funds for 300 ^-603 with the 105inm gun, 300 M-60s with the SHIL-

LEIAC2i/l52mm gun and 30 each of the armored vehicle bridge anA the combat

engineer vehicle which use the M-60 chassis.

Development of the Main Battle Tank, a Joint project with the Federal

Republic of Germany, has encountered some delay, with '

introduction into the operational inventory has slipped from FY 1970 to

FY 1971. Consequently, $8 million of the $10 million provided in FY 1967

for advance production engineering will be applied
,

.

In FY 1968, advance production engineering for the Main Battle Tank will

require $11 million. In addition, $3^* million wiU be required for the

U.S. share of the Joint development costs.

d. Tactical and Support Vehicles

The revised FY 1967 program for trucks and other non-combat vehicles

totals $653 Jdllion ($15^ million in the Supplemental request). For

FY 1968, $Wmillion is requested for about 53,000 vehicles. As shown

on the table, the major portion of these items for FY 1968 are: 11,605
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l/U-ton trucks, 9,000 1-l/lf-ton (M-715) trucks, 16,000 2-1/2 ton trucks,

and 3,800 5-ton trucks of all types. No additional funds are requested

in FY 1968 for the new l-l/i^-ton GAMMA. GOAT (M-56I) vehicles, since the

py 1967 quantity of 1,500 will support the production line throu^ FY 1968,

For the five principal vehicles in this category (the l/^i-ton, the 1-1/4-

ton (M-715), 2-1/2-ton, and 5-ton trucks and 10-ton tractor), the FY

1967-68 procurement quantities, together with trucks funded in prior years,

will provide an inventory of 3^3>000 vehicles, or about 97 percent of our

objective.

e* COQimunications and Electronics

For communications and electronics procurement, the revised FY I967

program provides $6l7 million, ($303 million in the Supplemental request)

and the FY I968 request totals $550 million.

Included in the FY I967-68 request are a number of items related to

Southeast Asia requirements. For example, substantial sums are provided

for night vision equipment, counter-mortar radars, field wire, and a wide

range of tactical radio and telephone equipmait. Other .important procure-

ments include those for STARCOM (the Army's long-haul communications sys-

tem) and communication security (COMSEC) equipment.

f. Ammunition

For ammunition the Army's revised FY 1967 program includes $l,36l

million ($584 million in the Supplemental request). For FY I968, $2,224

million is requested.
«

Procurement of g"ini 1 arms ammunition, (5 •56mm, 7 •62mm, and 30 caliber)

will continue to increase in FY I968 (2,2 billion rounds as compared to

1.8 billion rounds in FY I967) in order to meet projected needs in South-

east Asia.

Procurement of 40mm ammunition will increase from about 3 million

rounds in FY 1967 to approximately 10 million rounds in FY I968; this

ammunition is used primarily with the M-79 grenade launcher and a rapid

fire helicopter-mounted version of this launcher widely employed in Viet-

nam.

Similarly, the increases shown for 8lmm, 105mm, 106mm, and 4.2 inch

cartridges and the 2.75 inch rockets are related to projected Southeast

Asia consumption requirements. The increase in 152mm ammunition pro-

curement is to build up initial inventories for the weapons being mounted

on the M-60 tank and the General Sheridan vehicle. Larger quantities of

155Bm ammunition are required to meet the growing inventory of 155 self-

propelled howitzers and -to provide for increased consumption in Vietnam.
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The 2.75'* rocket which is fired from Army helicopters, is being
used in large quantity in Vietnam* In fT i960 we expect to procure
approximately 805 thousand rounds of 2.75" ammunition.

The last major anunxmition item, the 66ann rocket, is the Li^t Anti-
tank Weapon (lAW) which must now be bought in larger quantities as stocks
of the 3»5 inch rocket (which it replaces) are consumed,

g. Other Support Equipment

The revised lY I967 program for other support equipment totals $6o8
million ($2^7 million in the Supplemental request). These funds are
required for such items as electri'c field generators, road graders,
cranes, tractors, bridge components, shop equipment, fork lift trucks,
etc. For FY I968, $1^37 million is requested.

h. Production Base Brogram-

The revised FY I967 program for production base support totals $272
million, ($220 million in the Supplemental request). For FY I968, $95
million is requested.
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D. NAVY GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES

The Navy General Purpose Forces proposed for the FY" 1968-72 period

are shown on Table 7. Except for the Vietnam-related forces, the major

changes from the program planned last year concern the anti-submarine

warfare forces, the guided missile ships, the amphibious ships, and the

minesweepers. There is, however, one general problem in this area which
deserves special mention, and that is the dolorous state of the American

shipbuilding industry.

It has become increasingly apparent in recent years that our ship-

building industry, both public and private, has fallen far behind its

competitors in other countries. Not only does it cost twice as much to

build a ship in this country, it also takes twice as long. The reason

for this highly unsatisfactory situation is not simply the difference in

wage rates between the United States and other nations, or the inefficiency

of American labor; other American industries, notably automobile, aircraft,

and computers J have been more than able to hold their own against foreign

competition. The root cause of the trouble is much more fundamental

despite the efforts of several shipbuilding fimis to modernize their

facilities — the American shipbuilding industry is generally technically

obsolescent cougared to those of Northern Europe and Japan.

This is a startling development in view of the fact that the United

States is the most highly industrialized nation in the world. It is even

more start3J.ng when we' realize that the modernization of the European and

Japanese yards has been achieved by applying, on a massive scale, U.S.

autonwbile and aircraft manufacturing technology to shipbuilding. Let me

read you two paragraphs from a report prepared by Assistant Secretary of

the Navy Bannerman and the Chief of Naval Materiel, Admiral Galantin,

following their visit to a number of North European shipyards:

"The first obvious improvement was in the handling of new

materials. Steel plate and shapes, stocked near the plant, are

moved on to rollers and the processes of cleaning, shot blasting,

priming, cutting and frequently shaping and welding are done auto-

matically, as remotely controlled machine operations, with an

amazingly small number of people, and with a minimum crossing as

material moves to the assembly area. The assembly of each major

sub-section is done in a fixed position indoors wherever possible.

Sigiificantly, these subdivisions are very large (up to 600 tons),

thus minimizing individual handling operations. As a major sub-

section is assembled indoors, piping, ventilation, wiring and work

'normally considered a's outfitting are incorporated as much as
• possible and they axe then moved into place on the building ways
where the remaining structure is Joined. This latter poncept is

in being or planned in most of the modernized yards.
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"Important improvements have "been made in the use of .com-

puters. Given the significant tasic design parameters of a

proposed ship, several yards had programs wherehy their com-

puters provide the required hull dimensions, lofting, weight

of steel, power requirements, optimum compartmentation, etc.

with great flexihility in casting up changes as needed hy the

specific requirements of individual ships. Depending upon past

experience with the design, computers supply tapes which can he

directly employed for programming and scheduling the work flow

of all production and outfitting throughout the building cycle

and for numerical control of the burning and welding processes

in the shops. Through automatic drafting machines, these com-

puters turn out production drawings without the use of draftsmen.

The simplification and savings in labor in coii?)arison with con-

ventional manual methods are enormous. Some of the above improve-

ments are in use in some U. S. yards today and some are in trial

stages. However, it is believed that no U.S. yard has developed

the completely integrated controls and production processes that

we saw in northern Europe."

Unfortunately, public discussion of the shipbuilding problem in

this country has been focused on ^at is actually the minor part —
its relationship to the Merchant Marine problem. I can well under-

stand why the American Flag Line operators should wish to sever the pre-

sent interlocking relationship between the Merchant Marine and the ship-

building industry; they could buy ships abroad at half the price and get

deUvery in about half the time. But while this divorce might solve the

problem of the Merchant Marine, it would not solve the problem of the

Defense Department. The U. S. Merchant Marine .provides only a few hun-

dred million dollars of work per year to the shipbuilding industry;

Navy work amounts to between $2 and $2^ billion a year. Thus the Defense

Department, and the taxpayer, has a stake in the American shipbuilding

industry which goes far beyond the immediate problems concerning the

Merchant Marine.

Obviously, the more fundamental solution is to revitaUze the Ameri-

can shipbuilding industry. Although we may never be able to overcome

completely the wage rate differential, there is no reason why the Ameri-

can shipbuilding industry should not be, in a technological sense, as

good as the best any other country has to offer. We have the technology

Ld the manufacturing "know how"; what we need to do is to find some way

in which they can be applied to the American shipbuilding industry and

some way to finance the relatively large investments that would be

required.
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With regard to Navy work, the Defense Department has already

P^bsxked on such a pi-ogram. Wherever feasible, we are grouping our

S:^ral1h?phSlding'pr^a.s into^ti-year procurement^ J:"*^^^'
t^ ten DEs provided in the Ff 1966 program were comhined vath the ten

S thrr? 19I7 program and the entire quantity of 20 was awarded to a

SnSe private yard! SiMlaxly, six LSTs in the FY I966 program were

comhined ilth the eleven in the FY 1967 program and awarded to another

private ya^dT Heedless to say, hoth of these programs were awardea on

a conrpetitive "basis.

Of T>erhaT>s greater significance over the longer run is the new

procSement picfage approSh, of which the Fast ^^5^°^^°* ^t^t^^^.^f^^^
shit) is an outstanding example. Under this approach, the shipbuilder Is

a^ed to^id on the entirelactoge - design, development, and construc-

tion --of a relatively large number of ships to be deliv^ed over a

period 0? years, mach like the package approach to ^^^craft procur^nt.

Several new pro-ams of this type are contemplated, and I will discuss

thlse^n contert^vith our proi^als for the Navy General Purpose Forces

in the FY 1968-72 period.

1. Attack Carrier Forces

Last year, I described to the Committee a new plan under ^bicb we

would ^aintaiA an active fleet of 15 attack =-r^ers^and 12 -ng

Z pSe si^mcantly more usable combat power th^ the one P^^^^

S^oiLSir^rers wo^ n^^^^ ^T.'^
to%r^ier?wh:n and a^^^^^d. in effect, we would be treating the

:?tack :Si:ras a forward floating ai^ ^prSTafrSr ^er^aUon^

capalsilities.

Although the adjustment of the air wings to the new force ^ructure

is stiedu^fd to begin in FY 1?68
-^^Ih^Ttt'a^ caLl^r fS^eTill r^ain

number of combat aircraft assigned to the attack carrier lor

dually unchanged. You may recall that
^^^^t! the

delated to the number of carrier wings we ^£=|J|^^'^f
number of Ught attack aircraft per squadron^^^mm^^^^^
iTlt Ught attack squadrons per FOSEESTAl-class ^"'"^^^f^ber 01 -^8° aircraft assigned, these increases, together with
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the replacement of ESSEX-class carriers with the much larger PORRESTALs
and ENTERPRISES will just about offset the reduction to 12 equivalent
air wings. In other words, each equivalent air wing in FY 1971 will
have about 25 percent more aircraft than the present average air wing.

a. Ships

As shown on Table 7> the attack c.rrier force at the end of the
currenx fiscal year will consist of one nuclear-powered carrier, the
ENTERPPaSE, and seven FORRESTAL-, two ^[IDWAY- and five ESSEX-class.
In n 1969? the last of the conventionally-powered attack carriers now
under construction, the JOHN F. KENNEDY, will Join the Fleet, followed
in FY 1972 by the second of the nuclear-powered carriers.

Last year we had planned to start the modernization of the FRANKLIN
D, ROOSEVELT in FY I968, when the MIDWAY was to have completed her inodem-
ization and rejoined the Fleet. However, it now appears that because of an
increase in the scope of the work, the MIDWAY will not be ready to rejoin
the Fleet until late FY I969. Inasmuch as we plan to start construction
of a new nuclear-powered attack carrier in that fiscal year, we now pro-
pose to delay the start of modernization of the FDR until FY 1970 so as
to avoid peaking the workload in the shipyards. This means that we will
have three MIDWAY-class carriers in the Fleet for a short period of time
Just before the end of FY 1969 and four ESSEX-class. In order to avoid
having to lay up one of the ESSEX-class carriers in FY I969 and then
bring it back into the Fleet in FY 1970, we propose to retain all four
during FY 1969> thus giving us a temporary force of I6 carriers at the
end of that fiscal year. In FY 1970, when the FDR begins her modernization,
the total number of attack carriers will again be 1^. '

When the FDR rejoins the Fleet in FY 1973, the attack carrier force
will comprise two nuclear-powered ENTERPRISE-class, and eight FORRESTAL-,
three MIDWAY- and two ESSEX-class carriers. As I stated last year, if
we are to retain a force of 15 carriers, two more will have to be pro-
vided. These are scheduled for the FY I969 and FY 1971 construction
programs and both will be nuclear powered. Fifty million dollars is
included in the FY I968 budget for long lead time components for the
FY 1969 carrier. When these ships are delivered to the Fleet, the re-
maining ESSEX-class carriers will be retired fj?om the CVA force, which
would then consist of four nuclear-powered, eight FORRESTAL- and three
MIDWAY-class carriers, for a total of 15.
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b. Carrier Aircraft

No major change is conteirolated in the conroosition of the aircraft

coirolement of the attack carrier forces from that projected a year ago.

The' decline in the number of fighter aircraft after FY 1967 reflects

two factors — the previously mentioned reduction from 15 to 12 air

wing eouivalents beginning in FY I968, and the substitution of the more

capable F-lllB for other fighter aircraft on a less than one for one

basis beginning in FY 1970. The transition from 15 to 12 air vongs

should be completed by FY 1971, at which tiane the fighter force will

consist of 2l's(^adrons (12 aircraft each) 3 F-1113S, 12 F^s and

6 F-8s. The F-8 squadrons are retained for the ESSEX-class carriers

which c'annot effectively operate the T-ks or F-in3s Jo^-^H I'f^
squadrons should replace six of the fA squadrons and two of theJ-S

squadrons in FY 1972, thus providing a force of seven F-UIB, six F-4

and four F-8 squadrons.

By end FY 1971, when the transition to the 12 equivalent air wings

is complete, we will have a total of 57 attack squadrons --12 A-6

(9 ^Sraft each), 13 A-U and 32 of the new A-7 (hoth with 1^^^^^^^^^

each) The first few A-7s are scheduled to be delivered to the Fleet

by the end of the current fiscal year, and by end FY 1973 we expect to

achieve our objective of k2 squadrons (5o8 aircraft).

Inasmuch as the A-3 heavy attack aircraft (shown in the next block

of Table 7) are no longer required for the strategic ^^2^°^' ^^^^ ^
now being used as tankers to extend the range of shorter-legged Navy

aircraft. However, the tanker configuration package is readily removable

and these aircraft can be reconverted to the attack role m a matter of

davs, if reouired

Although the nmher of reconnaissance aircraft shown on Table 7

declines after FY 1967, we actually plan to maintain this

ahout the present level. A reconnaissance aircraft's overall perfomance

is determned priaaxily Dy its specialized reconnaissance equipment --

i!e., the sensors, computers, etc. - rather thanits airframe. We have

a number of aircraft in which such equipment can be installed ~ tne

"Sch is now in large scale prodaction, the F-S which is now being

re-worked in large numbers, and the F-lll which is now coming into large

scale production. There is also the Possibility of increasing our

presently planned procurement of the IIA-5C, which, Uke the OT-B, is

SeSy being used in the reconnaissance role. With these alternatives

aviilable, we will. have sufficient time to make a decision next year
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on which, additional aircraft to procure in order to maintain the re-

connaissance forces at the present level.

In the ECM/AEW area, the forces are essentially the saane as those I

presented last year, although there has been a slippage of one year in

the expected introduction of the EA-6B. The work involved in converting

the A-6A to the ECM role has turned out to he considerably greater than

anticipated, and the costs will he significantly higher. But the EA-6B

proziises to "be for more capalple than the SA-1 vhich it villrer^ce

No significant changes have heen made in the combat readiness training

aircraft forces hut they have been regrouped in order to relate them more

closely to the forces assigned to the carriers. All except the "Other"

category are combat-capable aircraft used for readiness training.

2. ASW and Destroyer Forces

Three years ago, in recognition of the unsatisfactory state of* our

knowledge in anti-submarine warfare (ASW) , I requested the Navy to under-

take systematic, long-term studies of all of the related aspects of the

problem. From these studies has come a mich better understanding of both

the character and extent of the threat" and %he capabilities of the forces

required to cope with it.



0

As a result of these continuing studies, it now appears that some

additional changes should be made in our ASW program. These involve the

size of OUT ASW carrier forces, the substitution of land-based patrol

aircraft "for the seaplanes, and the extension of the SOSUS system into

the central end far Pacific. I will discuss these and other less impor-

tant changes in context with our proposals for the ASW forces through

the FY 1968-72 program period.
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a. ASW Carriers »

We now have eight ESSEX-class ASW carriers, one of which, the
INTREPID, is temporarily operating as an attack carrier in support
of Southeast Asia operations. Our studies show that compared with
other ASW forces, the CVS ASW Group is a relatively high cost system
of limited effectiveness. The fixed-wing ASW aircraft ahoard these
carriers are able to detect the presence of enemy submarines but they
are not very good at pinpointing their location and they have virtually
no capability for destroying them. The carriers' helicopters, while
able to pinpoint the submarines and destroy them, have a relatively
limited operating range. Yet, the annual operating cost of a CVS is
about $32 million, including about $17^ million for the aircraft com-
plement .

As the newer ASW 'systems — the SSNs, the DEs, the P-3 patrol air-

craft, etc. — join the Fleet in increasing numbers, the relative value
of the ASW carriers will continue to decline. Accordingly, we now pro-
pose to reduce the force from eight to six carriers in FY 1969> assuming

the conflict in Vietnam ends in' FY I968. We propose to hold the CVS

force at six carriers pending the outcome of a number of promising de-

velopments now underway which give hope of a significant Improvement in

CVS aircraft capabilities. These include a new directional sonobuoy, a

new airborne ASW radar, and new airborne data processing equipment. If
these and other related programs succeed in raising the overall effective-
ness of the CVS to the point where it becomes desirable to rebuild the

size of the carrier force, this can be done quite readily since one
ESSEX-class carrier will be phasing out of the attack role in FY I969 •

and another in FY 1972. By holding these two carriers in the ASW role,

the force could be rebuilt to eight.

As shown on the second page of Table 7, the older SH-SU helicopters

have already been replaced by the new SH-3, 16 per CVS. The CVAs will

also be provided SH-3 ASW helicopters, and by FY 1970 a" force of U5 SH-3s

will have been established to provide detachments of from 3 to 6 of these

helicopters for each deployed CVA.

The older S-2s will have been completely replaced by the newer S-2Es

by the end of FY I967, with a con^Jlement of 20 aircraft per CVS. How-

ever, the S-2E is a relatively small aircraft and would be unable to

carry the advanced sensor and data-processing equipment required to com-

bat a more sophisticated submarine threat which might emerge in the future.

While full scale development and procurement of a replacement aircraft

should not be undertaken \mtil the role of the CVS in the overall ASW

effort of the 1970s has been clarified and until the need for a more

sophisticated capability has been clearly demonstrated, we have included
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million for contract definition of a new ASW aircraft (VSX) should

further study warrant our going ahead with this program.

In addition to its ASW aircraft, each CVS ffVf.^-'*^

in order to provide a limited intercept and air ff^'^"/^!!^^^*^;^,^

^inallv we will continue to maintain eight squadrons of carrier-based

L^v: search alr^aft and four squadrons of ASW helicopters

Reserve forces for the four CVSs we plan to retain in the Reserve Fleet.

t. Attack Submarine Forces

By the end of the current fiscal year the ^^^^^^ . Ji^'^"
' ^.^^^

excluding POLARIS, wiU number 105 submarines, 32 o*^."^=^^Y^^^.^^ «w
"wered We^ve continued to encounter difficulty ^.e««i^8 *lie SSN

irogram on schedule, principally became of the Subm^^?^j^=f^^^^°g::,

"ar-^ a shortage of skilled workers. As a result, we will
v^.

ss-^-s i^ the force at end FY 1967 than planned last year, but we hope to

mSe uv ^st of thts shortfall next year and be back on our origlBal de-

-ment^chedule by the end of FY 1970. In the meantiipe, we propose to

ff?-s^t this slippage by delaying the phaseout.of en equivalent number of

conventionally powered submarines.

The princiTjal missions of the attack submarine force are the establish-

menti^d^^ntLance ofsubmar^^

AS I pointed out last year, a force of about 6U
^^^^^f|

would be needed for the forward barrier ^-rations ^teou^FY 1967 a

total of 61 SSHs have
^^^^f^^^^l^ Z 'o^SuI^stile

TWO nuclear-powered submarines (one " „^ a total of
equippped SSK) have been reassigned to the ssw roie, » ^ .

-gj,

'fa^flable. However, these too f ^^^"jS avail-
a^e not deemed suitable for forward barrier 0P"J*^°°^ L yv 1067
t^L for that mission. Five SSNs

Jf-^^.^s'^'^^Tgi;. wfn^
tV:^:^tih^te^ s^^;-7-H^^^^

ro:^^-h:^^yr:h?:h%^^^^^

tSlLrt^rt^kofalTsra^r^er^^^
can add to this program next year.
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Sonar improvements will be made on aU of the earlier SSNs ear-

marked for the forward barrier operations. About $22 niillion was

included in the FY 1967 budget to start this program and $6 million

more is requested for FY 1968.

Originally, we had intended to modernize twelve conventionally-

powered submarines (Korean War vintage or later), including provision

of in^roved sonar. Last year, when it became apparent that these sonars

were not going to be available in time, we decided to go ahead with the

modernization of the first five submarines without the sonar improvements.

It now appears that the new sonar con^onents will still not be available

for installation in the remaining seven submarines in FY I968. Moreover,

other modernization costs have risen -to the point where we now believe

that it is no longer practical to proceed with the program. Accordingly,

the plan to modernize these seven submarines in FY I968 has been dropped.

In the Submarine Direct Support category, we propose a phased re-

placement program for our present submarine rescue ships (ASRs), All

of the ten ASRs in the force today are converted fleet tugs built during

World War II, and their age can soon be expected to affect their reliability

and performance. Moreover, these older ships are unable to support some

of the important new techniques and new rescue and salvage equipment now

being developed. Therefore, we tentatively propose to construct five new

ASI^s during the FY 1967-72 period, one each year except for FY 1970.

These new ASRs will have catamaran (i.e., twin) hulls and provide mach

greater deck space, including a helicopter platform, and better sea-keeping

qualities than the present ships. They will be capable of operating two

rescue submersibles and supporting divers at great depths for prolonged

periods. We are requesting $17.7 million for the ASR in FY 19bo.

In addition to the ten ASRs, which we plan to maintain throughout

the period, the Submarine Direct Support force includes six submarine

tenders (AS) and nine auxiliary submarines (AGSS). Two new submarine

tenders are tentatively scheduled to be constructed, one each in FY 19b9

and FY 1971.

c. ASW Escorts

The requirement for ASW escorts can be met by several different types

of ships, most of which are also capable of performing other missions such

as patrol, fire support, and anti-air-warfare. In planning for our

future ASW escort forces, all ships with an ASW capability are taken

into account. However, only the destroyer types without a SAM capability

are included under the ASW category on the table; the SAM ships are listed

separately and will be discussed later.
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The major contingency which the ASW escor^jo^e^jou^hajj^o
meet i s that of a two-ocean war at sea, HHHiBli^^^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^^^HH^^IH T>T^P number would provide escorts for

^Sttacl^ar^ersTthe ASW carriers, the amphibious forces, and the^

merchant convoys in both oceans, plus a reserve for overhaul and attri-

tion. The program we propose provides by FY 1972 an active force of

275 shiT5s (including the ASW-capable SAM ships discussed later), which

together with 37 highly ready DD/DDRA^Es in the Naval Reserve and 51

"mothballed" ships for which we actually buy ordnance, should be able

to meet the reouirement as we now see it. In addition to these 51

escorts, we will, of course, have a large number of Category CHAKLIE

ships in the Reserve Fleet, 219 at the end of the current fiscal year,

declining to about 125 by the end of FY 1972.

As shown on Table 7, by the end of the current fiscal year there will

be 173 destroyers (DDs), 29 destroyer escorts (DEs), 3 gun frigates (DLsj,

and 6 radar picket destroyers (DDKs). In addition there wiU be 17 radar

picket escorts (DERs), Ik of which are now being used off Vietnam for the

MARKE:t time coastal search and surveillance mission. The other S.DERs

support Operation DEEP FREEZE.

Two years ago we proposed a phased replacement program for the

destrover escort force, with 10 new DEs to be built each year. In accord

with that plan $298 million has been included in the FY 1968 request for

10 more of these ships. All of the DEs funded since FY 1964 are being

equiD^ed with the nev highly effective SQS-26 ASW sonar and the ASROC

anti-iubmarine weaoon system. These new DEs will also have longer

cruising range and' better command and control features than the earlier

DEs.

With respect to the years beyond FY 1968, it now appears that sub-

startial construction and operatijjg economies could be achieved with a

neSy ^^signed ship (tentatively designated the DX) employing the total

Tjackage" procurement concept and a large mtulti-year buy. It may also be

Possible to use the same approach and the same or a similar desi^ for

*a n»w class of guided missile ships (tentatively designated the DXG )

.

Accordingly, we propose to initiate a new program which would provide for:

(1) standardized design and serial production of a sizable quantity

of identical ships in order to minimize total procurement cost;

(2) incentives to the contractor to design a highly automated ship

requiring ^^r^^rmim manning in order to reduce operating costs;
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(3) standardization in order to reduce logistic support costs;

(k) possible standard! zation/integratiMi of the DX and DXG in
order to maximize further the advantages of standardization
and serial construction (e.g., both ships might have the
same hull and differ only in their weapons systems, or per-
haps their hulls could have common how and stern sections
with separate mid-sections for each type)

;

(5) possible use of modtaar design concepts so that major con5)onents
(e.g., specific weapons systems) could be installed and removed
en bloc, facilitating both repair and future modernization.

We have included $30 million in the FT I968 Budget to initiate con-
cept fomnilation and contract definition of the DX/DXG. At the con-
clusion of the contract definition phase the entire program will be re-
evaluated in the light of the detailed designs and cost estimates which
result, but for planning purposes we are assuming a construction program
of 75 BXs over the FY 1969-7^+ period. We have tentatively scheduled 12
of these new ships each year FY" 1969-7I, and 13 each year FY 1972-7U.
(I will discuss the DXG later in connection with the SAM ship program.)

We are also continuing to improve the SQ3-23 sonars on most of the
earlier DEs and on a large number of DDs, guided missile destroyers
(DDGs), and cruisers (CG/CGNs) . This program will just about double
the submarine detection and classification capabilities of these ships.
About $18 million was programmed for this purpose in FY I966, about |ll
million in FY I967, and- we are requesting another $2^ million in FY 1968,

Last year, I reported that delays in the production of the SQS-26
sonar were expected to slow delivery of some of the new destroyer escorts.
Indeed, the number of DEs in the force at end PT 1966 was actually three
less than expected last year. However, this shortfall is now being made
up and the forces shown on the table for the FY 1967-71 period axe the
same as a year ago. By FY 1972, our plans call for 83 DEs in the active
force.

The Ik DERs now being used for the Vietnam coastal patrol are
scheduled to phase out in FY I969 on the assumption that combat operations
will have ceased by that time. By FY 1971 all of the DDEs and DERs will
have been phased out of active service.

As I described a year ago, we are taking steps to improve the ASW
capabilities of 13 remaining DD-93I class destroyers, all of which are
less than twelve years old. We are providing them with ASROC, improved
communications, a i;ew variable depth sonar (VDS), improved ECM capabilities, •
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the inprovements to the SQS-23 sonar, a nodem ASW combat i^^^^i""^

center etc. -- at a cost of about $lU Billion each. Since the VDS

iXlLt will not be available before FY 1969. the ships are being

rewired now to accept it later when it does become available. With

these imorovements, the 13 remaining BDs should offer c^arable. ^
in some ways even better, ASW perfonaance than the new DEs we are building.

Originally, having funded one in FY I96I*, we planned on five of these

DE-P31 conversions in FY I966 and five this year, with the last t^^"

scheduled for Ti 1968. However, because of equipment procurement problems,

have rescheduled the program. «e have one in conversion
^<^^l^^

to start three conversions this jear, seven more in FY I968, and the

last three in FY 1969, as shown in Table 8.

d. Patrol Aircraft

Vhile we still plan to maintain a total of 30 squadrons of ASW

-.at^ol aircrart, we now propose to phase out the three remaining squad-

ron. of seaplanes (SP-5) a^d retain, instead, three squadrons of ?P-2

lanS-based patrol aircraft. One' squadron will be converted

Lni the other two in FY 1968. This change will permit us to decommission

the ih^ee remaining seaplane support ships (AVs)
^^^J^^^^^y

-.^ron per year in operating and indirect costs, with no reduction in

:i^over!S aIw or su^eillance capabiUty. Except for tl'"-
*f

"

^^ns Il2 aircraft each) , aU the SP-Ss will be phased out of the active

S^lt^ol forces by end 1971 and
^^^^slf slla's^vS^b^iSfe

'

mHPH^BIof the new P-3s. (Ten sqaaxirons of SP-2s wiij. oe rei^axuc

in the Navy Reserve.)

Beginning in FY 1968, all new P-3s will be Vrc^^^f
/^ll

^'^™
avionics system and vhen the force hiiild-up is completed we will have

^l^fscuaS^ns so equipped. The A-.i:w system
f
ould ^eatly ^^^yT

overall effectiveness of the P-3 hy increasing its capacity to analyze

data from either existing or new sensors.
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^. Multi-Purpose SAM Ships

T.e .uXti-purpose .....
-

r • *v,^«c! fi ipvel we expect to achieve m Yi i^fi. iiiJ-s> j-^jj-^-c

rorce IS 79 ships, a levex we exp^u
attack

T^rovide four guided missile escort ships for eacn oi ou.. ±^ a
\vOuld provide lour eu groups operating

for other missions (e.g., amphihious ^^sauiii opexu ,

\ ^+'^ ^ c^inre laeak requirements are unlikely to occur m ax±
njent, etc.). Since P?^/^^^^

.^1 freauently he operating together or

By the end of n 1967 t^e SM s.ip force vlU -sist^o^^^^^^^

three of them nuclear powered. A y^^^° ^d of FY 1966.
guided missile frigates (DKJs) in

"'"„^LJ^^. ^gia ship deploy-
^wever, priority work associated ^f*^ ^3"^^^ey^U not eSer the
ments delayed delivery of some *^^^^J^^' ?^*^*ii^j,ies of the SQS-26
force until this fiscal year. Similarly, tar^ deliv^i

sonars has
c^-^l^^^fD^sf"^^oS of tSsf!S ps orl^ally funded in

T^llf^ sS;d trenter - ro^ce in - ^966 vitht^e^

.^tfxet r!att"t:o"3.VSi1c^Sa fo^'dflt^refuAtil 1968.

Last year Congress added funds to our orisinal "grLt"
construction of a nuclear-powered

f^f^^-^^j^^g^^p^o^am. However,
recommend the inclusion of such a ship ^^^.ft/^' ^

balding it

^e have decided to proceed with conf
tte plan for one

ahead of the time it -^-^^^^^^^r™ ald'C C^^ for each of
high speed nuclear-powered escort ^^l^^* ""'^^ ^^.^n nuclear-powered

^ - ^%.-r rs"To?rj?y:rire*^-3"^ M«"fj
ll^-cra"liSrs^;o tL^l^s^^^^sly^
ment for-DEs (which are P'^i»»'iJy,lJ?^?~.^^t 'romote missile ship
these two conventionally P°«"^^,f",=^?^ ^hS^ecent experience
design and technology, and P^f ^^ir/MG ™a^. (The Sst DDGs were

upon which to hase our plans for «» ^X/MG^ogram. u
^ded in n 196I, the last frigates in FY 1962.)
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The new DDGs and DLGN would have significantly improved AAW and

ASW capabilities compaxed with present SAM ships, particularly in a

hostile ECM environment. The recent improvements in SAM technology

will give these ships highly capable and reliable missile launch, fire

control, and data handling systems. They will employ the new STANDARD

missile and be equipped with the latest ASW equipment, the Navy Tactical

Data System, and the improved SQS-26 sonar. Provisions would, of course,

be made to incorporate new systems and technologies as they become avail-

able, and space will be provided for this. Some $l67 million is requested

for the two DDGs in FY I968,

With the two new DDGs and the new DLGN, we would have a total of

80 SAM ships authorized compared with a currently estimated requirement

of 79. However, 11 of our present guided missile cruisers have World

War II vintage hulls and obsolescent missile systems and are exgpensive

to operate. Moreover," the six DEGs, although new and economical to

operate, provide only a limited guided missile capability because of

their small size. Accordingly, we now propose to replace these 17 ships

in the early 1970s with a new class of missile ship, the previously-

mentioned DXG. This ship, with -the latest SAM systems and highly auto-

mated controls, should have a high effectiveness and low operating cost.

(The six DEGs would be reassigned to the ASW role, and all of the World

Far II cruisers would eventually be phased out of the active Fleet, al-

though we may wish to retain two of them for a time as fire support ships.}

We have tentatively scheduled construction of 16 of these DXGs, two in FY

1969, three in each year FY 1970 through FY 1973, and the last two in

FY 197U. The replacement of the 17 cruisers and DEGs with sixteen DXGs

would bring the SAM ship force level to the prograimaed total of 79.

The AAW modernization program for the. multi-purpose SAM ships has

been revised partially because of schedule slippages and partiaUy in

order to achieve greater weapons system standardization and shortened

conversion time. Last year, we proposed to convert or modernize three

cruisers and I6 frigates over the FY 1967-70 period. We now propose to

cancel two cruiser conversions, defer the third from FY 1967 to FY 19b9>

and reschedule the I6 frigates over the FY 1967-71 period, as shown on

Table 8.

In addition to this modernization and conversion program, we are

continuing the SAM Improvement Program, under which the STANDARD missile

is now being procured to replace both TARTAR and TERRIER. The STANDABD

can be fired from either TARTAR or TERRIER launchers and is produced in.

both the medium range and extended range versions. It provides much

higher reliability, faster reaction time, improved high altitude and

multiple-target capabilities, and easier maintenance than the older

missiles.
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Last year I mentioned that we were studying the feasihility of

providing a "close-in" or "point" air defense capability for other

types of combat ships. We now propose to procure and install a

basic Point Defense Surface Missile System (PDSMS) on ships ^^ich are

not likely to encounter the more sophisticated forms of air attack and

which do not generally operate in the company of regular SAM ships

e fz , amphibious assault ships and destroyer types operating independently

near hostile land areas. This system makes use of existing hardware

(e g SPARROW III missiles) and can be installed on existing gun mount

foundations. It will provide a significant improvement in short range

anti-aircraft defense over current conventional gun type systems, both

in terms of numbers of targets engaged and in kill probability. About

$11+ million has been included in the -FY I968 Budget for t^e first 30

PDSMS systems and we tentatively plan to buy ^5 nore in FY 1969. An

advanced PDSMS is now under development to meet the needs of the 1970s.

k. Other Combatant Ships

At end FY 196?, there will be 23 ships in the Small Patrol category

and the planned force- level of 33 ships should be attained by end FY I969.

These ships are used for coastal surveillance and patrol, a^^^^any of

them axe now operating off Vietnam. Ten fast patrol boats (PTFs) costing

$17 million have been added to the FY 1967 program.

The primary mission of fire support ships is to provide a heavy

concentration of ship-to-shore fire -during amphibious assaults. The

heavy gun cruisers provide accurate long-range, all-weather e^S^^ ^^^^

fire for distant hard targets, and the rocket-launching ships (LSMRs

and the IFS) provide area saturation fire for covering the actual assault

wave or for attacking enemy troop concentrations. In addition to the

six fire support ships shown in the Other Combatant category, there are

eight SAM cruisers with six or eight inch guns which can also Provide

major caliber gunfire support for amphibious operations, and, of course,

the destroyers could also be used for gunfire support

.

However, the Navy is presently studying the feasibility of a new

type of landing force support ship which vould combine the fire support

cSabilities ol the cruiser's heavy guns and the rocket ^^^P^^^^^^^"

tion fire. Pending the outcome of these studies, we plan to retain the

four rocket ships and two cruisers in the Fire Support force through

FY 1972..

5. Amphibious Assault Ships

Last year I informed the Committee that while our objectives of

achieving a modernized (20-knot) amphibious lift tor; one and a half

Marine Expeditionary Forces (mEFS, or division/wing teams) and sufficient
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older siiips to provide a slower lift for another half of a MEF remained

the same, further study of the composition of the force had convinced

us that some modification of the future construction program was de-

sirahle. I also noted that the Navy was investigating the possibility

of designing a multi-purpose ship which could combine the features of

several different types of amphibious ships and that one of the reasons

we had rescheduled the program was to provide time to develop a design

for this new ship.

Over the years since the end of World War II both the tactics

and the equipment of the amphibious forces have undergone a continuing

evolution. Up through the Korean War, the ocean-going amphibious

fleet consisted primarily of ships specialized in terms of what they

carried attack transports (APAs) for personnel, attack cargo ships

(AKAs) for general supplies and equipment, landing ship docks (LSDs)

for carrying and launching landing craft, and the tank landing ships

(LSTs) for heavy equipment. In making the assault the men and equip-

ment were off-loaded over the side from the APAs and AKAs into landing

craft which, together with the LSTs carrying the tactical vehicles, then

proceeded to the beach.

In the post-Korean period the rapid development of the helicopter

opened up a new type of assault tactic called "vertical envelopment"

in which the helicopter was used to transport both men and equipment

during the assault phase. To provide a platform for these helicopters,

we modified some of our older aircraft carriers into amphibious assault

ships (LPHs). To provide a conventional over-the-beach capability we

built new LSDs which are capable of launching relatively large preloaded

landing craft from its floodable wells. Thus, we began to specialize

our new ainphibious ships in terras of the assault tactic they were designed

to employ, although of course the older types continued to constitute a

large portion of the ainphibious fleet.

The next logical development was to design a ship which would be

capable of both over-the-beach and vertical envelopment assault tactics.

Our initial effort with such an all-purpose ship was the amphibious

transport dock (LPD). Unfortunately, experience has shown that our

current LEDs are too small to be truly effective as a multi-purpose

amphibious ship in the assault role and they cannot by themselves serve

as* a replacement for a variety of specialized ships. For this purpose

we need a bigger assault ship capable of landing, either by air or by sea,

a much larger and more balanced land force than is now possible with any

existing ainphibious vessel, and this was the type of ship I mentioned

last year.
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Our farther study of this problem indicates that the development
of such a ship is not only feasible but highly desirable. On the
basis of the Navy's preliminary design work, this aisphlbious assault
ship, now designated the LHA, wo\ild be quite large (about 40,000 tons,
compared with less than l8,000 tons for the LED) and would have both
a boat well and a helicopter deck. It would be able to carry as many
troops and helicopters as the LPH, as much cargo as an existing AKA and
as many landing craft as the LSD. Operating together with one or two
LSTs (for over-the-beach landing of the tanks and other heavy equipment)
one LHA. could handle an entire Marine Corps battalion landing team.
At present, five aii5>hibious ships (an LSD, LPH, AKA and two LSTs) are
typically required to do this job. The ISA would also overcome one of
the major shortcomings of the specialized ships, i.e., the imbalance
which occurs when one of the specialized ships is lost. The LHA would
not only caarry a balanced load of men, eqtdpment, and supplies, but
because of its size, should be more difficult to sink. Moreover, a
smaller nvimber of large ships are easier to protect against air and
submarine attack and f^om mines than a large number of smaller specialized
ships.

In view of these advantages, we now propose to substitute the con-
stniction of six LHAs (at an estimated cost of about $650 million) in
lieu of Id of the specialized asiphibious ships (with an estimated cost
of about $600 million) which we had previously programmed. The first
of these LHAs has been_ included in the FY I968 program, and we tenta-
tively plan two more in FY I969 and the other three in FY 1970. As in
the case of the C-5A and the Fast Deployment Logistics ships, we plan to
use the two step contract definition, total package procurement tech-
niqae for the LHAs, and $l8 million is included in the FY I968 Budget
for contract definition.

One of the goals we hope to achieve in this program is a considerable
reduction in operating costs. To this end the competing contractors wi3J.

be encouraged to design this ship so that it can be operated by signifi-
cantly fewer personnel than previous ships- of this size. Our preliminary
analyses show that this program will not only permit us to achieve our
objective of a 20-knot lift for one and a half Marine Expeditionary
Forces (MEFs) more effectively (from a military point of view), but also

more economically (13 percent lower on a lO-year systems cost basis)
than we could und^er the program proposed last year. Under this revised
program, the 20-knot/one and a half MEF lift capability should be re-
alized by the end of FY 1973 when the last of the LHAs phase into the
force.
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For FX" 1969 we have tentatively scheduled the construction of

seven LSTs and a third ainphihious force flagship (AGC) as a hacimp

ship for the two new AGCs funded in FY 1965 and FY 1966. The three

new AGCs, together with three older ships, will give us two AGCs for

each ocean with a third ship in each ocean as a backup to offset

regular overhauls, or to meet unaaticipated contingencies. When the

proposed construction program is conroleted in FY 1973 j the amphihious

forces will consist of 129 ships (excluding three miscellaneous types),

69 of which will have been delivered to the Fleet in FY 1962 or later

years.

6. Mine Countermeasure Force

At the end of this fiscal year we will have a mine countermeasure

force of 88 ships, composed of 6^* ocean minesweepers (MSOs), I8 coastal

minesweepers (l>BCs), three mine countermeasures support ships (MCSs),

and three other support ships.

In order to modernize this force end improve its mine counter-

measure capabilities, we propose to \]jidertal:e a major rehabilitation^

sroeraiD for all the existing MSOs.

.AS proposed modernization program will add at least 10

yearg xo tj^sefol life of these ships at about half the cost of new

construction. Improved engines, new navigational and comnnmication

systems, and the latest sonars, minesweeping, and neutralization devices

will be installed, giving these ships a minehunting and neutralization,

as well as a minesweeping, capability* We propose to start the rehabili-

tation of nine MSOs in FY 1968 (for which we are requesting $33 million}

and have tentatively scheduled ten more each year through FY 1973, ^th

the last five in FY 197^

In FY 1970 we will receive the first six new MSOs from, our presently

planned l6-ship construction program. Four MSOs were funded in FY 1966,

five more in FY I967, and we are requesting $6l million in FY I968 for the

last seven. As these new MSOs enter the force, we will phase out the old

coastal niineswee-Ders (MSG
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To round out the modernization of our mine countermeasure forces,

we plan to bnild two none countermeasure support ships (>ESs) and two

more ininesweeper SDecial (MSS) "guinea pig" ships. As I stated last

year, ve plan to begin one MCS in 1^-1969 end, another iQ FT 1970.

Two of these shi-DS have already been started; one Joined the force in

T-r 1966 and another will be delivered this year. These MCSs carry two

minesweeDlQg helicopters and 20 small minesweeping launches for close

inshore work and can also provide limited logistic ^^ppo^^^^^^ceen
mineswee-Ders. The MSS is e converted Ubertyshi^jBlB^M^^pi^

Ixoect the f5s^^ to join the fS^t in JT 19bii, end ve ^

tentatively DlaQ to convert another in FT I969 snd. a third in IT 1970.

Since these ere not conmiissioned ships, they axe not counted in .the

totals shown on the table.

Last year we initiated a program to provide about 70 Marine Corps

assault helicopters (CH-53s) with a secoodary mine- sweeping capability.

These helicopters are embarked on assault ships but are not needed in

the assa-ult role xintil the assault actually begins. By providing .ttiem

with relatively inexpensive removable ninesweep gear, they can perform

£ valuable mine countermeasure mission during the pre-asssult stage.

Each of the helicopter assault ships (LHA/LPH) will be given a nimmal

capability to snoDort the helicopter minesweeping mission, htodification

of"' 18 helicoTDters to accept the sweep equipment was begun last year,

and we plan to start 36 sore in ?Y I968. This program vill give our

assault forces a significantly augmented minesweeping capability against

less sophisticated mines at a total cost of only, abont $12 million.

7. Logistical, Operational Support, and Direct .Siipport Ships

This category includes: the underway replenishment ships; major

fleet suTTOort ships such as destroyer tenders and hospital ships; and

minor fl'e'et support ships such as ocean tugs and salvage ships. As

shown on Table 7 we plan a force of I85 ships at the end of the current

fis^ year and I86 at end FT I968; the decline in FT I969 to 166 ships

reflects chiefly the assumed phaseout of the temporaiy force angmentations

associated with the Southeast Asia conflict. The projected decline to

160 ships by end FY 1972 reflects the delivery in the later years of the

new, more effective, underway replenishment ships which replace older

ships on a less than one-for-one basis, a reduction in the ^i" of the

CVS force, and the introduction of additional nuclear surface- ships.

Qualitative shortcomings in the underway ^^^^.enishment force can
.

imoact seriously on the overall effectiveness of
t

In* order to take advantage of modern re-supply methods and to complement

the higher speeds of our latest ships, we have planned a long range
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construction program to rebuild the undervay replenlsbment fleet.
During the FY 1968-72 period we have . tentatively scheduled construc-
tion of 26 ships including 10 ammanition ships 3 combat stores
ships (AFS), one fast combat sttpport ship (AOE) end 10 fleet oilers
(AOK) . The FY I968 program Includes two AEs and one AOE at an estimated
cost of $137 million.

In the Fleet Support category, we have tentatively programmed for

the FY 1969-72 period the construction of 3^ ships, including two des-
troyer tenders (AD), three hydrofoil countermeasure support ships (AGHS),
five replenishment tankers (AORL), two repair ships (AR) ,

eight ocean
tugs (ATF), and 1^ salvage tugs (ATS). The auxiliary tug(ATA) procure-
ments scheduled a year ago for FY I968 have been dropped from the program
while the Navy re-examines the question of contracting for commercial tug
services; a hydrofoil countermeasures support ship also scheduled for
FY 1968 has been deferred pending cos^letion of testing of the experi-
mental version. We have decided to defer the remaining ships originally
planned for the FY 1968 Fleet Support building program in order to group
these ships for multi-year buys beginning in FY 1969-

8. Marine Corps Forces

The major Marine Corps ground and air units are shown on Table 9«

These forces are essentially the same as those we projected last year.

The tenporary units added to support the Southeast Asia deployments

include a fourth active' division with its associated nine infantry, one

tank, one amphibian tractor, and the equivalent of five artillery bat-

talions, four HAWK air defense batteries, and two light observation and
two medium transport helicopter squadrons. The temporary units are

dropped ftom the force after FY I968, on the assumption that the conflict

ends by that time. Thus, in FY I969 and later years the permanent force

remains at four divisions/airciraft wings (3 active and one reserve).

(a fourth active duty tjemporary aircraft wing was not organized since

it is not needed for Vietnam.)

The three active Marine aircraft wings wiU con^jrise 13^8 UE
aircraft at the end of FY I967, as shown on Table 9. The aircraft for

the Marine Corps Reserve wing are combined with those of the Navy
Reserve Forces in Table 10, and I will discuss them later. The fighter

forces will be maintained at 225 aircraft throughout the FY 1968-72

period. In FY 1968, the last of the F-8s in the active air wings will
be replaced by F-Us. As additional A-6s and the new A-7s are delivered,

the older A-Us will gradually phase out until by FY 1972 the attack force

consists of 72 all-weather A-6s and 120 visual attack A-7s.
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In the reconna'issance/ECM aircraft area, the principal change from

last year's program involves the retention of the EF-lOs somewhat longer

than previously planned hecaase of the EA-6B delays described earlier.

The size of the Tactical Air Control (TAC) forces, which are used

to locate enemy targets and then direct the attack aircraft to them,

is programmed to remain at the present level of 36 aircraft throughout

the FY 1968-72 period. The older T-ls win he completely phased out of

the force hy end FY I968 and the TF-9s by end FY I969 as ^o^^^^^^fse

aircraft are replaced hy the newer TA-l^Es, the first few of which will

enter the force this year.

In the transport helicopter category, we now plan to maintain the

currently, augmented active force level of i^80 aircraft through FY 1969,

while simultaneously holding our Reserve structure (which had only 11

transport helicopters at end FY 1965) to a level of ikk hy end FY I969.

In FY 1969 the Marine Corps transport helicopter force will return to the

planned permanent level pf 1^32. Meanwhile, we will continue to replace

the older UH-S^^s with the new CK-k6 medium transport helicopter. The

CH-37S, currently in the active forces, will have heen replaced hy the

new CH-53 heavy helicopter hy the end of the current fiscal year; they

will then he used to activate a new heavy helicopter squadron ror the

Reserve Marine division. This modernization program will he con^leted

in FY 1970, at which time the transport helicopter force will consist

of 360 CH-U6s and 72 CH-53s, a major increase in Marine Corps heli-

copter lift capability as compared with FY I965 and prior years.

In the light helicopter and observation category the total njMber

of aircraft will be increased significantly in FY 1968 through the

temporary retention of 0-ls and UH-ls previously scheduled to phase •

out after the new OV-lOs are delivered. In FY 1969 t^^^ is

scheduled to be reduced to its permanent level, consisting of 3b UH-is

and 5U OV-lOs.

Last year we undertook a major program to increase the fixed-wing

combat readiness training capabilities of the Marine Corps from ateout

"UO aircraft to over I5O; this program will be continued through FY 1^72,

as shown on Table 9. We also undertook at that time, on a temporary

basis, a program of combat readiness training for Marine Co^Ps ^^1^^°?*^^

nilots In Irder to initiate that program promptly, and to equip two

fed?^\eUc°o^t:r squadrons for the temporary active f^^f
1*8 m-S^-Ds from the Marine Corps Reserve in FY 1966. We

J^^?^^''^ rfQj.^e
the combat crew readiness training program permanent to e^«?^ the force

level. Later, as the OV-10 enters the operating force, we plan to add

some of these aircraft to the combat readiness training force.
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The numbers of tanXer/transport aircraTt and of support aircraft

are essentially unchanged from those presented last year.

9, Navy and Marine Corps Reserve torces

As shown on Tahle 10 the Navy will continue to maintain a total of

about 50 ships in the Naval Reserve. These ships are partially manned

with active duty personnel, with the remainder of the crew being in the

Naval Reserves they can, therefore, be mobilized on very short notice.

This Fleet now consists of 38 destroyer types and 12 mine countermeasin-e

vessels. As more modern ships beccee available ftom the active forces,

older ships will be phased out. Beginning in FY 1970, as the coastal

minesweepers (MSCs) are replaced in- the active force by the new MSOs,

they will be transferred to the reserveforce^jher^they will replace

the old MSCOs and build up the forceHI^H^^Bl Similarly, the

newer destroyers trom the active forces will replace the older DEs now

in the NRTF,

As shown at the bottom of the table, the Navy also maintains a

large number of ships in the Reserve (or "mothball") Fleet, in either

Category B (BRAVO ) or Category C (CEARLIE) according to their physical

condition and readiness status. At end FY 1967> we will have 51 des-

troyer types, h CVSs, and 20 other vessels (mostly amphibious assault

ships) in the BRAVO category. While the ships in both of these cate-

gories are of approximately the same age — all built during World

War II — BRAVO* Category ships are generally in better condition, have

better equipment (e.g., newer sonars) , and are provided stocks o^^Q"^"

bat consumables such 'as ordnance^

^H^H^Hjl^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Ts a newer ship phases out of

^t^^fSrc^to^th^fava^Reserve Training Fleet) into Category BRAVO,

the oldest BRAVO ship is transferred into Category CHARLIE.

As I noted last year, because of their relatively poor physical

condition many of the CHARLIE ships would be usable only a^er extensive

overhaul and modernization. Accordingly, the Navy is continuously sur-

veying these ships in order to identify those which have no further value,

These ships are then .scrapped or otherwise disposed of. As a result

,

the size of the Reserve Fleet has been progressively reduced.

In addition, the Maritime Administration maintains in the National

Defense Reserve Fleet (NI}RF)m^HH niostly non-combatant, specifically

for potential Navy needs.- The Commission also maintains a reserve fleet

of merchant ships, but I will discuss these vessels later in connection

with the Airlift and Sealift programs.
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The Naval and Marine Corps Reserve air units are progranmed for
738 aircraft at the end of this fiscal year, and this number will in-
crease to about 900 by FY 1970, compared with ahout 76O at end Fl 1965,

All of the fighters and about one-third of the attack aircraft
shown on the table are earmarked for the Marine Corps Reserve air wing;
the rest are for the carrier forces. The Search Units are for the four
ASW carriers in the BRAVO Fleet.

10. Navy-Marine Corps Aircraft Procurement

The Navy and Marine Corps aircraft procurement program is shown
on Table 11. In order to meet the. requirements of the Southeast Asia
conflict and continue the planned modernization of the force, we propose
to increase the FY 1967 program from the original 620 aircraft to 1,047,
and to buy another "680 aircraft in FY I968 instead of the 604 planned a
year ago. The addition of k27 more aircrai^ to the FY I967 program and
76 to the FY 1968 program is the result of several factors, the most
important of which is the decision to provide for projected combat attri-
tion in Vietnam through the normal procurement lead time, i.e., December
1968 for the FY I967 Budget, and December I969 for the FY I968 Budget.
(The original FY I967 Budget was based on the assumption the conflict
would end by June 30, I967.) Other factors influencing the increase,
particularly in the FY I967 program, are: .

(1) The somewhat higher than expected losses of Navy aircraft
which have resulted from a higher than planned number of
sorties flown, coupled with a larger proportion flown
against North Vietnamese targets.

(2) The need for more combat readiness training aircraft to
handle the higher training loads.

With regard to the modernization of the attack carrier fighter
forces, we still plan to initiate F-lllB procurement in I968 with 20
aircraft. The technical problems involved in mating the PHOENIX
missile system and the airborne missile control system with the F-lllB
airframe appear to have been solved.

To provide for combat attrition beyond FY I967 and complete the
equipping of the Marine Corps fighter squadrons, we have increased the
FY 1967-68 F-4 procurement programs by a net total of 207 aircraTt over
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the niamber previously planned (FY 1967 was increased ftom 0 to 250 and

py 1968 was reduced from 76 to 33). This will pemit the replacement

of the last Marine Corps F-8 squadron in FY 1968, as shown on Tahle 9.

Because of the high rate of utilization of the P-8s in Southeast

Asia all of them will have reached their flying hour limits for struc-

tural safety hy end FY 1968. Since we plan to retain a nuniber of these

aircraft In hoth the active Fleet (for the ESSEX-class CVAs) and the

reserve forces for some time heyond FY 1968, we have decided to rework

375 of the latest models, providing them with new wings and other life-

extension modifications. The program was initiated last spring, using

about $17 million of FY 1966 funds; $70 million is included in the re-

vised FY 1967 Budget, another $70 miUion is requested for FY I900, and

the balance of about $30 mUlion will be required in FY 1969-

In the attack category we now plan to procure 393 aircraft in FY I967

and 318 in FY I968, an increase of 163 in FY 1967 and h2 in FY 1968 over

the program envisioned a year ago. We have added 100 A-4Fs and 63 A-6As

to the FY 1967 program, and 1+2. A-6As to the FY 1968 program (making a

total of 78). We presently plan no further procurements of A-Us and

expect to complete our A-6 procurement with 1^8 aircraft in FY I969. The

A.7 program for FY 1967-68 is alinost the same as presented a year

Fifty-eight A-7s have been added in FY 1969 and ten advanced ftrom FY 1971

to the FY 1970 program to offset combat attrition this new aircraft wxll

encounter when it is deployed to Southeast Asia. The ^^O A-7s shora for

FY 1972 would complete the presently planned procurement for the Navy

and Marine Cox-ps.

Last year we had planned on buying the first 100 OV-10 aircraft for

the Marine Corps in FY I967. However, the need for certain design

changes has delayed the award of the contract and has caused us to reduce

the FY 1967 quantity to 76 aircraft. We now propose to buy 30 more

OV-lOs in FY I968, for a total procurement of UU.

As I noted earlier, the estimated cost of the new electronic

countenneasure aircraft, the EA-6B, has increased significantly, and

pending redesign and the award of a new contract, we Plan to f^^e

test aircraft in FY 1968, onS of which will be procured with RDT&E

funds and is therefore not included in Table U. We still hope to be

able to proceed with the procurement program shown on Table 11 since

there -is an urgent need for an ECM aircraft of this type. However, if

the cost of the EA-6B, which is an adaptation of the A-6A, cannot be

brought into line, it may be cheaper in the long run to develop an en-

tirely new aircraft and provide an improved interim ECM capability in

other existing aircraft such as the A-3.
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We also plan to modify another six A-5s into RA-5Cs and to buy
12 more new RA-5Cs iji lY 1968 to help offset the high loss rates being
experienced by reconnaissance aircraft in Southeast Asia. Procurement
of another 2k new RA-5Cs is programmed in FY 1969 and 10 more in FY
1970, for a total of 1^6. In addition, funds are included in the FY
1967 Supplemental and FY I968 Budget request to convert 20 of the
older RF-8AS to the RF-SG configuration.

Our continuing review of the post -FY I97O requirement for Fleet
early warning indicates that the E-2A equipped with the presently
available sensors and avionics would not be able to provide the de-
sired capability in that time period. We have, therefore, canceled
procurement of the ten E-2As planned for FY 1966, and are using some
of these funds for the development of an improved avionics package.
We now plan to install this package, which promises considerably
greater reliability and better detection capabilities, on an improved
version of the E-2, and the E-2B. We have tentatively scheduled pro-
curement of ten of these E-2Bs in FY 1969 and 2k more in FY I970.

As a result of the decision to reduce the CVS force, we are cancel-
ing the SH-3D procurement in FY 1968 which we had programmed last year
We now plan to buy kO P-3s with A-UEW in FY I968, another iK) In FY I969
and complete the procurement with 29 aircraft in FY 1970. This will

'

give us 109 A-NEW equipped P-3s by the end of FY I97I, when the last
of these aircraft enters the force.

To provide for the higher tempo of operations and combat attrition
in Vietnam, we now plan to buy 125 helicopters in FY I967, compared

"

with the 100 requested last year, and another 84 in FY 1968,
'

In the Fleet Tactical and Mission Support category, we have added
eight C-130 radio relay aircraft to the FY I967 program in support of
the POLARIS force, an action I discussed earlier in connection with the
strategic forces. We have canceled the previously planned C-2A. procure-
ments in FY 1967 (12 aircraft) and FY I968 (9 aircraft) since we feel
that the 17 C-2s already procured, in conjunction with the present C-ls
in the force, will suffice to meet our oarrier-on-board delivery require-
ments as we now see them.

The increase in planned pilot production from 2,200 to 2,525 per
year vrLll require the procurement of additional training aircraft.
Further analysis of our training requirement Indicates that we can
transfer some T-28 aircraft now being used for proficiency flying to
the training mission, and that we can best meet our remaining fixed-
wing trainer requirements by procuring T-2B and T-37B twin-jet two-
seater aircraft for 'basic training, and TA-ks for instrument and
combat readiness training.
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The T-37B, the Air Force's hasic jet trainer, can provide approxi-

mately equal performance In all basic training missions except carrier

landing, and can be procured at about one-third the cost of a T-2B.

While the optimum mix of T-2Bs and T-37Bs is still being studied, it is

clear that the T-37B can be substituted in many of the basic training

roles with no degradation of pilot performance. Accordingly, we have

canceled the previously planned procurement of 72 T-28Cs in FY 1966 and

58 in FY 1967, and instead we now propose to procure 36 T-2Bs, and 9^

TA-Us in FY 1967, and 90 T-37Bs in FY I968. We have also included in the

FY 1967 program 9 TC-^Cs (a version of the Grumman Gulfstream) for navi-

gator bombadier training. This will reduce the requirement for A-6As now

being used for this purpose.

For helicopter training we will be able to utilize TJH-lEs as they

are released by new OV-lOs phasing into the force, thus permitting the

cancellation of the 20 TH-IE planned for procurement in FY 1967. In

addition, we plan to buy Uo new instrumented light turbine helicopters

(LTHs) in FY I968 to provide the increased training capacity I mentioned

earlier.

11. Other Navy Procurement

The present logistics objective for the Navy General Purpose ships

(including the Naval Reserve Training ships and one-third of the Cate-

gory BRAVO reserve ships) provides: .

(1) for the ASW forces and ships with NATO ccmmitments - initial

shipfills plus sufficient stocks to support 90 days of

combat consus^tion.

(2) for all other ships - initial shipfills plus l80-days of

combat consuniption of equipment and D to P stocks of

ammunition and secondary items.

The logistics objective for Navy attack carrier aircraft is to pro-

vide support for twelve air wing equivalents for three months of combat

for NATO and for six months for the Pacific in the case of equipment

(less aircraft) , three months for NATO and D to P for the Pacific in the

case of ammunition and secondary items — with three-quarters of the air

wings committed (i.e., a total of 5^ "wing months" of combat consumption).

At an estimated activity rate of 27.6 sorties per month per aircraft, this

would be equivalent to about 103,000 sorties during the first six months

of combat and 11,U00 sorties per month thereafter. For the first time

the logistics objective provides pipeline stocks for the"Navy*s non-NATO

oriented forces. I.e., va^.to an additional 135 days consumption in the

form of operating and safety-level stocks.
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In order to Tjuild toward these objectives and to provide for pro-
jected combat consimiption in Southeast Asia, we are requesting $1,389
million in FY I967 (of which $l64 million is included in the Supplemental
request) for Navy missiles, ordnance, and ammunition; and $1,723 million
more is requested in the FY I968 Budget for this purpose.

Large quantities of air-to-ground mmitions will continue to be

needed in FY I967-68. The largest single! item in this category is the

MK-82 500-lb. bomb 382,000 in FY I967 (57,200 in the Supplemental)

and 373,800 more in FY I968. In the case of the 250-lb. MK-8I bomb,

178,900 are included in "the FY I967 program and 188,200 more in FY 1968,
In terms of dollar value, another important item in FY I968 is the

procurement of about 1.6 million 2.75" rockets, at $109 mi3-lion. The

number of 5" ZUNI rockets requested in the FY 19^7 program now totals

68,500, and 81,500 are requested for FY I968. With respect to the CBU-2U/29
cluster bomb, the Navy now proposes to procure about 6,800 in FY I967

(2,900 are financed in the Supplemental request) and 18,000 more in FY I968.
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For the sin*face-to-air missile -ships which provide the Fleet's air

defense, the Navy will procure only the new STANDARD missile beginning

in FY 1968, although deliveries of TERRIER and TARTAR missiles will

continue for some time. We are requesting $52 million for 2kO medium

range and 660 extended-range STANDARD missiles.

As I mentioned last year, we decided to buy out our TALOS missile

inventory objective at a more rapid rate in order to take advantage of

production economies. Funds for the procurement of the final^H^AIOS
missiles to meet this objective are included in the FY 1968 Budget.

With respect to air-to-air missiles, some production difficulties

have been encountered with SIDEWINDER, resulting in a high rejection .

rate. We have, therefore, reduced our originally planned FY 19^7 pro-

curement from 1,252 to 952 and have inclTided 96O more in the FY I968

request. We propose to procure 1,195 SEARRCW III air-to-air missiles

in "fY 1968, some of which wi3J. be used for the new Basic Point Defense

Surface Missile System mentioned earlier. We also propose to initiate

pilot line production of the PHOENIX missile in FY" I968 with an initial

quantity of il5»

In the ASW category, we plan to continue the procurement of ASRCX!)

and SUBROC. The ASROC rocket is capable of long-range delivery of ASW

conventional or nuclear homing torpedoes or depth charges against high

performance submarines, and. provides our ASW forces with a highly reli-

able and effective stand-off anti-submarine capability. The SUBROC is

a long-range underwater -air-underwater solid propellent rocket, armed

with a nuclear warhead, which can be fired from a standard submarine

torpedo tube. The FY I968 Budget request includes funds for 856 ASROC

and 72 SUBROC.
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Last year I informed the Committee that the DASH ASW drone helicop-
ter was encountering higher-than-expected peacetime attrition and lower-
than-expected performance, and that we would review the entire program.
As a result of this review, we have now decided to reduce the planned
deployment of this system by about one-third. The FRAM I DDs, which we
had previously planned to equip with DASH, already liavc the highly
effective and reliable ASROC system, and any additional perfonaance
gains which DASH might provide would be marginal. The DASH system will
continue to be maintained on the FRAM II DDs and certain DEs, since it
provides their only stand-off ASW capability. This reduction in deploy-
ment will permit cancellation of the previously planned FY 1967 procure-
ment.

Improved ASW torpedoes continue to be a major prerequisite to a
more effective ASW force, and this category of weapons has continued to
receive our close attention. The MK-ij.6 lightweight ASW torpedo is an
effective weapon against the newer high-speed deep-diving nuclear-
powered submarines, and can be launched either by surface ships (tubes
or ASROC) or by ASW aircraft (helicopters or fixed-wing). In an attempt
to expand the production base for the MK-U6 and. obtain the cost benefits
of competitive procurement, we have opened a second production source.
Although we have achieved the cost benefits (the 3,500 torpedoes bought
in FT 1966, for exajnple, cost $12^-. 3 million compared with the budget
estimate of $179 million), it now seems clear that we will not achieve
the production levels, in FY 1967 originally expected. Accordingly, the
FY 1968 procurement is planned at' 2,300 (compared with 3,000 in FY I967)
to take this slippage into account.

The MK-U8 is a submarine-launched wire-guided long-range high-speed
acoustic-homing torpedo for use against deep-diving fast evasive nuclear
submarines, and is expected to be far more effective against these tar-
gets than the MK-37 presently in use. However, we have continued to
encounter substantial cost increases as well as delays in the test pro-
gram for the development prototype. As a result, production of the
MK-1;8, originally scheduled to begin in FY 1967, has been deferred to
FY 1968, and $96,5 million is included in our request for the first
180 torpedoes. These funds will also provide for 50 MK-27 mobile tar-
get torpedoes which must be -used with the MK-i^ since actual submarines
cannot be safely employed as targets.

The AN/SSQ-i+1 (JULIE/JEZEBEL) is an improved sonobuoy capable of
employment in either an active (JULIE) or passive (JEZEBEL) mode, and
replaces the separate JULIE and JEZEBEL sonobuoys. It will provide
ASW aircraft with greater tactical flexibility, since they will now be
able to employ whichever mode sonobuoy is most advantageous in a
particidar engagement, instead of being required to decide the optimum
passive/active sonobuoy mix when loading. The FY I968 Budget includes
funds for the procurement of 173,000 JULIE/JEZEBEL sonobuoys.
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Finally, a total of about $125 million is included in the FY I968

Budget for 8", 6", and 5" naval gun ammunition to meet the consumption

requirements of Southeast Asia end continue the huild-up of our stocks.

12. Marine Corps Procurement

The FY 1967 Marine Corps procurement now totals $5^1 million, of

which $253 million is included in the FY I967 Supplemental. For FY I968,

a total of $715 million is requested. Included in the FY 1967 total is

$231 million for mimitions and ordnance ($11^+ million in the Supplemental);

$463 million is included for this purpose in FY I968.

The i;^ 1967 Supplemental provides about $70 million for the procure-

ment of support vehicles such as l/i+-, 1/2- , 2-1/2-, and 5-ton trucks,

and $39 million more is included for support vehicles in FY I968. For

tracked vehicles, $^ million is included in the FY I967 Supplemental and

$5 million in the FY I968 Budget.

In the communications and electronics category, which includes such

major items as radars and the Marine Corps Tactical Data System (^^^DS),

we have increased our FY I967 procurement to $107 million, $29 million

of which is included in the Supplemental request. Another $1^+5 million

is included for communications and electronic equipment in FY I968-
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E. AIR FORCE GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES

The Air Force General Purpose Forces shown on Table 12 are essen-

tially the same as those presented a year ago, with the exception of

certain changes related to our operation in Vietnam.

1, Fighter and Attack

Our long range force ohjective in this category is the same as last

year, namely, 1728 UE aircraft organized in 2h wings - 13 F-U, 6 F-111

and 5 A-7. In the near term, however, we now propose to make several

changes in the force structure and procurement programs. For the most

part, these adjustments are related to operations in Southeast Asia,

in particular, the changes in our "budget planning assumptions and the

variations from the projected combat attrition rates reflected in OTir

force planning la^t year. And, in a few cases, the proposed changes are

the res\ilt of adjustments in production schedules.

The two B-57 squadrons {k8 UE aircraft) that we are using in ^ South

Vietnam will decline to 36 at "end FY 1967, and to 2k at end FY 1968, after

which they are scheduled to phase out of active service.

With respect to the F-lOOs, we had originally planned to phase

down the active force to k^O aircraft (25 squadrons) hy end FY I967.

However, attrition has been lower than forecast and we will have four

more squadrons in the force at end FY I967 than we had previously
planned. One of these squadrons was deployed to Southeast Asia in

December I966. The other three squadrons will be part of the rotation

base in the U.S. We had previously planned to transfer F-lOOs to the

Air National Guard on a schedule that would have left only one squadron

in the active force by the end of FY 1970. Now, because of force changes

related to the Vietnam conflict, we plan to retain these aircraft in the
active force an ejctra year; accordingly, the F-lOOs are shown in the

table as transferring to the Air National Guard in FY I970-7I. These
changes will not affect the nine squadrons of Air National Guard F-lOOs

which are now being maintained in a fully ready status through FY 1969,

giving us an important "backup" capability if it sho\ild be needed.

Last year we had planned to hold I3I F-102s in the force through

FY 1967 and then phase down to k6 aircraft in FY I968. However, in order

to free two F-U squadrons for deployment to Vietnam, two squadrons of

F-102S (a total of kk UE aircraft) scheduled to phase out of the con-

tinental air defense forces were transferred to the tactical forces in

FY 1966; one squadron was deployed to Okinawa and the other to Clark AFB

in the Philippines. Six of these F-102s at Clark AFB are now being con-

tinuously rotated to DaNang, Vietnam. As shown on the table, we now plan

to retain 175 F-102s through the end of the current fiscal year, l63

during FY I968-69, and zero- by end FY 1970.
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Last year we had planned to retain the two F-IO^I squadrons

(18 UE aircraft each) through FY 196? . However, the introduction

of MIG 21s into North Vietnam in the spring of 1966 caused us to

deploy one squadron to Southeast Asia. As a result of conibab losses

and training attrition, we will have only enough aircraft to retain

one squadron by the end of the current fiscal year and this squadron

will phase out by the end of FY I968.

Higher than expected attrition, both actual and projected, will

cause the F-105 force to decline .faster than scheduled last year — by

36 aircraft at end FY I967 and 78 aircraft by end FY I968. The higher

attrition stems basically from an increase in the actual number of

sorties flown combined with a large proportion of sorties flown against

the higher value but better defended targets in North Vietnam. By the

end of FY 1971, we would expect that the last of the F-IO53 would be

phased out to the Air National Guard.

'She F-Us, in contrast, are experiencing somewhat lower attrition

than forecast last January and this will help the force to build up

faster than planned. Thus, we now expect to have 8IO UE aircraft at

the end of the current fiscal year, 5^ more than expected last year.

By the end of FY 1968, the F-U force will rise to 990 UE aircraft, and

then decline to the planned objective of 936 aircraft (13 wings) by

end FY 1970, This 13 wing force will be composed of 20 squadrons of

T'hDs (which have improved ground attack features) and 20 squadrons of

F-ii-Es (which have the F-Ud's ground attack features, an internally mounted

gun, and an improved low altitude intercept capability. The F-kQs will

be allocated to the combat readiness training role. Thus, the more

modem and capable aircraft will be in the tactical force.

The F-m activation schedule is the same as planned last year,

except for a delay in activating two squadrons in FY 1970 and one

squadron in FY 1971. The first production models are scheduled for

this February.

Last year, in order to help diversify the Air Force tactical fighter

force, we proposed the procurement of the A-7, a relatively inexpensive

subsonic aircraft with good range, large ordnance-carrying capability,

long loiter time, and good close ground support features. Our original

deployment schedule called for activation of the first two squadrons

in FY 1968 with five more to be introduced in FY 1969> building toward

a tentative objective of 15 squadrons (five wings) in FY 1971. However,

this schedule was predicated on an early decision to proceed with the

development of an afterburner for the Air Force A-7. (Although the

engine now being installed in Navy A-7s is adequate for carrier operations,

it would have required the thrust augmentation of the
.
afterburner for

take-off from land bases.)
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Two considerations caused us first to delay and then change this

decision. First, it appeared desiraDle, if possible, to find a new

engine production source rather than add to the already crowded schedule

of one of our principal engine manufacturers. Second, if a different,

more powerful engine could be used, the load-carrying capacity of the A-?

would not have to be penalized by several hundred pounds of dead weight

which the afterburner would involve. Such an engine, the Rolls Royce s

"Spey" proved to be obtainable from AUison, who will produce it in the

United States under license from the British firm. The net result of

this decision will be a more capable aircraft but a delayed delivery

schedule. As shown on the table, the first unit is now planned for

activation in FY 1969. By the end of that year, we expect to have

one squadron in the force, ihk aircraft fewer than envisioned last year.

However, a new, faster production schedule wiU still permit the achieve-

ment of the planned -five wing force by the end of FY 1971.

2. Tactical Reconnaissance

The present long range objective for the tactical reconnaissance

force remains the same as a year ago, k squadrons of RF-lOls and 16

squadrons of RF-^+s, and will be achieved in FY 1970.

Because of anticipated Southeast Asia attrition and higher training

requirements, the RF-101 force had been expected to decline to 80 aircraft

by the end of the current year and then level off at four squadrons (72

UE aircraft) in the FY I968-7I period. We will stiU be able to maintain

a force of Bh aircraft in FY 1967, but in order to keep the four squadrons

through the FY 1968-72 period we will have to modify an additional 30

F-lOls to the RF-101 configuration. This will also permit us to operate

an additional squadron in FY 1969 to maintain the size of the force until

enough RF-Us can be delivered from new production.

With respect to the RF-^^s, we stiU plan to build the force to a

total of 16 squadrons (288 UE -aircraft) . However, the projected attrition

of another year of conibat in Southeast Asia will cause a slight delay in

the scheduled build-up of the force, with the result that there will be

18 fewer IXE aircraft (one squadron) at end FY I968 and FY 1969 than

previously planned, and the 'full I6 squadrons will not be operational

until FY 1970.

Ultimately, we will probably want to introduce a more advanced

capability into the tactical reconnaissance force. To this end we

initiated in FY 1966 a development project which would provide a recon-

naissance version of the F-IU. This development consists of a recon-

naissance pallet (i.e., a- modular sensor and processing unit) which can

be installed in the .attack version of the F-Ul with minijaium modification

to the aircraft. Through FY 1967, $25 million has been devoted to this
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effort and $2 million more is included in the FY I968 request. Tenta-

tively, we plan to procure 72 of these pallets at an estimated cost of

$96 million, «

3, Tactical Electronic Warfare Support

With the increasing importance of electronic warfare, underscored

by our experience in Southeast Asia, we have decided to estahlish a

separate Tactical Electronic Warfare Support (TEWS) force in the Air

Force General Purpose Forces. As shown on the table, this force will he

composed of 28 UE EB-66s converted from the RB/EB-66 aircraft previously

shown in the reconnaissance category, and k7 UE EC-il7s (formerly RC-i+7s).

The missions of the TEWS force will' include active and passive electronic

countermeasures (ECM) operations, airborne radio direction finding (ARDF),

and paramilitary communications countermeasures.

The EC-U7S, which were originally a temporary addition to the

force structure to meet Southeast Asia needs, will continue to perform

the ABDF mission. They have been equipped with the necessary sensors

and direction finding equipment to intercept enemy radio transmissions.

This data is then used to provide operational intelligence to field

commanders, help locate enemy activity for artillery or attack aircraft,

etc. A test version of the RC-47 was first flovm late in calendar year

1965. Based upon its initial success, two squadrons were authorized for

use in Southeast Asia, where about 30 of these aircraft are now

operating.

The RB/EB-66s have been providing the Air Force's present tactical

ECM capabilities. While these aircraft are not new, they have the range

and speed (and available space for gear) necessary for at least an

effective interim ECM system. In order to provide sufficient aircraft

for training, maintenance, and advance attrition, we plan to convert the

26 RB-66s now in the force and 9 WB-66s now in storage to the- EB-66 con-

figuration; this will involve some modification of the engines and pro-

vision of new ECM gear. A total of about $^5 million is requested in the

FY 1967 Supplemental for these modifications. Later, as advanced electronic

equipment becomes available (e,g., from the Navy EA-6B program), it may be

retrofitted into these aircraft.

Although we presently plan to retain the 28 UE EB-66s through the

FY 1968-72 period, we will continue to study optimum types, force levels,

and mixes of electronic warfare aircraft. The Air Force will initiate a

short contract definition phase for possible improvement of the EA-6Bs

jamming system and its integration into an aircraft suitable to Air Force

needs. This contract definition phase will also provide data to help guide

the decision whether the EB-66 with an advanced electronics system, or the

EA-6B, or a modification of some other aircraft still in production, or a
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completely new airframe design would best meet our projected future

requirements for this capability.

If, Special Air Warfare Forces

Since its creation in 1962, the Special Air Warfare Forces have

grown both in size and in the range of missions performed. Although

designed to support our own and allied forces in counterinsurgency

situations, more recently some elements of the SAW forces in Southeast

Asia have also been employed in conventional attack missions similar to

those performed by the Tactical Air Command. The SAW force's diversity

of missions is reflected in the variety of different types of primarily

older aircraft presently assigned to it. EventuaUy, we will probably

want to modernize this force with fewer types of newer, specially designed

aircraft, and we are currently studying this matter.

In order to meet the requirement of the Vietnam conflict, we have

increased the size of the SAW force from the 32? aircraft estimated last

year for end FY 1967 to 37^. This net increase consists of the addition

of 18 0-2s, 6 AC-U7S, 11 C-123S, 8 C-l*7s, and 18 A-37s, partially offset

by the reduction of ih A-ls. The 0-2s and C-hjs will be used for psycho-

logical warfare operations. The AC-47s provide high intensity fire support

for hamlet and base defense from three fixed sidefiring machine guns mounted

in their cargo compartment. The additional C-123s are employed principally

in foliage spraying operations. The A-37s (an attack version of the T-37

trainer) wiU replace the older A-ls now in the force.

In FY 1968, the number of A-ls will decline further to 25 and the

number of A-37s will increase by 7. By end FY I969, the second 25 UE

squadron of A-37s will enter the force and the number of A-ls will drop

to lif In FY 1970, 12 more A-37s (which hove about double the T-2iJs

ordnance carrying capacity) would replace the 2k UE T-28 squadrons in

our presently planned permanent SAW force.

5. Other Aircraft

The Tactical Air Control System (TACS) provides the command and control

capability for the tactical air commander in field operations. Currently,

the Air Force is using modified 0-1 aircraft transferred from the Army

for the Airborne Forward Air ControUer (AFAC) mission in Southeast Asia.

Last year, we had planned to convert this force completely to OV-lOs by

the end of FY I968. However, during the past year the requirement for

AFAC aircraft has virtually doubled and, as shown on Table 12, the authorized

TACS force has been increased to 250 aircraft. In addition, the OV-IO

program has slipped and we do not now expect deliveries of that aircraft

to the Air Force to be con?>leted until FY I969. m order to build up

the force as soon as possible, we have^ already taken action to procure
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an off-the-shelf Cessna aircraft designated the 0-2. These 0-2s will
give us an improved AFAC capability for the near term until the OV-lOs
become available; they will also allow us to meet the attrition projected
for both U.S. and Vietnam Air Force units. With respect to the longer
term, it is too early to make a final determination of the size and com-
position of the TACS force, a matter we now have under study. Tentatively,
for planning purposes, we show a post-Vietnam force of 96 HE OV-10 air-
craft.

6. Combat Readiness Training.

As described a year agOj we want to increase the size of the advanced
flying training base very significantly over what it has been in recent
years, from about one-eighth of the operational force to about one-fifth.
Rredicated on the assxjmption that the Southeeist Asia conflict would end
by 30 June 1967j this expansion was to have been substantially achieved
by the end of FY 1968. Now, however, under our revised budget planning
assumption, completion of the build-up of the training base in terms of
aircraft would be delated until the following year. Meanwhile, the
Air Force has been able to achieve a very significant improvement in the
monthly utilization rates of combat crew training aircraft. Except for
the F-I05, the average rate was increased from 25 hours to kO hours dur-
ing FY 1966 and we hope to achieve a rate of hours per month in lY
1968. The F-lO^s' utilization rate was raised fl'om 25 hours a month to
30 hours and we plan to hold at that level until this aircrsift is retired
from the active force.

?• Tactical Missiles

As I indicated last year, the remaining I8 MACE B missiles (one
squadron) deployed in Germany will be phased out d\iring FY I969 as

PERSHING takes over the quick reaction alert (QJIA) role. These fixed
site missiles represent relatively '^easy'* targets for the Soviet's
offensive forces and therefore, could not be counted oh being available
following a surprise attack. The remaining 36 MACE Bs deployed in
Okinawa, however, are tentative scheduled to remain in the active force
through the program period. It would be very difficult, if not impos-
sible, for the Communist Chinese to attack them successfully at the
present time, and, at least during the early stages of a build-up in
their nuclear capabilities, an attack on the MACE Bs would require con-
siderable effort on their part.

8. Air National Guard

A number of changes have been made in the planned equipage of Air
National Guard squadrons, most of them related to changes in the active

structure. The Guard will retain more F-84s and F-86s longer in order
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to offset delays in the transfer of F-lOOs and F-105s from the active

forces. Moreover, based on current attrition projections, few F-105s

will be ultimately available (only enough to maintain the present UE

until FY 1971, when a few more will begin to phase in) and, consequently,

the Guard will use more F-lOOs in the later years than previously planned.

As shown on Table 12, the Guard will have 3^7 tactical fighters at end

Fy I96T and 575 hy end FY 1970.

9« Aircraft Procurement

As shown on Table 13, the Air Force will procure a total of 732

tactical, air control, and reconnaissance aircraft for the General Pur-

pose Forces in FY I967, at a total cost of $1,8^7 million. (Of this

total, 102 aircraft costing $i+57 million are in the FY 1967 Supple-

mental request.) For FY 1968, 87^ aircraft costing $2,076 million are

requested for these 'forces. Both the FY I967 and FY 1968 programs pro-

vide for combat attrition through the nonnal production lead time, i.e.,

December 1969. Accordingly, if the Vietnam conflict should end before

that date, both the active and reserve ALr Force structures would be
modernized faster than shown oh Table 12.

Last year, we had scheduled procurement of 102 F-U aircraft for

FY 1967 and a final procurement of 32 in FY I968. We now propose to
increase the FY I967 program to 191 aircraft and buy 2U5 in FY I968.

The planned procurement of 100 F-Us in FY I969 and 53 in FY 1970 is

for advance peacetime ' attrition.

With respect to the F-lllA, 175 aircraft (including 2h for eventual

sale to Australia) were funded through FY 1967» Last year, we had tenta-

tively planned on financing I80 more in FY 1968, However, we have now

decided to adjust the production rate so as to be able to include certain

improvements, which are now being made, in more of the aircraft. As a

result, we plan to buy only IU3 aircraft in FY I968, adding the differ-

ence of 37 aircraft to the end of the line in FY 1971- In addition,

another 23 aircraft will be procured in FY 1971 (a. total of 121) for

advance peacetime attrition.

Production of the F-lllA is on schedule and the first aircraft are

expected to enter the operational forces in FY 19^7 • The net result of

the F-lllA*s tests to date indicates that it will meet or exceed its

desired performance standards in all essential respects.

The Air Force's A-7 program has, as I indicated earlier, slipped

substantially from that projected a year ago. We originally thought

that this program covild get under way in FY 1966 and funds were included

in the FY I966 Supplemental for the first seven aircraft, and in the

original FY 1967 request for 99 more . Since it has now been decided that
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the Air Forceps A-7 should employ a more powerful engine than the Navy s

version and that it should include certain other improvements, the pro-

curement program has been rescheduled as shown in Tahle 13- The FY 19bb

buy has been deleted and the FY 1967 buy reduced from 99 aircraft to 20.

For FY 1968 we plan to buy 181 A-7s, and additional offsetting upward

adjustments in procurement in subsequent years should Perniit us
?f
^^ve

a force level of 36O UE by FY 1971, as previously planned. The contract

was awarded last fall and we now expect delivery of the first Air Force

A-7 aircraft in late FY I968.

Last year we had tentatively scheduled procurement of 157 OV-lOs

for the TAGS force. However, the TAGS requirement has grown sharply dur-

ing the past year leading to the decision to buy the 0-2 and thxs,
^

coupled with a delay in projected OV-10 deliveries and an increase in

the cost of that aircraft, has caused us to revise our planned procure-

ment program. Although we still plan to purchase 157 OV-lOs for the

TAGS mission, the FY 19^7 buy has been reduced from the ^23 scheduled

a year ago to 98, with the difference of 25 being added to the FY 19w

program which now totals U8. Fi:irther procurement of the OV-10 for the

Air Force will depend upon a future decision to use it to help modernize

the Special Air Warfare Forces.

As previously mentioned, action has already been Initiated to pro-

cure 176 0-2A aircraft in FY 19^7, 1^5 for the TAOS force, end 31

SAW force's psychological warfare mission (including support aircraft;.

Forty-seven more 0-2s are included in the FY I968 program to provide for

combat attrition replacement. The first deliveries of the 0-2 will be

made over the next few months, with the last to be delivered early in

calendar year I968.

Also added to the FY I967 program are 57 A- 37 aircraft, and 120 more

will be procured in FY 1968 to form three squadrons in the U.S. SAW force

and three squadrons in the South Vietnam Air Force, Pl^J^.^^f^^^^JS

attrition. We now plan to buy .a total of h5 F-5s - 10 in FY I966, 31

in FY 1967 and 1+ in FY I968. These aircraft will be used to re-equip

one Vietnamese Air Force A-1 squadron (I8 UE), provide h aircraft each

to Korea and Thailand, and replace F-5s lost by the Air Force in South-

east Asia.

Finally, to offset projected attrition of reconnaissance aircraft in

Southeast Asia, the FY I968 quantity of RF-4 aircraft has ^^en increased

from the 23 shown on the table last year to 86, and 1+6 more will be pro-

cured in FY 1969 for advance peacetime attrition. And, as previously

mentioned, to maintain a level of four RF-101 squadrons, we will convert

38 F-lOls to the reconnaissance configuration in FY 19ocS«
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10. other Air Force Erociirement
|

The present logistics objective for the Air Force General Purpose

Forces provides for procurement of equipment (less aircraft), non-nuclear

ordnance, combat consumables, and secondary items to support three months

of combat consumption for NATO forces. For non-NATO forces, combat

consiMption is provided for six months for equipment items and for D to P

for non-nuclear ordnance, combat consumables, and secondary items, A

pipeline of up to 135 days is also provided for non-NATO forces. The

forces to be supported are;

a. A force of 1,900 tactical fighter/attack aircraft.

b. The Special Air Warfare (SAW) Forces.

c. A force of 80 B-52s.

d. The tactical reconnaissance forces.

The logistic objective now provides for the first six months of com-

bat about 200,000 tactical sorties (aboTZt itOO,000 tons of ordnance),

l+,800 B-52 sorties (iMfjOOO tons) and 15,000 SAWF sorties (30,000 tons),

for a grand total of about 220,000 sorties (57^,000 tons of ordnance).

This is an increase of about 53>000 sorties (10U,000 tons of ordnance)

over last year's objective for the first six months of combat.

The Air Force's aircraft non-nuclear ordnance program for FY 19^7

totals $1,739 million, of which $438 million is included in the Supple-

mental request. The proposed Yl I968 program totals $1,629 million. As

previously discussed, the funds requested will finance production through

the reorder lead time, and wherever possible the existing production base

will be utilized to produce proven weapons, with purchases of .newer or

developmental weapons deferred until a later time.

"Iron bombs", which are being consumed at high rates in Southeast

Asia, will continue to dominate the FY 1967-68 procurement programs. For

these two years, $1,^9 million will be spent on these bombs, including

166,500 250-lb. bombs; 1.4 million 500-lb. bombs, 1.1 million 750-lb.

bombs, and 10,800 2,000-lb. bombs; $31 million is for 109,000 napaJjn

bombs and $U63 million is for 2.75 inch rockets and 20mm ammunition. For

"cluster" types, the CBU family and other canister bombs, $888 milUon

is included for about 487,700 units.

Also included in the Air Force ' s FY I967-68 proposed program is $74

million- for 4,678 TV-guided WALLEIYEs, about $106 million for 7,214 SHRIKE/

AEM anti-radar missiles, and about $6l million for 2,395 SPAEROW air-to-air

missiles.
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11. Theater Air Base Vulnerability

The theater air base vulnerability program is designed to minimize

the damage an enemy could do to our overseas airfields, and the aircraft

on them, in a non-nuclear attack. This program is oriented to the entire

range of possible enemy action from a highly sophisticated aircraft attack

to the kind of guerilla type penetration of an air base's defensive peri-

meter with which we have had to contend In Southeast Asia. Our deployed
tactical aircraft represent a very valxiable Mset, not simply in terms
of their dollar cost but more important in terms of the great contribution
that their immediate post-attack fighting capability can make to the
favorable outcome of a conflict. The importance of the relatively in-

expensive measures which we recommend to protect these aircraft should be

Judged in this light.

An air base's vulnerability to attack can be reduced in many ways,

e.g., aircraft can be camouflaged with paint, POL and communications facil

ities can be hardened, and the visual contrast between the base and its

surroundings can be toned down. These types of actions are already being
carried out extensively. In addition, kits fbr rapid repair of bomb
damaged runways have been provided for all Southeast Asia bases and are

now being procured for other Pacific and European bases. These kits con-

sist of a supply of runway bstse material (we are experimenting with
several new types )plus the necessary repair equipment. Some steel revet-

ments have been provided for our aircraft in Vietnam. In addition to

these passive measures, of course,' our program to improve our forward

area air defense with the improved gun/CHAPABRAL/HAWK weapons will also

contribute to the protection of tactical aircraft.

However, what we consider to be the most important element of a

balanced effort in this area, the provision of protective shelters for

the aircraft themselves, has yet to be even started, although the funds

to do so have been requested in each of the past four years. Each time

the Congress has denied our request, most recently perhaps in the belief

that uncertainties regarding the size and character of our future overseas

deployments make such fixed investments as shelters unwise at this time.

With respect to our European deployments, it is true that we are currently

in a period of change and reconsideration. However, those few currently

outstanding questions "which might affect our tactical aircraft basing

plans in Europe should be settled within a matter of months. In any event

we would not actually undertake shelter construction at any location where

there remained any siibstantial question about our near-term occupancy.

A prefabricated metal, earth mOTjnded shelter has already been develop

ed and successfully tested by the Air Force. In a conventional attack it

would provide protection against anything but a direct hit by a heavy bomb
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it would also offer considerable protection in a nuclear attack. This
shelter can be built at a cost of about $135,000 to $175,000 apiece
(depending on whether the shelter is equipped with blast resistant steel
doors), a small fraction of the value of the aircraft it protects. This
year's request for $26 million will provide various vulnerability reduc>
tion measures (shelters, paving for dispersal sites, POL facility harden-
ing, etc.) at eight European and four Pacific bases. The total program
presently envisioned would ultimately provide shelter for some 3^0 air-
craft and other high-value aviation equipment, together with the full
range of other vulnerability measures — at a total cost of about $178
million. I urge the Congress to provide the $26 million included in our
FI 1968 request so that we may get started promptly on this critical program.

F. TACTICAL EXERCISES

lAider normal peacetime conditions, large scale strategic mobility and
tactical exercises contribute to the maintenance of high combat readiness,
provide highly visible demonstrations of our capabilities, help test new
operational concepts and weapon systems, and permit U.S. and allied forces
to perfect coordination procedures which they would have to use in wartime.
However, with the expansion of combat operations in Southeast Asia during
the past 18 months, the importance of simulating such operations has dropped
sharply .and in FY I966, only about $9 million was used for the larger ex-
ercises "directed" or "coordinated" .by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. There-
fore, on the assumption that the Vietnam conflict will continue through
FY 1968, we have budgeted only $27 million for this purpose, far below
the $100 million plus level of pre-Vietnam years. This amount would
support a very modest program, the specific content of which will be
chosen from several tentatively scheduled exercises as future .conditions
may permit.

In addition to these larger exercises, the Military Services will con-
tinue to supplement their normal unit training schedules with unilaterally
planned readiness exercises, including a number with elements of allied
military establishments.

G. FINANCIAL SUMMARY

The General Purpose Forces Program outlined above will require total
obligational authority of $34. U billion in FY I968.

A comparison with prior years is shown below:

($ Billions, Fiscal Year)

1962 1963 X9^h 1965 1966 1967
Act. Act. Act. Act. Act. Est.

1968
Prop.

3k.k.
Total Obligational

Authority 18,0 17.9 18.0 19.1 29.5 3^.3
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IV. AIRLIFr AHD SEALIFT FORCES

Included in this program are the Military Airlift Command trans-

ports, the Air Force's troop carrier aircraft assigned to the Tactical

Air Command and the Iftiified Commands, the transport and troop carrier

aircraft in the Air Force's reserve components, and the troop .ships,

cargo ships, tankers and "forward mobile depot" ships operated by the

Military Sea Transportation Service.

Although not specifically included in the Alrlift/Seallffc Ptogram,

those elements of other mador prograns whose missions and capabilities

are closely related to the general requirement for lift have also been

considered in determining what forces should be provided here. These

other elements include such specialized transportation forces as the

carrier-on-board delivery aircraft of the Wavy and the cargo aircraft

of the Marine Corps,

Within the context of this specific program, the lift mission con-

sists of two main tasks: the strategic requirement for transport sup-

port of military operations in overseas areas and the tactical require-

ment for intra-theater and assault airlift. The strategic task can be

further divided into the requirement for the initial rapid military

response to distant crises and the longer term requirement for continu-

ing support and re-suppl7 of overseas military operations. This dis-

tinction is very important because it helps determine what kind of

equipment is needed, when it must be available, how it should be organ-

ized and deployed, and who should control it. As you know,
«
during the

past several years, our principal concern in the airlift/sealift area

has been to build up a quick-reaction capability adequate to meet our

global security commitments. More recently, our experience in support-

ing a major military deployment in Southeast Asia- has focused our

attention on the problems of providing lift support over the longer

term, and especially under conditions when it is not feasible to re-

quisition commercial shipping.

A. STRATEGIC MOVEMENT

All of our studies show that the length and cost of a war, as well

as the size of the force ultimately required to terminate it favorably,

are importantly influenced by how fast we can bring the full weight of

our military power to bear on the situation.
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In previous posture statements I have discussed at some length the
range of strategies available to us for meeting the requirement for such
prompt and effective response to distant military contingencies. Basically,
these choices range from reliance on large ready forces deployed overseas
in advance of need, to reliance on a central reserve of men end eauipment
in the U.S. to be deployed by airlift and sealift as required. A^strategy
which combines features of both these extremes might provide for preposi-
tioning equipment end supplies overseas, either on land or abourd ship,
with the men to be airlifted in as needed. Although each of these ap-
proaches has its own advantages and disadvantages with respect to opera-
tional flexibility, foreign exchange costs, total manpower and eauipment
requirements, etc., the strategy- of a mobile central reserve supported
by an adequate lift capability and balanced prepositioning has long been
accepted as the preferred alternative for meeting the rapid response
objective.

During the past several years, the Defense Department has been em-
barked on a major effort to achieve the rapid deployment capability
needed to support such a strategy. In the main, this effort in the
early years concentrated on improving our strategic airlift capacity,
principally through the procurement of large numbers of C-I30 and C-li^l
transport aircraft. Thus, between fY I961 and the end of the current
fiscal year, we will have increased our HHP lift capability to South-
east Asia or Europe fourfold. Now, we are buying a new transport, the
C-5A which will enable us to make another major improvement, both quali-
tative and quantitative, in our strategic airlift capacity. Thus, when
our presently planned six squadrons of C-5As are all in the force in
FY 1972, our airlift capacity will be more than ten times what it was
in FY 1961.

Over the years, forward prepositioning of military materiel, especial-
ly heavy and bulky equipment, has grown in importance, partly because of
the great increase in our ability to airlift forces and. partly because
of the emergence of new prepositioning concepts and equipment. The most
important of these concepts has been the "forward floating depot (FFD)"
in which balanced stocks of equipment and supplies are maintained on
ships stationed overseas within a few days steaming distance of potential
trouble spots, and thus very quickly available to "marry up" with air-
lifted forces from the central reserve. As a first generation "floating
depot" system we planned to use old VICTORY-class ships, specially modi-
fied for this purpose. Three of these ships were actually deployed to
the Philippines in ?y I963 and we had planned to add I6 more this year.
However, the req\iirementE of the conflict in Southeast Asia have now
caused us to defer this deployment, at least until FY I969.
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Our future plans call for this first generation system to be re-
placed by a new class of ships, the FDLs, which are being specifically

designed to support a rapid deployment strategy. Unlike the relatively
slow (16 knots) ai^dsma^^^load (2,265 short tons) VICTORY ships, the
FDLs will be ^ fUmH^ large payload (&>10,000 short tons)
ships capable of rapidly delivering cargo either over-the-beach, using
embarked lighters and helicopters, or at established ports. Because of

these improvements, the FDLs will provide a wider range of operational
flexibility than the VICTORYs. While we would probably always want to
have some of them fully loaded and deployed forward, some of them could
also be held partially loaded with anmunition and supplies but in a

ready status in either U.S. or overseas ports where vehicles, helicop-
ters, etc., tailored to the mission, could be placed on board quickly
as the situation requires. This mode of operation, which is feasible
only because of the speed and efficiency of the FDLs, would allow u£ to

meet the desired rapid deployment schedules without immobilizing in-

definitely large amounts of high cost equipment, some of which also

requires substantial continiiLng maintenance. In either mode of opera-

tion, however, the FDLs would have to be committed to the rapid deploy-

ment mission at all times and 'would not be available for regular point-
to-point service. Thus, while they will make an enormous contribution
to our rapid deployment capability and will also be highly efficient

carriers for resupply after the initial deployment phase, these FDLs,

in themselves, do not provide the answer to the overall sealift problem.

Indeed, all of our study and. experience shows that the requirement
for sealift continues to grow after the initial build-up phase, as more
forces are deployed and stocks of consumables have to be replaced. To

meet this larger and longer term need, we must rely in large ,part on

merchant shipping. Based on the transportation requirements implicit

in our contingency planning for a number of the most DJLkely limited war

situations, it appears that the equivalent of up to kSO general cargo

ships (averaging 15,000 MT capacity, I5 knot speed), might be needed in

a fut\ire emergency, over and above those available in our own Airlift/
Sealift Forces. Simply in terns of size, the U.S. Flag Merchant Fleet

(active and reserve) is adequate for such contingencies now, and should

continue to be so in the future. The real problem, underscored by our

recent experience in supporting our Southeast Asia deployments, concerns

the availability of these U.S. Flag merchant ships to the Defense Depart-

ment on a timely basis.

For the past year and a half, we have been engaged in a massive sea-

lift of men end supplies to Vietnam. In the first quarter of FY 196?

,

the Military Sea Transportation Service (MSTS) exceeded its FY I965

average quarterly shipping rate by I65 percent. However, only about a

third of the increase was obtained from the U.S. liner fleet (both sub-

sidized and unsubsidized). These, of course, were the ship operators
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who had "been given preference in carrying peacetime Defense cargoes,

who up until recently (when MSTS introduced competitive "bidding) had

collectively negotiated freight rates with KSTS, and on whom Defense

had traditionally counted for the "hard core" ,
of its sealift augmenta-

tion in wartime. But, when the heavy demands for sealift to Southeast

Asia began to develop, most of the liner operators chose to continue to

ply their normal commercial trade routes, and in the July-September I966

period only 8 percent of the subsidized fleet and something less than

10 percent of the non-subsidized 3Jjier fleet were under charter to MSTS,

This choice was understandable under the circumstances. In a total war,

neither the Government nor the shipline operators would have any choice,

the ships would be requisitioned. But in a limited war, such as Vietnam,

the issue is not as clear; the shipline operators, understandably, don*t

want to lose their place on the world trade routes and the Government

doesn't want to be forced to requisition the ships it needs.

Fortunately, in the present situation, we have been able to obtain

the needed sealift without recourse to requisitioning, princi:^ally through

the use of the unsubsidized tramp fleet and through reactivations from

the reserve fleet (NDRF). Almost two-thirds of the increase in Defense

sealift capacity achieved since the start of the Vietnam build-up has

come ftom these sources. As of January 1, I967, 73 privately owned

ships, representing about 70 percent of the total general cargo capacity

of the U.S. tramp fleet, were in Government service and 153 (joveniment

owned ships had been reactivated ftom the HDRF to carry Government cargoes

under private operation*

While these resources have successfully met the needs of the present

emergency, they may not all be available in another emergency a decade

hence. By 1975, most of the ships in the NDRF will be 30-35 years' old

and will require larger expenditures for conversion to SLSsure satisfactory

reliability. Moreover, the unsubsidized tramp/irregular fleet will prob-

ably have disappeared because its aging World War II vessels cannot be

replaced at an economical price. As a result, the Defense Department

may in another emergency be far more dependent on the subsidized berth

line operators than it is today.

The greater requirement for berth line ships is disturbing not only

because of the problem of responsiveness but also" because of the cost

implications involved. We Imow from past experience, and we cannot real-

istically expect it to be otherwise, that unless the operators are assured

a good profit (at prices established in a tight market) their ships will

not be forthcoming voluntarily in an emergency. This makes the subsidized

liner fleet a very costly form of sealift for the Defense Department to

hire, just when it needs it most.
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F^^^;he^mo^eJ U.S. Flag ships are twice as expensive to operate

,

even in normal times, as most foreign flag ships. And, as I mentioned

earlier, ship construction in U.S. yards costs about twice as much as

that abroad. To offset these cost differentials, the U.S. Merchant

Marine is subsidized by the taxpayer, directly and indirectly, to the

tune of nearly three quarters of a billion dollars a year — on the^

premise that this shipping is required for potential national security

needs. Yet, despite this large annual subsidy, virtually all our sea-

lift needs since World War II have been met without requisitioning

merchant ships. Moreover, it seems clear that the most likely require-

ments for sealift augmentation in the future will be associated with

limited war situations like Vietnam, in which recourse to requisitioning

will be as undesirable as it seems today.

In summary, from the viewpoint of the Defense Department, there is

a firm requirement for reliable, responsive sealift augmentation for a

wide range of limited war situations, a requirement which the present

subsidized U.S. liner fleet, for various reasons, has not met. Various

solutions have been suggested, ranging from a major increase in the sub-

sidized U.S. Flag merchant fleet to a full scale program of reserve fleet

modernization. I do not propose to offer a solution at this time; other

agencies of the Government are also involved. I believe a way can be

found to revitalize both the American shipbuilding industry and the U.S.

Merchant Marine and make them both more truly competitive in the world

markets — and I believe that these objectives, along with our military

requirements, can be met at costs lower than those our nation is incur-

ring today.

B. AIEOilFI

The airlift forces currently planned through FY 1972 are shown on

Table lU, In the active forces, the C-5A deployment schedule is the

same as that envisioned a year ago with the first two squadrons scheduled

to become operational in FY 1970 and the entire six squadron force in

FY 1972. The C-5A procurement program, unchanged from last year, is

shown on Table 15. The first eight aircraft were included in the current

year's program and $U23 million is included in the FY 1968 request for

the next I8, plus advance procurement. The total C-5A program cost

(including research and development and facilities construction) is

estimated at $3.^ billion.

Fabrication of the C-5A was begun last summer and the first flight

is scheduled for late in FY I968. This aircraft will have a maximum

gross weight of about 769,000 lbs. and a maximum .payload of 265,000 lbs.

at a range of 2,700 n.mi. - About 98 percent of the heavy bulky equipment

which the ground forces require for maximum combat effectiveness can be
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carried by the C-5A compared with only about two-thirds of such equip-

ment in the case of the C-lUl, With its "visor" nose and rear cargo

doors j the C-5A will permit fast drive-through loading and unloading.

An upper level in the aircraft, above the cargo bay, will provide

accommodations for a relief crew plus 75 troops. Its high flotation
landing gear vdll allow it to operate from relatively primitive airfields
characteristics of so much of the world. It will be not only the most
capable > but also the most efficient air cargo carrier ever build.

Last year we had tentatively scheduled the phase-out of the C-133

fleet from the active forces in PY 1971. However, in order to maintain

the squadron integrity of the Military Airlift Command's force structure,

we now plan to phase out the last two squadrons of C-133s as the last

two C-5A squadrons become operational in FY 1972.

We also plan to retain one additional C-12U squac3ron (l6 UE aircraft),
previously scheduled to be phased out this year, through FY I968 in order
to provide rotational aircraft for support of USAFE, thereby releasing
additional MC airlift- for support of Southeast Asia.

The C-l4l force will reach its planned str.ength of ik squadrons in
FY 1968 and is scheduled to hold at that level throughout the program

period.

-

Before the end of FY 1967, we plan to reorganize the existing C-I30
fleet within a force structure of 28 squadrons rather than the 31 pre-

viously planned. This reorganization, although it reduces the number of

UE aircraft shown on the table, does not change the nmber of aircraft

actually in the force. Instead, it will provide a better distribution of

these aircraft between the operational units, the maintenance float and

the training mission. As the C-5As enter the force, some of the C-lSOs

will be transferred to the Air Force reserve components.

The C-135s will be phased out of the active airlift forces in FY

1968, the same schedule planned a year ago.

As a result of an Army-Air Force agreement in April 1966, which re-

delineated certain air support mission responsibilities within the combat

theater, the Army*s CV-2 CAKIBOU transports (redesignated the C-7A) have

now been transferred to Air Force operation and are, therefore, accounted

for in this program for the first time.

No major changes are contemplated in the airlift force structure of

the reserve components from that proposed a year ago. Last year the Con-

gress directed that one C-121 and two C-97 squadrons should be retained

through the current fiscal year, and this is reflected on the table.
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In FX 1968. we propose to continue one C-121 squadron and one more C-97

sqi^ofthan plained last year. Over the next few years, as shown on

^hftSle, the Air Force Reserve and Air National Guard will pha^e out

ly,t c Als C-121S C-97S and C-123s- Then, as C-130s are received

*f^L';i^'aJtive'f:rcesrthe reservf components will P-^-f-^ -tire

their C-97S and C-12lts. Eventually, the reserve airlift force will

consist entirely of C-lSOs. During FT 1968, we propose to continue the

pScSt mlJ^ing for the 11 Air Force Reserve C-12U squadrons, which

was inaugurated as a readiness measure in the summer of 19^5.

C. SEALUT

As discussed earlier in this section, we propose to huild a fleet

of Fa^t D^pWt Logistic (FDL) ships with ^
f
°j;f

'

of tSrty IhiTs. The Congress approved ($67.6 ndlUon) for two

of these ships in FT I966, including $10 million in the FY I966 Supple-

^t^ for^he Vitiation' of contract definition. As I explained a year

actual contracts for these first two ships are being deferred in

OTder S ^t their inclusion in the "total. parage" contract. We now

to award the multi-year contract late this fiscal year. Funding

?orfive ^s ($233.5 mllion) is included in the FY
19f ^^^^'iW

Tentatively, 12 more PDLs would he funded Jn FY I969 and U in FY 1970

as shown on Talsle 15*

The FDLs we now Eropose will be considerably large:, faster and more

efficient ships than those we originally envisioned. Two years ago, the

^reiSSary TOL concept called for a vessel capable of carrying about

^e^rs^ofdivisi^equii^ent and *^\^^^/l,ntC ^l-
sidering wiU be able to carry perhaps twice that tonnage and. at an esti

matS Sc^ease in the cost per ship of less than 10 percent.

As I noted earlier in the discussion of the shipbuilding problem, the

TDL io^aS represents the first application of the concept f°f«^f
,

Sact definition process and the "total
P?<*««l,.*^^tlon" was

Socurement. The first phase of this approach, f '

'^B.nnleted in July 1966 when three contractors were awarded definition

l^^lVcts Dvfftaa the first phase of contract definition, the corapet^g

contrtSo;s ^efafedlheir initial proposals around Army P?^"™"

^oe requir^ents and standards instead of detailed sMp «P«=ifi?«'"?°^-

Sus fo^tS first time, the talents of private industry are being brought

to bea^ on the initial dLi^ of the ship. During the ^5=of^^^^^
definition process, which has Just been =^Pj«*^^' ^^^^^ l^SS^en-
contractors prepared detailed proposals for their *

. /
sive program plan for their production. As part of these detailed ^o
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would be far superior to the existing U.S. yards and in terms of design

and layout would be equal to the best of the foreign yards.

We are now in the last stage of the definition process, i.e., bid

evaluation and source selection. During this period we will be seeking

not Just the proposal which gives us the most effective FDL from a per-

formance point of view but also the one which offers the required cap-

ability at the lowest "life cycle" cost, i.e., design, construction,

facility and operating costs. Thus, for the first time in ship design,

major considerations are being given to all significant life cycle cost

elements, such as the manning, the skill levels, training, the degree of

automation, the amount of ship maintenance and reliability required, and

integrated logistic support aspects. Since the FDLs will all be construc-

ted to one design and in a single highly efficient yard, we expect to

achieve a greater amount of capability from each shipbuilding construc-

tion dollar than we ever have before. If this proves to be correct, and

we have every reason to believe it idU, the FDL program may pioneer the

revitalization of the American shipbuilding industry.

At this time last year, the Navy was Just entering the first' phase

of FDL contract definition, which made it difficult to forecast accurately

the exact development schedule of these ships. We can now be more definite

and as shown on Table lU, we- believe we could have the first eight ships

operational by the end of FY 1971 and a force of twenty by the end of

FY 1972. The entire presently planned 30 ship fleet could be available

the following year.
.

The three VICTORY-class cargo ships which had been used as forward

mobile depots since 1963 have been temporarily converted to point-to-

point service in support of our current effort in Southeast Asia. Our

plans now call for retaining these ships in this role through the end of

FY 1968. Subsequently, with the end of the Vietnam conflict, we would

expect to return them to their forward mobile depot role. At that time

we. would also plan to add I6 more VICTORY ships to this mission, giving

us a fleet of 19 ships which woxad be retained until a sufficient number

of the more efficient FDLs became available in FY 1972.

During FY 1966, MSTS operated in the nucleus fleet an iadditional

general purpose cargo ship to help meet the increased requirements of

our Southeast Asia operation. Tentatively, we now plan on retaining this

ship through FY I968, after which the active general purpose cargo fleet

is scheduled to decline as shown on Table lU. Another minor change in

last yearns planned deployments resulted from the fact that one roll-on/

roll-off ship which had been expected to enter service in May or June I900

has been delayed.
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With respect to special purpose cargo ships, the temporary Vietnam

augmentations which I described a year ago have now been ^^^^^
Fyi968. In addition, MSTS will operate 13 more IfiTs in FY 1967 than

envisioned last year and ll^ more through FY 1968. After FY I968, the

special purpose cargo fleet is tentatively scheduled to return to the pre-

Vietnam level, as shown on Table lU,

During the past three years, funds have been provided to increase
^

the capacity of six MSTS tankers built during World War II by adding a

new center section, at a cost of $4.2 million per ship. Ultimately, a

total of ten tankers were scheduled to undergo this modification. Con-

currently, as I pointed out last year, we also took under study the

alternative of replacing some of these older tankers with new ships.

While we are not yet ready to recommend this course, or the long-term

chartering of private tankers which is also being studied, we have con-

cluded that the tanker "Jumboization" program no longer represents the

best or most economical approach to the modernization of the MSTS tanker

fleet. Therefore, the tanker conversion program, which actually never

got underway, has been terminated and the $2^.6 million previously appro-

priated for this purpose has been used to offset other requirements.

Finally, as described in former years, we intend to' keep I6 troop

ships in the force through 1970 as a hedge against emergency requirements.

To the extent they are not needed in active status, they will be Placed

in ready reserve, manned by skeleton civil service crews. After FY 1970,

we tentatively plan on keeping eight of these troop ships to meet a re-

quirement for transporting the follow-on assault elements of two Marine

Corps divisions. Currently, aU operating troop ships are in ,the Pacific

in support of our Southeast Asia deployments, and the r«aainder are in

the Atlantic in a Ready Reserve status.

D. . FINANCIAL SUMMARY

The Airlift and Sealift Forces I have outlined will require Total

bbligational Authority of $1.6 billion in FY I968. A comparison with

prior years is shown below:

($ Billions, Fiscal Years)

1962 1963 19Sk 1965 1966 1967 1968

Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Est. Eroposed

Total Obligational ,

Authority .
1.1 1.1 1-2 1.^^ 1-T 1-5 1-6
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V. RESERVE AND GUARD FORCES

A. GENERAL

In the preceding sections of this statement, I have discussed

the Reserve and Guard forces as they contribute to our various military

missions. In this section, I will smnmarize the numbers of men serving

on a paid drill status and the costs of the program. The numbers of

Reserve and Guard personnel in regular paid training for the fiscal years

1961 through 1968 are shown on Table I6.

As shown on the bottom of the table, we have budgeted for 1,01+9,000

Reserve and Guard personnel on paid status at the end of FY I968. This

compares with 1,05^^,100 at the end of FY I966 and an eacpected 1,068,500

at the end of the current fiscal year. Of these numbers, 936,600 personnel

are expected to be in a paid drill training status by the end of FY 196b,

compared with 985,100. at the end of FY 1967 and 969,200 at the end of

FY 1966.

B. ARMY RESERVE COMPONENTS

In accord with the provisions . of the FY 196? Appropriation Act, we

are programming the Army reserve con^onents during FY 1967 at average

strengths at or above' those specified (380,000 for the Guard and 260,000

for the Reserve) . In the case of the Guard, the actual FY 196? end

strength is estimated at 1+18,500,. the level originally established a year

ago to accommodate the 100 percent manning standard required, for the

Selected Reserve Force. In addition, by this coming June, the Army plans

to reduce the number of untrained enlistees in the Reserve Enlistment

Program (REP) to a more normal level of less than 20,000 (compared with

about 120,000 in December I966)

.

For end FY I968, we are budgeting paid drill training strengths of

*

1+00,000 for the Guard and 260,000 for the Reserve. With a revised allo-

cation of drill pay strength within the Guard structure, the 18,500 men

added last year to provide for the 100 percent manning of the Selected

Reserve will no longer be needed. Even so, the total strength of 650,000

is still more than we believe to be required to support our current con-

tingency plans. Furthermore, additional work needs to be done to bring

the Army's Reserve Force structure into- better balance with its Active

Force structure. As" I noted earlier in my discussion of the Army General

Purpose Forces, very good progress was made during the last year injaesh-

ing these two structures together under the "One Army concept. But that

work has shown even .more clearly that the Army still has units in its

reserve components which it doesn't need and still lacks units which are
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reatiired. Until these conditions are corrected, the Army as a whole

will not he able to attain the properly balanced and ready posture which

it should have.

In the light of the strong objections raised against the reorganiza-

tion plan proposed in 1965 and I966 to alleviate these organizational and

structural problems, the Department of the Anrry is now exploring other

wa^^ olTSlving the4. In order that the views of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff may be taken into account, the Army's analysis of these problems

wm nofbe completed until after the Chiefs have finished their annual

review of the military forces in March. Pending the results of this

analysis we plan to maintain substantially the status quo. /^^^er the

Army's study is completed, we will,submit appropriate revisions to the

FY 1968 Budget request, if necessary.

C. NAVAL RESERVE "

For the Naval Reserve, we have programmed a total of 126,000 men on

paid drill training status for the end of FY 1S68, the same number esti-

^ed for thelnd^f the current fiscal year and about 2 200 mor^ than

were actually in paid status at end of FY I96.6.

Naval Reservists (the same as last year) are expected to perform short

active duty training tours during FY I968.

D. MARINE CORPS RESERVE

'

The Marine Corps Reserve authorized paid drill training strength was

raised by 2,500 in FY I966 to a total of 148,000 in order to increase the

readiness of the Reserve Division/Air« Wing Team. This strength will be

Sained through FY I968. In addition, about 2,800 oth^ Reservists

will participate in two weeks annual active duty training tours.

E. AIR FORCE RESERVE

For the Air Force Reserve, the FY 1968 Budget provides an end year

. paid drill training strength of M4,800 compared with U9,900
f
^imated

tor end FY I967. As you may recaU, in August 1965 ve raised the manning

levetfofthfeleven C-12ulroups to 100 percent of authorized strength.

I^ FY 1968„there will be a total of nineteen C-12l^ groups in the Reserve,

Si wolraJmed for 100 percent manning. Eight C-119 groups are scheduled

?^pS^f
™

durSg FY i968. This phase down, together with other adjust-

ments^iU result ?n a nTt decrease of about 5,100 drill
«f ' f

^

remaining C-119 groups will be provided a C-2 manning readiness status

(St^eady inV hours). In addition, 3,^*00 Air Force Reservists will

recfive twfweeks active duty training and 200 wiU receive four weeks

training during FY« 1968, the same as now estimated for FY lyoN
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F. AIR NATIONAL GUARD

The FY 1968 Budget provides an end year paid drill training strength

of 8U,800 for the Air National Guard, about 2,100 higher than the number

estimated for the end of the current fiscal year. As in the case of ^e
Air Force Reserve, the Guard was authorized additional spaces in FY 1966

and FY 196? to raise the manning levels of one tactical air control group,

nine F-lOO fighter squadrons, and four KF-Sk tactical reconnaisjance

squadrons to 100 percent authorized strength and these authorizations

have been extended through FY I968. In. addition, the Guard's C-124 squad-

rons will also be manned at 100 percent of authorized strength, the

fixed AC&W and selected airlift and weather service units will he provided

a C-1 readiness manning level and most of the other units a C-2 manning

level.

G. OFFICERS EDUCATION PROGRAM (ROTC)

The Senior Reserve Officers Training Corps is a major source of

coimmissioned officers for all. of the Military Services. In FY I968,

an estimated 266,000 students will participate in this program, includ-

ing about 53,000 in. the third and fourth year classes. About 23,600

will be commissioned as Second Lieutenants or Ensigns. There are now

U77 ROTC units located at 329 institutions throughout the United States.

However, in FY 1968, we proposed to add 15 more Army units with an

initial expected freshman enrollment of about 5»000,

Under provisions of the ROTC Vitalization Act of 196^^ (P.L. 88-61^7),

the Army and the Air Force were authorized to create scholarship programs

similar to that which the Navy has had for many years. While each of the

three Services will eventually award up to 5,500 scholarships a year,

only the Navy is close to that level now. The other two Services, which

are still building up their programs, wiU each award about 3,030 scholar-

ships in FY 1968, compared with 2,000 in the current fiscal year. These

scholarships provide for tuition, lab fees, books, and a monthly sub-

sistence allowance of $50 for four years and carry an obligation of four
'

years active military service. In contrast, the non-scholarship program

provides no contribution toward tuition or books but includes $50 a

month for the last two years of school in return for two to four years

of obligated service. The ROTC Vitalization Act also authorized a new

two-year course and institutions may employ it, the traditional four-

year course, or both. Some 3,300 Army, 400 Navy, and 8OO Air Force

candidates attended .the six-week summer camp last year preparatory to

entering the two-year course in the fall.

An estimated 189,000 students are expected to participate in the

Army Senior ROTC during FY 1968. Production of commissioned officers

will increase from about 11,500 this year to l8,000, reflecting the

heightened interest in ROTC following the Vietnam build-up.
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The Navy's regular (scholarship) ROTC program will have close to

5,500 participants in FY 1968, ahout 100 more than in the current fiscal

year. The FY 1968 contract (non-scholarship) program will have about

U,000 students enrolled, slightly higher than in FY I967. The regular

and contract programs should produce about 900 and 500 officers respec-

tively in FY 1968.

An estimated 68,000 students are expected to participate in the

Mr Force Senior ROTC program in FY I968, and an estimated 5,200 officers

will be produced — about the same as in FY 1967-

The ROTC Vitalization Act of 19611- also provided for expansion of the

Junior ROTC Program from 28? participating schools to 1,200 at a rate

not to exceed 200 new schools a year. In FY 1967, ^68 schools [kl6 Army,

30 Navy, 2 Marine Corps and 20 Air Force), are scheduled to have Junior

ROTC units. In FY 1968, the program is expected to expand to 6U7 schools

(515 Army, 60 Navy, 2 Marine Corps, and 70 Air Force). About 70 percent

of the 130 high school National Defense Cadet Corps have transferred to

the Junior ROTC Program. Except at the k8 Army full-time military schools,

we intend to employ qualified military retirees to conduct the program

in lieu of active duty personnel. And, as described last year, we are

trying to use this program to interest terminal high school students in

becoming career enlisted men by developing a separate course for them.

H. FINANCIAL SUMMARY

The Reserve and Guard Forces I have outlined will require total

obligational authority of $2.8 billion for FY I968. A comparison with

previous years is shown below;

($ Billions, Fiscal Years)

^ Total Obligational
Authority

1962 1963 196k . 1965 1966 1967 1968

Act. Act. Act* Act* Act* Est. Prop.

1.8 1.7 1.9 2.0 2.3 2.6 2.8

#
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VI. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMEKT

Included in tliis major progrsun are all the resefiLrcli and development

efforts not directlj'- identified v/ith weapons or weapons systems approved

for deployment. We have made a special effort again this yeai* not only

to cull out marginal projects in the research and development program,

but also to defer to futm-e years all projects whose postponement would

not have a serious adverse effect on our future military capahilities.

But even while we have eliminated, reduced and deferred projects in some

areas of this program, we have had to add, increase and accelerate proj-

ects in other areas, to meet new needs growing cut of the conflict in

Southeast Asia aiid the military situation generally.

Last year I described Project PROVOST (Priority Research and Develop-

ment Objectives for Vietnam Operations Support) which we had established

to ensure that the R&D program related to limited war situations, which

had been accelerated in prior years, would be wholly responsive to the

more specific requirements of "our forces in Southeast Asia. As a result

of PROVOST, projects totaling about $370 million were identified as

having significant potential for Vietnam operations and were singled out

for priority funding in FY 1966. During the past year, the test of com-

bat in Vietnam has revealed a number of areas where still more effort

appears warranted. These newly identified requirements have been an

important influence in the formulation of our FY 1968 request. However,

most of this work should be started promptly jand thus also concerns the

current year's R&D pi-ogram. While a portion of it has been financed by

reprogrammlng or use of emergency funds, we have had to request an addi-

tional $135 million for research, development, test and evaluation in

in the FY I967 Supplemental.

Broadly speaking, the projects funded in the Supplemental can be

grouped into three main categories. The first, comprising projects

totaling $^3 million, is concerned with improving the ability of our

forces to fight at night and includes developments ranging from night

vision aids for the individual soldier to sophisticated airborne recon-

naissance sensors. The second category, totaling $60 million, is con-

cerned with reducing our aircraft losses, and includes such projects as

improved anti-radar missiles, better electronic couiiterineasure equipment

and laser-aided target rangirig systems . The third category, totaling

$32 million, is concerned with the development of improved counter-

infiltration systems such as detection devices and area denial munitions.

As described later, the pi-oposed FY 1968 program provides for additional

effort in all of these areas.
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Many of the developments undertaken in connection with the South-

east Asia conflict, of course, have e much broader application and a more

permanent value than to the immediate requirements of that theater alone.

It is interesting to note, however, that many of these new requirements

have grown out of the development of new tactics in which existing wea-

pons and equipment are put to new uses. This experience again under-

scores the close interrelationship between tactics and weapons, and the

importance of advancing both simultaneously.

Of even greater significance over the longer run is the relationship

of weapons development to strategy. All too often, progress in research

and development is measured in terms of the number of large new weapons

systems started. However, this view reflects a gross oversimplification

of the true role of Defense research and development. The capabilities

we seek in our weapon systems must be related to our overall military

strategy. Where entirely new systems are required, they must be developed,

But where improvements to existing systems will fully serve the purpose,

there is nothing to be gained by developdLng entirely new systems.

Indeed, it is very often' difficult to determine at what point an

improvement to an existing system produces an entirely new system. This

is* particularly true with respect to aircraft and missiles. The MIHUTE-

MAI^ in, about which I spoke earlier, is as far advanced over the MIIIUTE-

MAI^ I as the B-52 is over the B-17. However, it is not the missile alone

that is important today; the missile is simply the vehicle that delivers

the payload. Rather; it is in the payload that the major advances of

strategic sienificance are beine made.

The fact that it will be



installed in existing SSBNs instead of entirely new sTibmarines is com-

pletely irrelevant and in no way detracts from its strategic importance,

both as a highly snr\-ivablc system and one which has a very good chance

of penetrating an ABM defense system.

With regard to aircraft, it is not the airframe-engine ccmhination

alone which determines the effectiveness of an air weapon system, but

rather this combination plus the equipment it is designed to cairy.

This is particularly true in the case of ECM, ASW, and reconnaissance

aircraft, all of which depend for their effectiveness upon complex^

electronic equipment. I have already discussed a number of such air-

craft which will be re -equipped with more effective electronics gear,

and throughout my discussion of the' B&D program, I will be touching on

other electronics developments which are designed to ini^jrove the effec-

tiveness of existing types of aircraft, missiles, and ships.

Before I turn to the specifics of the FY I968 Research and Develop-

ment program, there are two general areas which might usefully be dis-

cussed as entities rather then in terms of the separate projects which

they comprise. These axe nuclear testing and' test detection, and the

space development projects.

A. KUCEEAR TESTIKG AUD TEST DETECTION

As you Imow, the. Defense Department, in cooperation with the Atomic

Energy Commission (AEC), is maintaining fovir specific safeguards with

^elation to the Test Ban Treaty. For the Defense Department's PO^^o^^

of this program, we have budgeted a total of $255 million for FY 196^,

compared with $22lt million in FY I967 and about $238 million 'in FY 1966,

as shown on Table 1?.

In support of the first safeguard -- the underground test program

- we have included $i+9 million in the FY 1968 Budget and we may have to

add (from the DoD Emergency Fund) perhaps $5 million to the $33 million

provided in the FY 1967 program. The weapons development test portion

'of this program is the responsibility of AEC, -while Defense has primary

res-Donsibility for the weapons effects tests. During the next 18 to 2k

months , we will have to renduct a relatively large number of effects

te - ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^re designed to

-provide data on Lnd Survivability of our "T^ssured Destruction" forces.

Others are related to the study of satellite vulnerability, survivability

of tactical forces, advanced concepts

and passive defense,
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In support of the second safeguard — maintenance of modern nuclear

laboratory facilities and programs in theoretical and exploratory- nuclear

technology — our FY 1966 Budget includes $63 million as compared vi.h

the $53 million in FY 196? . This program includes research into the

effects of nuclear detonations, develop-:ent of laboratory simulation

techniQues and equi-oment to supplement nuclear test data, and coinputa-

tional programs to extend the useful range of nuclear test^at;

"very productive anc

program is

^SntTrraeTto attract highly qualified scientists.

The FY 1968 Budget includes about $27 million in support of the

third safeguard the maintenance of a standby atmospheric test capa-

bility: about the same as FY 196?. These funds will provide for main-

tenance of the operational and scientific facilities at Johnston Atoll,

•development of improved instrumentation techniques and procurement of

prototype eauipment, and support of Joint Task Force 8 vhich is charged

^th mainta£ning the "readiness-to-test" capability The 3"
seas readiness exercise, which "was conducted in September 1965, showed

that ve do have the caT^ability to resume atmospheric testing pron^tly.

As I reported last year, we are ready to resume atmospheric effects

testing on six months' notice aad operational system testing on two to

three months' notice.

In suDport of the fourth safeguard - the monitoring of Sino-Scviet

nuclear activities - ve have included a total of $ll6 million in the

^ 1968 Budget, compared with $111 million in FY 196?. We conduct two

p-incipal programs to support this safeguard - the Advanced Research

^ojec? Agency's VELA program and the Air Force's Atomic Energy Detec-

tion Systems' (aEDS).

The VELA program is directed to the development and demonstration

of advanced surveillance systems to detect, identify, locate, and verify

nuclear detonations underground, underwater, in the atmosphere and in

•space The FY I968 Budget includes $50 million for VELA activities.

We are continuing our efforts to develop techniques to detect nuclear

tests in space and in the atmosphere using satellite
^ii^^^^^^^^^* ,

in m previous reports, I mentioned that three pairs of VELA satellites

(for a tolal of sL) hid been placed in high altitude circular orbits in

October 1963, July I96U, and July I965. One of the oldest of these satel-

lites Is in^eratlve'^d another has power supply
^^J!^^^

to be operated onaj|edacedd^^
their mission^^^MBM^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B

detennine the feasibility of using this approach for detecting surface

and low altitude nuclear tests.
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The VELA imderground test detection program is also progressing

very well. The 525-detector Large Apert"ure Seismic Array (LASA) in
Montana has met its design objectives. Investigations are now centered

on developing techniques unique to LASA which may be useful in the loca-

tion and identificfiltion of seismic -events (as opposed to merely estab-

lishing the occurence of such events

addition to basic seismological research, the VELA under-

ground program has continued to conduct a series of underwater detona-

tions (employing surplus conventional explosives) near the Kurile Islands

to test the use of ocean bottom seismometers for pinpointing earthquakes

in that area.

Work is also underway to investigate techniques which could possi-

bly be used by other nations to evade detection of underground nuclear

tests. Decoupling of seismic energy by detonation in \mderground cavi-

ties is one evasion concept currently under investigation, ^e STERLING

event, a 350-ton detonation in an underground cavity, was executed on

December 3, I966 to verify theoretical calculations of cavity decoupling.

The device was detonated in the cavity produced in the Tatum Salt Dome

,

near Hattiesburg, Mississippi, by the taciped 5 KT SALMON nuclear detona-

tion in October l^Sk. Seismic measurements from STEELING are being com-

pared with those recorded from SAIMON to determine the decoupling effects

of the cavity. There has been experimental verification of the decoupling

theory and our early interpretation of the data indicates that the de-

coupling factor was above 200 for one cycle per second and lower fre-

auencies and decreased to about 100 at ten
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The present Air Force Atomic Energy Detection System (AEDS), de-

signed to* detect and identify nuclear detonations, now represents a

facilities investment of about $85 million. As noted in previous years,

we initiated in FY I96U a $100 million six-year program to increase the

number of stations and modernise equipment. About $58 million was pro-

vided in t>^e 196U-67 budgets for this effort and $16 million is in-

cluded in the ?Y 1968 request. An additional $146 million will be needed

in FY 1968 for the KDT&E and operating costs of the system.

B. SPACE DEVELOIMEIW PROJECTS

V'hile the various elements of the Defense Department's space effort

are sxjread, on a functional basis, throughout the program and budget

structures, I believe this effort ca_n be more meaningfully discussed as

a separate entity,

The Defense Department's program is, of course, whoUy integrated

into the larger National S-oace Program, expenditures for which now total

over $7 billion a year. The Defense portion is designed to maximze the

utilization of suace technologies and environments for mUitary purposes,

eg to apply space technologies and capabilities to our strategic ana

tactical weapons systems to increase their effectiveness, to exploit the

new potentials in information systems made possible by satellite-based

comnunication and sensors, and to e>rDlore the usefulness of manned space

systems for military -DUJTDOses

In addition, the Defense program complements the efforts of NASA

and other covernment agencies in areas where the
^^^^^^^^^J^^^®"* .^^^^

already achieved a high degree of technical expertise. What^the Defense

T)rogram should not do, and what we carefully seek to avoid, is duplicate

the wo-> already being done by NASA or other agencies engaged in the_

National Space Program. I established from the outset the firm require-

ment that cur space efforts must mesh with those of NASA in all vital

I'eas ar.d that, together, they mst constitute a single
^^^f^^^^f

national progrLm. The free and full exchange of information between the

Defense"DeT>artment and the other participants in the National Space Pro-

c^ar. is the best way to maxiinize the advance of space technology, speed

Tts'uselMl application and prevent wasteful duplication. Bo.h formal

IxA informal channels are employed for this purpose. Not only do I meet

and correspond directly with Mr. Webb, but members of
^^J^^^^^f^^^^

echelons are in continuous contact with their counterparts in NASA.
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In addition, there are more formally organized bodies that meet

periodically to assist in achieving a single integrated national space

prograjo. During the past year, the Aeronautics and Astronautics Coordi-

nation Board met five times and examined such .questions as reusable

launch vehicle technology, large liquid fuel engine teclmology, and

possible requirements for new satellite navigation systems. The Board

also reviews the proposed, construction programs of the respective agencies

in order to eliminate unwarranted duplications. The Manned Space Flight

Policy Committee, created early last year, examines major policy issues

in the Manned Space Flight program.

Pol) provides direct support to NASA in a great many ways. Indeed,

there are over kOO separately identifiable activities of this type, in-

cluding range and host base support by the Air Force, ma;3or construction

by the Army, and flight recovery by the Navy and Air Force. The total

value of DoD support to NASA is about $500 million per year, of which

about 80 percent is reimbursed by NASA. We ore currently engaged in

discussions with NASA concerning the remaining unreimbursed costs.

To assist NASA further, we have made available about 225 experi-

enced military officers, in addition to the astronauts. The APOLLO

program, in particular, is well supported by officers experienced in

the development of large military boosters.

Thus, the Defense Department's program will continue to provide,

together with the programs of other agencies of the Government, a broad

base of technology and experience to permit the timely development and

exploitation of space systems and capabilities which may be needed in

the future. We can be sure that new discoveries and developments grow-

ing out of our space efforts will eventually open up entirely new appli-

cations and capabilities which cannot now be clearly foreseen. At the

same time we pursue those efforts whose military applications are evi-

dent, we must also insure against an uncertain future by continuing to

create a foundation of space technology, knowledge, and experience

which is sufficiently broad to provide for future applications as they
* materialize and are identified.

In total, about $1,998 million of our FY 1968 Budget request is for

the cpa.:e prograan, $328 million more than in FY I967.

1. Spacecraft Mission Pro,iects

By far tlie largest project in this category is the Manned Orbiting

Laboratory (MOL), for which we are requesting $^^31 million in FY 1968.

Last year I described the preliminary steps we planned to take in advanc-

ing the project; briefly recapitulated they were:
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(a) Definition by the Air Force- of an experimental program, in

cooperation with NASA.

(b) Air Force-conducted studies of the desired configuration of

the MOL system, viz., a GEMINI B vehicle, a laboratory section,

and a TITAN III C booster. (Utilization of NASA's APOLLO

system was also considered.)

(c) Utilization of TITAN HI R8eL flights to test proposed GEMINI B

and laboratory coniponents.

(d) Initiation of program definition design studies with the $150

million provided in the FY I966 Budget, to be followed in

FY 1967 by more detailed designs, system integration, and

the preparation of specifications, firm cost proposals, and

hardware development contracts.

The baseline configuration of the MOL has now been selected; it

consists of the GEIOTI B, a laboratory vehicle, and the TITAN III M

(which has seven instead of five segments). In November 1966, a highly

successful test of a TITAN HI C R&D vehicle was accomplished. A re-

furbished GEMINI space capsule, modified by the incorporation of a hatch

in the heat shield (which is required in MOL as a means of astronaut

access from the GEMINI B to the laboratory section), was carried aloft

and then ejected by the TITAN III C. Test data confirmea the ability ot

the shield to withstand reentry conditions and meet MOL requirements.

In addition, the TITAN IH C demonstrated its structural integrity and

control capability in the launch of a long payload structure, placing

three other satellites into orbit.

Site preparation at the Western Test Range and the design of the

launch complex were completed in 1966, and invitations for bids on con-

struction have been issued. Mock-up assemblies of the laboratory and

mission module have been completed by their respective prime
J^jff;^^^^'

.in order to assure systems integration, and the procurement of develop-

mental hardware has begun.

Twelve aerospace research pilots have been selected from the Air

Force, Navy, and Marine Corps and assigned to the MOL Program. In

addition to training for "on-orbit" duties, each astronaut is assi^ed

to special areas of systems engineering and test operations as a member

of the MOL development team.

Although the MOL has primarily defense-oriented objectives, we will

continue to work cl©sely with NASA to ensure that it remains a fully

coordinated and integrated element of the National Sp^ce Program. We

will of course, continue to use NASA's manned spaceflight efforts for
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experiments of interest to Defense, Conversely, the Air Force, which
is managing the MOL program, will attempt to accommodate NASA's experi-

ments wherever they will not serio\isly interfere with the attainment of
military ohjectives.

During the contract definition stage, a relatively low level of

expenditures was maintained to ensure properly paced and balanced pro-

gress as well as contractor capability and readiness. Now, however,

MOL is moving into the engineering development stage — contracts have

been negotiated, subcontractors selected, and the engineering build-up

is accelerating. In FY I967, $237 million has been programmed for MOL,

including the additional $50 million appropriated specifically for this
purpose by the Congress last year and $28 million provided by repro-
gramraing other available funds. As mentioned earlier, $^31 million is

requested for FY I968. Major design work will be completed, test ver-

sions will be produced, and the fabrication of flight hardwsire will be

started in FY I968. Successful completion of these tasks should make

possible a first manned flight late in calendar year 1969«

The GEMINI (Manned Space' Flight) Program' has been completed. Thir-

teen Defense-sponsored experiments were accomplished in the areas of

communications, photography, navigation, and radiometry, and the data

and experience gained will be utilized in support of the MOL program.

A total of $83 million is requested in FY 1968 to continue work on

Defense Satellite Communications programs and to procure, operate, and

maintain satellite communications equipment. The present status of

Gtovernment programs in this field of interest to Defense is as follows;

The NASA-developed SYNCQI-I U and SYNCOM III, orbiting radio

repeaters, moved from the development to the operational stage in July

1966 and, in conjunction with Defense siarface terminals, are now providing

regular communications services for our forces in Southeast Asia and the

Western Pacific. These satellite circuits have proved quite effective

and, in some instances, have been the only means of coramjunications availa-
* ble.

In June I966, a TITAN HI C R&D booster performed in near-

perfect fashion to place seven IDCSP (initial Defense Communications

Satellite Project) satellite repeaters into equatorial, near-synchronous

(18,200 n.mi.) orbit. The eighth satellite in this launch was an experi-

mental device designed to explore the feasibility of using the earth's

gravitational forces to stabilize a satellite in such a high orbit. This

launch is noteworthy because of its conrplexity and injection sequence

and because of the number of satellites simultaneously placed in orbit.

Unfortunately, in ihe second attempt last August, the launch vehicle had

to be destroyed when a pprtion of the protective fairing broke away,

rendering it aerodynamically unstable.
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The seven IDCSP satellites are performing in excellent fashion

a.,a axe c-lently being used for vorld-vide ^ste. testing wxth temx-

-1 TTr.-1 + prt states Germany, Africa, Hawaii, Vietnam <uiu uuc

mi^nnes I^iUai difficulties' experienced vith the overseas termi-

nus res^;inrfr^ their hurried deployment to Southeast AsxaS ^Lcome'as ve gain more field experience.
^^^^f^^^f/^Lg

satellites in I968.

T noted last year that studies were imderway to deteriaine *)^«

I notea lasu ye<ij.
rnh»*se studies have been conrpleted

characteristics of ^
. ,

f^^^j a^^ora^dm of Understandiiig vnlth

and are now being ^eviewea in ^^^ht of^^^emorandm
^^^^

the United Kingdom, completed m September J.yoo. u
expense.

Memorandum, we have agreed to augment our "^^f^^^i^i^e c^i-
so as to provide the U.K. an operational synchronous satellite coum^

"tions ca-oahility in I968. We .axe ex^^g^ra^lt|g|tiiy||
of achieving the operational system^

^.other important facet of worH
cLofog^lo^^^^^

co>mn«nications_is the ^PP^^f.^^/^^^^^aS ^eohafforSs . In contrast
portar.t communication needs of t'*^.*^*"^^^

^^ich is primarily de-

to the Defense Satellite
the Unified and Specified

signed to meet the long
. ^^^^^^^f? s-tellite Communications

Commanders and the Services,
if^tt'^of the land, sea, and

(TAC^TC«) pro^- is designed to^ ^^^^^ lightweight,
air forces m the ^leici. inis i>iu^^

characterized by great
and less costly tactical -'l^^P?'^* "^v^^'^^a^^tfated de^eSpment
flexibility and minima

""^!!';ai taScaTc^ications satellite to

"^^''^'^'fte^1™^I C^ boosts S ^d-1968. specially de-

te launched by a TIxAW ill ^ ^ I^^^a 4n +ftr»tical siirface vehicles,
Signed surface terminals will be

^*^«f^^,*t^f^^^^es in order
operational aircraft, and coir.bat surface

f"JP; , J ..j^ ^ simulated
to accomplish adequate technical and operational testing in
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and real tactical environments. The $26 million requested in FY 1968

for the TACSATCOM portion of our overall satellite comniunication pro-

gram vill complete the development and fabrication of both the experi-

mental spacecraft/repeater and the associated surface teminals and

vill permit operational and technical testing to start in the second

half of 1968. A limited initial operational capability to resp^d to

certain emergency situations could be available by the end of I968.

The future grovth of the system will depend on the results of th*?

1967-68 experimental program.

Of the $83 million requested for Satellite Communications programs

in FY 1968, about $17 million is for the development, procurement and

operation of Army ground terminals; - $13 million is for Navy shipboard

terminals: and $U9 million is for Air Force space subsystems, airborne

terminals, launch vehicles, and the costs of procuring and launching

new satellites. In 'addition, $3 million is for the Defense Communica-

tions Agency for overall systems engineering and management direction.



I have already discussed the next item, "Nuclear Test Detection

(vela)", in connection with the Test Ban Treaty safeguards. The FY 1968-

Budget includes about $8 million for this program.

We are requesting $l8 mill ii ^KK^^^^^^ "^^^ Navy's satel-

lite navigational system IHHBIHI^Hij^l^^^^^^^ system permits
ships to determine their precise location promptly. It is presently
being used by POLARIS submarines, aircraft carriers, and the range ships.

The present ground-based portion of the system consists of a master sta-

tion and three tracking stations.- About $17 million of the FY I968 re-
quest is for the procurement of new satellites amd launch vehicles to
replace inoperative or dying satellites, and for operating and main-
tenance costs. A contract for the, commercial production of the satel-
lites has already been let. (The present satellites were fabricated
in Navy laboratories.-) The remaining funds will support further develop-

ment work to improve the system's reliability and life expectancy, as

well as the preparation of an almanac to predict the orbital paths of

the system's satellites over a six to twelve month period. Presently,

the master ground station has to inject orbital data into the satellite's
memory bank every twelve hour's for rebroadcast; the almanac would permit

sinrplification of the electronic memory circuit, one of the most complex

parts of the satellite. PotentisLl applications of this navigational
satellite system to tactical ground and air operations, and designs for

tactical satellite navigation receivers are also now being studied by
the Navy.

Research and development funding for the other anti-satellite sys-

^em..^^|^^|^HHHIiH^M^^^^^^|^^B^^BV^mBl} conipleted.

ro^T 1968 will provide for the normal operating

costs of the system-

^for space "Geodesy" will support programs by each of

the Services as well as the Department of Defense's participation in the

National Geodetic Satellite Program. While the aim of each of these
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efforts is the same — to provide more detailed information about the

earth's size, shape, mass, etc. to facilitate more precise ^PP^ng,

charting, and geodesy -- each Service is currently using a different

method to oWain these data. The H«vy uses doppler otservations the

aL Force stellar cameras, and the Amy the SECOR (Sequential Colla-

tion of Range) satellite system. For exaz^le,
^'^^^''ZJfl'noT

launch of NASA's GEOS A satellite cairied into orbit an Army SECOR

transponder, an Air Force optical beacon, and a Navy aoppler bea.on

as well as Various NASA sensors. Three A-'^„SECOR satellites were

also put into orbit in I966 and a "follow-on" satellite the GEOS B,

is scheduled for launch this spring. Portable grounc stations are

e=Dloyed to fix a sateUite's orbit precisely ano receive the liata

^ provides. While each Serrtce ' s . system requires its own sP^i^lized

sensors and receiving equipment, the data they generate are complemen-

tary, not redundant

-

2. Vehicle, Engine and Coniponent Developments

The TITAN 1^1 fainily of space boosters has hegun to enter the opera-

tional inventory: The first TlTAiJ III B (aGELIA ^confi^^^^j^^^^
launched last Jvly and production is now proceeaing ff^llllHHV
^^^^^^^^^^^^m The TITAIT HI C has been in the flight tesx pnase

Sc^S™^S^ being used to launch the Initial Defense Com-
cSionsTateilite, VEIA, Taitical Ccmcations Satellite, and nraltiple

engineering payloads

The ^^^^^reauested for "AGENA. D" will continue work being

•initiated this year to increase tne MHI^^HHi^^^^^^ -^^^.^a

nf the star.dLd AGENA D for t^^e^^^^^^^j^^ff!!^
w^^^^^^^^^^^ ._^^^?^^^^o^e^oairying tne engine ^o

_

S^f^^STpropellant, developing a s^all secondary Pr°P^^"

Sdule operating off the engine's nain tanXs, and

changes in the vehicle's overall configuration to accommodate tnese

modifications

.

Th- ^^^v'requested for "Spacecraft Technology and Advanced

Reentry TfSST)" vill complete" the present phase of ""is program

5^0 efforts are involved. Project HOME is a feasibili^rf^^^
stratlon of a small naneT:verableJj£tn£g_bodiMSV^

S^oject PHOT is concerned with investigating the characteristics of
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the SV-5 vehicle in the low supersonic, transonic and sui-sor.ic reri;.':e::,

a preliminary step to the possible future developrcrt of a reucablc
space vehicle capable of rcsLneuvering reentry and landing at a rsrei-lanned
location.

The $6 million requested for "Advanced Space Guidance" vill support
an on-going progra.Ti of studies, experiments, and ecuipiiient develccment
in such areas as long-term accuracy and reliability of inertia! guidance
components, horizon sensors and star and landmark trackers, and rm-board
determination of astronomical data for autonomous navigation. Then 1968 program includes procurement of an inert ial reference unit (which
will serve as an instrumentation standard for the sensors) and other
navigation cpmponents, such as lov level acceleromctcrs and laiidmark
trackers, which will then be flight tested-

The "Large Solid Propellant Motor" project was ujidcrtaken to crcato
the technology base required for the development of missile or laiuich
vehicle engines up to I56 inches in diauieter. FujiUc already proviocd
will be sufficient to complete the remaining tasks, i.e., demonstrations
of a lov cost nozzle, an advanced thrust vector control sj'-Etem, and a
self-eject launch concept.

The norfc iter..
"
Advajiced Liquid Rocket Technoloj-y " . IH^H^^BB-IH^mimi^HHl comprises three projects: (l) advanced

liquid rocket technology-; (2) high performance, cryoeeni-,- liquid i^ocket
techaology; and (3) inaneuverable space rocket technology. The I'irst is
oriented to the develo-pinent of an ajvarioed ICBM -proruls^^^^ten; c.f

modular constnn I

1 1 i^^BB^^^BBB^BBBH^^^BBBBBBBilHBB
l^^^mmHHH^mH^^^IB^HHHIIi^^^li^^^^^i^ second project,
the ijeiense portion 01 a hASA-BoB national development Tro-rsLr:, is de-
signed to provide the tccta'-tology for an engine^MH^^HH^BHI
would have many applications includijjg high enerfjy upj;er stages, re-
usable spacecraft propulsion and, when used in clusters, a versatile
launch vehicle. The third project is concerned with developing the
technology for a hydrogen-flourine, high acceleration rocket engine
capable of continuous throttling for manenverablt^ ST.£.r.(^ Tn-orulsion.

3. Other Defense Activities Supporting the Spuce rrog2»aiii

The Ground Support category shovn on Table 18 i:; that portioji ^^i' tl,

costs of the missile ranges, test instrumentation, and satellite dc-toc-
tion and tracking systems v;hich is charged to space activities. Tlie

largest item in thic category is the $132 million for the Eastern Tc:;.t

Range,
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"SPACETRACK (Air Force)" and "SPASU3 (Navy)" are (rrc-jr.d-bsco-J

satellite detection tracking and identification systems and include
the field elements of the NORAD Space Detection and Tracking Systen
(SPADATS). SPACETRACK is a world-wide network of radars and optical
devices which detects, tracks, and corrrputes the orbits of spacecraft,
nPASUR is a warning network which sounds an.alairm when a satellite in

detected; the precise location of the object is then determined by
triangulation. The FY I968 request includes $3U million for support
of SPACETRACK and $5 million more for SPASUR, for a total of $39 million.

The $57 million requested for the "Satellite Contrrjl Facility" ic

for operation, maintenance, and modification of the military space

vehicle support network which provides satellite tracking, command,

data handling, and recovery as required by the major Defense space

programs.- The FY I968 funding will also provide the necessary equip-

ment for the activation of a peiroanent tracking station on Guam and eui

expanded control center now being constructed in Cfalifcii-ni a.

The last two categories on the table, "Supporting Research and

Development" and "General Support", constitute the overhead of the

military space program and consist of prorated porticnt; of the costs

of a wide range of space-related activities.

I would now like to turn to the details of the Research

and Development program proposed for FY I968. As you know, our reiicarch

and development effort is organized in five sequential steps: Re:3earch,

Exploratory Development, Advanced Development, Engineering Development,

and Operational Systems Development. The first four constitiite tVie

Reseaxch aiid Development Program; the last, which pertains to systems

approved for production ani deployment is spread ttiroutiiiout the otl.cr

major prograjns*

C. RESEARCH

Last year I discussed in considerable detail the problems involved

in organizing and managing a Research program consisting of literally

thousands of individual tasks and projects, most of which require rela-

tively small amounts of money for their support. I pointed out that

because of the large number and relatively small dollai' value of those

projects, we had to manage the program from my office on a "level of

effort" basis, with the objective of advancing our knowliiid.;^';^- in vi ha-l

-

anced manner across the entire spectrum of science aiid tecrmfru-.,":y

pertinent to the Defense effort. To facilitate the maiiarreriier.t of the

program and to insure that it is always responsive to changes in oui'

fields of interest,' I noted that we had organized the overall effort

primarily in terms of disciplines, i.e., materials, general physics,
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chejnistry, oceanography, etc., and that the effort in each discipline

was allocated among the components of the Department on the basis of

their "Drimary fields of interest and competency. I believe ve can

all agree that our military strength a decade or nore hence will depend

iniDortantly on how veil ve do now in expanding OTir fond of basic toov-

ledge in the. fields of the phj-'sical, chemical, biological > medical,

and social sciences. It is from this realm of ideas, theory, and

basic measurements that the new devices and inventions needed fo^ the

development of futtire weapons will, eventually emerge. But we must

continue to seek out waste, overf\anding, and duplication (not only in

Defense but between Defense and other agencies) in this effort; and

here I believe we are making some progress.

Shown on Table 19 is the Research program proposed for T£ 19o8j

compared with prior years. You will notice that there is a sharp reduc-

tion in the amount of funds allocated to Materials Research and to^a

lesser extent for In-House Laboratory Independent Besearoh. ^Ir both

cases, the amounts of unobligated and unexpended funds ey.ceeu the i;vc-i

dictated by prudent management. Accordingly, the amount of nev funds

requested for FY I968 has been' reduced below the actual program levels

which will be about the same as in FY 19^7

.

• The reduction shown for Nuclear Physics in FY 1968, however, does

reflect an actual decrease in our program in high energy physics. v:e

believe this reduction is possible and desirable at this time, because

of the large increases in this same area planned by other agencies

(notably the Atomic Energy Commission). We have been working closely^

with the National Science Foundation and the AEC on this matter in crder

to avoid unnecessary interruption in university research as we reduce

our support and they increase theirs.

The increase sho\m for oceanography is needed to begin tc equl;;: the

nation's oceanographic research centers with a fleet of modern vessels.

As each of these new ships nears completion, approximately $1 million is

required for purchase of the special instruments and measuring ^ea^-

"required and for the ship operating costs, both of which are financed

in the R&D budget.

The increase in Nuclear Weapons . Effects Research is recv.ired ce^susr

of the growing number of nuclear environmental problems_vlt^

eouiDment must be able to ccpe

Included in the FY I968 request for research is $27 million for ti-

Defense Department ' i share of the national progra::. for develcpirig

Centers of Excellence in Science and Technology". This prograir:,
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p-eviously referred to as the "University Procra-r:" (inc now called TlEMi.-;.-

is in addition to oijr rsg^ilar contract/grant arrar-c;-:cnti: with inctiti:-

t^ons of higher learning and is not a s:ibstitute for them. Ratr.er, -nc

new program is designed to create, eventually, about new departmental

centers of superior scientific and engineering conr-etenre at imiversities

which are, at present, poorly supported. Patterned after the Joint

Services Electronics Prcf-rarh, from which significant technical advance:^ •

like the laser evolved, this new effort holds great promise of yieldinc

a sijnilar "pay-off" in the future.

We have initiated Pro,iect THEMIS this year at a level of $l8 million,

and have supplied interested colleges and univcrciticn with detailed

infoHTiation on our requirements. Already several hundred institutions

have indicated that they are interested in participating. At the start,

we will concentrate on setting up approximately fifty of these depart-

mental centers, rather thaii attempt to spread the available resources

over a larger niunber of smaller contract grants. Past experience indi-

cates that there is a "ovitloal si-e" or "level" ^.ur>rort which m^zt

be reached before sisnificaht results can be expected; this level appeai-s

to be on the order of $200,000 per year. Additional centers will be

started in FY 19^8

.

1). EXPLORATORY DEVELOHffiNT

E^q)loratory develoT^ment is directed toward the expansion of techno-

logical knowledge and' its exploitation in the form of materials, compon-

ents, and devices which it is hoped will have some useful application to

nev lailitarv weapons and eauipment. Here the einr'hasis is on invention

and on exploring' the feai:ibility of various approaches to the solution

of specific problems, up to the point of demonstratinfr feasibility with

a "bread board" device and even, in some caseS, prototype coraponeuts

and subsystems. Along with Research, E^vploratory Development fornis the

technological pool from which future equipment will be designed.

The more than 800 individual exploratory development pro.1ects repre-
*

sent about 15 percent of the cost of the entire RDT££ prcgrarr:, with the_

average project requiring about $1.3 million annually. ADout^40 percen-

of exploratory development work is conducted by otir in-house labora-

tories, 50 percent is contracted to" industry, and the remaining 10 per-

cent is performed by educational and non-profit ins oJ.Lut, ions. A rc-ceut

study of the origin of weapon system performance improvements has sho'^

that almost all have resulted from Defense supported technoloa:icja a.K'a:ic;L-

and very little from other sources.

As shown on Table 20, we are requesting a total of $9&B million •

for Exploratory Development in FY I968, $65 million less than the re-

vised Sestimate for FY I967.
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1. Amy

^cy the Army's E)cploratory Development program, $01''' inillion iz

reonested for FY I968, somewhat less than the level plamvt) for FY VU(

In the areas of electronics and connn\mications, tht developinent

effort includes: small rugged field, operated digital data processing

equipment; conmunications equipment having increased traffic handling

and 'iibproved anti-Jamming capahilities; devices for rapid, positive,

ana automatic recognition and identification among frienaly surface

units and between them end their supporting air units: new sensors for

airborne and ground surveillan ce anz target acquisition of ene-y --Jni-us

on the battlefield;l|mHHHMHHI communication sets, and

variable time fuzes; night vision devices; ijirproved soli-a sx,ate,

thermionic and frequency control components common to a variety o_

equiDments: etc. Efforts in the ordnance category incluae work on

weap'ons systems for Army helicopters, the .iniprovement of missile com-

ponents, and deyelopment of conventional ammunition, weapons, and

Explosives.

In the materials category, the Army is concerned with the develop

ment of new metals, ceramics, plastics, and composite materials whicn

can improve its firepower, mobility, amor, and communications, with^

Tjarticular emuhasis on high strength, lightweight materials .or use m
the field. For example, aircrevmen in Vietnam have been provider vntn

an armored vest made from a composite ceramic material vrtiich resists

penetration by small arms projectiles. Although these vests are s^.i-

too heavy to be used by ground troops, they have proved valuacle xu.^

vehicle drivers, convoy guards, and other personnel whose Jobs do no.

require a high degree of mobility.
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Navy

The Navy's Exploratory Development effort in I'Y I'Ot.P' will rnquiro

'70 million, compared with $283 million now estimated for FY 39^»'/,

Approximately one -third of the Navy's program is dcw^.tc:! to inrprovinr:

the design of ships, aircraft, and other "sea based" warfare ayctemr,,

including: higher performance, lower cost nuclear propulsion systemii

for surface ships and. submarines; sea based countermeasm-er; to help

protect ships against mines, torpedoes, air-to-surfane misuiles, and

nuclear attack; and better shipboard radar and. sonar equipment to im-

prove target acquisition, surveillance, and navigation. A large number

of projects are directed toward developing new or iirrprovod materials,

equipment, and designs for ships; in the past, those efforts have pro-

duced the "captured air bubble" craft, hydrofoil craft, and ship hulls

for penetrating heavy ice formations.

Another large share of the Kavy's program is cc)iiccrne.-l with ele«^--

tronics and comrni-uiications, in particular with improving the porfonnruico

aiid reliability of complex sea-based electronic systems which are subject

to extreme variations in temperature, humidity, and shock. New sur-

veillance, navigation and comnrunications equipment for Ka-zy aircraft is

also of major interest.

A third major area, "Ordnance", comprises a large mimber of pro.jcct.-:

in such areas as anti-submarine warfare, mine wai-fore, air- and shipboai-d-

launched ordnance as well as' component work in propulsion, fuzes, explo-

sives, pyrotechnics, ballistics, and infrared and laser devices,

3, Air Force

Previously, the Air Force had budgeted separately for the supporting

laboratory expenses associated with the exploratory development progrtun.

As part of an overall restructuring of its exploratory development pro-

grajn, these expenses have been prorated to the over two hundred individual

projects which the laboratories support. The other Services have been
' prorating their laboratory costs for a number of years

.

A portion of the Air Force's Exploratory Development program, for

which $285 million is requested in FY I968, will again be devoted to

space investigations and space-related projects. Each of the categories

shown on the table, except for ordnance, includes some space-related

projects. For example, a large share of the funds shown for "Che-ical

Technology" will be devoted to the development of propellants and pro-

pulsion systems for missiles and rockets, and hence for space boosters.

"Aeronautics" includes projects which cover the entire speed/altitude

regime from V/STOL 'flight to space and reentry technology. These proj-

ects are directed toward developing the teclinology and understanding
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^^or extending Air Force operations into new operational environments

such as hypersonic. flight, for inprovijig the capabilities of present

aircraft, and for reducing the cost of future aircraft developments. .

As a Tjart of the reorganization of the Air Force's exploratory

development program, a "Bioastronautics" category was created, embrac-

ing the Air Force's effort in the life sciences, aviation medicine,
^

and machine-environmental systems support for aircraft and space activi-

ties. The funds shovn on the table viU support the activities of .he

seven Aerospace Medical Division laboratories, as veil as development

of the life* support systems for the Manned Orbiting Laboratory.

The closely related areas of conmunications, electronics, and

avionics account for about one-third of the Air Force's program, while

only a relatively small effort is conducted in the area of conventional

ordnance. With respect to "materials", the Air Force is exploring new

composites having enhanced radiation, blast, and X-ray resistance;

metals with ijnproved strength and stiffness; and sealant and elastic

materials foiled from the new polymers. For example, a new, high te^pera-

ture, fire resistant hydraulic fluid currently being investigated may

reduce the fire hazard associated with aircraft hydraulic systems rup-

tured in combat.

1^. Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA)

'aUPA operates as a small research and development management team,

sunervising its Service-conducted programs by overall financial control

and technical direction. A total of $215 million is ^eluded in the

FY 1968 Budget for AEPA's projects in Exploratory Development, compared

with $231 million in FY 196? and $225 million in FY 1966.

a. Project DEFENDER

'
The DEFENDER program is the principal exploratory develqpment effort

dpsimed sTsecifically to provide the missile and reentry technology

is Se^^ti s^x^tegic^efensive and offensive systems, and to develop

concepts for advanced defensive systems against
,^^^^^^f

In FY 1968, about hO percent of the $ll8 million requested for this

devoted to mssi^^^^d midccurse phenomenology

#

An toortant series of studies and tests, called the Pacific Range

t^om^nS^ Signature Studies (Project PRESS) will be continued in

FY 1968, but I iM^^^^^ "' r^^^

^inc^asing einphasis onth^evelopment of orient

Lec-

the future
systems.
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The FY 1968 Budget includes $0.7 million for the last incrtment of

a $17 million "ALTAIR" radar that will be used for Project TBES^^^^
ments, extending the capability cf the PPIjS^^ste^^^^
IH^Pl^ This radar ; HlHBHji^HII^^IBHHHHHV^^^^^^e^^
to TProvide some of the data necessary for the development of l^^^fl^f penetration aid5 -for MUTUTEMAN and POSEIDOK and for

inve stigating discrimination criteria^

previously mentioned. Project

^S^^has heen an ijnportant ccjErplement to the NIKE-X development.

Another DEFEWDER program, Hi3EX (High-G-Boost Experiment), has

completed its exploratory phase and this technology will he taken over

by the Army for further advanced development work. HiBEX provided

significant data on high acceleration technology, which contributed to

the development of the SFRM! missile. The successor projects to HiBEX,

called PRESTAGE and UPSTA(2:, will explore^technol^Ey for hign accelera-

tion, maneuverable interceptor missiles

Work is also being *done on Over-the- Horizon radars and on the

develc-oment of an inexpensive array radar (KAPDAR) which would have the

caT)abiiny of being hardened and arnplied to Hard_Pgijit^efens^^vs^^
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b. Project VELA

Project VELA has already "been discussed in connection with the Test

Ban safeguards program. For FY I968, $50 million is requested, slightly

more than in the current fiscal year.

c. Project AGILE-

For FY 1968, $27 million is requested for Project AGILE, about the

same as FY I967. This is our basic research and development effort

oriented to the special problems of remote area conflict with particu-

lar reference to the requirements of insurgency warfare. Rather than con-

centrating on "quick fix" solutions to equipment problems or the Immediate

operational needs of the present conflict in Southeast Asia, Project

AGILE is principally directed to exploring, in depth, the environments

in which this type of warfare occurs, the motivating attitudes of the

people involved, and the interrelated elements of the conflict itself.

Thus, much of AGILE'S resources are necessarily devoted to relatively

long-range studies of human behavior end motivation, environmental

conditions, and other factors which we hope will help us to understand'

how to fight and win this kind of war.

AGILE'S operations can be divided into four major types^of activi-

ty. The first, "Counterinsurgency Analysis and Requirements", covers

studies of such factors as the climate, soil, hydrology, vegetation,

microbiological life, transportation, distribution system, etc., of

current or likely conflict areas. Also included are investigations

of the behavior patterns of both insurgents and- friendly pofpulations

under actual conflict conditions. The second category, "Advanced

Technology", covers the develc^en^^^^^^^pecian^^^^e^^
remot e area ^Q^^^^'^'^^^^BBBB|^^^^^B^^B^BBB|^^B^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^S^hir^ategory^^^ntSnsu^^
R?seSc!^^temr)ts to provide through first-hand investigation a better

insight into foreign cultures and their relationship to^^specific counter-

insurgency problems. Exami>les of such studies include^^ Viet Cong

Motivation Ind Morale", "Rural Pacification in Vietnam , and Isolating

the GuerriUa". AGILE'S fourth area of effort, "Counterinsurgency

Systems", is concerned with developing systematic approaches to
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unconventional warfare situations by integrating solutions to a variety

of individual insurgency problems into a single coherent program. Such

an approach was used in developing the Rural Securitv Systems Program

which is now being tested in Thailand,

E. ADVANCED DEVELOrMEirT

This category includes projects which have advanced to a point where

the development of experimental hardware for technical or operational

demonstration is required prior to the determination of whether the item

should be designed or engineered for eventual Service use. In contrast

to engineering development where design specifications are employed,

advanced development permits the use of performance specifications which

allow the engineer greater latitude in meeting operational needs, thereby

encouraging innovation. A total of $1250 million is requested for ad-

vanced development in FY I968 compared with $922 million in FY I967 and

$807 million in FY 1966. The sharp increase in FY 1968 reflects the

growth of a few major projects, most notably MOL.

1, V/STOL Developments

The first two items listed on the table for Army "Advanced Develop-

ment" are related to the Defense Department's total V/STOL effort in

which all three Military Departments are participants. For a number

of years, the Department has been developing a variety of vertical

and short take-off and landing (V/STOL) aircraft. This program has

focused on the construction of prototype aircraft suitable for opera-

tional testing by all three Services. The present status of this program

is recapitulated below:

a. The XC-1U2A, a tilt-wing turboprop transport with a cruise speed of

250 knots, a combat radius of 200 n,mi., and a i+-ton payload, has been

undergoing technical and operational evaluation by a tri-Service test

group with some participation by NASA and the FAA. A total of five

XC-IU2AS were purchased, two subsequently crashed (one in October 19o5

' and the other in January I966) but one complete aircraft was salvaged

from the two crashes. A third aircraft was damaged recently in a runway

accident, unrelated to its V/STOL features. The $3 million requested

for "Tri-Service V/STOL" in FY I968 (under Air Force Advanced Develop-

ments) should complete funding of the test program. These aircraft are

approaching their maximum safe life of 300 flight hours and costly life

extension modifications would not be warranted. Although the XG-1M-2A

has not been as successful as we had hoped, it has provided much valu-

able data for the design of an improved version if that should prove

desirable, and the Air Force is currently considering such an aircraft

for future use.
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b. The X-22, a Navy monitored tri-Service V/STOL R&D project, is a

twin tandem, tilting-duct ,
fan-powered flight vehicle, which closely,

simulates 'the characteristics of conventional aircraft and was designed

to provide technical data on stability and control criteria for V/STOL

aircraft generally. One of the two aircraft built crashed in August

1966. The $2 million in the FY I967 Budget will be sufficient to com-

plete the presently scheduled Department of Defense test program for the

X-22. The remaining aircraft may then be turned over to NASA for fur-

ther testing.

c The XV-6A (P-1127) is a British designed, lightweight V/STOL strike-

reconnaissance aircraft, first flown in October i960. A total of nine

test aircraft were constructed under a joint program with the United

Kingdc© and Germany. The tripartite evaluation of the aircraft was ter-

minated in 1965, although the U.S. continued to conduct operational

tests of its six aircraft until July 1966. Two of these aircraft have

'been turned over to NASA while the other four will be held by the Air

Force pending evaluation of further testing proposals.

d Two XV-UAs, an augmented' Jet lift aircraft, were tested by the itay

u^itil May 1965. One aircraft was lost during the testing period a^d the

other , which was turned over to the Air Force, will be modified with

direct -lift and diverted thrust engines and designated the XV-4B. It

is to be utilized in the Air Force's VTOL integrated flight control pro-

gram*

e The second of two X7-5As, an experimental fan-in-wing aircraft,

crashed last September while being operationally evaluated as a rescue

aircraft. (The first crashed in April I965.) All of the remaining

assets associated with the program have now been transferred to NASA.

f Another V/STOL effort Just getting underway (listed on the table

uAder Air Force Advanced Developments "V/STOL Aircraft Technolo©' ) is

the Joint development of a strike fighter aircraft with the Federal

Republic of Germany. The $3 million provided in ^^^1967 should com-

*

-Dlete the financing of the configuration (i.e., contract) definition

?hase. At prSeS; this effort is directed to V/STOL technology rather

than full scale engineering develofkent. Each nation will make its own

decision concerning production. Since a decision on Pf°*°*yP^/^^^^?^"

ment cannot be made" until we have thoroughly reviewed the configuration

definition results (now scheduled for completion in October 19oy;, no

additional funds have been requested for FY I968, although they would

be needed if the program were continued.

K The Army's "New Surveillance Aircraft" project is now a continuing

long-range study effort concerned with the determination of desirable

characteristics of a reconnaissance and surveillance aircraft for the

mid-1970s

•
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In siuranary, we are now coming to the close of the current phase of
our V/STOL development effort. The present generation of prototype
aircraft have all begun to reach their safe limits or have been destroyed
by accidents. The tests we have conducted have yieliled a wealth of new
information on the design, capabilities, and probleir.s of V/STOL aircraft,
but have not adequately identified a military mission in which a current
V/STOL aircraft could be expected to out -perfen:-. otiv.=:r available aircraft
types. For this reason, our overall effort on V/STOL development will
decline in FY I968, although the Services will cor.tinue to re-examine
the results of these programs and how these ma^ be applied to future
aircraft needs. In any event, it app«2ar3 that a grc^at deal of research
and experimental work, particularly on propulsion iysten^s, remains to be
done before we will be ready to undertake full scale engineering develop-
ment of a V/STOL aircraft. HASA, of course, will continue its R&D effort
in the V/STOL area.

2." Army

I have already discussed the first two items on the Army's list of
advanced developments. No additional funding is needed for the third
item, "Heavy Lift Helicopter", This is the CH-5^ "flying crane" which
is now in operational use in Vietnam.

Some $12 million is requested for the "Research Helicopter" in
FY 1968, a sizable increase over previous years. The Army has completed
a study of three different system configurations designed to improve the
speed of future helicopters, including "stopped-rotor", "stowed-rotor",
and "tilt-rotor" versions. The stopped-rotor version was eliminated from
further consideration becaiue its flight range was gi-eatly reduced by
prolonged hovering. The FY I908 funds v/ill be used to build wind tun-
nels and dynamic scale models of the stovred- and tilt-rotor versions.
The program is oriented prir.iarily to the development of technology which
will yield an efficient aircraft that vfill both hover and have a flight
speed of about 400 knots.

The $3 million requested for "Aircraft Suppressive Fire Systems"
is for work on improved helicopter-borne weapons for .;ur forces in Viet-
nam, including evaluation of various fire control systems, guns, missiles,
and rockets. About half the funds will be used for feasibility demon-
strations of presently available missiles and rockets, and most of the
balance on advanced fire contr.^1 systems and optical sighting devices.

The next item,$U million for "Automatic Data Syste.ni/Amy in the
Field", covers the development of electronic data processing (EDP) equip-
ment needed to help maintain and analyse data for the field coramander
regarding the current tactical status of his ovm and enemy units and
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of his various tactical plans and alternatives. At present, the compila-

tion of such data requires many hours of manual labor. The EDP equipment

should also prove to he usefia for performing certain fire control func-

tions and for maintaining personnel and logistics data. Contracts for

initial equipment have been awarded and the Army plans to begin field

experiments with the Seventh Army in Europe during FY 1968,

The SAM-D, for which $35 million is requested in FY I968, is an

advanced surface-to-air missile system previously mentioned in connection

with both the Strategic and General Purpose Forces. It is designed to

provide all-weather defense against the medium and high altitude air-

craft threat to both the Aimy in the field and the continental United

States. In addition, it should be able to provide some defense capa-

bility against very low altitude aircraft and tactical ballistic missiles.

SAM-D is now in the contract definition phase which will be completed this

spring. We will then have to decide" whether to proceed directly with

development of an integrated system suitable for direct operational

deployment, to limit development to a prototype system for feasibility

demonstration, or to return to concept fonnulation. The second option

would provide additional time to incorporate still more advanced

technology and lead to demonstration tests in calendar year 1969. The

first option would lead to full service tests in FY 1970. The funds

requested will support any option. The major remaining task is to inte-

grate into a working model a number of components, the feasibility of

which has already been verified on an individual basis. The SAM-D

program is closely related to the Navy's Advanced Svirface-to-Air Missile

System program and the development of the respective subsystems and com-

ponents is being fully coordinated by the two Services.

The $6 million for "DoD Satellite Communication, Ground" covers the

Army's portion of the Defense Satellite Communications programs, which

were discussed earlier.

The $20 million requested for "NIKE-X Advanced Developments" will

finance development of those advanced components whose lead times would
*

not permit their incorporation in an early deployment of the system.

This work fills the gap between the engineering development effort

and the development of completely new hardware for possible use later.

The $5 million requested for "Anti-tank Weapons" will provide for

the evaluation of new anti-tank missile concepts, hopefully leading to

selection of a system to replace SHILLELAGH and TOW during the mid-1970s.

Present efforts are directed toward identifying those system character-

istics which together seem to offer the best chance of achieving an

effective low cost anti-tank weapon. Two types of systems are now
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The^a^B^^^ecuested fcr the "Lightweight Howitzer" will
support the developmentofe^SSHBB^^155™i self-propelled weapon,^Hil^HH^^^H^HHMlVHH^^Hi^ Develop-
ment of the system is being coordinated within NATO, with the U.S.,
France, Germany, and Canada all ^participating in designing the anaiuni-
tion. This will perniit the ajnnrunition of several countries to used
interchangeably. When this howitzer' "becomes available for production,
probably in FY 197I or 1972, it will replace the towed 155inm howitzer
and the 175nmi gtm.

The "Limited War Laboratory", for which $7 million is requested in
FY 1968, is the Army's quick reaction research and development facility
for counterinsurgency operations. It was expanded in nf.1966 specifi-
cally to meet the needs of the Vietnam conflict and has produced many
useful devices.

The "Therapeutic Developments" program was initiated in calendar
year I965 in response to the drug-resistent falciparum malaria which
was causing such a serious problem for our forces in Southeast Asia.
The $12 million requested will continue the development and testing of
new anti-malarial drugs. Over 60,000 different chemical compounds have
already been studied, and six with particular promise have been chosen
for continued test end examination. Other approaches to the problem are
also being investigated, including studies of mosquito control and vac-
cines for immunization.*

The next item, $12 million for "Power System Converters", consists
of four major categories of projects directed toward the development of
engines, transmissions, final drives, and related components for combat
and tactical vehicles. These categories are: power conversion for
track and wheel vehicles; multi-fuel, variable compression engines;
spark ignition engines; and rotary combined cycle power systems. One

of the items in the program, a I5OO horsepower gas turbine engine and
its hydrostatic transmission, is a follow-on project for the Main Battle
Tank program.
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The next item, $l6 million for "Night Vision", reflects the increas-
ing inportance of night operations in modern •vrarfare, particularly in a
conflict like the present one in Southeast Asia« Including those pro.j-

ects in exploratory and engineering development, about $33 million is
provided in the Army's FY I968 request for the Night Vision program,
compared with about $20 million in FY I967. Among the many types of
equipment now under develoijment are starlight scopes, small portable
radars, and special goggles

«

The last item on the Army's list, $13 million for "Airborne Sur-
veillance and Target Acquisition" is also in large part, concerned with
the problems of night operations. Experience in Southeast Asia has shown
that many potential targets operating under the cover of darkness escape
detection by current Army reconnaissance aircraft. One of the major
efforts in this program is aimed at providing a better night reconnais-
sance capability through the use of low light television techniques,
iBipraved radars, etc,

3. Navy

The. first item on the Navy's list, "V/STOL Development", represents
the Navy's current participation in the tri-Service V/STOL program pre-
viously described.

The next item, "Airborne Electronic Warfare -Equipment", for which
$1^ million is requested, Is a imilti-project effort aimed at developing
active (jamming) and passive (signal interception) electronic warfare
equipment required by the Navy. A new project, to be added in FY I968,
will begin the evaluation of drone aircraft operating electronic counter-
measures equipment against simulated hostile radars. Other projects
include warning devices to alert the pilot of approaching interceptor
aircraft or surface-to-air missiles, a flare decoy to confuse heat
seeking weapons, emd devices to jam electronic guidance,, and fuzing
systems

.

The "Advanced Surface -to-Air Missile System (ASMS)" is the new
automated integrated air defense system being developed as a possible
replacement for the TERRIER-TARTAR-TALCS (3-T) systems. Although we
have greatly improved the performance of the 3-T systems, it does nca^

seem economically possible to extend their effectiveness much beyond
the mid-1970s. The ASMS system, therefore, will be developed to counter
the anticipated aircraft and missile threats of the late 1970s. In
particular, the ASMS will have to be highly reliable, capable of
handling multiple targets, and have a very fast reaction time. While
the ASMS would be a central component of any future Fleet escort con-
struction program, such as the proposed modular construction DXGs
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discussed earlier "under Navy General Purpose Forces, it will also te

designed as a replacement system for current 3-T ships. As mentioned

previously, we are seeking in this development to maximize the use

of the technology, components, and subsystems developed for the Army's

SAM-D system. As a result, the ASMS program must lag hehind the SAM-D

development by about one yeeur. With the completion of SAM-D contract

definition in this fiscal year,. we will be able to decide which elements

should be used on both systems. This will allow us to initiate ^SMS

contract definition by late FY I968. As shown on the table, we are

requesting $15 million for work in the ASMS program next year.

The $6 million requested for the "Advanced Point Defense Surface

Missile System (Advanced PDSMS)" program will support the development of

a replacement for the Basic Point Defense System (modified SPARROW III)

now being deployed.
,
Designed to meet the more sophisticated aircraft or

missile threats of the later 1970s, this advanced system will have a

greater range and a faster reaction time than the current system, and

will possess all-weather and counter-countermeasuxe capabilities. This

development is being closely coordinated with the Anny's Advanced Forward

Area Air Defense System (AFAADS) program to maximize the common use of

technology and components. The funds requested will support contract

definition of the Advanced PDSMS in FY I968,

The $2 million requested for "Advanced ABM Technology" will support

preliminary developmeiit work on anti-radiation missiles for the post-

1975 period.

The $3 million requested for the "Landing Force Support Weapon

(LFSW)" will complete feasibility testing of the Army LAKCE missile

adapted to a seaborne role for support of amphibious assault operations.

This modified system promises stibstantial cost savings over the deploy-

ment and production of a conipletely new system.

The "Augmented Thrust Propulsion" program, for which $5 million is

,
requested, seeks to advance propulsion technologies for both strategic

'and tactical missiles in order to increase payload and/or range.

Grouped Tinder "Astronautics" are several Navy programs, which I

described earlier, relating to satellite communications and the potential

use of navigation satellites by the tactical forces. We are requesting

a total of $6 -million for these programs in FY 1968

,

The next eleven items under Navy Advanced Developments are concerned

with anti-submarine warfare and the Deep Submergence program. The

FY 1968 Budget includes a total of $356 million for ASW RDT&E,* $126

million in Advanced Developments.
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"The next two items both involve the development of new sonars. The

first, IHB^^HHII "Advanced Submarine Sonar" progr^^^__corisists_

*of three efforts: a new submarine £££^^^^^H^HV^^'''4^^B^B
^^^^^^^^^M^^^MMM^H^m^BBfl^^^^H^^^^V^ investigations

^bmSin^c^st^^oi^unicatioas^ of a sonar for deep-

(iiving—j^^k^aiixiliary submarines. The "Advanced Surface Sonar

prograiii^^^^^^^^B^fllBrpz'ovi'^es development of a^^^^^^^^^^
Inassive /active sonar to detect , localize,

classify, and track submarines (PASLOC ) ^^^^j^^B^B^B^Jj}^^^^^^

I^^^^^^HI^^^^i^PADLOC concept has already proven successful in

its passive mode, which is now being incorporated_jjito_the_J^S^2^ona^

its application to the S%S-26 HBH^^H^HIH^^HHHilF
Development of the active portion of PADLOC will also continue.
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The $5 million requested for the "Sub-LaTonched Anti-Ship Torpedo"

will- provide for the design of a^HBHi torpedo with ndd-com-se guidance,

terminal homing, and a high resistance to countenneasures . The feasibility

of modifying the MK-U6 for this mission is also being studied. Concept

fomrolation shoiad be completed In FY 1968 and, depending on the results,

contract definition may be started in FY 19^9 •

The next item, $i+2 million for the "Deep Submergence Program", is

one of the more important efforts in terms of its potential ianpact on

future Navy programs. This plrogram consists of three separate but

closely interrelated projects: the Deep Subm^gence Systei^^oject

(DSSF) ' IH^^B^I^eep Research Vehicles (DK\r) - ^I^^Kk ^nd.

Deep Ocean Technology (DOT). -MH^HH
The Deep Submergence System Project, which encompasses five efforts,

is concerned with the iniprcveaent of aan*s ability to live, work, and

conduct salvage and rescue operations at great depths beneath the ocean.

The goal of the "Man-in-the-Sea" effort is to develop the technology

which would permit divers to live and work at depths of 600 feet (and,

later, at 1,000 feet) for a month or more at a time. The SEALAB series

of experiments in underwater habitation are a pert of this effort, and

SEALAB m is scheduled for mid-1967. The "Submarine Location, Person-

nel Escape and Rescue" effort, for which we have already contracted,

provides for the development of a personnel rescue vehicle capable of

being airlifted rapidly to any part of the world. We presently plan to

build s ix of these self-TProTPe] l^<^idhj£^ rescue vehicles,

offset the Navy's

prfeSeiiL j.iiJixubcL capaDix3.i.y "for underwater search operations — such as

were required when the THRESHER was lost and in the operations off

Palomares, Spain a removable "search suit" for these rescueJ^renlcles

will also be developed.
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#

le other

two elements are: "large Object Salvage" which is concerned with the
development of improved Tnanual salvage eqiaipment for operations at 600-
foot depths; and "Extended Salvage Depth Capability" which is concerned
with the develcrpment of vehicles and equipage for salvage operations

The concurrent development of the personnel-res cue, search, and
salvage vehicles and their related eqiiipment shoiild ensTjre compati'bility
of systems as well as lower overall deXrg

The Deep Research Vehicle (DBV) program provides for the leasing of
commercially developed diving vehicles in order to determine their per-

formance characteristics, and for oceanographic research work in sirpport

of the Navy Oceanographic Office,

Deep Ocean Technology (DOT) —,^||||^||H|HIH" aimed

at expanding oiar tmdersea technolo^^^tna^S^Hl^oeSle to utilize

the deep ocean environment advantageoiisly in accomplishing naval mis-

si*

The next three items on the table were the principal coinponents of

the former SEA HAWK/ASW ESCORT project, which was terminated as a full-

scale systems development project two years ago. No further funding is

requested for the "Combined Gas Turbine Propulsion" program, pending

further study of the results achieved to date.

The "Active .PLANAR Array Sonar"

is concernec vith the development of an experimental integrated ship

^lissonar would be "conforms! — i.e., built

into the hull of the ship -- and would have a much greater range than

the current systems by virtue of its larger radiating and receiving

aperture

.

The "ASW/Ship Integrated Comhat System", for which $7 million is

requested in FY I968, consists of two efforts: AStf Command and Control,

and ASW Integrated Combat System (ICS) . The former is concerned with
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the test and evaluation of a "basic ASW ship conmand and control module
assembled from "off the shelf" (i.e., presently available) components.
This system is now being installed on a CVS and two DEs for sea tests
in IT 1968. The latter involves the advanced development of an inte-
grated combat system for ASW ships to provide coordinated control of
the collection, processing, evaluation, and exchange of tactical data
required for effective weapons delivery. In IT I968, work on this
project will include shipboard testing of multiple sonars operated
concurrently to determine how to utilize multiple operation techniques
most effectively.

The next item, $13 million for "Reactor Propulsion Plants", will
consist of three concurrent efforts in FY I968: the development of a
"natural circulation" power plant, a small combatant ship reactor, and
a more powerful reactor for use in aircraft carriers. The objective
of the first is to develop a submarine propulsion system which would be
quieter, safer, and more reliable than those now available. The objec-
tive of the second is to develop a .'=^r11 but highly efficient nuclear
power plant for destroyer-size vessels; IT I968 will be the first year
of contractual effort under this project. The third, the carrier pro-
pulsion plant, is now well along in development and will be used in the
FY 1967, 1969 and FY I97I CVA(N)s.

The "Advanced Surface Craft" consists of advanced development proj-
ects for three different types of surface ships, for which a total of
$10 million is requested in FY I968. The first effort, "Surface Effect

Craft" (e.g., air cushion vehicles and captured air bubble ships), is

to acquire the technology and design capability needed to build large
high-speed "surface effects" ships. The Navy undertook this program
on a cooperative basis with the Department of Commerce late in FY I966.

In the second effort, "Hydrofoil Craft", we have built a 110-ton,

knot patrol craft (PCH) and have a 300-ton, 50-knot hydrofoil auxiliary

ship (AGEH) over 90 percent complete. The fxinds requested will provide
for continued testing of the operational reliability of these two craft

and for evaluating their applicability to various specific naval missions.

The third effort, "Landing Craft", is concerned with the development

and test of high speed amphibious and assault landing craft concepts.

The preliminary work was started in FY I966 as part of the exploratory

development program. Eventually, several experimental craft will be

built and tested.
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k. Air Force

The first five items on the Air Force list of advanced developments

are all part of the V/STOL technology program vhich was discussed earlier.

Last year, we progrannned $3 million for FY I967 to s^ipport prelimi-

nary work on a new '*V/STOL Assault Transport". We have reconsidered

the requirement for this type of aircraft and decided that it is pre-

mature to settle now on a specific design. Therefore, the project has

been renamed "Light Intra-theater Transport" and will be concerned with

the development of a new aircraft to replace eventually the CV-2 (CARIBCU)

and similar small transports. The $2 million requested in FY I968 will

he used for preliminary study of possible designs including V/STOL aircraft.

The FY 1967 funds shown for "v/STOL Aircraft Technology" will, as

previously described, support contract definition of a new V/STOL fighter

aircraft, a project jointly financed with the Federal Republic of Germany.
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No further funding is required for the next item, "Lightweight

Turbojet", which was principally concerned with demonstrating light

turbine engines for V/STOL aircraft.

The $3 million requested for "Tri-Service V/STOL" development will

continue operational testing of the XC-1U2A aircraft, as I noted earlier.

The next item, $20 million for "V/STOL Engine Development", will

provide for the continued work on two engines, a direct-lift engine and

a lift/cruise engine which can vector the thrust either for lift at take-

off and landing or for forward propulsion. About one-third of the amount

is needed. for the direct-lift engine, which is a joint U.S. /U.K. program

begun last year. The other part will support a contractor engine demon-

stration program for the lift/cruise engine which would be used in

advanced tactical fighter aircraft now being considered by both the

Navy. and the Air Force. Total development cost of this latter engine

is estimated at $100 million, that of the direct-lift engine at 8|J)out

$U0 million.

the next two items, "Overland Radar" and- "AWACS", were mentioned

previously in connection with their potential application to future

continental defense against bomber attack. Airborne systems resulting

tram, this work could also be used in the tactical roles to provide

extended range low altitude surveillance, better command and control,

and imprWed communications for tactical aircraft in close support, air

defense, and interdiction missions. The $10 million provided for the

"Overland Radar" program in FY I968 will support continued flight

testing of radar techniques for detecting and tracking airborne targets

over land in the presence of severe gro\ind clutter and provide for

development of components for still more advanced radars for future

generation air early warning systems. No additional funding is re-

quested for AWACS in FY I968 inasmuch as the radar evaluation is not

yet far enough along to warrant going forward with contract definition

during FY I968. However, funds will be available to support continued

concept formulation of the "AWACS" system and contract definition if

progress on the program indicates this as the logical next step.

The next item, $9 million for "Advanced Avionics", is concerned

with improving the night and bad weather attack capabilities of tactical

aircraft. Work will be conducted on visual sensors (e.g., low light

intensification television (LLITV), infrared, and laser), weapons delivery

subsystems, navigation equipment (doppler, inertial, loran), and an inte-

grated radome-radar for reconnaissance fighters. This program has already

produced a number of new devices or techniques including a laser ranging

device for better conventional weapons delivery and LLITV equipment for

nighttime target acquisition.
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The $6 million for "Penetration Aids for Tactical Fighters" will
support continued work on devices and techniques for existing tactical
aircraft to enable them to operate successfully in hostile radar-
controlled gun and surface-to-air missile environments. The importance
of such penetration aids has "been underscored by our experience in South-
east Asia. Among the projects included in this program is the develop-
ment of equipment to simulate the interplay of enemy radaxs and defensive
weapons and of jamming and evasive tactics in order to assist in develop-
ing the right "mix" of penetration aids and techniques.

The ilO million requested for "Tactical Air-to-Ground Missile
(maverick)" would s\apport contract definition and intiation of engineer-
ing development in FY 1968 of a TV-guided air-to-surface missile for use
against small hard targets.

For "Conventional Weapons" development, $5 million is requested in
FT 1968, These funds will finance a number of projects designed to
demonstrate the technical feasibility of advanced conventional munitions
and air delivery systems, including area denial weapons, stand-off
cluster munitions, various carriage and release mechanisms, fuzing
technology, etc.

The $8 million requested for "Flight Vehicle Subsystems" in FY I968

will support advanced development effort in two areas vital to future

aircraft design. The first project consists of collecting and analyzing

air turbulence data with the objective of improving the design of air-

craft structures and control equipment. The second project is concerned
with demonstrating the ability of current flight control technology to
reduce the effects of wind gusts, aircreift maneuvers, etc., particu-
larly in low-level flight, in order to increase structural life and
crew efficiency.

The $8 million for "Advanced ASM Technology" will support a program
designed to provide a technical foTjndation for new and iitrproved tactical

air-to-surface missile guidance systems. The largest single project

involves a new approach to the all-weather guidance problem which employs

a ground-mapping radar in conjunction with a command-guided missile*

The $3 million requested for the "X-15 Research Aircraft" program

will complete in FY 1968 all of the Defense Department sponsored

experiments now planned. Subsequently, NASA will assume full responsi-

bility for funding the X-15 test program.

The next item, "AMSA" will require $26 million in FY I968. (The

$11.8 million added by the Congress for FY I967 will be applied to the

FY 1968 program). In FY I968, we plan to carry on development, at a

cost of $17 million, of an engine that could be used in this and other
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advanced aircraft. Another $2 million wiH be reqtdred for system inte-

gration of the avionics and $7 million will he needed to allow the air-

frame Contractors to accommodate their designs to the engine development,

The $8 million requested for "Advanced Filaments and Composites"

will support further work in developing new high strength, lightweight

materials for use in aerospace structural and propulsion systems.

Specific hardware development efforts incorporating such composite

materials have heen undertaken in the areas of aircraft structures,

helicopter rotor hlades, reentry vehicles, and gas turbine engines. In

FY 1968, we plan to concentrate further in two of these areas, i.e.,

aircraft structures and rotor blades, with the goal of actually fabri-

cating and demonstrating flight -worthy coarponents

.

The next item, $10 million for "Advanced ICBM Technology", hks now

been reoriented from a "general" technology effort to the specific

support of projects most likely to aid in the selection of gnb systems

for the "Dossible new ICBM discussed earlier.

No additional funding in FY 1968 is requested for the next item,

"Stellar Inertial Guidance". The PACE II, a highly precise inertial

navigator developed with prior year funds, is now in its evaluation

phase which is expected to extend into FT I968. After review of these

test results, future 'follow-on efforts will be determined.

The remaining items on the Air Force list of advanced development

are all space projects which I discussed earlier.

F. ENGINEERING DEVELOIMENT

This category includes those projects being engineered for Service

use, but which have not yet been approved for production and deployment,
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1. Army

"nXKE-ZEIUS Testing" was phased out In FT 196^ as the program was
reoriented to NIKE-X.

A total of $U22 million h&s been included in the Yf 1968 Budget
to continue development of the NIKE-X on a high priority hasis, as dis-
cussed in Section II of this statement.

One of the Army's major B&tO program objectives is to have a number
of ground force weapons systems in various stages of development at all
times* The next item on the table, "Firepower Other Than Missiles", for
which $^9 million is requested, constitutes the bulk of the Army's effort
in this area and is divided into three main categories: "Individual and
S\;^orting Weapons"; "Field Artillery Weapons, Munitions and Equipment";
and "Nuclear Munitions".

The largest project in the first category is the Medium Anti-tank
Weapon (MAAW), a shoulder-fired llf.5-lb. jnissile (28 lbs. including
launcher) with a shaped charge warhead. The MAAW missile is automatically
guided to its target by an infl'ared sighting device linked with the mis-
sile by a wire. It is expected to have an effective range out to 1,000
meters against both stationary and moving targets, ccnipared with less
than ^^0 meters for the 90mm recoilless rifle which it will ultimately
replace, Other projects in the Individual and Supporting Weapons Cate-

gory include a series of new ordnance signaling devices which are being
engineered in response to Southeast Asia requirements and a new Vehicle
Rapid Fire Weapon System, to replace the cal. 30 machine gun and the
interim HS-820 20mm cannon.

The "Field Artillery Weapons, Munitions, and Equipment" category

enconipasses the development of sophisticated conventional munitions and

the resolution of ammunition problems associated with Sdutheaist Asia.

The "Nuclear Munitions" category covers the development of Army
supplied coctponents for nuclear projectiles and atomic demolition muni-

tions. Present efforts are being directed toward an advanced firing

device for demolition munitions, and fuzes and cases for an improved
155mm artillery round.

The "Aircraft Suppressive Fire Support System" project, for which
$lif miUion is requested in FT I968, is concerned with the development

and adaptation of weapon subsystems for Army aircraft. Previous efforts

under this project are responsible for the current generation of armed

helicopters which are proving so valuable in Southeast Asia operations.

Several efforts are now underway. A 2Qm gun system is being considered
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for the AH-IG (Huey COBRA). A stabilized sight is "being developed for

the helicopter-borne version of the TOW missile system, which is now

tentatively scheduled for production in FY I969. Tests of the XM-lUO

30inm automatic gun should be completed in FY I968 and this new area fire

weapon should then be ready for production in FY 1969. Work will con-

tinue on new ammunition iiiprcpTements for this gun, including an airburst

fuze and a boosted round, (Both the TOW and the XM- 1^4-0 will be employed

on the AH-56A, the Advanced Aeriai Fire Support System.)

"Other Airmobility Projects", for which $6 million is requested,

include work on aircraft engines, lightweight aircraft armor, and aerial

delivery equipment.

The next item, $9 million for "Surface Mobility", comprises three

efforts: **Wheeled Vehicles", "Tracked Special Vehicles" and ^'Marine Craft

The major project in the first category will be the initiation of engineer

development for the new l^l/k ton XM-705 truck as an ultimate replacement

for the current M-37 truck in rear areas. The major project in the

second category will be a new armored reconnaissance vehicle capable of

operations in adverse terrain and the "Mechanized Infantry Combat Vehicle-

70", a replacement for the current personnel carrier. The third cate-

gory includes work on shallow draft boats, a beach discharge lighter, etc.

The $lU million for "Combat Surveillance and Target Acquisition"

provides. for a number of projects. The largest is the TACFIEE system

in which automatic data processing and display techniques will be used

to Improve the accuracy, response time, and overall effectiveness of

field artillery firepower. Contract definition will begin this year,

with initiation of engineering development scheduled to take place next

fall. Other projects include: improved sensors for the detection

and locatiorT of enemy personnel, vehicles, and weapons on the battle-

field; airborne sensors for visual target location; a forward-looking

inftraired set for helicopters; image interpretation and photo processing

equipment, etc.

The $21 million for ".Communications and Electronics" provides for

a broad based program to improve the Army's communication, avionics,

and electronic warfare equipment. For example, in the area of strategic

communications a high speed optical page reader system is "being developed

to Increase rate and accuracy of messsige handling. In the area of tacti-

cal communications, a new single sideband radio for the 10H-6A helicopter

will be completed in FY I968. Other efforts include the MARK XII IFF

(Identification Friend or Foe) system designed for use with the HAWK

missile and aircraft; an electronic jammer to degrade the VT fuzes of

enemy artillery rounds; an airborne jammer to thwart radar-controlled

anti-aircraft weapons.
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2. Navy

The first item on the Navy's list of engineering developments is
$5i+ million for the "Medium Range Air-to-Surface Missile (CONDOR)".

This missile, with its large ^BHHI will provide a badly
needed standoff delivery capability for Navy tactical aircraft, Vhile
our present BULLRJF and SHRIXE missiles do provide some standoff capa-
bility against anti-aircraft guns, they are not very useful in engaging
the longer range enemy surface-to-air missile systems such as the SA-2.

Even the more recently developed WALLEYE missile, will not be able to
provide this capability in full. The COK^OR has been designed to be
launched at distances '^s'^'^^^^flHHHHIBBI from the target (depend-
ing on the altitude), and the aircrafx pilot can monitor and control
the missile throughout its entire flight without having to come within
effective range of SA-2s. Contract definition has been completed and
engineering development has been started. Initial deployment is

scheduled for 1970 in the A-6As, and we are studying the feasibility
of adapting the missile to the A-7A.

The $8 million for the "Advanced Sparrow" will substantially com-
plete this development. The missile is designed to operate in an elec-
tronic countermeasures environment and will have an ijnproved TniniTmim

range capability for close-in air-to-air engagements. It will also

have greater range and an improved low altitude anti-clutter capability,

carry a heavier warhead, produce greater thrust from its boost-sustained

motor, and have better maneuverability and reliability. Many of these

improvements are made possible by the microminiaturization of the mis-

sile's complex electronics equipment. The first test models are ex-

pected to be available by late calendar year I967, with Initial Fleet

delivery scheduled by end IT 1969*

The next item, "Three-T Systems Inrprovements", consists of the

engineering work necessajry to support the updating of the three-T

missiles (TARTAR, TERRIER, TALOS) through the development of replace-

ment components designed to increase the performance of these systems.

The $7 million requested for FY 1968 will support development of im-

proved components for the TALOS system *s radar.

The $8 million requested for "Unguided/Conventional Air Launched

Weapons" will supporii engineering development of a number of munitions

projects: SNAKEYE H, a second generation retarded bomb, DENEYE, an

area denial munition; BRITEYE, an aircraft flare dispenser designed to

achieve HHIHB^H ^^^^P*^^^ five minutes; FIREYE, an improved

fixe bomb using new napalm mixes and ijnproved igniters; a hyper-

velocity tactical aerial rocket; and an iinproved 2Qinm general purpose

projectile.
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The next item for vhich we are requesting funds in IT 1968, $3
million for "Multi-Mission Tactical Fighter (VFAX)", is for concept

fornrulation of an advanced fighter aircraft. As currently conceived,

the VFAX would have an iuiproved close-in air-to-air cooabat capability,

as well as an air-to-ground capability. Since both the Navy and the

Air Force may require such a fighter, we are examining the feasibility

of a joint development program. Both Services would use a power plant
employing the lift/cruise engine technology.

The next five items on the list are all related to undersea war-

fare (USW), and total $76 million for FT I968.

The largest single dollar item in FT I968 will be "ASW Aircraft

Development (VSX)", for which $25 million is requested. The VSX is

the potential replacement for the current CVS-based S-2s, and would

be designed to meet the expected quiet nuclear submarine threat of the

mid-^1970s. Such an aircraft would require advanced sensors, an inte-

grated avionics system, and other sophisticated equipment to locate

end destroy enemy targets. The design ohjectives of the VSX aircraft,

which would eaiploy the previously mentioned A-MEW data handling systems

together with such new sensors as the periscope detection radar, include

large increases in size, range, and payload over the S-2, Most" impor-

tant, it woiild greatly increase the area which a single CVS could cover.

However, as I indicated in my discussion of the ASW forces, we aare not

prepared to recommend fuU. scale development of such an aircraft until

the whole mix of ASW forces and missions, and particularly the role of

land-based aircraft, has been carefully restudied. The funding level

proposed will siipport continued concept formulation, and development of

long lead time conrponents of this system in FX" I968. Tentatively, $9
million is programmed for work on avionics integration, $10 million for

engineering development, and $6 million for work on the airframe.

The next item, the '*MK-^ Torpedo", is Bllj^lHHi^^H..
Designed for use by both submarines

and surface sn^^^Tn^TcffiaS^guided MK-U8^

^o provide a significant ijiiprovement in overall

'idll * ?5a55ITity compared with present; torpedoes. The MK-U8 is already

under contract and test quantities may be available as early as late

FY 1968. The $li+ million requested for FY I968 will continue work on

the MK-27 -- a torpedo-like target device designed to simulate deep-

diving submarines — which will be used to evaluate the MK-1+8,

The $3 million requested for the "Directional JEZEBEL" will com-

plete the development funding of a sonobuoy capable of providing the

bearing of a target directly to ASW aircraft. Present non-directional

passive sonobuoys can only detect the presence of enemy submarines, not
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their range or "bearing, and to locate a target, the readings of several
pairs of current JEZEBEL huoys nnist be carefully correlated — allowing
the detected submarine time to escape.

The present "Submarine Sonar Developments" program ($15 million in
FY 1968) is oriented to the development of improved sonars for installa-
tion in existing submarines vhose sonars were originally developed in
the early 1950s and to the development of a completely new sonar for
the SSENs and Skipjack-class SSNs. An interim in^rovement program for
SSB(N)s and SSNs will include passive sonars with twice the present
ranging capabilities and towed-array sonars. The FY" I968 program will in-
clude the study of adaptive beam-forming techniques to help establish the
technology needed for the new submarine sonar. Work on a mine avoidance
sonar is saso included.

The "Other Undersea Warfare Projects'* for which $19 million is re-
quested, include, for example, a shipboard periscope detection radar
capable of detecting intermittently exposed targets (e.g., periscopes,
snorkels, or ECM masts) under adverse sea conditions. This radar should
be ready for shipboard tests by FT I968; its development is being closely
coordinated with the airborne periscope detection radar work mentioned
earlier. Other projects include the development of antenna systems
integrated into the submariners superstructure and underwater swimmer
weapons and equipment to defend against swimmer attacks.

The EA-6B, which was formerly shown in the Operationstl Systems
Development category, is now included under Engineering Development.
This is the new electronic warfare aircraft being developed from the
A-6 attack aircraft. We will require $29 mm,ion in FY I968 to con-
tinue work on this iarportant project.

The "Carrier Based Airborne Tactical Control System (CBAICS)" is

designed to provide a major performance iniprovement over the present
system now carried by the E-2A. Operations in Southeast Asia have
proven the efficacy of airborne control of both strike and air defense
missions in areas beyond the range of the carrier's effective direction.
In addition, these operations hav^ also identified some iiirportant poten-
tial is^rovements in the £-2A's current systems, particularly the
avionics. This program is principally concerned with developing an im-
proved avionics package for installation in the E-2 airframe, which
will then be called the E-2B. Initiation of this project was discussed
in connection with the Navy's aircraft procurement program. Development
of the new avionics package is being started this year with $12 million
of reprogrammed funds, and $29 million more will be needed in FY I968.

The total development cost of the system is estimated at about $714. mil-
lion.
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We axe requesting $7 million in FY 1968 for "TRIM" (an acronym

for "Trail/Road Interdiction Multi- sensor" )> a program comprising the

development of three different self-contained airborne attack systems

for night interdiction of logistic traffic on roads, trails, and water-

ways, particularly for use in Southeast Asia. The systems will he

tested in the P-2, the A-6a, and jointly with the Air Force in the S-2

to' demonstrate their feasibility for use by different types of aircraft

over a wide range of operational environments. These TRIM systems will
attempt to combine the capabilities of present equipment (£CM, JEZEBEL,

etc.) with new "state-of-the-art" electro/optical sensors and navigation

systems in order to permit rapid conversion of detection into attaick.

^The $ll+ million requested for the last item, 'Marine Corps Develop-

ments", will support a number of projects on electronic systems, weapons,

and vehicles for the Marine Corps. Included in this program are the

Marine Corps' portions of joint-service research projects such as the

medium and heavy assault anti-tank weapons (MAAW and TCW), which were

mentioned earlier in connection with the Army's R&D program. Another

project is the development of a new landing force assault amphibian

vehicle, with equally good heavy surf capabilities but better land

performance than present vehicles. In the area of electronics, the

overall objective is more reliable and lighter-weight equipment, e.g.,

a new lightweight battlefield niortar locator being developed jointly

with the Army. Other projects include an automated system for integrating

air support activities into" the Marine Corps tactical data system; im-

proved nuclear, biological, and chemical hazard detection equipment; and

a semi-automatic electronic switching facility for use by tactical units

in Southeast Asia-type environments — all of which are being developed

jointly with one or more other Services,

3. Air Force

Many of the Air Force's engineering developments have already been

discussed in connection with other programs.

The XB-70 test program has been continued following the accident

last June, using the one remaining aircraft. This program, which has

been jointly funded by NASA, is designed to accumulate experimental

data relevant to possible fut\ire supersonic aircraft developments,

both military and civilian. We believe that all of the truly important

objectives of this test program can be accomplished with presently avail-

able funds and no further financing is requested for FY I968.

Development funding for the next item, the "J-58 Engine", was com-

pleted in the FY I967 Budget.
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The $20 million shown for the next item, "Interceptor/Fire Control

System/Missile", will support redesign and engineering work on the AWG-9

• Fire Control System and the AIM-U? Folding Pin Missile, provide funds

for the reconfiguration of the YF-12 test aircraft for use as a test

bed for these systems, and continue studies on the possible use of the

F-111 or F-12 airframes as a basis for the next generation of interceptor

aircraft. (The fire control system and missile system work would be appli-

cable to either.)

The next item, "F-k Improvements", reflects the cost of developing

the internal 20mm nose gun for the F-Ue. This gun is currently under-

going testing and no additional funds are requested for FT I968.

The $33 million requested for "MARK II Ayionics" will substantially

complete the funding of this follow-on to the F-lllA's current avionics

suit . Planned to be installed in the aircraft of the third F-lllA

operational wing in late FY I969, this system will provide an ijnproved

air-to-ground capability with better navigation and radar resolution

features as well as greater air-to-air effectiveness, higher reliabili-

ty, and easier maintenance. A modified version of the MARK II will be

incorporated in the FB-111.

The next item, $14- .million for the "Advanced Tactical Fighter (FX)",

will support continued concept formulation studies on a new air superi-

ority aircraft for possible introduction into the force in the mid-1970s.

As previously mentioned, these studies will help us determine the feasi-

bility of a single aircraft development to satisfy the requirements of

both the Navy and the Air Force.

The next item, $126 million for "Advanced Ballistic Missile Reentry

Systems", comprises a wide variety of efforts to provide new reentry

vehicle technology for our strategic missiles and to improve our defense

penetration techniques. About half of the amount requested is required

for the overall support of the program, i.e., boosters for the numerous

flight tests involved and general range support. The remainder provides

for specific technology programs including the development of advanced

area and terminal penetration aids, and the development of reentry vehicle

maneuvering techniques.

The $8 million requested for "NIKE Targets" will provide launch

site support at Vandenberg AFB for ABM targets launched into the Kwaja-

lein area, and for certain Air Force modification development work on

the target vehicles.

The $9 million requested for the next item, "Advanced ICBM", would,

as mentioned in the discussion of our Strategic Forces, permit initiation

of contract definition for a new strategic missile system in FY 19oo,
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if that proves to "be desirable. A special study group has been assem-

bled specifically to examine the technological feasibility of various

proposed systems.

The $3 million requested for the "Adverse Weather Aerial Delivery

System" will further develop coniponents designed to give airlift air-

craft the capability to navigate to, and air drop personnel and materiel

at, specific locations in bad weather or at night without extern€a ground

based assistance. Experience in Southeast Asia has demonstrated the

need i'or such a capability. The major current development effort con-

sists of a new self-contained navigation system for the C-130, which

will be integrated with the present anionics system. We hope to achieve

an initial operating capability in calendar year I969.

The renaining engineering development items on the Air Force list

have all been discussed in connection with the Department's space-related

projects.

G. MANAGEMENT AllD SUPPORT

1. Anoy

As shown on Table 20, $90 million is requested for the support of

the White Sands Missile Range. Test programs are conducted at this range

for all the Services and NASA. Among the specific projects are the Air

Force's Advanced Ballistic Reentry System (ABRES), the Navy's new Anti-

Radiation Missile (based on the STANDARD SAM missile), the Army's LANCE,

as well as NASA's AEROBEE project. A major effort at this facility la

the range instrumentation program, now in its third year, which will re-

fine the data collected on the range, improve the data reduction capa-

bility, and augment the range ccomiunication system.

We are also requesting million for the Kwajalein Test Site,

operated by the Army. We now have an improved capability at this site

to recover reentry vehicles that impact in the lagoon. Increased sup-

port wiUL be given to the Amy's HIKE-X and the Advanced Research Proj-

ect Agency's DEFENDER program at l&rajalein.

The $229 million requested for Geheral Support covers the costs of

all Army R&D installations and activities other than White Sands and

Kwajalein. This support includes the procurement of general purpose

equipment for research laboratories, test facilities, and proving

grounds, the cost of civilian and military salaries, and the construc-

tion of new facilities, not chargeable to specific programs.
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2. Navy

The Pacific Missile Range, for which $68 million is requested in

FY 1968, is responsible for range scheduling, connnunications, weather

and meteorological services ^ and data reduction in support of assigned

missile and space launch opersCtions in the Pacific. In addition to the

headquarters at Point Mugu, California, facilities are maintained at

Barking Sands and Kaneohe in the Hawaiian area to provide communications

and range instrumentation. Among the test programs supported by the

Pacific Missile Range are those for TERRIER, TARTAR, and TALOS, the

new SIAMJARD ship-to-air missile, and the BHOEHIX air-to-air missile.

The Atlantic Undersea Test Evaluation Center (AUTEC), located in a
. deep-sea canyon off the Bahamas, will consist of three separate test

ranges for weapons, sonars, and acoustic systems. The weapons range

became operational October 1966; the acoustic and sonar ranges are

schedozled for completion during FY I967 and FY 1970 respectively. For

AUUJC, $18 million is requested in FY I968.

General S\ipport for other Navy R&D laboratories and test facilities

not chargeable to specific programs will require $310 million in FY I968.

3, Air Force

For the Eastern Test Range, $219 million is requested in FY 1968,

approximately $13 million less than for the current fiscal year. Some

additional costs for the operation of the Eastern Test Range are reim-

bursed by NASA. This range consists of a con^lex of instrumented net-

works including fixed and mobile land-based stations and sdrborne and

shipbome instrumentation extending fl-om Cape Kennedy southeastward

through the Mid- and South-Atlantic area. South America, and Africa to

the Indian Ocean. The Eastern Test Range supports such Defense programs

as MIUUTEMAN, POLARIS, POSEIDON, and the Defense Satellite Comraunicationa

Program, together with such NASA programs as APOLLO and MARINER. Future

test' activities will involve greater accuracies, larger payloads, and

more couirplex reentry vehicles as well as more sophisticated missions.

To meet these more demanding requirements, the funds included in the

FY 1968 request will provide a capability for collecting iinproved tra-

jectory evaluation data as well as a capability to receive telemetered

data on new frequencies. The program will also provide for the operation

of eight specially instrumented C-135 aircraft to support the activities

associated with the APOLLO programs. -

About $89 million is requested for FY I968 to support the Air Force

Western Test Range which consists of a complex of range instrumentation

networks supporting Air Force, Navy, and NASA launches from Vandenberg
Air Force Base, Point Arguello and Point Mugu. The program also pro-

vides for the operation of five APOLLO support ships.
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General Support, including "Develcfpment Support", will require
$657 million in FY 1968. This item carries the major support of the
Air Force Systems Command and its nation-wide complex of research,
development, and test installations, the construction of additional
research and development facilities, and other support programs. It
includes about $85 million for the cost of services provided imder
contract by organizations such as RAND, Aerospace Corporation, and the
Lincoln Laboratory.

H, EMERGENCY FUTTO

For the Department of Defense Emergency Fund, we are requesting
the appropriation of $125 million and transfer authority of $150 million,
the same as the amounts provided for FY I967.

!• FINANCIAL STJMMARY

The Research and Development Program, including the development of
systems approved for deploiTnent, will require about $8.0 billion in New
Obligational Authority for FY I968. A comparison with prior years is
shown below.

(billions of do3J.ars)

RScD -except systems approved
for deployment

RSD- systems approved for
deployment

Total R2a)

Less: Support from other
apprppriat ions

Total RDTS£ (TOA)

LessrFinancing Adjustments

Total RDTocE (NOA)

1962
Act.

1963
Act.

196I+

Act.
1965
Act.

1966
Act.

1967
Est.

k.k 5.2 5.1 5.3 5.i+

2.5 2.5 2.3 1.9 2.2 2.3

6-9 7.7 7.7 • 7.0 7.5 7.7

- .6 - .6 - .6 - .5 - .6 - .5

6.3 7.1 7.1 6.5 6.9 7.2

- ,9 - .1 - .1 ,2

5.U 7.0 7.0 6.5 6.7 7.2

1968
ropose

5.8

2.h

8.2

- .7

7.5

- .2

7.3
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In last year's reorganization of the Five-Year Defense Program
structure, we established four new major programs which, for purposes
of this presentation, have been grouped together in this section.

A. SPECIALIZED ACTIVITIES

Specialized Activities comprise those elements of the Defense '

Program which are directly related to the missions of the combat forces
in the Strategic, General Purpose and Airlift/Sealift Forces Programs,
but which for purposes of management are more logically handled within
the context of homogeneous functional groupings of ."^-iTnTiar or complex
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2. National Militaiy Command System

• The National Military Command System (nmCS) is the primary subsystem

of the World-Wide Military Command and Control System. It was established
specifically to provide the means by vhich the National Command Authorities

can apply the resources of the Military Establishment and, through the

Joint Chiefs of Staff, exercise strategic and broad operational direction

of the Armed Forces under conditions of cold, limited and general war.

Related subsytems of the world-wide system — i.e., the headquarters of

unified and specified commands. Service headquarters, component commands,

DASA, DIA and DCA with their supporting communications, etc., — are in-

cluded elsewhere either as parts of other Specialized Activities or as

integral elements of other programs, such as the Post-Attack Command and

Control System in the Strategic Forces Program.

The HMCS comprises the National Military Command Center (KMCC) at

the Pentagon, the Alternate National Military Command Center (AKMCC),

the National Emergency Command Post Afloat (NECPA), the National Emergency

Airborne Command Post (NEACP), and the various communications networks

linking these command facilities, the unified and specified commands and

Service headquarters.

As part of our continuing effort to improve the NMCS, we have expanded

the automatic data processing, capability at the NMCC to handle the increased

workload related to Southeast Asia operations and to provide support for
the newly created Strategic Mobility* staff in the Office of the Joint

#
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Chiefs of Staff. The FY I968 Budget request provides funds for the

further improvement of the data processing system, the information

displays, and the related facilities and equipment. These changes are

designed to improve the capability of the NMCC to maintain under all

conditions up-to-date information on the operations being conducted by

the unified and specified commanders, as well as timely data on the dis-

position of friendly forces and the eneiiy order of battle, world-wide.

With respect to the NECPA, in addition to the orginal tropospheric

scatter comnrunicat ions station at Lewes, Del,, a second station has

been built at Otis AFB in Massachusetts to increase the- range at which
the NECPA ships can operate while providing a high volume voice communi-

cation capability using automatic switched networks ashore. A third

station at Lola, W. C. will be added during FY I968, further extending
the operating range of the NECPA ships. Moreover, an automatic data
processing system for cornmand and control will be installed in the USS

Northampton, the second NECPA ship to be so equipped. .

3. Communications

The communications category includes both the Defense Communications

System (DCS) and certain non-DCS communications operated by the military

departments. The DCS elements include the world-wide, long-haul, owned

and leased, point-to-point wire, cable and radio communications facilities.

Its two principal elements are the Automatic Voice Network (AUTOVON) and

the Automatic Digital Network (AUTODIN), but it also includes other sys-

tems such as the Automatic Secure Voice Communications Network (AUTOSEVOCOM) ,

the Defense Special Security Commimications System (DSSCS), the Integrated

Wideband Communications System (IWCS) and, when it becomes operational,

the Initial Defense Commimications Satellite System (IDCSS). The non-

DCS elements include: (1) the tactical portions of those communications

systems operated by the Military Departments which serve the subordinate

commanders of unified commands, or which 'are self-contained within tacti-

cal organizations; (2) self-contained local communications facilities

such as those serving an individual Ansy base; (3) land, ship and air-

borne terminal facilities; and {h) ship-to-ship, air-to-air and grciind-

air-ground systems.
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The AUTOVON System was established in April 196^ hy combining exist-

ing Army and Air Force voice networks into what was essentially a direct

dial telephone system served by nine switching centers. In order to

meet the growing requirement for automatic voice communications, ve are

expanding this system to 35 automatic switching centers by the end of

FY IQfo^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^ are also

continuing to expand ana imprdVe xhe Automatic Digital Network (AUTODIN)

and by the end of FY 1967, we should have 8 switching centers operating

in the continental United States. By FY 1969 AUTODIN will be extended

world-wide with the installation of 12 switching centers in Europe and

in the Pacific, including three in Southeast Asia.

During FY 1967, we installed an interim secure voice system (TALK

QUICK) to satisfy urgent requirements for this type of capability in the

Pacifjrc and Southeast Asia. Eventually this system will be incorporated

into the DCS Automatic Secure Voice Communications Network (AUTOSEVOCOM )

now sched-'jiled for world-wide installation

In order to support the rapid troop build-up and expanded military

operations in Southeast Asia, we have also been ijnproving our- comiruni-

cations within that area by modifying and extending the Integrated Wide-

band Communications System (IWCS). This program provides high quality

circuits with alternate routing between points in South Vietnam and

Thailand.

I have already discussed the Defense Department's communications

satellite programs in the preceding section. When completed, the sys-

tem will provide us with "one hop" relay communications over extremely

long distances, together with great flexibility in extending and allo-

cating service. It is anticipated that it will also provide more reliable

communications because of its expected lower vulnerability to both physi-,

cal and electronic interference by the enemy.
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k, other Specialized Activities

The "Specialized Activities" program also includes certain classi-

fied projects, the overseas administration and grant aid portions of

the Military Assistance Program, and such other mission-related activities

as weather service, oceanography, aero-space rescue and recovery, etc.

Because of the sensitivity of the classified programs, and hecause the

Military Assistance ^ogram is not included in the legislation being con-

sidered at this time, only the last category of activities will be

discussed here.

a. Weather Service

The Air Force and Naval Weather Services collect, analyze, predict

and disseminate, globally, meteorological and geophysical information

for the support of military operations, NASA's space program (including

manned-space vehicle reentries and recoveries), R&D missile test firings,

and they conduct hurricane and typhoon tracking and forecasting, and

collect nuclear debris air samples for the AEC in connection with the

test ban treaty safeguards*

By exploiting recent advances in comnnmications and data processing

technology, the military weather services have considerably increased

their ability to cope with the growing volume of environmental data and

expanding requirements for timely and comprehensive service. Such recent

advances include: (l) the almost complete computerization of weather

data collection, analysis, prediction and dissemination, so that forecasts

are delivered to users on a "real time" basis, in many instances literally

untouched by human hands; (2) the implementation of the Automated Weather

Network, a high-speed weather communications system for transmitting

weather observation data from overseas theaters to weather control centers

in the United States where they are computer-processed into forecasts and

returned to users over the same network; and (3) use of larger numbers

of fixed and mobile television stations capable of receiving data di-

rectly from weather satellites as they pass overhead. The Air Force's

global Solar Observing and Forecasting Network (SOFNET), which began

full-time operation in late I965, provides important data for -our Over-

the-Horizon radars and for the prediction of satellite orbits. World-

wide optical and radio observations of the sun are collected and analyzed

at the SOFNET center in Cheyenne Mountaih, Colorado, from which solar

forecasts are issued to over forty users. SOFNET data is also provided

to NASA for their space environment computations.

b. Oceanography

This category comprises the activities of the Navy's Oceanographic

Office, Defense support of the National Oceanographic Data Center and

their related research aircraft and survey ships. The President's
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Science Advisory Committee in its report. Effective Use of the Sea ,

pointed out that increased Federal participation in oceanographic

activities is required for national security. The Navy, of course,

has long been conducting oceanographic surveys in support of its oper-

ational requirements (as opposed to oceanographic research which is

funded in the Research and Development program). This includes the

collection of data for the Fleet's surface ship, submarine and ASW

operations, its sonar installations, its amphibious warfare planning,

etc. ]>uring the coming fiscal year, the Navy will significantly ex-

pand its oceanographic effort. For example^ in the "broad ocean sur-

vey" program the range of data collected will be greatly increased.

More VAMP (Visibility, Acoustics, Magnetics and Pressure) surveys,

which provide data for our mining and mine-countermeasure forces,

will be conducted. For our ASW, SOSUS and Deep Submergence program^,

a greater effort will be undertaken to gather the kind of environmental

data which these programs need.

At end FY I966, nine oceanographic research and survey ships (three

manned by the Navy crews and six operated by MSTS) and two environmental

prediction research aircraft were employed in the program. Seven of

these are converted World War II ships but the other two are new ocean-

ographic survey ships (AGSs) which entered the force during FY 1966.

In FY 1967 two more new ships — oceanographic research vessels (AGORs)

— will be commissioned, increasing the force to eleven ships and making

possible an expansion of the program. The AGS funded in FY 196? should

enter service in FY I969 and by end FY 1972 the force should consist of

fourteen ships, nine of which were commissioned since FY I966. No new

ships are being requested in FY 1968 for this "operational" program,

although two oceanographic research ships are included in the budget

for the Research and Development program with which this survey effort

is closely integrated.

c. Air Rescue and Recovery

The ^r rescue and recovery program comprises the U.S. Air Force

Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Service (ARRS), certain specialized forces

of the Navy, and certain assigned forces of the Army and Marine Corps.

Essentially, each Service provides faci3j.ibies and forces for sea-air

rescue support of its own operations and, with the exception of the Air

Force, rescue helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft are assigned to this

mission as needed from available forces. Helicopter rescue detachments

are maintained by the Navy on each carrier and cruiser, and a special

helicopter utility squadron with a specific search and rescue mission

is now operating in the Gulf of Tonkin. ARRS also supports NASA's manned

spaceflight recovery operations in alternate recovery zones with air-

craft and para-rescuemen; should a spacecraft splashdown occur beyond
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visual range of Navy recovery ships, the ifflES aircraft locate the

spacecraft and drop the para-rescuemen who attach the flotation collar

end render first aid if needed.

The ALr Force Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Service operates and
maintains ik air rescue squadrons consisting of aibout IbO sdrcraft,
and lias over 100 additional aircraft at various air bases performing
local rescue operations. To provide increased air crew recovery

capability in Southeast Asia, FY 1966 funds were reprogrammed to pro-
cure eight HH-53S for ARRS (which we expect to receive by the end of
FY 1968) and four more are included in the FY 1967 supplemental request;
18 HH-3ES are included in the FY 1967 program, and another four HH-53s
will be procured with FY 1968 funds.

The Air Force now has two rescue squadrons (one helicopter and one
fixed-wing) based in Vietnam, with a total of about seventy aircraft.
By last October, ARRS had rescued over 200 aircrewmen from hostile area^
in Southeast Asia and over 200 other combat personnel as well. Total
rescue of downed crewmen from hostile territory by all four Services
is well over the 600 mark, and the success of these missions has con-
tributed greatly to the morale of our combat aircrews. The ARRS also
participates in the evacuation of wounded combat personnel.

d. Traffic Control, Approach and Landing System

The. Traffic Control Approach and Landing System (TRACALS) element
encompasses those "common system" air traffic control facilities not
provided by the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA). The facilities involved
are located world-wide and consist of control towers, radar approach
control centers, instrument landing systems, air-ground communications
and associated ancillary facilities. With the provisions - of the Federal
Aviation Act (P.L. 85-726) as guidelines, current Air Force efforts are
directed towards the evolutionary development of the existing air traf-
fic control system and includes: participation in FAA's R&D efforts;
applied research to improve equipment and facility parameters; and the
provision of the required facilities for Air Force installations.

There are two prominent current programs. The first, the A. I.M.S.
Program, is concerned with the addition of the Air Traffic Control
Radar Beacon System, which provides positive identification and location
of aircraft, to all air traffic control radar facilities. The second

is concerned with the replacement of current VHF and UHF air-gro\and-air

communications systems in order to meet the more stringent requirement
of 50 kilocycle spacing between channels in accordance with o\ir agree-

ments with other members of the International Civil Aviation Organization.
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e. Nuclear Weapons Operations

This element covers the activities of the Defense Atomic Support

Agency (DASA) which provides: specialized staff assistance to the

Secretary of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff; operational, logis-

tical and training support for the Military Services; liaison with the

AEC on weapons development and the planning and conduct of weapons effects

tests; and management for the national atomic weapons stockpile. The

nuclear weapons effects tests, themselves, as well as nuclear weapons

research, are included in the Research and Development program and were

discussed earlier. DASA's construction program for FY I968 includes

further shoreline protection work at Johnston Island.

B. LOGISTIC SUPPORT

Logistic support comprises a wide variety of activities which can- •

not he readily allocated to other major programs or program elements.

Included under this heading are the costs of: (l) moving passengers and

freight (except for first destination transportation) by commercial

carriers, the Military Sea Transportation Service, the Military Airlift

Command and contract airlift; (2) purchasing, storing, and inspecting

materiel; (3) those parts of the industrial preparedness program (e.g.

,

the provision of new industrial facilities and the maintenance of reserve

facilities and equipment) not identified with elements of other major

programs; and {h) the major overhaul and rebuild activities for items

which are returned to a common stock and cannot, therefore, be related

directly to specific military forces or weapons systems.

The management of our logistic support activities is covered in the

discussion of the Cost Reduction Program.

C. PERSONNEL SUPPORT

The Personnel Support Program comprises the training, medical and

other activities associated with personnel, except for those portions

of such activities which are integral elements of another program. For

example, the costs of basic pilot training are included in this program

while the costs of advanced flight training, designed to qualify a pilot

for a specific tactical aircraft, are reflected in the appropriate mis-

sion-oriented program.

1. Training

The Defense Department's training establishment constitutes a vast

and varied system, including at least 83 major military installations,

designed to meet not only peacetime needs for militarily trained man-

power, but also to provide the potential for rapidly expanding this
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force in periods of mobilization. Our total capital investment in

these facilities exceeds $i+.8 billion and annual operating costs run

over $1.5 billion. On the average, nearly one-fifth of the active

force is assigned to these centers at all times, either as part of the

permanent training staff or as trainees. As shown on the table, train-

ing costs in the FY 1966-68 period directly reflect the rapid build-up

in the size of the military establishment.

a. Recruit Training

Recruit Training (i.e., "basic" or "boot camp" training) is given^

every new enlisted serviceman to facilitate the transition from civilian

life, to inculcate necessary standards of conduct and discipline, to

provide initial weapons training, to ensure adequate physical condition-

ing and to foster motivation and Service esprit . In total, recruit

training loads are expected to decline slightly in FY I968, following

the rapid rise in FY 1966-67. We now estimate that about 920,000 men

will enter the basic training next year compared to about 995,000 .now

estimated for FY I967. The Army wiU train about 577,000; the Navy,

llfljOGO; the Marine Corps, 96,000; and the Air Force, 106,000 in FY 19dO.

Since the initiation of the build-up, the Army has expanded its

recruit training capacity by more than 100 percent and now can produce

over 13,500 basically trained soldiers each week. To facilitate this

expansion, new training centers have been opened at Fort Benning, Fort

Bragg, Fort Campbell, and Fort Lewis.

As you know, in order to meet the needs of the active force for

basically trained personnel during the recent build-up, the Army was

temporarily forced to limit the nuinber of men it could accept from the

Reserve Enlistment Program (REP) for active duty training. As a result,

a rather large backlog of REP personnel awaiting training was created,

reaching a peak of 135,000 men in May I966. However, by the end of

December 1966 the backlog was reduced to 120,000 and by the end of June

1967, it should reach a normal level of less than 20,000.

In order to speed the active force build-up we also used some of

the divisions in the Strategic Army Force (STRAF) "to give basic training.

The peak STRAF training load was reached in March 1966 when 36,000 re-

cruits were assigned to these units. Since then, the number has been

graduaUy reduced and in April, we plan to phase STRAF forces out of the

basic training role completely.

The FY 1968 request includes funds for two major expansions of basic

training facilities. The Air Force plans to add 5,^00 additional bar-

racks spaces at its Lackland Military Training Center in Texas and about

$17 million will be needed for this purpose in FY I968. Construction of
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a third Navy Recruit Training Center on the site of the former Orlando
AFB in Florida (which was previously transferred to the Navy for use
as a training devices center in 196^) was initially funded in the
FY 1967 Budget and $21 million more is requested in FY I968. Training
at Orlando is planned to commence early In FY I969. With these ex-
pansions, the Air Force and Navy will have the physical capacity re-
quired to handle all foreseea})le enlisted training loads. The Army
already has the physical facilities to meet all present requirements,
and significantly larger training loads could be supported if necessary
by opening some or all of the seven inactive basic training centers
which have been retained for a full scale mobilization.

b. Technical Training

The Military Services train enlisted personnel for about 150O
separately identifiable occupational specialties. While some of these
occupations can be learned on the job, most require full time classroom
instruction which averages about two months duration, (in the case of
a few highly technical occupations, formal training may last as long as

a year.) Additional technical training is usually necessary later in

the serviceman* s career to help him develop new skills, to cross-train
him to facilitate sharing of arduous duty, or to update him in his
specialty.

Since the majority of recruits do not reenlist, entry level technical
training is a very expensive activity. Over the years a number of actions
have been taken to help induce highly skilled technically trained person-
nel to choose a military career. Our two principal tools in this regard
are proficiency pay and the variable reenlistment bonus. Indications
are that proficiency pay has increased first term reenlistment rates

»

and while it is still too early to make firm judgments about the effec-
tiveness of the variable reenlistment bonus, the data does show that we
are achieving higher retention rates in those specialties for which the
higher multiples are authorized (three and four times the regular amount).
In FY 1968, about 237,000 men are scheduled to receive proficiency pay,

about the same number as in the current fiscal year. The variable re-

enlistment bonus should be awarded to about 11^,000 men in FY 1968 com-

pared with 76,000 this fiscal year.

c. Professional Training

Professional training encoinpasses primarily postgraduate level educa-
tion in military and civilian schools. Including medical training.

Among the military schools are the several Service command and staff
colleges 9 the Service war colleges and the joint Service colleges.
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Each year, over k,QO0 students, including foreign military officers
and U..S. Government civilians, are educated at these institutions.
A study conducted during the last year indicates that we may not "be

sending enough officers to these courses and that our future efforts
should be directed toward clearly identifying and satisfying an of
the requirements for graduates of these schools:

In order to meet the rising requirements for officers educated in
the technical, scientific, engineering and managerial fields, the
Services also provide selected officers with advanced academic educa-
tion, either "in-house" or at civilian institutions. As a matter of
policy the Services rely upon civilian institutions for this kind of
education wherever feasible; however, both the Navy and the Air Force
have their own, accredited, degree-granting, graduate level facilities
which provide tailored programs not readily available from civilian in-
stitutions. In the Spring of 1966, about U,500 officers were enrolled
in academic educational programs lasting from a few months to three or
four years. Of this total, approximately 2,800 were receiving their
instructions at civilian colleges and universities, while the remainder
were enrolled in either the Naval Postgraduate School or the Air Force
Institute of Technology. In total, the Services have identified specific
requirements for some IT^OOO officers educated beyond the baccalaureate
level,

d. Flight Training

Flight training is the most ejcpensive type of instruction given by
the Defense Department, in large part because of the very heavy invest-
ments required in trainer aircraft and facilities. Three factors have
now combined to compound our flight training problem: (l) the large
numbers of World War Il-trained pilots who are now coming to the close of
their flying careers; (2) the rotation requirements of the Vietnam con-
flict; and (3) the rapidly increasing size of the Army's aviation program.
To meet these increased pilot requirements, the FY I968 Budget includes
funds to increase the niimber of pilots being trained by the Services to
an annual rate of approximately 13,500. Actual pilot production will
not re£LCh the higher authorized levels in FY I968, however, since it
takes up to I8 months to train a pilot. While we have always paid par-
ticular attention to the effective operation of our flight training
programs, because of their cost implications, the burgeoning requirement
for new pilots has underscored the need for thoroughly reviewing them
again. I have, therefore, asked the Services to re-examine their respec-
tive programs, including the relationship between rotational policies
and retention rates, the efficient utilization of trainer aircraft, the
value of mission-oriented basic flight training in lieu of the current
standardized coiorse given all student pilots, etc.
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In the Air Force, the planned annual output of pilots has been

increased to 3,^92 compared with 2,956 in FY I967 (including jet pilots

trained for the Military Assistance Program). To help handle this

increased training load, a ninth undergraduate pilot training operation

will be opened at Randolph AFB.

The new planned Navy annual pilot production rate is about 2,525

pilots (including 100 for the Military Assistance Program and U.S.

Coast Guard), compared with about 2,200 previously in FY I967. Of the

2,k23 earmarked for the Navy and Marine Corps, about 9^5 will be trained

for jet aircraft, 830 for propeller aircraft, and 650 for helicopters.

The Army's planned pilot production has been increased to 7,500
pilots per year (including I80 for the Military Assistance Program),

compared with about 3,700 in the original FY 1967 Budget. About 90
percent of the new Army pilots will be trained for helicopters, up

from about 50 percent in FY 1966. The Army will commission about 75

percent of its new pilots as warrant officers since their positions

do not involve command responsibilities. To help handle the larger

training loads in FY I968, Hunter AFB in Georgia (which was scheduled

to close in July I967) has been assigned to the Army and the present

flight training program at Fort Wolters will be expanded.

To support the larger flight training programs, the revised FY 1967

Budget and FY I968 Budget request provide 582 trainer aircraft for the

Army, 269 for the Navy, and U58 for the Air Force.

e. Service Academies

As you know, we have been increasing the level of enrollment at the

Military Academy over the past few years toward an ultimate goal of over

kyOOO, In FY 1968, enrollment will average about 3,300 cadets. To help

accommodate the larger student body, the FY I968 Budget includes funds

for a new 66-classroom academic building at West Point and for person-

nel facilities and utilities.

Enrollment at the Naval Academy (currently the largest of the three

Service academies) in FY 1968 will renain constant at about U,100.

Construction funds, totalling $3 million, are requested for the mod-

ernization of an academic building at Annapolis, and for additional

personnel facilities.

The Air Force Academy, which has also been gradually building up

the size of its student body to an ultimate level of 4,000, will reach

a total of 3,100 cadets in FY I968. In addition, a Cadet Pilot Indoc-

trination Program,, designed to encourage all physically qualified cadets
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to consider flight training upon graduation, will be instituted.

Currently, cadets must wait until after graduation before beginning

their undergraduate flight training. Under this program, cadets can

gain flying experience prior to graduation, thereby providing a better

basis upon which to Judge their aptitude for further pilot training.

This program is similar to the Flight Instruction Program now available

to Air Force ROTC cadets at several civilian colleges and universities.

About $5 million is included in the FY I968 Budget for construction of

medical, training and other facilities at the Air Force Academy in

FY 1968.

2. Medical Services

Medical Services include those costs for medical and dental services

not directly associated with military units in our other major programs,

the costs of medical care for military dependents at non-military facil-

ities, the costs of providing veterinary services, and the cost of oper-

ating various health service activities such as the Armed Forces Insti-

tute' of Pathology. The military departments now operate more than 250

hospitals and U50 dispensaries, representing. a capital investment of

more than a billion dollars and employing about 170,000 military and

civilian personnel. In the current fiscal year, the annual operating

costs of these facilities and related medicsa services will exceed the

billion dollar level.

Last year, I mentioned that in order to ensure their efficient oper-

ation, the Department was studying (with the assistance of private con-

sultants) the management of Defense hospitals and outpatient clinics in

the continental United States. To this end, a Hospital Management Evalu-

ation Committee was established within the Department of Defense, in-

cluding the three departmental Surgeons General. This committee has

now completed its initial study, and the military departments are now

in the process of developing joint solutions to specific problems in

the fields of medical manpower management, health data management,

physical examinations and medical facilities planning. In addition, the

committee's initial effort identified several other areas of health

services management which should be studied and this is now being done.

Three interrelated medical legislative proposals were presented for

consideration by the Congress last year — an expanded civilian out-

patient program for active duty dependents, a new civilian health care

program for retired members and their dependents, and a financial assist-

ance program for active duty members with mentally retarded or physically

handicapped dependents. These three proposals were later combined into a

single bill (H.R. li^088.) which was unanimously passed by both Houses of

the Congress and signed into law by the President last September.
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Known as the Military Medical Benefits Amendments Act of I966, it has

been widely acclaimed as the most important military medical legisla-

tion in the past ten years.

During the past year the Array, Navy and Air Force medical services

in Vietnam have continued to improve their outstanding life-saving record.

For example, of all those members of our armed forces wounded since Janu-

ary of 1961, 98.4 percent have survived. In Vietnam over 75 percent of

those wounded and 90 percent of those who are injured or become ill are

being returned to duty ftom local medical facilities. Progress has also

been made in the fight against malaria. In spite of the increased num-

ber of troops exposed, the highest monthly malaria contraction rate

reached during I966 was 3-2 per 1,000 in June, 1966 compared with the

rate of 5.6 experienced in NoTreniber, I965.

The n 1968 construction program for medical f^^J^*^!^

medical facilities.

The rising cost of medical services in lY 1967 and 1568, shown

new Military Medical Benefits Legislation of 196&.

3, Retirement

This element covers the pay, as authorized and prescribed *y If^

>

of miStLv personnel on the Retired lists and provides for payments to

s^^rf^s^^Ho the Retired Serviceman's Family Protection Plan.

In FY 1968, the average nuniber of retired military P^^^^?^^^^^%j^^

expected to rise to about 621,000, an increase of about 58,500 o^er the

current year. As shown on the following table, a continuation of this

trend should see the average number of annuitants on the retired rolls

reaching 90l+,000 and the annual funded cost almost $2.8 billion by

FY 1973! The unfunded "Past Service" liability should reach about $86.2

billion by end FY 1973-
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Fiscal
Year
1961
1962
1963
I96U

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

Average No.

of Betirees
(Thousands)

275.9
313.^

358,8
U10.9
1^62.5

508.6
562.5
621-7
684.0
737.0
790.0
8U7.O
90U.0

Average
Cost

2!tt5b

2',858

2,828
2,9*^
2,996
3,131
3,22U
3,2l+8

3,252
3,255
3,258
3,261
3,261^

Total Cost
(^Millions)

tBB

896
1,015
1,211
1,386
1,592
l,8lU
2,020
2,22U

2,399
2,57i+

2,762
2,951

Unfunded "Past

Service" Liability*
(^Millions)

^5,105
U7,337
lv8,868

56,071
59,^50
66,585
71,370
74,092
76,701
79,224
81,657
83,984
86,200

In addition to the $2,020 million included in the FY I968 Budget, we

are requesting an additional $34.0 million for n I967 to finance two in-

creases. The first stems from the higher pay rates for those Personnel re-

tiring subsequent to 1 July 1966, the effective date of the FY 1967 military

pay legislation (P.L, 89-501). The second results from the provision in the

FY 1966 military pay legislation (P.L. 89-132) which requires that individ-

uals on the retired rolls receive an annuity increase equal to the percent-

age rise in the Consumer Price Index whenever the index rises three points

and remains at or above such a level for three months. During July-Sep-

tember 1966 the index rose 3-7 percent above the previous level and an-

nuities were raised accordingly.

4. Other Personnel Support

Included in this category are the costs of recruiting and examining

new servicemen; permanent changes of station for military personnel (in-

cluding the shipment of household goods); military family housing debt

payments; transient patients and prisoners; etc. Higher costs here reflect

the recent increases in compensation rates, the larger number of military

personnel on active duty and the higher tea?>o of activity related to the

conflict in Southeast Asia.

S. Administration

This program reflects the costs of: (l) departmental headquarters,

including those of the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Joint

Chiefs of Staff, and the Services; (2) certain major field headquarters

not otherwise accounted for, such as the Military District of Washington;

» End Fiscal Year
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(3) a variety of specialized field activities such as the Naval

Observatory; (U) construction support activities, such as planning and

design; and (5) other support activities, including the appropriations

for "Contingencies, Defense" and "Claims, Defense", the Defense Contract

Audit Agency and interdepartmental activities.

Year-to-year changes in the overall cost of this eiggregation of es-

sentially unrelated activities and functions are generally related to the

changes in the size and tempo of the Defense effort. Because of their

sheer number, and the fact that they will he reviewed in detail by other

witnesses before the appropriate Congressional Committees. I will discuss

Just two of them now.

1. Contingencies

For many years Congress has provided the Secretary of Defense $15

million per annum for emergencies and extraordinary expenses arising in

connection with national security and such other purposes as he deems

proper. Use of these funds is authorized by the Secretary and accounted

for solely on his certificate that the expenditures were necessary for

confidential military purposes; the Congress is kept currently informed as

to their status. During the FY I962-66 period, utilization of this fund
.

ranged from ^ik.k million in FY 1963 to $556,000 in FY I966 averaging

about $9.1 million annually. This is the only reserve available to the

Secretary for unplanned programs requiring discreet and immediate action.

Since experience has shown that a reserve of this amount is about right,

we are again requesting $15 million for "Contingencies" in FY I968.

2 . Claims

This appropriation account provides for the ps^nnent of all non-con-

tractual claims against the Department of Defense. A total of $3^4- million

will be required for this purpose in FY 1967 including $9 million re-

quested in the Supplemental to meet the increase in claims essentially

related to the higher troop strengths and movements. For FY 19^8, we

are requesting $30 million to provide for increased claims which

we must expect with the augmented force levels projected through that year.

As you know, the Department of Defense has been authorized under the various

statutes to settle certain small claims in order to expedite their payment,

but it appears that an annual appropriation for a definite amoimt has not

satisfactorily accomplished the purpose in the past and may not in FY 19^7

•

We are, therefore, again requesting the Congress to appropriate the amount

requested on an annual indefinite basis so that we may pay all valid

claims promptly.
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A. FERSOKMEL STRENGTHS

Both military and civilian personnel strengths will be higher at
end FY I967 than originally projected a year ago. In FY I968, strength
levels are again scheduled to rise^ although at a much slower pace than
during the preceding two years*

1. Civilian Personnel Strengths

The numbers of direct hire civilian employees now estimated for end
fiscal years 1966-68 are shown in the table below« The currently planned
end FY 1967 strength is 123,200 higher than originally projected a year
ago and 112,900 higher than the actual strength at end FY I966 (which
itself was 17,000 higher than projected a year ago). This Budget request
would provide for an additional 23,500 civilians by ^nd FY 1968.

End FY 1968
(Planned)
1+31,474

1+10,787

325,796
72,057

l,240,m

While most of the 112,900 man increase in FY I967 stems from Vietnam-
related requirements, about 30,000 is accounted for by our program to con-
vert, wherever feasible, from military to civilian staffing. Announced
in the fall of I965, the first phase of this program called for replace-
ing some 75>000 military personnel with 60,000 civilians during calendar
year I966. Some 30,000 were converted by June I966 and we now estimate
that the remaining §0,000 will be converted by this coming April. In
FY 1968, we propose to implement a second phase of the program, sub-
stituting about 34,000 civilian positions for 39j900 military positions.
(The difrerence in the number of positions is made possible by the elimin-

ation of training and support spaces associated with the use of military
personnel.) Thus, if it were not for this civilian substitution program,
which of course is itself an economy measure, the level of civilian staffing

would decline in FY I968 by approximately 10,000 personnel. Indeed, in

order to hold down civilian employment levels, we have anticipated another

increase in employee productivity in FY I968 and reduced our computed
requirement by about 18,500 personnel spaces.
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End FY 1966 End FY I967
(Actual) (Estimated)

Army 371,121 426,164
Navy 356,7^^^ 398,6o8
Air Force 306,911 319,^+62

Defense Agencies 68,923 72,361
Total DoD 1,103,699 1,216,595



2. Military Personnel Strengths

The numbers of active duty military personnel now estimated for end

fiscal years 1966-68 ore shown in the table below. The currently planned

end FY 1967 strength is 293,700 higher than originally projected a year

ago and 295,300 higher than the actual strengths at end FY 1966 (which

itself was 106,000 higher than those projected a year ago). The Budget

request would provide for a further increase of 77,500 in FY 1968.

End FY 1966 End FY I967 End FY I968

(Actual) (Estimated) (Planneaj

Army 1,199,0^6 1,W,200 1,520,000

Navy 7hk,U69 753,39^^ 762,288
Marine Corps 261,68? 28o,62U 29^^,91^

Air Force 886.350 898.600 887«100

Total DoD 3,091,552 3,386,8ia 3,*^,302

By the end of FY I968, we will have added about 810,000 military

personnel to the strength existing on June 30, 1965* In addition, the

reqxiirement for another lltf,900 military personnel has been avoided by

civilian substitution.

B. VIETNAM EELATED PERSONNEL MATTERS

We have made a particular effort during the Vietnam build-up to

avoid unnecessary turbulence in oxir military personnel programs and to

establish personnel policies which wiJJ. spread the risks and burdens

of combat as equitably sis possible.

1. Rotation Policy

In order to limit any individual's exposure to the hazards of combat

we have established a standard tour of twelve months for most military

personnel serving in the war zone. In the case of land-based aircraft

crews whose missions take them over North Vietnam, a shorter tour policy
is followed, based on the number of sorties actually flown,' which at the

recent activity rates has been averaging about six or seven months.

Crews flying missions in South Vietnam, where the hazards are less severe

serve a twelve month tour. Navy personnel afloat or assigned to construe

tion battalions are rotated with their ship or unit: 7th Fleet ships are

deployed, on the average, for a seven month period during which they

rotate in and out of the combat area, depending on specific operational

requirements; naval construction battalions rotate on a six to eight

month schedule. In order to avoid repetitive tours in Vietnam, 50,000

additional positions have been authorized for the Army and 3,000 for

the Marine Corps, specifically to sustain an adequate rotation base.
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The general policy for all Services is that no individual, except

those who volunteer, will "be reassigned to a second tour in Vietnam

until an others availahle in the same specialty and grade have served

an initial tour. In order to expand the rotational base for pilots we

have greatly increased our flying training programs, as I described

earlier in this statement.

2. Assignment Policies

As in past conflicts, several special assignment policies are being

applied for our deployments to Southeast Asia. Since November 1965, no

17 year-olds have been allowed to serve in South Vietnam. Also, since

August 1966, two members of the same family have not had to serve in

Vietnam simultaneously against their wishes.

Since 1951, we have excepted sole surviving sons from combat duty

provided the surviving son or a parent so requests. (However, a parent's

request may be waived by the serviceman.) On July 1, I966, the military

departments were authorized to grant a hardship discharge to those

members who became sole siorviving sons after being inducted or enlisted.

For purposes of this policy, a sole surviving son must belong to a family

in which the father, or one or more sons or daughters, has either been

killed, died, been captured, reported missing-in-action, or become perman-

ently 100 percent physically disabled as a result of military service.

Last year. Public Law 89-735 authorized us to grant a special 30-day

leave to any serviceman (exclusive of travel time and not chargeable

against his leave account) for voluntarily extending his tour of duty

in Vietnam by six or more months. For the period November 2, 1966,

through December 15, I966, 4,3l8 servicemen have taken advantage of

this option.

3. Involuntary Extensions

During FY I966, the initial period of the Vietnam build-up, it was

necessary to retain (extend) involuntarily certain RegxiLar Navy and Marine

Corps enlisted personnel on active duty under authority of 10 USC 5538*

Initially, enlistments were extended for four months, but during

the later stages the period of extensions was gradually reduced and

finally eliminated altogether. In total, approximately 78,000 Navy and

30,000 Marine Corps personnel were affected by these extensions. No

enlistment contracts are being involuntarily extended by any of the

Military Services today.

However, regular officers of Army, Navy, and Marine Corps are sub-

ject to selective retention. Between September I965 and the end of

October I966, about 1,900 Army officers were involuntarily retained.
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In the Navy, about 1,300 Regtaar officer resignations and retirements
had also teen denied or deferred on a selective basis, as of the end

of November 1966. In the Marine Corps, all Regular officers were

initially extended by not approving resignations and requests for

voluntary retirement. Since the policy forestalled requests for retire-

ment or release, it is impossible to tell how many Marine Corps officers

were affected, although 350 is a reasonable estimate for FY 1966. As

with the other Services, exceptions were made in case of mandatory

retiranent or separation and for hardship or humanitarian reasons; and

since October 1, 1966, the Marine Corps, like the Army and Navy, has

been retaining officers only on a selective basis. In the Air Force,

approval of resignations, releases, or voluntary retirements is being

withheld only in the cases of those officers having an unexpired service

commitm^t •

Prior to January I967, the Army had followed the policy of selective

retention of .reserve component officers who had applied and been accepted

for active duty on a "voluntary indefinite" status. This policy has now

been discontinued.

km Promotion Policy

The rapid expansion of our military forces has required some acceler-

ation of promotions in order to staff the expanded grade structure. Thus,

more personnel in the top six enlisted grades {Ek-E§) were authorized,

based on the Services* capability to attain these strengths from personnel

resources now available, without a serious decrease in experience levels

of each grade. In order to minimize any promotion stagnation in the career

force when the forces are reduced at the end of the present conflict, and

to enhance retention of qualified personnel, the largest portion of the

increase was authorized in the first term grades of

For officers, especially those in the junior grades, the average

nuniber of years of service at the time of promotion has been reduced.

This is particularly true for junior officers in the Army and Marine Corps

who are now being promoted to captain after 2-1/2 to 3 years of active

service, compared with k to ^ years in the past.

C. WiNKMER PROCUREMENT

In order to provide the one million new entrants required by the

Military Services during the current fiscal year, we have had to continue

to rely on the Selective Service System despite impressive gains in volun-

tary enlistments. However, the projected draft calls for the remainder

of Fy 1967 and for FY I968 show a sharp decline from an average monthly

induction rate of nearly ^+1,000 in the August-November 1966 period to an
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estimated 17,000 during the last half of FY I967, and to about 2l^,000

estimated for FY 1968. Since drai*t calls are a residual source of man-
power, any changes in the number of voluntary enlistments and reenlist-
ments frcxa the rates now projected may cause future draft calls to vary
from these estimates. Of the 3^0,000 inductions in FY I966, the Army
took 317,000, the Navy 3,000 and the Marine Corps about 20,000. However,

only the Army plans to use the draft in FY 1967 and 1968.

The ntamber of first enlistments totaled 533jOOO in FY I966, an

increase of nearly 80 percent over FY I965 and the largest annual total
since FY 1951. The trend of first enlistments rose throughout the year
with 23 percent more in the second half than in the first. However,
during the first half of FY 1967 there has been a slight decline, partially
reflecting the lower recruitment needs of the Navy, Marine Corps and Air
Force as their personnel build-ups near completion.

We have been concerned that our standards of acceptance for military
service were higher than necessary and, as such, had become both discrimin-
atory and wasteful. To help remedy this situation, we twice revised these
standards, in November I965 and again in April 1966. These initial revi-
sions resulted in the enlistment and induction of 50,000 men between
November I965 and September I966 who would not have qualified under earlier

standards. These men have performed well in their initial assignments,
with all but a very small percentage not conipleting their recruit training.
Last October we initiated a further revision under which we would accept,
by September I968, U0,000 men who would have otherwise been disqualified
ftom military service for mental or physical reasons. Between October 1967
and September I968 we propose to take an additional 100,000 men in this

category by a further reduction in standards. Hence, the c\milative effect
of these revisions will be to admit for service, each year, a total of
150,000 men who were disqualified for military service under former stand-

ards.

Both volunteers and inductees under this program will participate in

the same basic training program taken by other non-prior Service personnel.

Any special assistance needed will be provided as part of the regular basic

training cycle. Once a man has successfully completed basic training, he

will be given skill training in a military occupation for which there is

an established requirement, again using regular training facilities and

courses. We are convinced that by using the best of modem educational

technology these men can be trained in useful and needed military occupa-

tional specialities.

As you Imow, the draft authority under the Ifriiversal Military Train-

ing and Service Act, including the authority to make special calls for

physicians, dentists, and allied medical specialists, is now scheduled to
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expire, on June 30, I967. The National Advisory Commission on Selective

Service, appointed by President Johnson, has been studying this stibject

intensively for several months. After the President has had an opportunity

to study the Commission's recommendations he will propose specific draft

legislation to the Congress.

With respect to commissioned personnel, the Officer Candidate Train-

ing Programs have been the principal source of additional officers needed

for the expansion of the forces. In the Army, for example, about 3,300

new officers graduated fl-om OCS during FT I966; some 19,800 officers are

expected from this source in FY 19^7 and an additional l6,300 in FY i960.

In the Mr Force and Marine Corps, the Officer Training Schools were also

the primary source of new officers, since these schools can be expanded

much more rapidly than the four-year ROTC and Academy programs.

D. MIUTARy COMPENSATION

Under the Pay Act of I965, the Department of Defense is required to

conduct, at least once every four years, a comprehensive review of the

principles and concepts of military compensation, with the first review

to be initiated not later than January 1, 196?. Work on the first quad-

rennial review was actually initiated during calendar year I966, and we

have now formed a permanent staff of specialists to study ways of OJaprov-

ing the structure of military compensation, including supplementary

benefits and associated career incentives.

As the first step, data have been gathered on the current and career

earnings of individuals in those occ\Q)ations which represent the principal

civilian alternatives for both enlisted and officer personnel. A full

evaluation of this information, now in process, is expected to provide

the data base for a systematic comparison of the earnings of military and

civilian personnel. We will then be able to determine the adjustments

required to keep the compensation of ovir career military personnel compe-

titive with that offered in the civilian sector of the economy.

Possible revisions in the military retirement system are also being

studied, with the objective of making it a more meaningful part of current

military compensation. We would like to see retired pay become a more

effective incentive for those ma3d.ng their first reenlistment decisions,

as well as for those whom we desire to retain in service beyond the point

of retirement eligibility. We expect to report our initial findings from

these studies to the President during the coming year.
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IX. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE COST REDUCTION PROGRAM

Five years ago, in my appearance Toefore tbis Committee in support

of the first Five Year Defense Program, I said:

"I am thoroughly in agreement with your insistent request

for a sharp increase in the effectiveness with which we conduct

our procurement business. X am equally sure, however, that a

piecemeal approach, confined to nibbling around the edges of

the problem, is not going to give us the improvements which will

produce significant economies. What is required is a frontal

assault on the procurement problem — and indeed on the whole

logistics problem.

"This is a very large assignment: it is a bigger challenge

than that posed to any other government agency or private cor-

poration. And it has at least two prerequisites for success:

a fresh approach and the best application of our management

talents.

"Accordingly, we have established a new comprehensive

Logistics Management Program under which many of the basic

problems of logistics which have troubled the Department for

so long will be intensively studied."

I then went on to describe some of the areas which would be given

special study: Requirements Planning; Simplification of Specifications,

Standards, and Designs; Increased Competition in Defense Buying; Pro-

curement Procedures and Practices; and Contract Performance.

You will recognize that these studies were the genesis of the

Department of Defense Cost Reduction Program, which was formally

established in July I962 when I made my first progress report to

President Kennedy. I estimated at the time that Defense logistics costs

could be cut by about $3 hiUion per year within a period of five years.

Shown on the chart on the next page are the results actually achieved

through FY 1966.
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PROGRESS OF DoD COST REDUCTON PROGRAM

Annual Savings

in Bill torn
'

$7.0
I

~"

FY 1966 marked the completion of the Five Year
f^*

Program begun in 1962. Starting ia FY 1967, new Cost Reduction Pro-

™^ll^ established on a year-to-year Uasls. Aeeor^ngly. this

isl^ ^opriate time to review the piarposes and assess the.
l^l^^'

tLrofthe S^ram to the overall management of the defense effort.

unlike private ^ustry. which 0P«"*f^^ff,f
profit and loss statement, there is no such tui"-to '

ficiency and econon^ in ^-P/^^^^tlo^^^St fwfoL!'''^ns%.uently.

finding effective substitutes, for the normal profit and loss stumixus

inherent in private industry.
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The major decisions concerning military forces and programs, although

they are by far the most important in tezios of costs and combat readi-

ness, are relatively easy to handle from an organizational and manage-

ment point of view. Only a relatively small number of people at the very

top levels of the Defense Establishment are directly involved in these

decisions, and in the past several years we have greatly Improved the

decision-making process. But the day-to-day execution of the Defense

program involves literally tens of thousands of military and civilian

personnel located throughout the United States and much of the Free

World, and these are the people who have to make the countless individual

management decisions at the operating levels.

How to motivate these people to do their job more efficiently, and how

to determine whether they do so, has always been one of the most difficult

and elusive problems facing the top management of the Defense Department,

Because of the large number of personnel involved, and the even greater

number of decisions, it is obviously impossible for the top management

to supervise directly the performance at these lower levels. The- solu-

tion, therefore, is to devise some method of mobilizing the capabilities

of these managers, involving them more intimaitely in the entire manage-

ment process, and motivating them to seek out and develop more efficient

ways of doing their jobs — and that is precisely what the Cost Reduction

Program has been designed to do.

In this connection, we should bear in mdnd that the primary responsi-

bility of the Defense Establishment is to be ready for combat. There-

fore, it is to be escpected that in making their day-to-day decisions,

our logistics managers will eilways tend to err on the side of surpluses

rather than shortages. Thus, without some offsetting incentive for

economy we would always be confronted with a pervasive tendency to

overstate requirements, to hoard supplies and manpower, to pyramid

"safety stocks" at successive management echelons, to establish standards

without regard to cost, and, in general, to stick with the "tried and

true" rather than to risk innovation. Certainly, we want to be sure that

we have we need to maintain oiar combat readiness. But there is

absolutely nothing to be gained, and indeed much to be lost, by acquir-

ing more than we need. Even with the best of management, millions of

dollars of equipment and supplies must be disposed of each year simply

because of unavoidable obsolescence, and we don't want to add to that

total.

In order to enlist the support of the entire logistics organiza-

tion, the Program must provide for the direct participation of manage-

ment at all levels in identifying areas where operations can be improved

and economies effected, and in the setting of goals for each of these
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areas. In addition, the objectives, methods and procedures of the

Program must be fully explained to and accepted by the people who actually
have to achieve those goals. Finally, achievements must be adequately
reported and validated to top management*

In connection with the last point, we have made a maximum effort to

provide public recognition for outstanding achievement under this pro-
gram. Both President Kennedy and President Johnson have personally
participated in this phase of the program, as have I and all the prin-
cipal officials of the Defense Department. We believe that appropriate

rewards axe a much more effective incentive for good work than threats
of reprisal in the form of demotion or discharge. And, as a practical
matter, in an organization as large as the Defense Department, firing
people is no solution to the problem. We need so many that the chances
are the new people we might hire would be no better on the average than
those we might fire. This is a problem common to all large enterprises,

public or private. There is simply a limit on the number of good managers

available, and the competition for that limited supply is very keen. The

solution is to make the best use of the talent available and provide maxi-

mum incentives for good performance; and public recognition of a job well
done is one of the most important of these incentives.

With regard to validating the results of the Cost Reduction Program,

I have, from its very inception, insisted on an independent audit. This

is simply good business practice; no organization should be expected to

audit its own performance. Originally, I invited the General Accounting

Office to undertake this auditing task but, for understandable reasons,

the Comptroller General thought it would be inappropriate. I therefore

assigned the job to the Comptroller of the Defense Department, under whose

direction some 200 man-years have been devoted annually to the review and

verification of the quarterly savings reports submitted by the logistics

managers.

Auditing a program of this sort is in itself something of an innova-

tion. Most programs of this type in private industry are not formally

and independently audited, and there are no generally accepted* standards,

as there are in the case of the usual financial audit. Consequently, we

have had to develop our own audit standards and criteria through trial

and error, and in the early stages of the program there were some cases

of inconsistency. These difficulties have long since been overcome as

our auditors have gained more experience with the program.

I would now like to summarize the accomplishments of the Cost Reduc-

tion Program over the five year period ending in June 1966, and then com-

ment briefly on the new phase getting underway this year. A more detailed

account of the s'avings by year is shown in Table 22 attached to this

statement

•
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A. BUYING ONLY WHAT WE NEED

The logistics cycle starts with the calculation of requirements,

and it is at this point that the future cost of the entire logistics

system is largely determined. Once we "buy more than we need, a whole

sequence of unnecessary expenditures is set in notion — inventories

are acquired which are never used, more transportation is needed to move

them, more storage space to house them, and more people to handle them.

Finally, years later, large surpluses must be sold with a return to the

Government of less than seven cents on the dollar.

1. Refining Requirements Calculations

In 1961, our inventories suffered from major imbalances in hundreds

of key items. Some of these imbalances were attributable to planning

problems among the Services. Some, understandably, stemmed from the inherent

difficulty in predicting obsolescence and consumption rates. And some, of

course, were caused by the all-too-human teindency to add "insurance"

factors to forecasts of future demand, pipeline transit times, and the

required levels of safety stocks.

Since 196I, we have overhauled the entire planning and decision-

making system of the Defense Department, with the result that we now

have one "official" long-range force structure and financial plan.

This approach aOone has done much to help achieve an internal balance

among the many different elements of the military program and to ensure

that supply requirements are directly related to real military needs.

In addition, thousands of reviews of end items, spare parts, and

consumables, conducted at all levels of the logistics establishment,

have helped to determine our real needs and reduce procurement of materiel

which might later prove sTirplus. Post D-day production capacity has been

substituted for expensive stockpiling wherever practicable. Wearout rates

are being predicted- more accurately through the use of automatic data

processing equipment. Pipeline requirements have been reduced by using

airlift to deliver high cost items. Demand is being forecast more

accurately by the extensive use of high-speed communications systems and

concentrated management effort on high-value items.

Finally, the widespread cost-consciousness induced by the import-

ance accorded the Cost Reduction Program is proving an effective counter

to the natural tendency of logistics managers to overestimate their needs.

The net result of these efforts to achieve realistic statements of

requirements has been to produce savings of $5.7 billion over the five-

year period,
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2. Increased Use of Excess Inventories

Buying only what we need also means making maximum use of excess

stocks already on hand. Inventory managers in all the Services are being
required to maintain a continuous search of their stocks — and those of
other Services — to try to find the same or a usahle substitute for items

about to be purchased.

Since the end of FY I96I, long supply stocks dropped from $13 billion
to $10 billion. In large measure, this reduction is due to increased re-
utili^ation of these assets by the Military Services, Over the years,

we have progressively stepped up our efforts in this area. For exas^le,

an improved centralized automated screening system has been established
by the Defense Supply Agency at Battle Creek, Michigan. This system
enables our logistics managers to identify quickly those requirements
which can be satisfied by excess stocks, in lieu of new procurement. The
results of our efforts can be seen in the fact that where in I96I only

7 percent of our excess and long supply inventories was re-utilized, in

1966 16 percent was put to productive use.

The year-by«year increase in re-utilization is shown in the following
table:

($ Millions)

Value of Long Supply Stocks Increase

Fiscal Year Returned to Productive Use Over FY I96I
i9Si r"95S $ -

1962 1,080 12tf

1963 1,120 l6h

iseh 1,287 331
1965 1,^51 ^95
1966 1,596 6ifO

3. Eliminating Goldplating through Value Engineering

Having ensured that we are buying only the necessary quantities of
supplies and equipment, we must also make certain that we do not specify
standards of performance, reliability, or durability which are higher than

those required by the military mission. Such frills ("goldplating") may
simply be the product of overzealous designers. In other cases, the
requirements for durabiJJ-ty, heat resistance, etc., may be overspecified

because actual performance data is lacking, and analogous data is not

sought or properly used. In any event, such overspecification is very
costly, and in some cases has added as much as 1,000 percent to the cost

of a single item. With over 20,000 new items entering the inventory each
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month, there are great potential savings in identifying and eliminating

goldplating through the systematic techniques Imown as value engineering.

A nianher of steps have "been taken since I96I to this end. For exanqple,

our contracts now contain clauses which encourage Defense contractors to

practice value engineering "by offering them a share in any resultant savings

»

including those in follow-on contracts. Our contracts also provide for

shared savings where value engineering changes produce economies in col-

lateral functions, e.g., maintenance and logistics support. Practicing

what we preach, we have added 265 full-time value engineering specialists

to the Defense Department staff, and formal classroom training in this

function has been given to over 500 Defense personnel during FY I966.

As a result of these actions, the number of value engineering changes

proposed by contractors and approved by Defense has increased dramatically

(from 288 in FY 196^+ to 979 in FY 1966) and substantial ijirprovements have been
achieved in equipment reliability and ease of maintenance. Savings realized

in FY 1^966 were about $32^* million, more than quadruple the amount realized

four years ago.

Inventory Item Reduction

Because every different item in the supply system must be separutely

stored and accounted for, it is highly important that their number be

held to the minimum. Needless proliferation of types, colors, sizes,

finishes, etc., in the past hcis restated in millions of dollars of un-

necessary management and warehousing costs. Moreover, when the very

same item is unknowingly given different stock n\Biibers by different

logistics agencies, not only are duplicate stocks bought, but management

costs are multiplied.

Although the Defense Department has had a formal standardization

program to identify and eliminate duplicative and unnecessary items since

1952, the number of items in the supply system increased from 3.4 million

at the end of FY I958 to over U million at the end of FY I962.

Since that time, we have attacked the problem at several levels

in an effort to reverse this trend, including:

- Extension of the standardization program to the research

and development phase and, where feasible, standardizing

parts and components within a single development project.

- Encouraging designers to use standard parts and components by

improving data storage and retrieval systems so that the

necessary drawings and specifications are readily available.
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o Screening new Items through an automated Item Entry Control

System to prevent unnecessary additions to the inventory*

- Setting up special task forces to screen specific classes of

items.

As a result of such actions, the average monthly rate at which Items

were eliminated from the supply system was over 13,000 items greater dTir-

ing the five-year period ending June 30, 1966 than the FY I96I rate. More-

over, in FY 1965, we were able for the first time to purge the system of
more items than entered it. If we had not taken these steps, there would
be about 820,000 more items in the system today than there actually are.

At an estimated management cost of $100 per year per item, we were saving

$82 million annually by the end of FY 1966*

B. BUYING AT THE LOWEST SOUND PRICE

A searching review of Defense Department purchasing practices was
begun in I96I in order to find the best ways to cut costs In the millions
of procurement actions which we take each year. Reports of the General

Accounting Office and Congressional Committees for several preceding years

were scrutinized in considerable detail during this review. The results

of this study underscored what had been widely believed for some time,

1*6) that very sizable savings would result from infusing more conpetition

into our procurements and troa, decreasing the use of Cost-Flus-Fixed-Fee
contracts. Five-year savings resulting f^rom these two efforts alone have
exceeded $3*1 billion.

1. Shift from Non-ccmpetltlve to Competitive Procurement

Every dollar shifted from non-competitive to competitive procurement

saves the Government and the taacpayer an average of 25 cents. A continu-

ing san^iling of our procurement records amply supports the conservatism

of this estimate.

As shown on the following chart, kk.k percent of our prime contracts

were awarded on the basis of price, competition during FY I966 compared

with 32.9 percent in FY I96I. It should be noted that this was achieve4

despite the pressures on the contracting process arising from the South-

east Asia conflict.
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COHTRACTS AWARDED ON BASIS DF COMPETITIOH AS A PERCEHT

OF TOTAL DOLLAR VALUE OF CONTRAGT AWARDS

9D«

4B« —

46« —

44%

42* —

40* —

38* —

36* —

34% —

32* —

FY 1961 1962 1963 1964 196S 1966 1967

Several actions have contributed to this acconiplishment. Among

these are:

- Increased use of "two-step" advertised bidding ^
l^^^l

cases where the initial specifications are not sufficiently

precise for one-step contracting. Under this procedure,

bidders first submit unpriced proposals for technical

evaluation; those qualifying then submit sealed-bid priced

proposals, with the lowest bidder winning the contract.

The value of purchases awarded through this technique in-

creased from $85 million in FY 1962 to $926 million in

FY 1966.

- "Breaking out" from coiqplex end items individual high value

^^^s^l components for separate --P^^^^^-^P^S^^^
In the area of replenishment spare parts alone, breakout

Socedures lifted the proportion of competitive purchases

from 28 percent to U7 percent over a four year period.
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. Planning procupements farther in advance and In greater

de^aiifo^s to ensure the timely availability of the

drawings and specifications needed for competitive bidding.

- use of the total "package" approach to the procurement .

of major weapon systems, uoder which one contract is_

awarded, con^etitively, for the development, production,

and "life cycle" support of the system.

- ijDproving the management skills of our own procuranent

personnel through formal schooling, with some 32,000

students participating since FY 196I.

In total, savings from the rising rate of competition during the

FY 1962-66 period exceeded $2 billion.

2. Shift from Cost-Plus-Fixed-Fee (CFFF) to Fixed-Etice or Incentive

Contracts

•

CITF contracts, while being the easiest- to ward, t^e most

difficult to administer and, more ijiportantly, provide little op no

tacentive for the contractor to hold down costs or meet performance

t^d deSvery specifications. With the contractor assured that his

Ssts viu be reUibwsed and guaranteed a set fee under this type of

coSraSi! hJ^b cost overruns have been ^VZi^s
ten cents on the dollar is a very conservative estimate

«Si^ whenever these open-ended arrangements are converted to finaer

forms of pricing, such as fixed-price and incentive contracts.

COST PIUS FIXED FEE CONTRACTS

AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL CONTRAO AWARDS

FISCAL

YtA«

ESTIMATED VALUE

CONTWCTJ coNvsmo
f»OM cm

1963 i 4. 3 BILLION

1964 6.2 BILLION

1965 6.3 BILLION

1966 7.S 8ILLI0N
9.9

6/30/66

195 6 l»7 19S8 l«9 1960 1961 1962
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Between 1956 and the first nine months of I96I, the proportion of

CEFF contracts awarded increased fron 19.7 percent of the total to

38.0 percent. In ny first annual report on the Cost Reduction Program

to this Committee I stated that our goal — a tough one — was to re-

duce CPFF contracting frcm that 38 percent level to 12.3 percent; in

FY 1966, the rate was down to 9-9 percent.

Several management improTrements have contrihuted to this achieve-

ment:

- Procurement methods have been refined and incentive-type

contracting used more widely in order to relate profits

more accurately to the contractor's actual risk and per-

formance.

- Iniproved management techniques for scheduling the many

interrelated elements of major development contracts have

helped us to keep planned costs and performance closer to

target.

_ The number of project management offices has heen doublea

to provide closer and better siipervision of large weapon

system projects.

- Intensive advance planning has been emphasized in order to

achieve better project definition prior to contraxrt award.

- A program for evaluating and recording contractors' past

performance has been established to help in future source

selections and in profit and fee negotiations.

In total, the shift from CPFF to more effective contractual arrange-

ments has enabled the Defense Department to save $1.1 billion over the

five-year period, i.e., 10 cents on each dollar shifted.

A valuable by-product of this shift to more finiLly priced contracts

has been the elimination of the large number of detailed reports and con-

trols which are required for CPFF contracting. Although this,. too,

produces real savings, they are not reflected in the published results

of the Cost Reduction Program.

3. Multi-Year Procurement

By consolidating two or more years' needs in one contract, we are

able to attract more competition, eliminate the administrative costs of

repeated purchases, Avoid the recurrence of "start-up" coats, facilitate

component standardization, and stimulate private industry investment
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in the necessary tooling and facilities. Multi-year procurement was

nSt considered! regular element of the Cost Reduction Program until

FY 1965, although its use had been strongly encoiaraged since

FY 1966, nearly five times more multi-year contracts were awarded than

two years earUer, with resultant estimated savings of $70 million.

If. The Contractor Fztsgram

When we buy for less, our contractors must obviously sell less.

To do so, and still make a profit, they must reduce their costs. The

Defense Contractor Cost Reduction Program is the industry coi^anion to

our own internal Cost Reduction Program. Currently ve have 75 parent

corporations actively participating and r^P^^^^J^^f^^^f^/f^f^^^^
actions on their Defense business. Over half of the total of ?33.5

bilUon awarded by the Defense Department in FY I966 was received by

these 75 participating coBpanies and their subsidiaries.

During FY I966, cost reductions of $996 million were reported by

these contractors. (This contractor program is f'^^i^e^^^P^^'^^.
the Defense Department's Cost Reduction Program.) For FY 1965 Cthe

first year such savings were formally recorded by the contractors), a

total of $811 million was indicated. This total of over $1.8 billion

in contractor cost reduction actions over the two year period consti-

tutes an outstanding response by our contractors to the President s

personal request that they join directly in minimizing the cost of

national security.

Many of our cost reduction techniques are now being applied by

defense contractors on their civilian work as well as on their military

work. Indeed, we have discovered that they are being used by many firms

not directly connected with the defense program. A 1966 Wall Street

Journal survey reported that the stepped-iqp cost reduction efforts among

Government contractors are spilling over into the civilian economy as

well and that "non-defense competitors set up similar programs to awoid

being undersold on the commercial market."

C. REDUCING OPERATING COSTS

Better management of the Defense Department's support facilities

and more efficient operation of its logistics system saved nearly

billion over the five-year period ending June 30, 1966.

1. Terminating Unnecessary Operations

Because the Defense program is greatly influenced by changes in

the international situation and in military technology, frequent and,

at tijnes, drastic shifts in requirements for weapons, manpower, and
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facilities cannot be avoided, EJven thotigh our military strength is being

steadily increased, certain military installations continue to become

surplus to «TT foreseeable peacetime axui wartime needs* These facilities

must be closed if the Defense program is to be managed efficiently and

waste eliminated.

Accordingly, in I96I we initiated a detailed review of the nearly

13,000 major and minor Defense installations around the world. Over the

years, this review has been conducted on a continuing basis and as sur-

plus facilities were identified, they have been scheduled for closing,

reduction in scope, or consolidation. Shown below are the results of

the program (on a "when con^leted" basis) through January 20, I967:

.Number of Actions

.Real Estate Released
(acres)

.Industrial Plants with
Commercial Potential
Made Avail, for Sale
.Job Positions Eliminated
.Annual Operating Savings

Total Through
20 January 1967

917

1,817,^29

66
206,631

$1,500 milUon

It should be noted that none of these scheduled closings have

been reversed, and only a very few have been teoiporarily postponed,

for example, to accommodate the increased helicopter pilot training

needs mentioned earlier. The land and facilities made acvailable by

this "base closure" program usiuUy find other productive uses

quickly. The table below summarizes the disposition of nlUtaxy
property released from I96I to the end of FTf 19661

Number of Locations

New Use Through June 30 1 1966

Civic Airports 15

Schools and Universities 157
Parks, Recreation, Community

Development 90
Private Industry for Production 56

individuals & Small Conqpanies 306

Federally Owned Reserve Lands 6
Other Federal Agencies 79
Total Acres Involved 862,7^6

Our own Office of Economic Adjustment has helped plan many of these

successful conversions and is currently collaborating with local offi-

cials in some thirty communities. In this connection, an important facet
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of our base closiire program is the early identification and announcement
of those installations affected so as to give all concerned — the
employees, the coimnunities, and state and federal agencies — the maxi-
mum amount of time to plan for the adjustment process.

For our own employees affected by closings, we have established a
broad program of assistance which includes the guarantee of a new job
opportunity, a centralized Job referral activity to match displaced
employees with Job vacancies, a preference system for the placement
of such employees, retraining, severance pay, income protection, and
Government payment of moving costs to a new Defense Job. The Demon-
stration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of I966 authorized
the establishment of a Homeowners Assistance Program to provide some
relief to the military and civilian personnel of the Defense Department
who, as a result of a base closing, have to sell their homes in a de-
pressed market.

2. Consolidation and Standardization of Operations

A major objective of the Cost Reduction Program has been to reduce
overhead by consolidating common support activities and by simplifying
and standardizing procedures. Through FY I966, management actions in
this area yielded savings of $739 million.

The single most significant consolidation action of support ser-
vices was the establishment in I96I of the Defense Supply Agency — a
move long urged by Members of the Congress. IMder the consolidation,
DSA x>erforms the same missions at a comparable workload level with
8300 fewer civilian and military personnel than were required prior
to the transfer of these missions to the Agency. The soundness of this
consolidation has been proven by the test of Vietnam. In FY I966 DSA
processed one-third more requisitions than in FY 19^5 > handled 55 per-
cent more tons of supplies, and bought double the dollar, volume of
supplies procured in FY I965 — and it did this with a 20 percent
iarprovement in productivity per mazihour.

Other major achievements in this area include the consolidation of
the Department's contract administration services (involving I50 field
offices and 20,050 personnel) under DSA and the consolidation of contract
audit activities (involving some 3,600 people) under the Defense Con-
tract Audit Agency.

In the standardization area, we have integrated 8I transportation
documents into one (MILSTAMP) and I6 different requisitioning documents
into one (MILSTRIP). Administrative operations have been accelerated
and streamlined by such actions ajs reducing administrative and technical
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report requirements, extending the use of 'automatic data processing

equipment, and mechanizing mass paperwork operations.

3. Increasing Efficiency of Other Support Operations

Communication systems costs were reduced Ijy $557 million through

FY 1966 by such actions as:

- Expanding and increasing the effectiveness of the

Defense Communications Agency

- Consolidating and integrating leased long line

conmiunications

- Obtaining reductions in tariff rates

- Seeking out and eliminating unneeded circuits and

equipment.

Transportation and traffic management iii?)rovements netted savings

of $17lf million through FY 1966. Typical actions included:

- Limiting premium-type air transport for personnel

and cargo

Ijnprovlng the system for household goods shipments

- Obtaining reductions in freight and passenger rates

- Reducing transportation costs of overseas mail.

Maintenance management has been Improved, with resultant savings of

$323 million, through such actions as:

_ Eliminating repair and overhaul where replacement could

be shown to be more economical over the longer run

- Shortening maintenance "down time" through improved

procedures and techniques

- Lengthening the intervals between overhauls through

better inspections and scheduling.

Additional savings totaling nearly $i^00 million over the five-year

period were realized through such measures as:



- Substituting commercial-type vehicles for tactical

vehicles wherever permitted by requirements of the

military mission

- Achieving higher occupancy rates in military family

housing units by better scheduling of moves and faster

renovation of vacated quarters (with a consequent reduction

in rental allowance payments)

- Reducing real property management costs by obtaining

lower utilities rates, consolidating public works

functions, and increasing productivity in maintenance

services

- Adopting lower cost packaging, preserving, and packing

techniques

- Intensively applying cost reduction principles to the

management of the Military Assistance Program.

THE NEXT PHASE OF THE DEFENSE DEPAKTMENT'S COST REDUCTION PROGRAM

The initial Five Year Program was a pioneer effort. Its scope,

organization, goal-setting processes, measurement techniques, and audit

procedures for validating savings distinguished it from previous econxm

programs.

Now that the goals of the Five Year Program have been acconqplished,

we plan to extend the program by establishing annual goals for savings

attributable to new actions taken in each future year.

In terms of overaU coverage and organization, the Program remains

the same. The various reporting elements of the Department wiU con-

tinue to recommend their own goals with the Assistant Secretary pf

Defense (installations and Logistics) managing the Program and the

Defense Comptroller auditing it. Savings will be reported in the year

in which the decision giving rise to the savings was taken. The annual

report will reflect for each action savings realized in the current year

and, separately, estimated savings (if any) to be realized in the two

succeeding years. The base period for measuring progress will always be

the year limnediately preceding the year in which the savings action is

taken.

During the current fiscal year, the Military Services and the

Defense Supply Agency expect to take actions which wiU yield savings
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of $872 million in FY I967 and a total of $1.5 billion over the
FY 1967.-69 period. The specific goals ore as follows:

($ millions;
Savings from FY 1967 Actions
to be r'ealized in:

FY 1967 FY 1968-69 Total
$262 $ 796

lOk ikX 2k3
22k 222 kkS
10 5 1|

$1502

Buying only what we need
Buying at the lowest sound price
Reducing operating costs
Military Assistance Program

Total $872

It should be noted that the above figures exclude .all savings
from actions taken prior to FY I967, even though substantial savings
from such actions continue to be realized.



X. FINANCIAL SUt4MARY

There are three chaiages in the coverage of the Defense program and

budget this year which deserve some special mention. The first concerns

the transfer in FT 1968 of the military assistance support costs of the

Lao and Thai forces from the Military Assistance Program to the regular

The Military Assistance Program was not designed to support forces

actually engaged in combat operations, but only to equip the forces and

provide stocks of combat consumables for the initial defense phase. As

a result, xmanticipated increases in^mi^H stem-

ming from changes in the overall military situation in Southeast Asia,

have had to be financed at the expense of other forces supported by the

Military Assistance Program and with very short notice to the Govern-

ments involved. These abrupt changes in funding have greatly compli-

cated both the management of the program and our relations vith our

other Allies.

Last year, similar considerations led us to propose the transfer of

the support for the South Vietnamese forces from the Military Assistance

Program to the regular Defense budget. This change, which was approved

by the Congress, has greatly facilitated the effective: management of both

o\ir logistics resources in South Vietnam and of the Military Assistance

Program world-wide. We believe that the inclusion of the Lao and Thai

requirements in the regular Defense budget will produce similarly favor-

able results. If the Congress approves this proposal, all unexpended

balances of FY I967 and prior year Military Assistance Programs for Laos

and Thailand would be transferred to and merged with the accounts o^he
miaitaj^- departments as of July 1, 1967; and all additional funds

^H^HKHHH vauld be authorized for and appropriated directly to

those accounts.

The second change involves the transfer of financing for two other

functions from the Military Assistance Program to the regular Defense

budget in FY I968. These are the NATO Infrastructure Program, which

provides for the construction of facilities needed by HATO forces (in-

cluding U.S. forces) in Europe, and the International Military Head-

quarters Program, which srjpports the integrated command structures of
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NATO, CEKTO, and SEATO. These programs, which represent the United
States' share of the total costs, are principally related to the siip-

port of our own forces and should •prcrperly be financed in the rep;ular
Defense budget.

The third change reflects the realignment and clarification of the
functional responsibilities of the Agency for International Development
(AZD) and the Department of Defense for the support of certain U.S.
activities in Vietnam. The deployment of large U.S. forces to that
country during the last year and a half had caused some blurring of the
division of responsibility between our two agencies, and AED found it-
self saddled with some functions which were clearly the responsibility
of our military forces. Accordingly, we undertook a Joint study of our
respective functions in Vietnam and a^pc^ed on those which should be
specifically assigned to the Defense Department, effective as of July 1,
1966. These include the repair of enemy damage to railroads, the main-
tenance of highways of military ijsporbance, the operation of the Saigon
port facilities, commodity assistance for the rehabilitation and develop-
ment of Saigon and coastal ports essential to the logistic support of
our military forces, etc. This realignment of functions will add a total
of about $129 million to our FY I967 Budget, and we are requesting ^Xtk
million for these purposes in PT I968.

TaMng account of the foregoing shifts in funding, the programs
proposed for FY I968, including Military Assistance, Military Construc-
tion, Military Family Housing, and Civil Defense, aggregate $76,429,U07,000
in total obligational authority, A summary by major programs for fiscal
years I962 through 1968 is shown on Table 1.

Of the $76,14-29,1^07,000 in obligational authority required to finance
the 1968 program:

. $1,186,1+07,000 would be obtained from prior year funds avail-

able for new programs, including balances brought forward and
recot^ents anticipated during the year.

• $271^,000,000 would be obtained fi-om anticipated reimbursements
which would be available to finance new programs, leaving, there-
fore,

. $71^,969,000,000 of new obligational authority to finance the
FY 1968 programs; to which must be added $21+1,000,000 of addi-

tional cash for the DoD revolving funds and $60,000,000 for the

Foreign solitary Sales Fund — making a total of $75,270,000,000
in new obligational authority.
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Of the $75,270,000,000 requested, the following amoimts will be
presented separately:

$596,000,000 for Military Assistance
$2,123,000,000 for Military Construction
$787,000,000 for Military Family Housing
$27,000,000 for Homeowners Assistance, and
$111,000,000 for Civil Defense

Also included in the total amoimt requested is $42 million for two
items of proposed legislation which are being separately transmitted:
$24,000,000 to provide (l) quarters allowances to military personnel
without dependents when they are on a leave or travel status between
permanent duty stations and (2) dislocation allowances when they are
transferred to a permanent station and are not assigned to Government
quEirtersj and $18,000,000 to provide Federal employee status for the
civilian technicians of the Anny and Air Force National Guard. Pro-
vision for other possible items of proposed legislation is made within
the Government-wide "Allowances for Contingencies",

Of the $71,584,000,000 of new obligational authority for military
functions, $21,066,432,000 is requested to be authorized for appropria-
tion under the provisions of Section 412(b) of Public Law 86-149, as

amended: $13,785,800,000 for procurement of aircraft, missiles, naval
vessels, and tracked conibat vehicles; and $7,280,632,000 for research,
development, test and evaluation, (included in the RDT&E authorization
request is $7,632,000 for projects to be financed by the Special Foreign
Currency appropriation.)

In addition, we are requesting a total of $12,877,000,000 in
Supplemental Appropriations for the balance of FY 1967. Of the
$12,877,000,000:

. $12,275,870,000 is for the support' of military operations
in Southeast Asia (including $535,000,000 of additional cash
for the DoD stock funds).

. $71,000,000 is to defray the costs of the Military Medical
Benefits Amendments Act of 1966.

, $11,000,000 is to initiate the Homeowners Assistance Program
which was authorized by the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan
Development Act of 1966,

. $340,130,000 is to meet the costs of the increases in military
pay and allowances enacted by the Congress last year.
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. $179,000,000 is to meet that part of the cost of increases

in civilian compensation enacted hy the Congress last year

which cannot be absorbed.

Of the $12,275,670,000 in new obligational authority for Southeast

Asia $3,bU2,700,000 is requested to be authorized for appropriation

tllr the proLlons of Section 1.12(b) of Public Law 86-IU9, as amended,

$3,707,700,000 for procurement of aircraft, missiles, naval vessels, and

tr^ed coiibat vehicles; and $135,000,000 for research, development,

test and evaluation.

The specific amounts for each Service and each category are shown

in the Bill which this Committee, will consider. Tables 23 and 29

Smpare the authorization amounts requested for FY 1968 and the amounts

authorized and appropriated for FY 1967; Tables 2k - 28 and 30 -35 pro-

vide the details supporting the authorization requested for FY 19bO.
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OSUaUB 4 - FINASCIAL SUMMARY OF CIVIL BSmSE
{TOA*/ In $ Minions)

(Fiscal Years)

Shelter Survey
Shelter Improvement
Shelter Development
Harking & Stocking
Shelter Use

Warning

1962 1964 1965 1966 1261

9.3 7.1 10.6
1.4

18.4

.3 l.k 1.7 3.6 5.1 5.0

90.3 32.7 24.2 2.3 1.1 1.5
4.5 2.7 2.3

6.8 4.1 1.8 2.7 .6 .8

J.8.0

3.72/
4.8
3.8

.9

Connand^ Control & /

Communications 22.9-/

Emergency Operations Support 16.8
3.1
10.1

6.5
6.7

8.4
6.0

11.6
6.6

3.9
6.5

2.8

9.7

Financial Assistance
Information Activities
Management
Research & Development
Training & Education

18.9
3.9

12.4
19.0
2.6

27.5
3.4
13.6
11.0

23.7
2.0
13.9
10.0
12.^

25.6
1.4

14.3
10.0
10.7

23.9
1.7

12.0
10.0
U.6

27.0
2.3

12.6
10.0
11.7

30.0
2.5

13.2

10.0
11.6

252.3 125.4 110.5 101.5 105.1 102.1 111.0

SHBLTB
(Millions

S SPACES d/

, Cumulative)

Identified
MEirked e/

Stocked e/

103.7
42.8

9.7

121.4
63.8
23.8

135.6
75.9
33.8

152«1
85.3
41.3

162.0
97.0
49.0

170.0
112.0
56.0

a/ Includes $2.3 million cmyover from OCDM for construction of a Regional

Center; $13.4 million returned to Treasury—not used hy GSA In Federal

building construction.

V Includes Facloiged Ventilation Kits*

c/ Includes Architect and Engineer advisory services on design techniques,

d/ Shelter spaces resulting from the currently approved program; FY 63-66

are actual^ FY 67-68 are estimated,

e/ Only public shelters having 50 or more spaces are eligible for marking

and stocking.

Total Obligational Authority
Tbtals may not add due to rounding.
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Scr. ::!:criiaa^r<Buli. Vc&.

Kin Ptrjannel Cirrler
Mert*r 3»rri»« 3P

strn C»rrlir
>r.it (lite. P-tr»fi-.)

T»nf: Jr.;. aTtroflt)
A.Taorri Vf.rlclt Sri£(«
Co=S«-, Insi '">•'• VeRlelt

Coo^* Ver.lclti

tSTicii 1/* ton
True* J/* ""> {'li -11*3)

i 1 - l/« tor inja/
TT-jcii l-l/- lor. I^'jT (-.;x4)

True*
S u>n (>U types]

Trjcx, trceter {10 too)
5cBl-tr>iler. Ttalr. fMl Kljl

AU Otlxr Vttleln

Vehicles

3=UIS«
Cooo Zfcwity Z vlpatKi

AZi/T'.C-lJ-j rtdlo

A.1/vac-i; .-*<!lo

CouE^«r Mor'ju- ?«iS»r: UI/MK
Stgnt Villon Equlpnenl

Fieli Aire (tnaua. of si.)

spvt Hiru
AU 0-J»r ItMS

IS

T2L
Cost

150 T
51

J. 2-J

3.900

30 e»l. (HI
(ill t>T«5)S/

C*r*rlt.;», iOe= (»L1 '-xp*

(.n -.i-p*:);

90an (»U t;De:)£/

Ca7l.-ld«e, 10-^ UU typc:)^,
Cu-WltSfe. t>.2 Is. (•LI *->-pa:)V

fikru-ldec lite (>U t/ies)S/ .

Frt>>TCtil*, l»isa {all imi)£/

!

Roekui. 2.Y5" .{»11 ti-?ei)s£/

AU O'.ricr I'-cb:

onu smoRT bwumqit Oil

V5

T75r

555
Coit

10
TET

2 bi '3

1,$?1 35 l.lSs

380 12

)0 70 133
iD,!'ri 12 U.ooo

i.tsfi 109 I.90B

Jil9l 139 188

1 217
»T

i.teo 11 3.030
as

13: 710

7,S» 30 ISiOOO
7.100 30 I*, 750

=,033 *9 6,3i»
21 6,699

3,'jOO

10,100

la9

!05
1,6B2

2T

135

109

.77
"S3

a87
21
14

160
20,2Z5

139
1.200

66a

3.000

9.tt3
10.000

6,000
lt,0Z7

10,600
a, 600

82W
-33T

J

22
21

70
18
Ig

1<>3

S9

12 saB 36

u z 10
97 k

7
1U2 W.3 J7

A 3<:o 92

y SMt tetk laeltidK ercrund support ,ei)ut]ncnV.

^ (.•juiilt/ in XlllloK

1/ Bentnnliw In H 19v. Ihr 1 l/"- ton KTli tl-jCll >*a

»/ Include:; rea«n',.f»i:t.(ire

• My net add du* rouadlng.

32S
36

13k

in

a,iS2

1.21^3

720

360

1,235

360

u,aoo
It.OOO

10,000
*«,}00

Spo

500
10,600
£,100

098

lu
-3S5

Ul

1«£

sr59o

praeund u rtpUn th* 3/b tm imiek.

Cwt

S2
ua

sty Cart
T» 178
SO 83

13

1

1«
3fi

Z5

2li0

-TO

9,37?

21^

£0

1),!00
4,000

16.000
*,55t>

aoo

15,000
UO.OOE

677 il
3

871 22 29i

39 730
130
260

59
275 1.11.

65s m 1.000
30

139

180

n

5)568

8
19
i>6

JO

kit

1
1
3

17

1.375
l.OtA

lb
63

360 3:
15= U

30

175 5

175 =

650 a

lUi

59

9
Z
7b

T5r

cost
TS5

2Dk 226
UO J5

30

9
16 9li

V> 13

529 IS

79
855

60 39

2

1

1,060

59
3?7.'05

352
k5i.

213
139

385
1.009

557

2S,7<iO

13,<»55

27, 19*

9.213
1.77

l.*9S

1,500

13 12,050
22 12.000

8
It US
1

82
•31?

\ 355
l»l 1024

397
c

11 20

'',7)i.

S 755

3? 3,o£o
6 550

2,72c
li 95
u« 1, 56c
61. u.oS-

1 300
100

ii>j

75

232
12a
16
17

aoi>

13
Ik

25

15
28

IT
U

4
29
89
26

20

U2
23

U7
55
30

15
31

39=

376

aob

TS5 TCT
120 152 71 100
k20 189 211^ 99
667 600 S»
18 «1 30 53

36 hi 36 kO

81 31
23

582 2J 87
115 9I

9T

7 91
306 38 660 67

17,059 63 26.303
9ik67 31 S.$36

J7
1.J00 27 2,fiiiO

58

1,290
21s

500
420
21B
540

LOkJ
5ko
200

1,»19
369
300
30
30

26,39*
T.ooo

1,500
10,970

^,997
1,78<.

8,332

1,315
6,300
6.592

19

23k

665
796
510

3

5
2,01S

ocj

10,962

59
3!i7

192
2.953

120

3k
U7

15

31

3
"2

17

90
27
le
7

35
32
U9

k

81
30

29
U2
129

V.
26

1)9

152
ko
23
20
7

21

5
iA

U
10

272
"SIT

51
ik

36
18
22
£2
t5

332

5

13
29
120

5^)

2T2

WSJ

5,550
Ik, 500
k,013

l,k;4

2,270
192

175,000
903

79
600

1,952
235

559

600

30
30

"TB?

87

d
B

19

163
k

7
as
63

"555

u,6o; kl
•9,000 37

lb,M6 161

3,600 65

1.262
a

127

31
>o
19

1,35k 16

=,300 7
9.100 19

17

20} 13

4
691 5*

1,236 103

579 38

7 2k

Ik 55
9,83: 23C

719 30

1*,?53 »37
32c 37

3,53H 93
30^ 37

2,e->7 125

605 56
651 2<t

882

1.37

95



lABlE 7 - (ZRERAL nRFOSE FORCES - HAVY

(End of n«e»l Y«Kr)

Attack Cftrriers

ENTERPRISE
FORRESTAL

UANCOCX/ESSBC
Total

Attack Carrier Air Winga

TUtUttT A/c
p-3/r-fc

F-8
F-lllB

Total Figbter

Attack A/C
A-1
A-U
A-6
A.7

Total Attack

Kt&-\r,' Attack A/C

A-5
Total Heavy Attack

Recon. A/C

i»A-3

RA-5
RF-8

Total Recon.

ECM/AEW A/C
EA-lF
EA-3
EA-6B
EKA-3
EC-121
A-1
A-3
E-1
E-2

(AE»)
(Tanker)

Total ECM/AEW

isa 1262 126a la^ii ^ im^

5

3

15

167

177

215
306

92

"92

lu

29
lu

55

Combat Readiness Training A/C

Fighter
Attack
Recon
Other

Total Training

Total Attack
Carrier A/C

ASW A Deatrover Forces

ASW Carriers
ssn
ss

Sub Direct Support

DD
DE
DL
DDR
DER
A/C Support Ships

Total

1
6

3
6

-i5

121

77
159

197
383

15

72
loe
196

183
367

15

19
161
171

1U5

381
lU

-4 15 15 15

1 1 1 2

8 6 6 6

3 2 2 2

k U U

-i5 15 15 ~15

"521 "sSo 550 "555

93
7

20

33
17

6

1

71

8U 76

Jl 15

19

29
18

6

3

70

19
10

30
18

7

5

10

TSB "320 "ToT

188
llt6

"33^

2>iO

120

"550

2l(0

120

"550

228
120

"555

2U0
96

"555

228
72
12

312

Ibb
72
36

252

72
b8
8b

"205

109
UIO
18

108
i*3t

5»»

-595

6b
t(06

72
5g

Ti5

60
36U

90
ll*0

-55I;

2b
252
108
2d0
55c

210
108
378

"Si

182
106
bbd

"?5S

U2
108
518m

1*3 52 uo bo bo bo

52 bo bo bo

19
21

18 18

-H

18

20
-55

16
3b

lb—

16
b2
10

-55

15
50
10

75

50
3

"55

16

7

30
18

6

30
18

6

7

26
18

18
7

25
18

18
6

9
18

9
18
6

18
18
18
6

9
36

6

2

2

UO
16

nr

2

32

"l2§

2

20
UO

123

2

20
UO

131

2

20
bo
129

2
20
bo
122

2
12
b8
122

2-

6
b6

"io5

Ibb 159 116

199 195 179

2 11 12

151 12g HI502

1632 1731* 1666

130
161
21

103
165
21

83
165
17

90
161
19
120

390

87
157
12

%

87
152

9
127

375

82
156
7

62
173
10

9
13
92
27

167
20

5
36

9
6

10 9 9

16 16 19

88 86 83

27 26 2b

176 167 173
b7 21 22

5 5 5

36 23 6

9 12 U
7 6 6

371 "35H

9 8 8

21 22 32

83 82 73
2b 2b 25

178 176 173

22 2b 29

5 3 3

6 6 6

10 16 17

6 2

36b "355

8 6 6 6

bb b9 5b 60

61 56 51 b5

25 25 25 25

165 lb8 139 126

31 b3 60 73

3 3 3 3

6 6 1

17 3 1

"359 -339

aJ Planned forces. (FY 196I-65 shows actual forces on 30 June.)
, ,

f/ Navy estimates 1528 aircraft were available for assignment to operational units, inftl txllng

an estimated 76 aircraft firora Ready for Issue Pool, on 30 June,

52
17b
10

1666 1617 1510 1600^ 1632 l6bb 1608 l6lb 1602 lb65

6
65
bo

25

115
83

3
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tABlE 7 - raNERAL H5LP0SE FORCES - HAVY (Cont'd)

(Eod Of FlBcal Tear)

ASW Carrier Air WlngB
HelicoTJters

SH-3

s-sa/e/c/dA

A-li

E-l/iA-1
Cogbftt Readiness Traln-

inj; A/C

ASW J ijced Wing

ASW Helicopter
Tottl ASW A/C

Patrol A/C Scuadrons
Laadslanes

P-2/S-2

1261 1^ 1262 1^ 1^ ^ ^ }3J^

103
U9

31

93

6
120 131 128 1U{£/ 15i&/ 12<fc/ lU3i/ lUjb/ lU]b/

179

37

207

U8

157
31

36

121
61

57

61
9U

37

UO
120
2U

36

160
28

35

160
32

35

120
2U

27

120
2U

27

120
2it

27

120
2U
27

16
27

3S0

29
18

33
IB

27

21
391^

29 29
2h

29
2U

1*32

22
18

22
18

352

22
18
352

22
18

352

Seaplanes
SP-5

Copbat Beafllness Tra.lnlng

Landplanes
Seaplanes

Total Patrol A/C

72 76 61 U7 38 36 2li

29
n

26
e

39
6

to
u u

36
2

38 38 38 38

1
8

10

13

1

10
1

13
17

1

10
1

19
21

"23 32 "'S 52 1?

Multl-Purpoie SAM Shlp»

go;
cac/cg/clo 8

DLGN
DLC 8

DDG 7

SSG
Total

Other Cccbfttaat Ships
Softll Patrol U 2 U

Fire Support
CA U U 3

ISKR/IFS _
Total 6 6 7

Acohil:ioua Assault Ships

AGC 5 5 5

AKA IJ* 18 i8

APA 21 25 25

LSD 26 27 27

LST I*© '»i
^'^

LPH 366
LPD 2

LHA
Other (APD, APSS & AM,) __2 _2 —2 —2

Total Hi 131 133

1
Ol
1

21

23

8

2

"lo

IS

25
27

Ul
6
3

13

2

"15

5

18
2U

27

7
5

III

1
11
1

23
23
1

55

2
U

-i5

5

18

23

7
6

1
10
2

27
26
U

23

2

Ji
29

5

18

21
27

59
8

8

-2 -=|
156 155

1

10
2

23
29
6
71

2

32

5

17
15
27
58
9

15

__2
155

38

1 1 1 1

10 U 11 10

2 1 2 3

22 22 23 27
29 29 29 31
6 6 6 6

70 70

33 33 33 33

2 2 2 2

U h

19

6 6 6 6

17 17 15 10

13 11 10 8

27 28 28 23
to U2 U9 U9

10 10 10 10

16 16 16 16
3

9 _i d13B 139

J Flarjied Forces. (FY 196l-«5 show actual forces on 30 JunO
,l 4« -pv iQ*yi in FY 1069

Includes SH-3A/D ASW heUcopters used aboard CVAs: 12 In FY 1967. 2'* in FY 1968 , 33 in FY ige>9,

and U5 in FY 1970-73-
,

c/ Navy estimates UlU aircraft vere actually assigncQ to operational wilts,

d/ Navy estimates 358 aircraft vere available for ftssignsent to operationeJ. units, including

*n estimated 15 aircraft available frcic Reedy for Issue Pool, on 30 June.

e/ Includes 28 LSTs activated for SEA in FY I966, of vhich ten are transferred to the >lil"«7
^ Sa SiLport Service (snd hence to the airllrt/sealirt prosran) in FY I967, and one »ore in rf 1968.



T«U!7 - (SaraAL PURPOSE FORCES - WWT (Co«f *)

(aid of Fiscal Yew)

Mini. countenr*'^'»^« Fbreea £K61»61»6»*6U6I*6>*6U55j5
«S0 ^Current) ' g
MSO (Rehrt) ^ 18 12

M"' IT X? ^ ^, 1 i 1 3 3

MCS t
Direct Siffport

Total
*

T^M,.i.fcOt«r S^n^rt Ships
g 72 73 75 79 79 71

6. 68 68 69 68 81 81 T9 75 75

n..t,Tac support
, ^ 318 321 303 302 3^ ^

'"'^^^'''^
013 102 119 83 HO m 109 Ul 108 105

mner Support A/C
^ ^ ^^^^ ^67

Mlgalon Support A/C 277

Total! Ships
Aircraft

781

6U 6U

18
2

18
2

18 18
2 2

18
2
a

76 76

T79

72
lOU

72
lO^^

75
103
wS

68 68 69 68 81

31B 321 303 302 3lt6

102 119 83 110 in

281 279 259 2U2 23>^

856
3,510

83U

3,223

832
3,UU

851

2,961 3A3^:
910 ^ 856 85>*

322^ igj^'

35 25

29 39

15 16

3 2
U u

69 66
nil ok

75 69

29** 299

105 105

1&* 16U

859 852

2,969 2,771

-
Planned fore-;.. (FY 1961-65 show °^sSn^ to ^-rational unltj.

5iS^e.tl«t.a 30^^"iS^:r-?t SiiSit. ^iSy for Pool, on 30 OXm..
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TABLE 8 - GEHERAL PUBPOSE It)BCES - HAVY SHIP COHSTRUCTION AOTHORIZATIOH PROGRAM

Authorized for Start of Construction in Fiscal Year

1961 1962 1963 V9(k 1965 196S 13^ 13^ 13§3, 2m 2^ ^
Bev Construction

CVA Attack Carrier

SSN Attack Submarine

Escorts
Small Patrol
Frigates
Destroyers
Mine Warefare
Aisphibious

Logistics St Oper.Si^.

Direct S\q»port Ships

Research & Develop.

Total New Construction 1^

Conversions
CVA (Hoderniutlon

)

SS Attack Submarine

CG (Modernisation)

AGSS Auxiliary Submarine

DLG (BT to HT)

DLG/DLSN (AAW Modernlza-tlon)

Destroyers (FRAM)

DD (DD931 A5W Modernization)

SDG (DL k DD93X)

Mine Warfare
As^hibious
Logistics & Oper. Sup.

1

lU

1 3_ 1 1

3 8 6 6 6 5 3 3
12

6 8 10 16 10 10 10 12 12

3 10 3 12 10

7 1
2 2

•3

i

k 5 7 1 1

U 5 3 10 15 12 1 10 3
151 1 1 7 7 7 3 22 22

1 2 1 1 1 2 2

21 26 n 27

1 1

6
1 1

1 1 1 1

1 u 1 3 u 1

Ik 2U 19
1 3 7 3

1

-2

1 1

_ _ ^ _7

22iti5I^ii^ = i= =
Total Cost ShipaftttUlcns) $1010 1365 l663 1»*29 1726 177^ 1962 1203

Ket Advanced Procurement

TOTAL $100^ 138U l691 1385 1731 IZgli ^222 lg22

Total Conversions

Total Rev Const. & Conv.

22

58

u

13

3

U U 10 10

10

21
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TABIC 9 - GENERAL IVRfOSE FORCES - HtitmE CCBPS

(BehI of Pltcwl rear)

Hdqtra n««t Marias Foreaa
AnphlbiouA Olviclou

Actlv«
Reierve

Total Oiviaioiu
CoBbkt BfettalloM, Aetlv«

Infantiy
Tank
Ampbl^lac tractor
Artillery

Total Actlv«
Ccnbat Bvttalloaif RMerv*

Infazitry

tank
Aiq>hiblan Tractor
Artillery

Total RcMm
HJOnc Batteries

Active
Reeerw

Total HAWK

Air Foreei
Air Ulaca

Active
R«MrT«

Total

AlreraitS/
Flgbtsr

r-4

F.8
Idtal Filter

Attack
AF-1
A^
A^
A-7

Total Attack
Raeon/ECM

SF-8
RF-U
V-10
EA-6

Total Baeoa/ECM
Tactical Air Control

T-1
TF-9
TA-U

Total Tao. Air
Helieopttr Traaa.

CH-37
CK-U6
CH-J3

Total Halo. Trana.

Light Halo/Cba.
0R^3
0-1
UH-1
OV-10
Total Halo/Obi.

Combat Read. Trng
Helo/Obs. Tma
Tankcr/Traaa.S/ _
Suppcnrt

Total Mtflott Corpi

1262 1963 196U 1965 i26dV 1262^ 1968^19695/ igio^ 1971^ i2E^

.2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 a

3

~3^
3

1
3
1

3
1

—

E

3
1

—c

3-2/3 1*

1 1

~5'-2/3T

U

X

5

3

1

3

1
3
1—

C

3

1—

c

26 27

3 3

3 3
lU-2/3 lU

27

3

3
li*

"57

27

3

3
lU

-C7

27
3

3
lU

33 36
u u

li-2/3 19
T?-2/3 55

36
U

u

H

27 27 27 27

3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3

,

1^-2/3 l*»-2/3 lU-2/3 1^-2/;

5Y-2/3 57-2/3'57-2/r57-2/;

"1/

9
1
1

9
1

1
e

9
I

1

9
1

1

9
1
1

9
1
1

tI

9
1
1

tI

9
1

1

tI

9
1

1

tI

9
1
1

9
1

1

-ii

8

S
8 9

_a
12

9

tI

9

tI

12
U

"K

16
b

20

16

"20

12

"15

12

"15

12
U

T5

12

T5

3
1—

C

3

1
3
1

3

1
-TT

3
1-5

3
1

-IT

3

1
-TI

3
1

-T

3

1
3

1
3
1

-TT

3
1

109

z

77

UU 77 100 lUO 180 225

52?

225

525

225

55f

225 225

3U

212 258

33

250

35

236

23?

12
180

36

S5

160 100
60
ItO

80
72
bo

uo

72
do

20
72
100

72
120

27

23

"50

26

3>t

"50

25

2U

27

2U

"51

19
1
23

12

15
18

27
18
6

"?3

26

18
6

25
lU

23
13

22

5

22
"59

22

29

2l»

16

"50

23
13

2U
12

"^

zr
12

~39

25
U

"55

lU

u
u

"35

2

-i

175
26

55r

223
29

297
27

291
27
2

267
22
ti8

264
2U
96

216

192

ll»4

26U

96

26U

72

288

1^

bd

312

1q5

2U

336
72

31

30

"ST

36

29

'S3

36

29
35
20
10

"55

12
U5

"57

72

"72

12
106

HE

12

102

lis

36

90

36

90

36 36

26

60

39

39 36

i!§

39

37

3^

U3

3U
86

Uo
i»6

36

U6

60
36

119
6U
36

126

71
36
78

1335

132
81;

36

1U8
8U

36

152
8i4

36
72

V Plumed Forces (fY 61 thru 65 show actual forces on 30 June.)
.,;,.^^„^i

t/ Prior to 30 June ig62, the Marine Corps Reserve wu structured to provide only individual aug-

mentation to in-being forces upon mobilization,

c/ Reserve aircraft we included with Mavy Reserve Forces, Table 10.
•

d/ Includes only KC-130s after Tt ».
ij Navy estlaates 11&5 aircraft were wallitble for aaalgnmeot to operational units including an

estimated 87 aircraft available froa Ready For lasue Pool on 30 June.





TflTffjg u . nAVr ABD MUOSE OCBPS AISOtATT HHXUHEMIOIT FRCXHUM

1961 1962
1 m» 1

1963 1964 1262 1266 1967 1968 1969 lyro 1271

TUchter
t-Bb

72 U8 125

"IS?

124 156
4

250 33
20 42 66 68

Att&ek
a-Iic/e/P

SBtal Attack

180
12

155

200
23

-SS5

180
hi

1SS5

118
48

"155

46
64 112

100
63

230

"35J

78 48
24o 214

"SET
180

-IS5
160
155

Observation
OV-XO

76 38

Recon/ECM

£A-6a/B

20
I

23

9 97

12. . 24W 25

10
36 87

Fleet Early varniiig

3 12 24 14 10 24

Carrier ASV

SH-3A/D

k&
60

51

53

U8

36
43

36

48
24

24
24 24

Patrol
12 l»8 48 48 32 40 40 29

Helicopters
UH-3^D
UH-2
UH-IE
UH-U6A
ch->»6a

CH-53A

Ac

1*6 48

li»

36
30

32

18
46
4

56
16

24
6

84
24

86
10
184
60

16

92
15

60 60
24 12

60
12

59
12.

Total Helo -isr ""ST "^12 —72

Fleet TUctical/maalon Sup.

C/KC/LC-130
C-2A

30 7 4

5/ 12 5

as/ 3^/

Ttalner
10 36 18 36

160

1

"I

" 66 130
9J

^^tal Procureaent ~S3e SS? -^TTB ^ TSUI ^ ^^
Proc cost (MlUlonsV *1,279 l,>^78 $1,420 $1,195 $1,379 $2,083 $2,108 $1,5^2

a7 Iseludes 27 aircraft procured from Air Force.

B/ Excludes one aircraft financed under RDTtE.

c/ TACAMO aircraft.

5/ Excludes 2 aircraft financed under RDTSi In FY 1964.

«/ Includes flyaway aircraft, advance buy, peculiar AGB, and trainiag derlce costs.

All spares and other support are not Included,

f/ DEEP FREEZE sircraft.
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nSL£ 12 >• asHERAL FURPOSK TOKXS - AS IWOt MD ASt nHOML GQUD
(£od of ruea XMr)

1961

ACTIVE PCRCES
right«r iTTttacIt A/C /
B-5T "tfl

B-66 W
r-86
r-89 12

P-lOO 910
y-101 T5

F-lOl* T2

P.105 122

r-m

Tbtal A/C I5T*

Heeonnal»»«neg A/C §/
ta^-b^

^

BB/EB.66 108

toul A/C ,
"255

Ttotal A/C
Spec Air Wtofara Fc« (SAiiT) »/

T-ae
0*2

C/HC-«7
C-123

U-10
A-3?

Tfcc Air Control
0-1
0-2
OV-10

TOTAl A/C
Ot,!igr a/C In Coabtt Uftlts •/

CodtatReadlnMi^siBlng
yignier and AtUck 309
Reconn&lAsaneo 39

Otber c/ 70

Ttotal A/C

Tbtal Active a/C ajjft

Tfcetlcal Mla»llet
MAXTOR 120

HACE A (ICa4-13A}

MACE B (WM-Ufi)

AIR W7I0r.AL GUARD e/

FlRhKr Air grtfi' ~

300

7-86 123

F-lOO 100

F-10'*

itatAi a/C 525

B«connai««once
»b.5t 60

BF-e» I'*''

RF-101 __
Tbt*l a/C zO*

Tinkers (KC~97)

Ttottl ANC a/c 789

1963 1267 10£0

us 36 2>»

300 822

75
12

396e€o 728 657 657 522 l»50

66 66 66 66
163 163275 269 203 131 175

129 5i» 5^ 5k 36
162265 39«» 516 Ii02 252 90

5* 268 Vtk 810 990 990
ifl 72 168

»
TTBEC TfGB XSST ISSI TSSZ

a6k

72
936
2Uo

936
336

72
128

108
-33B

126 128

108
T3o

128

36
108 72

T35 T3B

96
ibU

50 66 (M

16 33 33 33 31

16 29 33 li* 2U

12 12 12 12
16

12 12 » 31 33
92 97

l»

8 20 20 20 k6

TBS

22 120 120

—

Z

T35

120 120 100 i«>

29>>^ 235 260 2U0 302

39 38 17 32 Itl

75 71* 102 127

2930 a/2579 333. 276^ 2986MM

72 88 88 88 88

36 5k 5k 5k 5k

67 150 250 250

50 127 U8 75 75

50 X32 200 223 198

19 17 Zk

T3S -557

6o 60 60 60 2k

5^ 137 126 126 126

TSTT "IBo "Soff

10 30 30 50 50

22>t 553 703 801 801

8k
216
b/

28

50
31
2U

18

12
22
kl
108

l»

18

190
3k

351
32

225

250
7k

2l»

126

50

801

72
252

28

25
28
2i»

18
12
22
kl

108
It

k6

25
"375' "351

9k
120

90
270

Ik

23
2lt

18
12
22
kl

108
If

k6

120

356 k31 b38

32 32 32 3k

266 ark 2kT J£
Iff "TIT 719

3kl7 561^ 3263

36 36

21»T

72
198
16

2liO

71
198
18

232

300
IB

24
12b

2U

119

2k

U5
24

UO

936
432

72 72 72
268 288 288

"353 -3S5

28 26 28

k7 k7 k7

Ik Ik Ik

21 21 20

18 18 18
12 12 12
16 16 16

35 35 39
91 91 91

18 18 IB
62 62 62

"287

"BST "sH tIs ^
k32

3k

36

500 500

M
24

105

in etnU'." unite. Nunbers of •Ireiwft arc dorlwtd *y ultiplyln* wtftoriiod

nuabem of •quadrons. They do not Include coaMod tat^art, airenft.

RB-S'js cor.vjrted to E3-66 TEVi'S aircraft.

Includes SAUF, HAP, T-aI', Tii'.r., sind A;:";,

Include* never. Air BaUonal Guard tactical fichtar «ii>ca (525 aircraftJ and

aquadrons (72 aircraft) for a total of 597 aircraft «b aeUva duty.

Foasesacd aircraft uhere less than US.

5k 5k 5k 5k Sk

TS? ~!57 T93 TB5 T8?
50 50 50 50 50

812 JgS ^18 806

•ijuadroB unit aqiuliMBt by tlw

four tactical rMoaimUaaae*
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IftBUE 13 * dESERAL PURPOSE FORCES

AIR FGRCE FROCUREMERT TBOOSM
in 1961-1972)

1961 1962 1963 196U 126^ 1966 1967 1268 £2§2 1971

lype of Airersft

7-105 180 231 lOT

7-k 3 j/ 30rr 327 222 &8 100 53

10 U6 U7 y i^i I'M lol Irl

A-7 20 IBI 2ll0 173

OV-10 U 98 U6

0-2 176 «*7

A-37 57 120

F-5 10 31 If

RP-1(C 2 89 128 k2 86 U6

Ibtal
180 236 ja8 J*l6 783 732 530 ^87 121

Procurement Cost
$362 $533 |9i $1,976 $1,792 $2,075

IH^^^M M^MM

a/ ExeludeB 27 •lren?t sold to Ravy.

W Including 2W aircraft for eventual sale to Australia.
^ , , , ^ .n ^^-r-s

f/ Scludes flyaway aircraft. Advance Buy, Peculiar. AGE, and training device costs. All spares

and other support are not Included,
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(Kd HUM]. Tmt) ^

-TOJC

C-130-
C-133
C-135

0-7A S/
C-UB
C-323

C-121
Tofcal Aetlw

1961 1962 3963 i96k 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

206 2to 312
kk

il2 to 33
260 316 300 300

9 ito 86 122

95 95
11 60 80 80

7^
28

1068

16

iA.

2&
306
137

92
li86

38
Ik
260
137

188m
38

9
19^
96

221^

38

130
96

22k
kkk
28

80
96

2k 6h
22^ 22b

28 28

96
22l»

39>

SI S S S -Si

Air Force Resenne
C-U9
C-123
C-12i^

C-130

Air HatAonal Ouard
C-130
C-121

C-97

C-123
Reserve & Guard Total

Res 4 Od L/R Airlift

( C-97, C-121, C-121*, c-130

)

to

6

775

592
Ii6

20

to 128

8 8
533 W

592
Ii8

20

56
Ikk

55?
2k

1|80 336 208

li8 88 152 152 152 152

8
56 56 to 8

Xkk 136 88 UQ to

2k 72 80 80

8 8 8 8 8
S72 2BS 285

280 358 28S

10i»

to

to

8
80

6k

Gk

6k

30-day lift to:
S.E. Asia (tozu-OOO)e/
Europe (taiu^X)0)e/

IU.7 SO.O 23.6 25.1* 29.0 W*,3 65.1 75.1 72.2 102.7 ito.O ITOA
32.0 k2.k 50.3 ^k.h 61.1 79.9 120.2 139.8 133.8 182.5 269.5 331.5

Seallft d/
FoTvar^ Mobile Dei)Ota:

Fast Deplcynct Log. Sblps
Victory-Class Ships

Cargo:
General Purpose 13
RoU-on/RoU-off 2

Special Purpose k^

Tankers 2k

Troop Ships 0/ 17

Total ~ I5l

3 3 3 3 3

Ik Ik Ik Ik lU Ik

2 2 2 2 2 3

1*3 1*1 hi U9 60 B
25 25 25 25 26 26

16 16 16 16 16 16

loo 1(51 151 EI

Ik

3

16

8 20
19 19 19

13 U 6 6

3 3 3 3
in in to 32
26 26 26 23
16 16 8 8
lI3 m 112

&/ Nvmbers of aircraft ere derived by imiltlplylcg aaithorlied sqiuadran ualt equlpneixt Iqr ths maaber of sq^iadrcns.

b/ Prior to F{ 1967 these were part of the Amy's General Puaixjae Foorces

c/ Based on active ax^ reserve military capabilities; CMF not included

3/ Does not include amphibious or xmderway replenishoeBt ships in General PuiTOSe Faroe - Itafy*

2/ Distribution between Active and Ready Reserve Ships, 1965 through 1972, vlU be dstenlaed tha SaurvUxj

of the Hnry baaed on sea transportation reqiulremesits as tboy then exist*
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#
nBl£ AinjFT ADD SS/dJFS FROCaREMERT FROGBAH

(End of Fiscal Year)

1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972
Airlift

57 93 78
C-135A/B ao 15
C'lhi 16 ^5 8^ 100 2k
C-5A 8 18 ar

T»tai a/c ^2 ^ro ~i5 "TT

Cost ($
milloxw) 202 298 H93 hk3 521 ti88 56it 1*23

Seallft
T-I^, Roll-on
BoU-off 1

T*n)L, Fast Pplat
Logistics Ships 2 5 13 10

Cost ($
Mllllo&B) 19 68 231^

2/ Includes fl^uay aircraft, advance buy, peculiar AGE, and tralaiag devie*
costs. All spares and other siqiport are not included.
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TABL£ 16 - SUMttBY OF SSSHGIH, DRUJ. SOKIUS, ETC.
FOR RESERVE AND GUARD FGRCS5

(End of Fiscal Year)

a/ (in Thousands)
1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

Army Reserve — — — —
Paid Drill Training 30I.8 261.5 237-0 268.5 261.T 251.0 260.0 260.0
Other Paid Training 59-3 48.3 47.2 7T.4 $4.6 70.5 69.

0

71.0
Ototal paid Status SSTT SBO 35$:^ gistj 3213 329-0

Amy Ibtlonal Guard
Paid Drill Training
Other Paid Training

llbtal Paid Statue

393.8 361.0

35177

360.7

35CT

381.5

3sr7T

379.0

37^

420.9

420.9

418.5 i<00.0

^»3577

Total Amy Paid Status 75^.9 670.8 644.9 727.4 695.3 742. 1» 747-5 731.0

Ibval Res«^
Paid DriU Training
Other paid Training

Total Paid Status

129.9
8.0 ^.*9

119.6 123.3
8.4

123.5
-9.1

135:^

123.8
8.0

130
126.0

8,0
134.0

126.0
8.0

134.0

Marine Corps Reserve
Paid Drill Training
Other Paid Training
Total Paid Status

43.8
2.1

46.0

46.6
2.0

"587^

46.3
1.8

T57T

45.9
2.1

48.6

45.6
2.5
48.1

48.6

^.7
48.0
2.8
50

46.0
2.8
50

Air Force Reserve
Paid DriU Training 64.5 58.4 58.6 60.8 46.3 45.0 49.9 44.8
Other Paid Training 11.5 10.

7

9.1 6.4 3«7 3.7 3.6 3.6
total paid Status "757? "^tT "^7? "5777 "557? TJ57T 53T7 5571?

Air National Guard
Paid Drill Training 70,9 50.3 74.3 73.2 76.4 T9.9 82.7 84.8
Other Paid ^Qrainlng

. J
Tatal Paid Status ~75i79 1073 1^ "737? "7CT "797^ B277 BO
Total AF Paid Status 146.8 II9.5 142.0 140.5 liDT liST^ 136li 13372

Total Reserve Forces
Paid Drill Training 1004.8 889.1 896.5 953.2 932.5 969.2 985.1 963-6
Other Paid Titilnlng 80.9 68.9 67.9 94.3 69.9 64.9 83.4 85.4
Total paid Status "55^ 15577^ ISStr lO^O loSeTs lo^e^

a^ Excludes reservists called to active du'fy during the "Berlin Crisis***

nOIE: Detail nay not add to totals due to rounding.
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TABLE 1? - DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE PROGRAMS SUPPORTING THE

FOUR SAFEGUARDS RELATED TO THE TEST BAN TREATY

(TOA, $ Millions)
(Fiscal Years)

Conduct of Underground Testing

RDT&E (DASA)

Maintenance of Lab Facil, & Prgms

RDT&E (DASA)

RDT&E (Army)

RDT&E (Navy)

RDT&E (Air Force)

Military Construction (Army)

Military Construction (DASA)

Sub-Total

Main, of Stand-by Atmos.Test Cap.

RDT&E (DASA)

RDT&E (Air Force)
Military Construction (DASA)

Sub-Total

Monitoring of Sino-Soviet Actions

Aircraft Procurement (Air Force)

Other Procurement (Air Force)

Military Construction (Air Force)

O&M (Air Force)
Military Personnel (Air Force)

RDT&E (Air Force)

RDT&E (ARPA)
Sub-Total

TOTAL

196k 1965 1266 ig^l

38.0 39.2 ko.k

7.6 8.U B.k

5.3 5.2 5.0

3-0 3.0 3.0

1.2 _

55.1 553 5O

39.3
23.6
20.0
52:9

33.1

39.3 If3.

6

5.9 5.8
3.0 3.0

2.7 2.3
A 9

52.0 d2.9

20.8 16.3
9.5

1.8 1.1^

27.1 27.2

k.2 3.8
l£.l 10.7

5.5
X2.h 12.k
16.8 18.1
iU.i 15.9
1^7.5 ^9.5

111.1 115.9

22U.I
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UBIE yB - RBCAPZtilXATIOII OF DOD SPACE RtCJECHS

(IDA, $ milloas)
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TABLE 19- SUMMABY OF THE RESEARCH HICXHIAM

Fiscal Ye'ars

(TOA, $ Millions)*

1962 1963 1261+ 1362. 1266. 12§I 1968

Engineering Sciences
Electronics
Materials
Mechanics
Energy Conversion

Sub-Total

Physical Sciences
General Riysics
Nuclear Physics
Chemistry
Mathematical Sciences

Sub-Total

Environmental Sciences
Terrestrial
Atmospheric
Astronomy-Astrophysics
Oceanography

Sub-Total

Biological & Medical Sciences

Behavioral & Social Sciences

Nuclear Weapons Effects Research

In-House Independent Lab. Res.

University Program (THEMIS)

Other Support

Total Research

26 27 20 20 27
3U 33
25 26 29 29 28

12 Ih lU 15 lU

97 111 HE 119

28 30 33 30 30

15 17 15 16 13
10 11 11 U 11

33 35 37 ,
38 37

93 96 95

6 6 7 6 6

19 20 19 21 22

8 9 10 10 9
18 20 22

51 55 57 59

3^ 33 33 3^ 32

9 10 12 13 12

36 38 39 kl *V3

35 39 35 36 3*^

18 27

8 7 7 8

3^ 383 391 kl3 U09

Amounts will not necessarily add to totals due to rounding.
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lABLE 20 - FIHASCIAL SUMMARY OF RESEARCH ASD DEVEWHfflaiT

(TOA, $ Minions)
(FiBC&l Year)

1962 gggi Igg. 1263 1266 126T ^
73 7>» 62 82 91 92

*^ 119 126 118 122 123 131 132

T^r^ S fi ft 2 ^ ^ ^9

Sub»Tt>t»l

EXPLORATCgy nEVELOPMEBT

Army
Cneolca.1 Technology
Conuminlcatlona and El«etPOnlet

Ordnance
Life Se>.en<.e8

Aeronuttics
MiterUl*
Other V ^B|v

Sea Warfare Syatems

Chefflical Technology
Coamunications and Electronics

Ordmnce
Life Seiencea
Aeronautics
Materials
Otbitr

Sub-Total 357

Air Force- .

Cbealcai Tecbsology 3*J
Jf

Conmunicatlona and Electronics jO 53

Avionics .

Ordnance
Bloastronautlcs
Aeronautics
Materials

60 56 »*3 kz

39 UO k2 38

31 29 26 25 25

22 30 3k 25 26

15 13 15 18 15

Ik Ik Ik 13 13

61 6o 66 62
"252 "35?

151 . 11^3 133 llB
11* n 5 5 1
1*1 37 30 25 23

KB k7 kl 36 39

13 13 13 13 12

38 35 29 26 25

12 10 10 10 u
"5^ "5§ "3^ "S§

1*7

272

61 67
10 • 8
27 26
65 6U

Other
Sub.Tbt*l TBF "32?

ARPA

VELA
AOIUB
Other

Sub-ltotal ^ ^
lOTAL. EXPLORATORY DEVEL0FMQI7

ADVANCED DEVELOPMEITT

^^§peratlonal Evaluation V/STOL 1

Itew Surveillance Aircraft 2
Heavy Lift Helicopter
Research Helicopter
Aircraft Suppressive Fire Syetama

Auto Data Sys/Aray in the Field

Surface to Atr Missile <SAM-D)

DoD Satellite Coon Ond 80

SIXE>X Adv. Developsent

Anti-Tank Weapons 3h
Li<htv«lgbt Hevitser

Llnited War Lab
Therapeutic DeveXopsents

Pover System Converter

Sight Vision
Abn. Surveillsmee i Ihrgat Acq.

Otber
Sub-fbtal

133 132
€0 62

26 22

971 1092 1162 U65

7 12 17
Ik7 U 9

15 2 2
1 1

2 9 6

. T 2L 15
iJ

102 2T 25 IS

26 18

k k

37 32
U6 Vk

n 56 55

9 7 5

26 27 23

67 63 52
26 25 23

S
122 115 ue
58 k9 50

29 26 27

16 >*1 20
-gr ~2iy

U36 1053 988

5 1 1
3 2
2 k 12
2 6 3

2 k i*

15 13 35
22 6 6

20 20

1 5

3 6 5

33 7 7

U U
12 Ik 12
k 15 16
6 u 13

61 68
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XABLE 20 - rCUBCIAL SDWRBX OF RESEABCB AHD DEVELOPMEarr (Cont'd)

(T», * NHUoiib)
(nseal your)

12§I

ADVAKCg) IffiVELOBOT (Cont'd )

~^STD(L Development 1 6 12 22 ^
,i ,?

Airborne Elec. Warfare Equip. i5 x*

Adv. Surface-to-Atr Miaaile .

System (ASMS) b * 15

Adv. Point Defense Surface

Missile System

Adv. ARM TeehnoOjogy

I/tn<^|ne Force Support Ve&pon

(USW)
Augaented Ttoust Propul*leBi 15 12 7 1 2 5

Astronautics 1 «i ^ ,^ ^ J J
Adv. Undersea SurveillAnc* B 86 23 13 ^ ^ Z,

8 6

3 2

2 3

Abn. ASW Detection System

Adv. Sub Sonar

Adv. Surface Sonar

Adv. Surface Craft

15 12

I 1 X2
B 26 23

i» U
3
5

1 1

2

X

10 11
2

20 le 25
2 U 12 10
11 2 1 .2

Acoustic Countenaea«ure» 1 2 k
ASW Torp c/m Resist ? I ? e
Sub-lAunched Anti-ship Tsrp. 2 3 3 5

Deep Submergence Program 2 35 « «3 •*«

Combine Gas Turbine Engine
, 7 o 7 12

Active PLANAR Array Sonar
t o 7 T

ASW Ship Int. Combat System T 9 (
«

Reactor Propulsion Plant. 13 10 11 13 20 13 13

Adv. Mine Development ^ ? I ?
Adv. Mine Countenneasurea « on -ii Lo 7k
Other Advanced Development. -£ — -rll -rS "StI ^
Sub-Total ^ 88 136 ^ ^ ^ ^

Air Porce
UghtTntra-Tbeater Transport

V/STOL Aircraft Technology

Lightveight Turbojet 2 5

Tfi-Servlce V/STOL I 6 12

V/STOL Engine Development
Overland Radar
AWACS (Abn. Warn, Cent. Syi)

Advanced Avionics

Penetration Aids, Tte-c. Ptrs.

TAC A(W Missiles (MAVERICK)

Conventional Weapons

Plight Vehicles Sub-systems

Advanced ASM Tech.

X-15 Aircraft 150 10 10

Adv. Manned Strat. Acft.

(AMSA)
A'iv, Filament Composite.

Ad. ICBM Technology 9

SABRE (Self-Algn. Boost k
Reentry)

Stellar Inert Quid. 3 '*9

X-20 (DICKASOAR) 109 100 132

CEMDH (Manned Space Pit)

Large Solid Prop. Motor

0 10 5 3

3 u 6 5

19 31 21 5 3

31 20 20

9 10 10

1 5 k

13 5 7 9
5 3 6

3 20 10

15 10 5

9 8

9 8 8

9 6 7 5 3

28 k6 11 26

5 6 8 8

8 3 6 10 10

12 15 12 8

22 2 1

1

3ac. Satellite Comai.

Abn. Tern, for Sat. Comm.

mnned Orbital Lab. (MOL)
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nBI£ 20 - raUBCIAL SOHMUCr or HESEARCE AHD BEVELOEMEaiT (Ccmt'd)

(TQA, $ MllIlOBs)
(n«cal Xmr)

ADVAWOD DEVELOPtCTT (Cont'd )

Air Force ^^^^^^^^

Reentry & Mcorery (s'jkkx;

Adv. Liquid Rocket ^eh.
Adv. Space Guldajiee

AdT. Sp»ee Power Supply Tech.

Space Experlaests Support (SESP)

Otter Advueed Devvlopaenta

Sub-Kt&l

TOXhL ASVAITCQ} BEVHiQIMEaiT

gfCPEEHCTG BEVELQaOT

1962 1963 IgfiU 1265. 1266 OffiT jafi

1)^ IB SI

1

32

1»

190 17U 116

22 22 ^ 3

16 b

13 13
2 6

5
16
50

"TO

filKE-ZEUS Tcstlag 836
5IXE-X
yire Power other than Msls. 3
AlrcreXt Supp. Fire Sup.Syvtea
Other Alraohllity SyBt«m
Surface Itoblllty

Combat Surv. & Target Acq.

CcaBunlcatlons & ElectToslcs

Other Engineering Dev«loineDt
Sub-TotaJL

Bfcvy

RedT Buge Air-to-SurfEca

MiBsUe (COnDOR)

Adv. SPABRW
Siree-T Systeu Isqiroveaent

tKigoided/Convestioxial Alr>

lAUDCbed Veapons

Multi-Mission Ihc. ru. (VFAX)

asw.a/c (VSX)

MK-W Itorp.

Jezebel Sonobuoy
Sub-Sooair Developnents

Other Ubderssa Varf&re Projects

EA6B
CBATCS

Marine Corps Developaents

Other Engineering Develojiae&ts

Sub-lDtftl

Air Farce
XB-'70 WO
J-58
IF - 12/A Intereep., ICS, Mil
P-U iBiprovements
MARK n Avionics

Adv. T^c. Plghter (PX)

ASHES
RIKE IhrgetB
Advanced ICBM
Adverse Weather Aerial Seliv.

TlTMl ni Sp»ee Booeter

AOQIA D
Folnt>to-Polnt Satellite Ccwm.

Other £nglne«rlsg DevelAp.

Sub-7btal

TDUL K8QXH££RI1I[} SEVELQFIffST

2ft 175

30
7

6

19

nfi

1*7

6

11
25

120

61*

270
U8

13

7
19
29
121

liO

339 1*05 1*27 1*22

1*2 37 1*9

13 23 25 11*

6
10 9 6
10 ID 9

15 10 12 Ik
20 19 16 21
101 61

2 9 19 5k

2 li* 8
7

1* 5 7 8

3
25

t5 35 lU

2 10 11* 3

5 6 15
20 19

•X 1*6 29
12 29
26 7

9 16 17

"T8 "IS? 157 "137

220 207 156 57 23 10

33 92 9k 81* 61* 23

U* 60 32 28 26 20
10 U
26 35 33
1 2 1*

123 155 161 150 137 126
1* 6 1* 7 9 8 8

9
2 1 3

19 237 330 231* 105 66 50
22 10 2 ll»

3 5

71 123 82 80 103 €k

"555 "S57 "55? "S^ "335

950 1376 1606 1369 1282 1289 1226
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TABLE 20 - mnfflCIftL SUHttBY CF BESEABCH AHD DEVELOBiEHT (Cont'd)

(TOA, $ MUllons)
(FUcal Tear)

OPERATIOHftL 5gm6 DEV. (Cont'd)

Basic Pt. Def. Surf.HslSys.

Surface Msl Sys Projects

a/L G/m F.t. Sprt.

U/w Ordnance Fit. Sprt. Prgm

AL/SL Ordnance Fit. Sprt.

Ttorpedo MK-46 38

Command Control System

Baval Tactical Data System

hfcrine Corps Tac Data System 21

Comm. Intel & Security

FDL Ship

^ 1968 1963 X96i* 196i 1566 Igg^ Iggj'a 12^ 196i* 1965

7 5
1» 6

3 7
u 21 Ik 15

6 u 13 7

10 7 6 tf

8 6 5 3

5 6 13 18

Anti-Radiation Missile
Si qo kg

Other Operational Systems fL -Z£
597 539 '^^eSub-Total

Air Force

SH-71
KENUTEMAH ^

^37 329 323

sik/vw! /13«.+ Atk rnm A Coni: SVS I T £
PACCS (Post Atk Com & Cont Sys)

om Radar System '

SPACEmCK ^ 19 23 13

RF-Ul
F-UIA 5

SRAM
FB-111
C-5A
TTEAN III Vehicle

CooBS. Intel & Secvirity

Special Activities 807

Other Operational Systems

Sub-Total

20 70 81

7 329 323

J 2 k

7 10 10

!3 13 8

U6 231 381

10 UZ

8
56 56 U7

10 7 7

8 7 6

6 5 5

6 1» 2
6 6 1

1»

8 2 2

12 10 5

10 8
6 18

62 66

bI?

17 6 2

279 351 350

5 9 3
If 1 3

8 6 6

13 10 2

238 100 122

3 32 57

25 58

159 858 305
36
^3 55

1»07 2i»8

5^

Defense Anencies
"'

Defense Agencies Sub-Iotal 107 11^3 184 186 105 95 92

TOTAL OPERATIOHAL SYSTSM BEV. 2539 21*33 221*9 1915 2217 2383 2359

TOTAL B&O 6931 7666 7671* 7035 7512 7737 8171

Less Support from Otter Appro. 610 612 376

'

512 566 560 648

TO!D^ OBLIGATIOHAL AinHORTTr

RDT&E Appropriations

Financing Adjustments

HEW OBLIGATIOKAL AUlHORXTy,

RDT&E Appropriations

6321
-977

5366

705^*

- 5k

6993

7098
-122

6984

6498
- 15

6483

6946
-200

6746

7177
* 4

7181

7583
-850

7873^

a/ Data sbovn do not include $7,638,000 in FT 19& for special foreign currency progrM.
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TABLE 21 OTHER MAJOR PROGRAMS

(TOA, $ MilllonB)
(Fiscal Years)

2. Cownuai cations

3. KMCS
U. Other

Total

1963 196^ 1965 1966 1967 1268

k6 69
1618 17T8

7
65

1987

10U5

2088

97^
58

2225

B. LOGISTICS

C, FERSONHEL SUPPORT

1. Tralalng
2. Medical
3. Retirement*
U. Other

Total

367^^ ^5 3966 5283 6280

2528
3^5

km

2677
361

2920
1^39

3805
k9k

4316
610

U667
720

(1015) (1211) (1386) (1592) (181U) (2020)

210U 2296 2356 2960 3328 35 3^^

5715 7259 825^ 8921

D. AmiHISTRATION
1. Contingencies
2. Claims

3. Other

Total

lU 10 7 1 15 15

22 19 29 2k 3^^ 30

1235 1309 IU23 2622 2970 3026

1271 1338 li^59 261+7 3019 3071

* Retirement Pay Accrual is carried in all major programs. Therefore, the

Retired Pay, Defense Appropriation is shown as a non-add entry.
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vmx pp . JDEBUaMBBT OP 0ERB8S C06T VEXOSSSS WSXBiH
(IB MUlleas of DoUvfl)

Btylaga HaalAzed la;

1966 TotSt

A. BUnUG GSVl WHAT WE HEED
1. BefiBiag Reqalrement C&lcuiatlona

Major ItesA of equipment b/*

Initial provisioning
Secondary items
Tecbnlcal manuals
Teebaleal data and reports
RroduetioB base facilities

Increased Use of Excess Isventory-

1b Ueu of new preenremmit

a. Eq^iipment and suppUeo
b* Idle'productica eqiii^nteot

c. Excess contractor Inventory
EOininating Goldplatlng (Valae Blglaaerlng)
Inventory Item Beductlon

b.
c.

d.

e.
f.

90 k»r 1,060
368

803 2«U40
964163 218 215

ii8l 643 626 53 2,151
10 9 8 27
2 6 13 21

35 14 IB k 71

2.

3.
4.

Total Baying Only VRiat Ve Need

BUYIKG AT THE LOWEST SOUBD HtlCB

1. Sblft fron Hon-Coaipetitlve to Cob>-

petltlve Procurement
Total i cempetltive c/

Total amount of savings

Shift fran CF7F to Fixed or Ineentive

Price
Total % CPFF d/

Total RSiount of savings

Direct Purchase Breakout

Multi-Year Procurement

2.

3.

4.

Total Bnyii^ at Lowest Soond Price

C. REDUCmG OPERATIHQ COSTS

1. Tezmlnating Ubnecessary Operations

2. Consolidation & Standardization

a. DSA operating expense savings

b. Consolidation of ecntract admin.

e. Departmental operating expense sanrlngs

3. Increasing Efficiency of Operations

a. Ztaproving teleccBBrunications

b. Improving trans. & traffic management

c. Lnprovlng equip, malnt* nanagaitent

d. Improving non-coabat vehicle in9iit<

e. Reduced use of contract technicians

f . Improving military housing management

g. Improving real property management

h. Packaging, preserving and packing

Total Bedueing Operating Costs

D. MIIITAHY ASSISIAHCE PROGHAM (MAP)

Total MAP

TOTAL niOGBAM

57 169 114 340
- 1 4 20 25

IkIf* a0 29 69
04 72 To 324 7*40

it's83 82 165

B60 lt521 2*555 1.^ t.6l3

37.1* 39.19( 43.4* 44.4^
b4a 641 551 2,037

- 12.09( 9.9*
1,136100 436 600

5 6 14 25

67 70
537 553

123 334 484 794 •/ 1,735

31 31 42 59 60 223

5 5

95 186 230 5U

75 80 131 lis 153 557
24 24 7 35 84 174

48 65 117 93 323

2 18 24 30 74

20 26 9 55

.6 13 16 18 53

23 25 46 54 148

7 e 45—m 757 1.119 "-'iVsio 3,903

X9 22

7?o 1.386 U.8U3 4,46?

a/ Incl\«1es certain one-time savings not expected to recur in the sasM saoimts in future years.

V In addition FY 1962 "requirements" for major items of equipment we reduced by $24 billion. In FT 1963,

the Army reduced 1964 pipeline requirements by $500 million,

c/ FY 1961 was 32.^. FY 1966 actual was 44.4jt. Savings are 25* per doUAr converted.

1/ First nine months of FY I96I was 38*. FY 1966 actual was 9.9*. Savings are 10* per dollar converted.

"e/ When all of the actions taken under this program daring the last 5-1/2 ysars bavtt been completed, they

will yield savings of $1.4 billion annually.
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TABLE 23 - AMOUNTS BEQUESTED FOR AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, ^S,
AND TRACKED COMBAT VEHICLE PROCUREMENT AUTHORIZATIOI IN FY 1968

RE(?JEST AS COMPARED WITH FY 1967 BODGEZT

($ In Thousands)

Aircraft

Army

Navy & Marine Corps

Air Force

Missiles

Army

navy

Marine Coips

Air Force

Naval Vessels

Navy

Tracked Combat Vehicles

Army

Marine Corps

Totals

Authorized a/

FY 1967

1,1^5,500

3,137,900

5,3^^,300

516,100

kl6,kOO

19,800

1,23^^,500

1,901,800

lf21,U0O

7,900

Appropriated h/
FY 1967

1,11^5,500

3,125,500

5,320,300

516,100

19,800

1,231^,500

1,756,700

1^21,1^00

7,900

Requested
FY 1968

768,700

Z,k20,kOQ

5,582,000

769,200

625,600

23,100

1,31^3,000

l,82l^,ooo

k2k,10Q

5,100

13,961^,100 13,785,800

a/ Includes $3,707-? million requested in FY I967 supplemental authorization

request

.

5/ S^me as a, a-bove, except use "budget" in lieu of "authorization."
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TABLE 2h - SODBCE OF RINDS FOR AXRCBAFT, MISSILES, SHIPS

Airo TRACKED COffiAT VEHICLES FY I968 PROCUREMENT PROffllAM

(in ISiousands)

Aircraft

Procurement of Equipment and
Missiles^ Army

Procurement of Aircraft and
Missiles, Nayy (and

Marine Corps)

Aircraft Procurement,
Air Force

Sub-total - Aircraft

Missiles

Procurement of Equipment and
Missiles, Army

Procurement of Aircraft and
Missiles, Navy

Procurement, Marine Corps

Missiles Procurement,
Air Force

Sub-total - Missiles

Navy Vessels

Shipbuilding and Conversion,
Navy

Tracked Combat Vehicles

Procurement of Equipment and
Missiles, Army

Procurement, Marine Corps

Sub-total - Tracked Vehicles

(SAND TCOiAL

Total Amount
of FY 1968
Program

T68,700

2, 560,400

5,782,000

9,111,100

769,200

625,600

23,100

1,366,000

2,785,900

1,946,400

424,700

5>100

429,800

14,273,200

Funding Available
for Financing

Program in Part

140,000

200, OOP

340,000

25,000

25,000

122; 400

NQA Requested
for

Authorization

768,700

2,420,400

5^582^

8,771,100

769,200

625,600

23,100

2,760,900

1,824,000

424,700

5.100

487,400

429,800

13,785,800
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TftBLE 25 - SY 1968 AIRCRAPT PROCUREMENT PROGRAM

($ in Millions)

Ototal FY 1968 Program

j^ygy Quantity Amount

CD-^^7 Helicopter 71 110.2

Less: Advance Procurement, Prior Year "31«5
78. T

CH-1+7 Advance Procurement, Current Year 21.5

tm-IB/D Helicopter 526 120.5

Less: Advance Procurement, Prior Year -2'^,U-

95.1

IJH-IB/d Advance Procurement, Current Year 11*7

AH-10 Helicopter 21^

Less: Advance Procurement, Prior Year zIiE
9pr

AH-IG Advance RTOcurement, Current Year 3-7

QH-6A Helicopter ^ 50.3

Leas: Advance iVocurement, ttrlor Year

0H-6A Advance Procurement, Current Year 5*5

CH-5U Helicopter 30 o2.1

Less: Advance Rrocurement, Rrior Year "^g.o

CH-54A Advance Procurement, Current Year 1^-2

OV-IC Airplane 3© 39-0

Less: Advance Procurement, Rrior Year "9*0
30.0

OV-IC Advance Rrocurement, Girrent Year 9.8

2B12A Trainer ^.9
AH-56A Advance Procurement, Current Year 2^.5

Items Less than $500,000 -5

Modification of In-Service Aircraft 98-1

Avionic/Armament Support Equipment ^-3

Common Ground Equipnent 26.^

Component Improvement 2^.7

ftHsductlon Base Support ^-9

First Destination Transportation 3-8

Ground Support Avionics 28.9

Aircraft Spares and RepEdr fturts 97*2

TOTAL ARMY PROGRAM 19^79 768.7
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TABLE 25 - FT I968 AIRCRAFT PROCUREMENT EROGRAM - Continued

($ In Milllotts}

msvy and Marine Corps

RA-.5C

Less: Advance Procurement, Prior Year

RA-5C Advance Rrocurenent, Qirrent Year

A-6A
Less Advance Procurement, Prior Year

A-6A Advance Procurement, Current Year

EA-6B
Less: Advance R:ocurement, Rrior Year

EA-6B Advance Procurement, Ojrrent Yeeu:

A-7A/B
Less: Advance Procurement, Prior Year

A-TA/B Advance Procurement, Girrent Year

Less: Advance Rrocurement, Rrior Year

F-lllB
Less: Advance Rrocirrement, Vrior Year

F-lllB Advance Procurement. Current Vear

OV-IQA
Less: Advance Procurement, Brior Year

Less: Advance Procurement, Rrior Year

CH-46D Advance Procurement, Oirrent Year

CH-53A
Less: Advance Procvurement, Prior Year

P.3B/C
Less: Advance Procurement, Rrlor Year

P-3B/C Advance Procurement, (Xirrent Year

T-37B
L:m
LC-130H

Modification of Aircraft

Aircraft Spares and Repair Parts

Component Improvement

Aircraft Industrial Facilities

Other Production Charges

TOTAL NAVY AHD MARINE CORPS PROGRAM

292

Total FY 1968 Program

Quantity Amount

12 79.0
-9.2

16.8

78 272.3
-9.02
1̂^.7

k 66.5
-12.?

6.3
350.1^

-33.2
j-i- f • ^

24.3

33 U7.2
-5.0

112.2
20 230.8

-7.8

223.0
27.6

38 2k.. 3

=^ICT
60 99.8

2.7
2k 64,2

-25.0

39.2
ho 237.2

-17-1

12.8

90 27-1

ko 6.0

1 3.9
381.2

539.3
59.6
13.2
25.0

680 2,560.4



aSBLE 25 - FT 1968 AIRCRAFT PROCUREWEHT PROGRAM - Ocintlnued

($ in Millions)

Air Force

FB' 111 Fighter/Bomber
Less: Advance Procurement, Prior Year

FB-Ul Advance Procurement, Current Year

A-7D Tactical Attack Fighter

Less: Advance Procurement, ^lor Year

A-7D Advance Procurement, Cdrrent Year

P-iE OSactical Fighter
Less: Advance foocurement, Vrlor Year

F-4E Advance Procurement, Current Year

F-5A Tactical fighter
F'lllA Advanced ^ctlcal Fighter

Less: Advance Procurement, Prior Year

F-lllA Prior Year Engine Price Increase

F-lllA Advance Procurement, Current Year

BF-^C lisictlcal Reconnaissance Fighter

Less: Advance Procurement, Prior Year

RF-^C Advance Procurement, Current Year

0-2A Forward Air Controller

Less: Advance Procurement, Prior Year

A-37B 3&ctlcal Fighter
OV-IQA(SR) Light Armed Reconnaissance

Less: Advance Procurement, Prior Year

C-5A Jet Heavy Tran^sport

Less: Advance Procurement, Prior Year

C-5A Advance Procurement, Current Year

CX-2 Jet Aeromedical Transport

T-37B Primary Jet Trainer
T-38A Supersonic Jet Trainer

T-41A Primary Trainer

UH-ID tftlllty Helicopter
CH-3E Cargo/Transport Helicopter

HH-53B Heavy Lift Helicopter

U-17 Utility Aircraft
Itodification of Aircraft

Aircraft Spares and Repair Parts

Common AGE
Component Improvement

•Dotal FT 1968 Program
Amount

^y y * J
-9.1

hh6.2
55.7

iSl 313.0
-28.7
284.3
kl.7
558.0

' -51-5
506.5
10.5

k 2.8

1^3 879.8
-1^.6
865.2
70.0
52.9

86 197.8
-22.5

175-3
3.0

^ 1
5.0
-.7

120
1^
37-0
26.k
-5.2
21.2

18
-12.8

398.6
24.8

k 16.0
lOU 19.7
123 76.3
h3 .U

16 5.2
1 1.2
h 6.8

7 .2

520.4
1,309.0

55.1
77.0
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IfU3Z£ 25 - FT 1968 AIRGRAfT BROCOREHERT HiOaRAM - Continued

(I in Millions)

Total FT 1968 Program

Air Btarce - Oontlnued Quantity Anount

Industrial Facilities ^7.9

\f8r Cbnsujoables 23*3

Other Charges • 129.2

Classified IVojects _ ^93»3

TOTAL AIR FORCE HROORAM 1,250 5,782.0
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TABLE 26 - FT I968 MISSILE PROCUBEMENT PROGIAM

($ In Millions)

Arny

CHAPAERAL Missiles
Ground Equipment

REDEYE(XMIM-43A) Missiles
HAWK (XMIM-23A) Ground Equipment

HAWK (Self-Propelled) Ground Equipment
Ant 1-Ball!Stic Missile System
HONEST JOHN (MGR-13) Missies
TOW Missiles

Ground Equipment
EERSHUIG (XM(24-31A) Missiles

Ground Equipment
SER{2ART (XMGM-29A) Missiles
SHILLELACH (XMg^-SlA) Missiles

Total
FY 1966 Program

i,Wo

^^,013

5,550

Ik, 500

Target Missiles
Land Combat Support System
Air Defense Battery Terminal Equipment
Modification of In-Service Missiles
Production Base Support

First Destination Transportation
Items Less Than $500,000
Missiles Sipares and Repair Parts

TOTAL ARMY FROCStAM

Navy

U(W-2TC (A-3) POLARIS
EUGM-73A (C-3) POSEIDON
SPARROW III
AIM-9D (SIDEWINDER IC IB)

SHRIKE /ARM

BIM-2E (terrier)

R3CM-8E (TALOS)
RIM-2lfB (TARTAR)
RIM-66A (aCAimHD MISSILE MR)

RIM-6TA (SfTAHDARD MISSILE ER)

UUM-VfA (SOBROC)
AERIAL TARGES7S
Modification of Missiles
Missile Spares & Repair Farts

PHOENIX

26
kS

Amt
1^
5.2

21.9
29-3
2.4

269.0
.1

3T.1
19.6
4.0

87.3
.2

44.2

11.4

IT.

7

3.3
33.6
59.8
3.4
.1

37.

9

92.9
94.3

1,195 55-7
960 9.2

6,255 93.3
3.5

188 24.4
2.1

24o 13.1
660 38.9
72 31-7

53.4
16.0
22.0

45 54.8
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TABLE 26 . FY 1968 MISSILE FRCX^UBEMEEKF FROCStAM - Continued

($ In Millions}

Total

Ifery - Continued FY I968 Program
^ Ant

Missile Industrial Facilities loTo

Astronautics ...^^ 2i5.

TOTAL NAVY PROGRAM 9,^5 625.6

Ifcrine Corps

REEBYE Missile (XMIM-U3-A) 3>200 17-0

Other Supporting Costs 3'

2

Spares and Repair Parts ^.^

TOTAL MftBIBE COBPS 7RQGEm 3>200 23.I

Air Force

L(24-25C THAN II a a'^
lgm-Sof/g menuteman ii/iii 83 370.3

shrhce/ahm ^, 315 61.

6

AIM-TE SPABROW ©75 2lf.0

TAR^ mORES 9.0

Modification of In-Service Missiles 160.9

Spares and Repair Parts ^
Other Support °50.7

TOTAL AIR FORCE PBOGBAM 5,273 1,368.0
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lABUS 27 - SY 1968 TR/ICKED 0GHB4T VEHICLE HtOCUBEMEDT IROGRAH

($ in HLlUons)

Angy

Carrier, Personnel, MII3AI
Carrier, Cargo, l^US

Carrier, Oommand Post, M577Ai
Carrier, Mortar, Slnm, ML25A1
Carrier, Ifortar, 107nntt, MLC6A1
Recovery Vehicle, M578
Howitzer, Medium, 155nnii, MLO9

Gun, Air Defense, 20fflm, XMI63

Armored Recon Airborne Assault Vehicle

Less: Advance Procurement, Vrtor Year

ARAAV Advance Procurement, Current Year

Ttainer, Conduct of Fire, XM35

Oiassis, Transporter, Bridge, Launcher

Combat Engineer Vehicle,

Tank, Combat, 152mm Gun, M5QA1E2

Less: Advance Fsrocurement, Prior Year

M60A1E2 Advance Procurement, Ctarrent Year

Retrofit Kits for MSCAI O^mk
Tank, Combat, 105mm Gun, MSOAI
Trainer, Conduct of PLre, M60AIEI

Trainer, Ifeapons System, MSOAIEI

Production Base Support
first Destination Transportation

Repair Parts and Support Materiel

Items Less than $500,000

TOO^ ARM! PROGRAM

Marine Corps

Miscellaneous Supporting Costs

TOTAL MARIKE CORPS PROGRAM

Utotal FT 1968 Pfograa
Quantity Amount

1,952 54.3

559 18.6
8.4

128 4.2

107 3.4

79 6,1

27 2.7

192 22.6
600 91.4

-30-8
60.6
26.1

146 5.3
30 3.5

30 6.7
92.1
-11.4

oO«T
6.0
23.3

300 52.9
89 2.8
h .9

12.7
6.0
15.4
1.5

4,797 424.7

5.1
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TABLE 28 - FT 1968 H&VY SHIPBUILDIIC AHD CXMIVBRSlOU PROGRAM

($ In Millions)

Ttotaa FT 1968 Program

„ ^ . tontlty Amount
Hev Oonstrttctlon 2 n- —

—

CVA(N) Attack Aircraft Carrier (Udclear) Advance Proc. - ^50.5

SS(H) Submarine (Hiiclear) ^ ^27*2
Less: Advance Procurement in Rrior Year -

21o\B
Q rr

SS(n) Submarine (Hiiclear)Advance Procurement - "'^

DEG Guided Missile Destroyer
*

DX/nXD ASW-AAW Module Frigate Contract Definition - ^^•^
LHA General Purpose Assault aip f'A*m General Purpose Assault Ship Contract Definition ^-

DE Escort Ship - '

£q*^j

MSO Ocean Minesweeper ' 2*^^*5

FDL Fast Deployment Logistic Ship
^

AOE Past Combat Support Slip
^

AGOR Oceanograjiiic Research Slip ge'i^

AE Ammunition Ship . ^.T^v

ASR Submarine Rescue Ship

Service and Other Small Craft "
'

Advance Design and Contract Plans ^ 1-

SUBTOTAL MEW COBSTraiCTIOH 3^ 1,^31.2

Conversion

SSBN
SSSN
AS
DLG

ELeet Ballistic Missile Submarine

Fleet Ballistic MlssUe Submarine Advance Procurement

Submarine Otender

Guided Missile Stigate

Less: Advance Rrocurement in Prior Year

3

1
1

268.3
38.0
19.3
31.0

^3
DLG
OG
DD

Guided Missile Frigate Advance Procurement

Guided Missile Cruiser Advance Procurement

Destroyer
Less: Advance Procurement in Rrior lear

7

U0,0
2.1

91.7

BO
DD
MSO

Destroyer Advance Procurement

Ocean Minesweeper

Less: Advance Procurement In Prior Year
9

5-2
32.7

-54
273

MSO Ocean Minesweeper Advance Procurement 6.8

SUBTOOIAL OOKVERSION 21 515.2

OJOTAL PROGRAM 2 1. 9U6.lt
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TABIE 29 - AMOUHTS KEgOESTED FOR MKT&E ADTHDRIZATION

IS IT 1968 RECPEST AS CCMPABED WUH FT I967 HJDGEJT

(lb thousaods)

Aathorizea a/ Appropriated j/ Requestea

FT 1967 FY 1967 FT 1968

RESEARCH, DEVELQIMEKr

TEag. AHD EVAIUATIOW

Axny *1, 579, 500 $1,568,700 $1,539,000

IIia.vy (including the

Marine Corps) l,81n,100 1,798,600 l,861|.,ll8 c/

Air Force 3,151,600 3,145,600 3,268,51»^ i/

Defense Agencies 1*81,059 1*81,059 1^,000

BEergency Fond 125.000 125.000 125.000

Total i7, 178. 259 *7.118,959 *7,260.632 5/

a/ Includes $135,000,000 in FT I967 supplemental authorization

" request.

b/ Itaeludes $135,000,000 in FT I967 supplemental budget reqjiest.

c/ Includes $6,118,000 for the special foreign currency program

included under a separate appropriation heading.

d/ Includes $1,511*, 000 for the special foreign currency program

included under a separate apprpprlatlon heading.

e/ Includes $7,632,000, the total of c/ and d/ above.
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TABLE 30 - SOURCE OF HJMDS FOR THE FY I968

RDTSeE HlOCatAH

(in thousands)

RESEARCH, DEVELOHmT ,

TEST, AMD EVAIXJATION

Amy

Navy (including the

Marine Corps)

Air Force

Defense Agencies

Bnergency Fund

Total

Total
Amount

of
FT 1968
Program

$1,571,000

Funding
Available

for
Financing
Progrsm
in Part

$32,000

1,9^,118 a/ 82,000

3,ta,51^h/ 123,000 b/

ifrr,ooo

125.000

13,000

Requested
for

Authorization

$1,539,000

l,861f,ll8 a/

3,288, 51*^ b/

lf61i-,000

125,000

$7,530*6320/ $250,0000/ $7,280,6320/

a/ Includes $6,118,000 for the special foreign currency program incOuded

under a separate appropriation heading.

h/ Ihcludes $1,514,000 for the special foreign currency program included
*"

under a separate appropriation heading.

c/ liiclades $7,632,000 tihlch is the total of a/ and b/ above.
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OiABLB 31 - ?T 1968 RmE^ ABMT FROGRAM
($ In nllUons)

FT 1968
Rrogram Amount

Budget Activity 1. KHJTARY SCIEWCE5

In-House Laboratory Independent Besearch
Defense Research Sciences
Information Processing
Intelligence-Electronic Warfare
Surface Mobility Studies
Nuclear Investigations
Materials
Human Factors
Qavlronment
Blo-Medlcal Invetlgatlons
Education and Training Development
Studies and Analyses

Subtotal, Military Sciences

Budget Activity 2. AIRCRAFT ARD RELATED EOjUIBMEKT

Lig^t Observation Helicopter
Advanced Aerial Fire Support System
Aircraft Suppressive Fire (Exp Dev)

Avionics (Exp Dev)
Air Mobility
Aeronautical Research
Demonstrator Engines
Operational Evaluation, v/STQL
Research Helicopter
New Surveillance Aircraft
Aircreift Suppressive Fire (Adv Dev)
Avionics (Adv Dev)
Avionics Systems (Sng Der)
Aircraft Suppressive Fire Suppoirt System (Eng Dev)
Aircraft Engines
Supporting Development Air Mbblllty

10.2
77.1
3.2
2.7
2.1
9.2

13.0
6.1
6.0

20.1
.7

15.0

I65A

.1
UQ.O
2.2
2.U
10.0

k.k
.2

12.0
.8

3.2
5.0
3.0
13.7
1.0

Subtotal, Aircraft and Related Equipment 115.7
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FT 1968
Program Amount

Budget Activity 3* MISSILES AND KELATED EQUTOIEST

Surface-to-Air Missile, NIKE HERCULES 1.0
Surface-to-Air Missile, HAWfc/ktp g.j
Interim Forward Area Air Defense - VULCAN/CHAPAERAL 8.0
IM.vision Support Missile LANCE 24.5
Surface-to- Surface Missile PEEISHING 20-0
Surface- to-Air Missile REDEXE .5
Land Combat Support System I.9
Missiles 19.1
Missile Propulsion 11.4
ForK.-rd Area Air Defense System 6.0
Surf-ce-to-Air Missile Developments (SAM-D) 35,0
Surface-to-Surface Missile Rockets 1,5
NIKE X Advanced Development 20.0
NIXE X 423.3
Air Defense Control and Coordination System 5.0
Missile Effectiveness Evaluation 6.0
Kwajalein Test Site 35.

0

White Sands Missile Range 8l>3

Subtotal, Missiles and Related Equipment 706.2

Budget Activity 4. MILITARY ASTRONAUTICS AKD RELATED B^UIPMENT

Tactical Satellite Communications 5.3
Satellite Communications 5.8

Subtotal, Military Astronautics and Related
Equipment H.l

Budget Activity5. SHIPS, SMALL CRAFT, AND RELATED EQUIPMENT

Marine Craft .9

Subtotal, Ships, Small Craft, and Related Equipment .9

Budget Activity 6. ORDNANCE, COMBAT VEHICLES AND RELATED EQUIPMBJT

SHILLELAGH 2.4
Tank, Main Battle 34,0
Heavy Anti-Tark Assault Weapon System (Tow) 5.0
Surface Mobility- Components and Techniques 5.8

Power Systems-Converters 12.3
Nuclear Munitions Development (Adv Dev) 1.0
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5T 1968
Program Amount

Budget Activity 6. QRJHANCE, COMBAT VESICLES AMD RELATED EQUIPMEMT (Cont'd)

Antl-Tauk Weapon System
CB Weapons Program (Adv Dev)
Field Artillery Direct Support Weapon
Howitzer Llgbtwel^t Self-Propelled, 155nnn

Mine Warfare
Infantry Individual and Supporting Weapons
Field Artillery Weapons, Munitions and Biuipment
Kuclear Munitions (Eng Dev)
Wheeled Vehicles
Track and Special Vehicles
Fortifications ._Mines and Obstacles

Medium AT Assault Weapon (HAW)

Subtotal, Ordnance, Combat Vdtiicles, and Belated
Sq.uipment

Budget Activity J. OTHER EQUlPMJiWT

Defense Commo Planning Group
Army Support of Headquarters Bicom
Electronic Warfare Quick React Cap
Intelligence Data Handling System
Consminications Security Equipment Techniques

Primary C(MENT/ELINT
Specialized Collection Activities and Systems

Conimunications-Electronics
Identification, Friend or Foe (UF) (Exp Dev)

Airborne Surveillance and Target Acquisition (Exp Dev)

Ground Surveillance and Target Acquisition (Exp Dev)

Electronics-Electronic De^/lcej

Mapping- Geodesy (Exp Dev)
Combat Support

Night Vision (Exp Dev)

Limited War Laboratory (Adv Dev)

Electric Power Sources

Auto Data Sys Army Fld^

Night Vision LMv_te.'

iaSitification^?ien^r Foe {IFF) Develoiinent6(Adv Itev)

CoDsmmications Developments

Image Interpretation Photo Processing

Ground Surveillance and Target Acquisition (Adv Dev)

5-0
1^.2

1.0
h.3

1.4
12.3
13.2
3-1
3-2
h.l

20.0

ib.o
.2

5.0
.6

3-5
9.7
1.0

.2

6.0
3.8

13j8

4.3

7.0
2.0
3.8

&
1.3

11.2
.5

3.5
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Budget Activity T* OTHER iftUIPMIKT (Cont'd)

Airborne Surveillance and Target Acquisltiai (Adv Dev)

Intelligence and Electronic Warfare Development

Mapping- Geodesy s

Therapeutic Development

Unmanned Aerial Surveillance System

Subsystem Heliability
Project Blue Zephyr
Strategic Communications
Tactical Communications
Tactical ADPS Equipment

Aerial Combat Surveillance System

Ground Based Surveillance Systems

Nuclear Surveillance - Survey

Support of Intelligence Operations

Image Interpretation Rioto Process

Identification, Friend or Foe Equipment (Eng Dev)

Joint Advanced Tactical C3P

Electronic Warfare
Supporting Development for Communications

Combat Feeding, Clothing and Equipment

Night Vision Development (Eng Dev)

Training Devices
Mapping-Geodesy (Eng Dev)

General Combat Support

CB Defense (Eng Dev)

Army Electronic Proving Ground

Testing

Subtotal, Other Equipment

Budget Activity 8. roOCgAMWIDE MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT

Facilities and Installation Support

International Cooperative Hesearch

Civilian Training Pool

Subtotal, Prograarwlde Management and Support

TOTAL, EDOS&i^Aray

FY 1968
grogram Amount

12.5
10.7
3-2

10.6
.3

1.0
.7

1.1
7.2
6.9
h.O
k.O
.5

1.0
k.O
1.6
2.0
2.8
3.0
3.3
13.0

.9
1.0
12.6
•5.0

6.0

>1A
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TABLE 32 - FY I968 RKC&E, NAVY HIOGBAM

($ In nillloa^)

FY 1968
Rrogram Amount

Budget Activity 1. MILITARY SCIENCES

In-House Laboratory Independent Research 15 .6

Defense Research Sciences, Navy 115 '9
General Survei3J^ce and Navigation I6.0

Life Sciences Technology 3»2
Personnel and Training 2.0
Materials 10.1
Electronic Materials Techniques 5«7
Education and Training Development 2.0

Center for Naval Analyses (Navy) 8,5

Center for Naval Analyses (Marine Corps) .8

Studies and Analyses (Navy) U/O
Studies and Analyses (Marine Corps) 1«3

Subtotal, Military Sciences 192.1

Budget Activity 2, AIRCRAFT AMD RELATED EQUIPMBirr

FIIIB Aircraft 38.2

AEW CV Based Aircraft E2A 5-9
Improved Follow-on Ltfi^t Attack Aircraft A-7A 6.0
ILAAS 9-0

Aircraft Systems Fleet Support 2.9
Teurget Fleet Support ^-9
Air ASW Fleet Support 1.6

Aircraft Propulsion Evaluation 2»k

Aircraft Fli^t Test General 2.1
Helo Avionics Systems 2.0

Airborne Surveillance & Navigation 20.9

Aircraft Communications 2.1

Aircraft, General Exploratory Development 2U.7

Airborne ASW Detection 2U.2

Avionics 2.9
Air/Surface Fire Control 5-3

Airborne Electronic Warfare Equipment ih.^

Environmental Applications .7

Directional Jezebel Sonobuoy System 3-0

Integrated VP ASW Avionics System 3-9
CVS ASW Aircraft (VSX) 25-0

Avionics Development (VAST) ^-9

Drone Target Development 2.5

EA-6B Aircraft 28.9
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FY 1968

Budget Activity g» AIRCRAFT MSfP RELAM) EQUlPMidM'l' (Cont'd)

C7-Based ABN Tactical Control System 29
Tactical Recon A/C KF-X
PAX-Navy 3.0
AIMS (ATCRBS/MARK XIl) 1.6
OSUH/Comblned Sensor VeMcle System 7*0

Subtotal^ Aircraft and Related Bgulpment 279.5

Budget Activity 3* MISSILES AND RKTATF!!) BgUIPMEMT

Fleet Ballistic Missile System 1^33 •O

FBM Command and Control 30.0
FHOMIX Missile System 36.9
SUBROC 2.2
Alr-La\inched Guided Missile Fleet Support 7-1
Surface Missile System Project k^.k

SHRIKE 7*8
Basic Point Defense Missile System 2,h
Anti-Radiation Missile (Standard ARM) iS.k
Guided Missile Propulsion. 10.8
Guided Missiles Exploratory Development 19-7
Landing Force Support Weapon 3*0
Augmented Thrust ^opulslon 5*0
Advanced ARM Technology 2.4
Advanced s/a Weapon System I5.O
Advanced A/L AAM System 1.8
Advanced a/l ASM Systems 2.0

Advanced Fuze Designs 1.7
AdVEtnced Sea Based Deterrent .6

Advanced Point Defense Missile System 6.0
Advanced SPARROW 8*3
Medium Range Guided Missile (CONDOR) ^3*9
3T ^stem Lnprovement 6.8
Pacific Missile Range 57*2
Mlsslle/Weapons Systems Test and Instrumentation 5.7

Subtotal, Missiles and Related Equipment 785*3

Budget Activity ^4-. MILITARY ASHRONAUTICS AND RELATED B^UIIMEMT

Geodesy/anna -7

Astronautics Exploratory Development 9«7
Tactical Applications of NavSat 1*^

Satellite Communications 2.0
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FX 1968
Program Amoun't.

Budget Activity k. MILITABY ASTOONAUTICS AMD BELATED EQUIPMENT (Coafd)

TbcticaX Satellite Connninicatlons -ii^

Subtotal, Military Astronatttlcs and Related

Bgjilpmeat

Budget Activity '^^t ™^^ RELATED BSUmTOg

All Weather Carrier LaDiilng System

Aircraft LamcMng & Retrieving Fit Sup.

Sonar SQS-26
Sonar Fleet Support

SiibTuarine Safety
Submarine Silencing
Fleet Support Electronics

Connnand Control Centers

Fleet Support - Hull and Machinery

Cryptologic Activities

Intelligence Data Handling System

Subordinate OPCONCEHTBRS

Flagship Data System

Naval Nuclear Propulsion

Electronic Conrpatlblllty & Effectiveness

Shipboard Surveillance and Navigation

CoDsnand Support

Jamming and Deception

Shipboard Countermeasures

Ships, Submarines, Boats

Reactor Propulsion Plants

Advanced Mine Countermeasures

Active Planar Array Sonar

Advanced Submarine Sonar Develoiment

Advanced Surface Ship Sonar DevelopnentB

Acoustic Countermeasures

ASW Ship Integrated Combat

Marine Gas Turbines

New Ship Design
Advanced Surface Craft

Aircraft Launching and Retrieving

Shipboard Systems Component Developnent

Advanced Identification Techniques

Ship Interior Communications

Advanced Navigation Development

Advanced Command Data

Advanced Communications

16.3

1.6
7.1
10.1
13.9
1.0
6.0
3.5
I.3
2.0
U.8
.3

-3

.9

18.6
2.6
21.1
9.0
5.0
8.6

17.9
12.5
2.6
II.8
10. 1^

1.5
h.O
6.7
1.U
7.0
9.9
3-1
3.U
1.0
3.0
.3

2.U

5.9
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FT 1968
Program Amount

Budget Activity 3. SBIPS, SMAIL CRAFT AMD RELATED EaUIPMEaT (Cont'd)

Shipboard ELectronle Vbrfare 6.0

Advanced DIPS Techniques
Subsystem Reliability 1*0

River and Shallow Water ^fox^are 5»0

Mine Surveillance & Destruction System 1.0

Advanced ASW Communications 3*6

Sub Sooar Developnients

Periscope Detection Radar 2.0

BVr/CW Countermeasures
Radar SurvelUaace Squlpment
Communications Systems 5-0

Intelligence Systems 5-0

ELeetronlc Warfare System 9*3
Electronic Warfare QRC 3*5
Navigation System l***

Detect/intercept Passive DIPS 10.0

Nuclear Electric Power Plants 1*2

Joint Advanced Tactlcea CCCP 3-0

CIC Conversion i2

Subtotal, Ships, Small Craft and Related Bqulpment 297*6

Budget Activity 6. QRDHANCE. COMBAT VEHICLES AND RELATED

Iftiderwater Ordnance Fleet Support Program
Torpedo MK h6
Air-Launched Ship-Launched Qrd« Fleet Sup.

WALLEXE
HERO Fleet Support
Anti-Tank Weapon ROCKEYE
Marine Corps Operational Weapon 8b Ordnance Development

Weapons and Ordnance
Marine Corps Qrdsance/Combat V^des Exploratory

Development
Advanced Mine Developments
ASW Torpedo Countermeasures Resistance

Sub-Launched Antl-Shlp Torpedo
Advanced EW/CW Weapon
Advanced Conventional Ordnance

Marine Corps Ordnance/Combat Vehicle Advanced Developnent

Mine Warfare Developments
ASW Rodltets

8.3
2.0
5.2
2.0
1.8
1.0
2.8

38.5

2.2
5.0
U.O
U.6
2.0
3.1
2.2
2.U
1.0
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FY 1968

4 Prograa Amount

Budget Activity 6, CfR33NANCE, COMBAT VEHICLES AMD REILATED
EQUIPMENT (Cont'd}

m-hS Torpedo EX-10 13,7
Unguided Conventional Air Launched Weapons 7.9
EW/CW Weapons I.9
Conventional Ordnance Bi^uliment 8,1
Marine Corps Ordnance/Combat Vehicles System 9.8

Subtotal, Combat Vehicles and Belated Squlpment 129*5

Budget Activity 7* OTHER EQIJIIMEWT

Ship Support (ASWEPS) 2-5
FMF Expeditionary Airfield Support 1.8
IJS Marine Corps Tactical Data System I.5
Marine Corps Operational Logistics Dev. ,7
Marine Corps Operational Electronic Dev. I.7
Defense Communications Planning Group 20.0
Itodersea Surveillance 7>0
Shorabased Countemeasures 5-7
Logistics 5-6
Training Equipment 7»0

Other Marine Corps a^loratory Development
Advanced Ibdersea Surveillance
Deep Submergence Program
Mobile ASW Target
Oceanographic Instrumentation Development
Advanced Logistics
Advanced Medical Development
Other Marine Corps Systems

Subtotal, Other Equipment

Budget Activity 8. PROGRAMWIDE MAJIAGEMH)TT AMD SUPPORT

.0

I5.T
41.5
6.3
3.7
5-2
1.7
k.6

Navy Support to BQMNTCOM
Navy Support to HQEA.COM

Facilities and Installation Support
Civilian Substitution Program

.2

.5
62.k

k.l
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FY 1968
Program Amount

Budget Activity 8. PROg^MWIDE MAMAGIMENT AMD SUPPORT (Cont»d)

Atlantic Iftidersea Test & Eval. Center 17-7

Electromagnetic Compatibility Anal. Center -9

Technical Information Centers l-o

International Cooperative R&D -5

l&nagement and Technical Support (ASW) ^^'3

Subtotal, Brogranrwide Management and Support 102.

TOTAL, RDT&E, Navy 1,9^.0

Special Foreign Currency Program

TOTAL, RDT&E 1,9^.1
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TABLE 33 - FY I968 RDTSbE, AIR FORCE PRCXaiAM

($ In ndlUons)

Budget Activity 1. MILITARY SCIMCB5

In-House Laboratory Independent Research

Defense Research Sciences

Environment
Materials
Cloud Gap
Studies and Analyses
Education and Training

RAKD
AirSER

FY 1968
Program Amount

156.6Subtotal, Military Sciences

Budget Activity 2, AIRCRAFT AM) RELATED msmmT

B-52 Squadrons ^^"J
FB-111 Squadrons

SR-71 Squadrons

A-T Squadrons f?*^

F-111 Squadrons iR
RF-Ul Squadrons ^'^
Aerial Targets 7"'^

C-141 Squadrons

C-5A Squadrons ^"^'^
Aerospace Fll^t l^namlcs ^J'

^

X-15 Research Aircraft 3-0

Low Altitude Guidance

Flight Vehicle Subsystems

Tri-Servlce v/STOL Development 3-3

Reconnaissance StrUte Capability

Supersonic Combustion
Advanced Filaments and Con^sltes
Hypersonic Vehicle Technology 1-°

v/TOL Engine Development

Advanced Avionics ^"

Advanced Turbine Engine Gas Generator 5«o

Advanced Manned Strat a/C

Lt Intra Theater Transport

Mark II Avionics
Interceptor/Plre, Control MisBlle System 2D.U

Advanced Tactical Fifijiter (F-X)
J-^

Adverse Weather Aerial Delivery 3yB

Aircraft Operational Support *^
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FT 1968
Program Anount

Budget Activity 2. AIRCRAFT AMD BELATED EQUIPMENT (Cont'd)

^sterns Engineering Grov^

Subtotal, Aircraft and Related Bq.uipnent

Budget Activity 3. MISSILES AKD RELATED EQUIPMENT

SRAM
Mlnuteman Sqmdrons

q t
Advanced Weapons and Applications 5-T

Rocket Propulsion 31*7

Advanced Ramjet Male Propulsion Tech l-o

Advanced ASM Systems
J'

5

Advanced Air Launch Rocket Prop 2.0

Tteictlcal AOT
Advanced ICBM Technology -^^'^

SABRE
Tactical Alr-to-Alr Weapons 2.0

Nlie Targets
Advanced Ballistic Re-entry System

n
Advanced ICBM System 9*0

Western Test Range Tj-o

Eastern Test Range iSSiS

Subtotal, Missiles and Related Equipment 889.6

Budget Activity k. MILITARY ASTOORAUTICS AMD RELATED BQuiwuaiT

Spacetrack
Program 4lT
Special Activities oIq
Bloastronautics
Aerospace Propulsion ^b.O

Aerospace Avionics on
Space Studies 2.0

Adv Space Power Supply Tech
/J

'5

Manned Orbiting Laboratory 430.0

Advanced Space Guidance

LARIAT 'I
Advanced Liquid Rocket Technology 12 • 9

Program 922
Tactical Satellite Communications -i-^-o

Space Tech Adv Re-entry Test 5*0

Program 9^9 ^
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re 1968
Program Anioun't

Siidfret Activity 1^. MILrCftRY ASTOOKAUTICS AND BSLkTED SaUIIMEirr (Confd)

Aerospace Research (ARSP) ^'o
Plastic Balloon Conponents & Technology

Space Ejcperlments Support (SBSP)
^^'"^

h'\ 0
Titan ni Space Booster ^^'^
Agena D c*0
Point-tp-Polnt Sat Ccm ^'g
Satellite Control PaclUty
Arnold Engineering Development Center ^^-^
Aerospace

'

Subtotal, Military Astronautics and Related

Bauipment
l,Ol».0

Budffet Activity 7. OTHER WJIFtmS

Sac Cobb and Control Networks (SACON)

PACCS [2
Special Purpose Comm System

Norad COC ^,2
CTH Radar System j^'q

USSTRICCM Y*0
Tbctlcal Air Control System ^'

Def Com Plan Group "^'g

Cryptologlc Activities ^^'^^

Clear Slcy 25!o
Special Collection Activities ^

Mapping, Charting, and Geodesy
'J

InteU Data Hflniil-tng System g*^
Aircom c

Conventional Munitions l^'j^
Ground Electronics

Overland Radar Technology ^'q
Program 6T3A or
Tfeictical Air Control and Landing Devices ^-^
Advanced Devices 0*0
Survivahle Command and Control Coemiunicatlons ^-^

Alrhome Terminals for Sat Comm

Loran D 5
Trl-Servlce Lt Wt Tactical Radar

Base Security o^O
Reconnaissance Exploitation

Conventional Weapons

BW/Ctf Program
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Budget Activity 7* CTCHER SQUHMEM* (Cont'd)

Penetration Aids lEactlcal Fighter 6.0

Tac Info Proc and Interpret 3*0
atcrbs/aims 1-T
Joint Adv Tact Command and Control System 5*0

!Cactical Jamming System 10.0

Life Support System 1.0

CS Operational Support
Other Operational Support 12.7
Com/lnt/Bec Operational Support 13*0

Arm/Ord Operational Support 10.5

Lt/wt Precision Bombing 1*5

Test Instrumentation 17-0

AFW^a? Instrumentation Development 1<8

Info Analysis Center 2.2

JTF-2 Instrumentation Support 8.0

BCAC ^-T
Lincoln lAboratory 24.8

MITRB 12*3

subtotal. Other Baulpnent 307«'^

Budget Activity 8. PROGRAMWIDE MAKAGaMT AND SUPPORT

Escploratory Dev. Mgt. 2.1

International Coop R&D -7

Dev Acquisition & Test Management 93*9
Command Management and Base Ops 131 «

2

Subtotal, Progranwide Management and Support 227.9

TOTAL - BDTSeE, Air Force 3,^10.0

Special Foreign Currency Program 1-5

TOTAL - EOT&E 3,^^*5
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TABLE 3U- rC 1968 RUr&E, DEFBHSE AGENCIES PROGRAM

($ In millions)

Budget Activity 1. MILlTARr SCIENCES

AWAHCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGEaigY

Defense Research Sciences

Technical Studies

DEFENSE ATOMIC SOPPCRT AGEHCy

IKiclear Weapons Effects Research

OTHER OSD ACTIVITIES

Studies and Analyses, Defense Agencies

Subtotal, Military Sciences

Budget Activity 2, AIRCRAFT AMD REIATED EqUHrMKHT

OTHER OSD ACTiyii'IKS

Joint Task Force Two

Subtotal, Aircraft and Related Bqjiipment

Budget Activity 3» MISSIIES AKD RELATED EQUIBCTI

APyAHCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AMCT

Ballistic Missile Defense (DEFENDER)

Subtotal, Missiles and Related Equipment

FT 1968
Program Amount

39.0
9.2

k2.0

10.9

101.1

10.2

10.2

117-5

117.5

Budget Activity k. MILITARy ASTROHfitJTICS AND RELATED E<gJIEMEl!ir

Ulillf
'KMSE COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY

Coonminlcations Satellite Project

Subtotal, Military Astronautics and Related

Eqy.lpzLent

2:2

3.0
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T£ 1968
Program Anoont

Budget Activity 8. PROGRAMWIDE MAHAGEMEWT AMD SOPPORT

lM>'

JiJJSE SUPPDT AGEHCr

Defense Documentation Center

Subtotal, Programwide Management and Support 11.6

TOTAL RDir&E, Defense Agencies 477-0
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in allUoDs)

yy 1968
Attouirb

Bnergency Food, DefeoBe . $125.0.
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